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This document contains licenses and notices for open source software used in this product.

With respect to the free/open source software listed in this document, if you have any

questions or wish to receive a copy of any source code to which you may be entitled under

the applicable free/open source license(s) (such as the GNU Lesser/General Public License),

please contact us at external-opensource-requests@cisco.com.

 

In your requests please include the following reference number 78EE117C99-1350703571

 

 

Contents 

 

1.1 maven-doxia 1.1.2 

     1.1.1 Available under license 

1.2 jackson-databind 2.12.3 

     1.2.1 Available under license 

1.3 msal4j 1.10.1 

     1.3.1 Available under license 

1.4 apache-commons-validator 1.2.0 

     1.4.1 Available under license 

1.5 spring-boot-devtools 2.5.0 

     1.5.1 Available under license 

1.6 mongodb-driver 4.2.3 

     1.6.1 Available under license 

1.7 jacoco v0.8.6 

     1.7.1 Available under license 

1.8 apiguardian-apiguardian-api 1.1.0 

     1.8.1 Available under license 

1.9 jaxb-runtime 2.3.4 

     1.9.1 Available under license 

1.10 joda-time 2.8.1 

     1.10.1 Available under license 

1.11 maven-wagon-api 1.0-alpha-6 

     1.11.1 Available under license 

1.12 junit 4.13.2 

     1.12.1 Available under license 

1.13 apache-maven 3.0 

     1.13.1 Available under license 
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1.14 plexus-i18n-component 1.0-beta-7 

     1.14.1 Available under license 

1.15 hdrhistogram 2.1.12 

     1.15.1 Available under license 

1.16 keepassjava2-::-dom 2.1.4 

     1.16.1 Available under license 

1.17 zipkin-reporter-brave 2.16.3 

     1.17.1 Available under license 

1.18 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-opsworks 1.11.172 

     1.18.1 Available under license 

1.19 mysql-connector-j 8.0.25 

     1.19.1 Available under license 

1.20 netty-tomcatnative-boringssl-static 2.0.39.Final 

     1.20.1 Available under license 

1.21 logback-core 1.2.3 

     1.21.1 Available under license 

1.22 maven-model-builder 3.0 

     1.22.1 Available under license 

1.23 istack-common-utility-code-runtime 3.0.12 

     1.23.1 Available under license 

1.24 aws-java-sdk-for-auto-scaling 1.11.172 

     1.24.1 Available under license 

1.25 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-route53 1.11.172 

     1.25.1 Available under license 

1.26 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-sns 1.11.172 

     1.26.1 Available under license 

1.27 jna 5.5.0 

     1.27.1 Available under license 

1.28 jetbrains-annotations 15.0 

1.29 spring-data-commons 2.5.1 

     1.29.1 Available under license 

1.30 stax 1.2.0 

     1.30.1 Available under license 

1.31 spring-commons-logging-bridge 5.3.7 

     1.31.1 Available under license 

1.32 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-organizations 1.11.172 

     1.32.1 Available under license 

1.33 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-snowball 1.11.172 

     1.33.1 Available under license 
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1.34 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-dynamodb 1.11.172 

     1.34.1 Available under license 

1.35 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-codestar 1.11.172 

     1.35.1 Available under license 

1.36 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-athena 1.11.172 

     1.36.1 Available under license 

1.37 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-config 1.11.172 

     1.37.1 Available under license 

1.38 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-cognito-identity-provider-service 1.11.172 

     1.38.1 Available under license 

1.39 maven-profile-model 2.0.10 

     1.39.1 Available under license 

1.40 keepassjava2-::-kdbx 2.1.4 

     1.40.1 Available under license 

1.41 apache-commons-lang 2.4 

     1.41.1 Available under license 

1.42 sisu-inject 1.4.2 

     1.42.1 Available under license 

1.43 jakarta-activation 1.2.2 

     1.43.1 Available under license 

1.44 shedlock-provider-jdbc-internal 4.0.3 

     1.44.1 Available under license 

1.45 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-lex-model-building 1.11.172 

     1.45.1 Available under license 

1.46 functionality-for-the-reactor-netty-library 1.0.7 

     1.46.1 Available under license 

1.47 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-workspaces 1.11.172 

     1.47.1 Available under license 

1.48 jjwt-jackson 0.11.2 

     1.48.1 Available under license 

1.49 sisu-inject 1.4.2 

     1.49.1 Available under license 

1.50 woodstox 6.2.4 

     1.50.1 Available under license 

1.51 latencyutils 2.0.3 

     1.51.1 Available under license 

1.52 maven-repository-metadata-model 3.0 

     1.52.1 Available under license 

1.53 aether-implementation 1.7 
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     1.53.1 Available under license 

1.54 commons-codec 1.15 

     1.54.1 Available under license 

1.55 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-codedeploy 1.11.172 

     1.55.1 Available under license 

1.56 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-x-ray 1.11.172 

     1.56.1 Available under license 

1.57 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-database-migration-service 1.11.172 

     1.57.1 Available under license 

1.58 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-waf 1.11.172 

     1.58.1 Available under license 

1.59 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-lightsail 1.11.172 

     1.59.1 Available under license 

1.60 stax 1.0.1 

     1.60.1 Available under license 

1.61 hibernate-orm 5.4.31.Final 

     1.61.1 Available under license 

1.62 checker-qual 3.10.0 

     1.62.1 Available under license 

1.63 antlr 2.7.7 

     1.63.1 Available under license 

1.64 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-direct-connect 1.11.172 

     1.64.1 Available under license 

1.65 c3p0jdbcdatasources 0.9.5.4 

     1.65.1 Available under license 

1.66 bson 4.2.3 

     1.66.1 Available under license 

1.67 asm-tree 8.0.1 

     1.67.1 Available under license 

1.68 plexus-classworlds 2.2.3 

     1.68.1 Available under license 

1.69 aws-java-sdk-for-the-amazon-ec2-container-service 1.11.172 

     1.69.1 Available under license 

1.70 javabeans-activation-framework-api 1.2.2 

     1.70.1 Available under license 

1.71 java-classmate classmate-1.5.1 

     1.71.1 Available under license 

1.72 asm 8.0.1 

     1.72.1 Available under license 
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1.73 guava 23.0 

     1.73.1 Available under license 

1.74 junit-platform-junit-platform-engine 1.7.2 

     1.74.1 Available under license 

1.75 light-graphql-4j-generator 2.1.0 

     1.75.1 Available under license 

1.76 junit-jupiter-junit-jupiter-api 5.7.2 

     1.76.1 Available under license 

1.77 cloudwatch-metrics-for-aws-java-sdk 1.11.172 

     1.77.1 Available under license 

1.78 maven-reporting-implementation 2.1 

     1.78.1 Available under license 

1.79 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-elastic-file-system 1.11.172 

     1.79.1 Available under license 

1.80 reactive-streams v1.0.3 

     1.80.1 Available under license 

1.81 aws-sdk-for-java-core 1.11.172 

     1.81.1 Available under license 

1.82 apache-httpcomponents-core 4.4.14 

     1.82.1 Available under license 

1.83 kqueue 4.1.65.Final 

     1.83.1 Available under license 

1.84 jmes-path-query-library 1.11.172 

     1.84.1 Available under license 

1.85 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-code-build 1.11.172 

     1.85.1 Available under license 

1.86 junit-jupiter-aggregator 5.7.2 

     1.86.1 Available under license 

1.87 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-kms 1.12.32 

     1.87.1 Available under license 

1.88 spring-data-jpa 2.5.1 

     1.88.1 Available under license 

1.89 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-kinesis 1.11.172 

     1.89.1 Available under license 

1.90 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-mechanical-turk-requester 1.11.172 

     1.90.1 Available under license 

1.91 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-service-catalog 1.11.172 

     1.91.1 Available under license 

1.92 libplexus-utils 3.0.22 
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     1.92.1 Available under license 

1.93 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-device-farm 1.11.172 

     1.93.1 Available under license 

1.94 assertj-fluent-assertions 3.19.0 

     1.94.1 Available under license 

1.95 spring-boot-test 2.5.0 

     1.95.1 Available under license 

1.96 xmlunit-xmlunit-core 2.8.2 

     1.96.1 Available under license 

1.97 dom4j-flexible-xml-framework-for-java 2.1.3 

     1.97.1 Available under license 

1.98 maven-shared-file-management-api 1.2.1 

     1.98.1 Available under license 

1.99 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-shield 1.11.172 

     1.99.1 Available under license 

1.100 aws-java-sdk-for-the-aws-cloudhsm 1.11.172 

     1.100.1 Available under license 

1.101 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-gamelift 1.11.172 

     1.101.1 Available under license 

1.102 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-codecommit 1.11.172 

     1.102.1 Available under license 

1.103 jsonassert 1.5.0 

     1.103.1 Available under license 

1.104 nimbus-content-type 2.1 

     1.104.1 Available under license 

1.105 mongo-java-driver 4.2.3 

     1.105.1 Available under license 

1.106 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-machine-learning 1.11.172 

     1.106.1 Available under license 

1.107 byte-buddy-agent 1.10.22 

     1.107.1 Available under license 

1.108 maven-model 3.0 

     1.108.1 Available under license 

1.109 plexus-security-dispatcher-component 1.3 

     1.109.1 Available under license 

1.110 microsoft-azure-client-library-for-keyvault-secrets 4.3.1 

     1.110.1 Available under license 

1.111 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-resource-groups-tagging-api 1.11.172 

     1.111.1 Available under license 
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1.112 jackson-datatype-jdk8 2.12.3 

     1.112.1 Available under license 

1.113 java-architecture-for-xml-binding 2.3.3 

     1.113.1 Available under license 

1.114 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-dynamodb-accelerator-(dax) 1.11.172 

     1.114.1 Available under license 

1.115 plexus-velocity-component 1.1.7 

     1.115.1 Available under license 

1.116 microsoft-azure-common-module-for-storage 12.7.0 

     1.116.1 Available under license 

1.117 json-java 20210307 

     1.117.1 Available under license 

1.118 brave 5.13.3 

     1.118.1 Available under license 

1.119 nimbus-langtag 1.5 

     1.119.1 Available under license 

1.120 plexus-cypher-component 1.4 

     1.120.1 Available under license 

1.121 zipkin-reporter-core 2.16.3 

     1.121.1 Available under license 

1.122 apache-log4j-api 2.17.1 

     1.122.1 Available under license 

1.123 maven-shared-i-o-api 1.1 

     1.123.1 Available under license 

1.124 java-libraries-for-amazon-simple-workflow 1.11.22 

     1.124.1 Available under license 

1.125 hamcrest v2.2 

     1.125.1 Available under license 

1.126 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-server-migration 1.11.172 

     1.126.1 Available under license 

1.127 apache-http-client 3.1 

     1.127.1 Available under license 

1.128 reactor-core 3.4.6 

     1.128.1 Available under license 

1.129 maven-settings-builder 3.0 

     1.129.1 Available under license 

1.130 jackson-dataformat-xml 2.12.3 

     1.130.1 Available under license 

1.131 aws-java-sdk-for-the-amazon-ec2-container-registry 1.11.172 
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     1.131.1 Available under license 

1.132 j2objc-annotations 1.1 

     1.132.1 Available under license 

1.133 jakarta-oro 2.0.8 

     1.133.1 Available under license 

1.134 spring-boot 2.5.0 

     1.134.1 Available under license 

1.135 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-polly 1.11.172 

     1.135.1 Available under license 

1.136 asm-analysis 8.0.1 

     1.136.1 Available under license 

1.137 mac-os 4.1.65.Final 

     1.137.1 Available under license 

1.138 keepassjava2-::-simple 2.1.4 

     1.138.1 Available under license 

1.139 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-clouddirectory 1.11.172 

     1.139.1 Available under license 

1.140 maven-aether-provider 3.0 

     1.140.1 Available under license 

1.141 maven-artifact 3.0 

     1.141.1 Available under license 

1.142 error_prone_annotations 2.5.1 

     1.142.1 Available under license 

1.143 apache-log4j-to-slf4j-adapter 2.17.1 

     1.143.1 Available under license 

1.144 core-functionality-for-the-reactor-netty-library 1.0.7 

     1.144.1 Available under license 

1.145 simple-xml 2.7.1 

     1.145.1 Available under license 

1.146 azure-identity 1.3.3 

     1.146.1 Available under license 

1.147 brave-instrumentation-for-reactor-netty-http 1.0.7 

     1.147.1 Available under license 

1.148 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-opsworks-for-chef-automate 1.11.172 

     1.148.1 Available under license 

1.149 microsoft-azure-netty-http-client-library 1.10.1 

     1.149.1 Available under license 

1.150 spring-boot-mail-starter 2.5.0 

     1.150.1 Available under license 
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1.151 apache-regexp 1.3 

     1.151.1 Notifications 

     1.151.2 Available under license 

1.152 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-cloudwatch-events 1.11.172 

     1.152.1 Available under license 

1.153 txw2-runtime 2.3.4 

     1.153.1 Available under license 

1.154 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-inspector-service 1.11.172 

     1.154.1 Available under license 

1.155 doxia-sitetools 1.0 

     1.155.1 Available under license 

1.156 quartz-job-scheduler 2.3.2 

     1.156.1 Available under license 

1.157 azure-storage-blob 12.7.0 

     1.157.1 Available under license 

1.158 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-application-discovery-service 1.11.172 

     1.158.1 Available under license 

1.159 animal-sniffer-annotation 1.14 

     1.159.1 Available under license 

1.160 maven-reporting-api 3.0 

     1.160.1 Available under license 

1.161 aether-utilities 1.7 

     1.161.1 Available under license 

1.162 xpp 1.1.3.3 

     1.162.1 Available under license 

1.163 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-kms 1.11.172 

     1.163.1 Available under license 

1.164 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-directory-service 1.11.172 

     1.164.1 Available under license 

1.165 spring-boot-quartz-starter 2.5.0 

     1.165.1 Available under license 

1.166 apache-http-client 4.5.13 

     1.166.1 Available under license 

1.167 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-certificate-manager 1.11.172 

     1.167.1 Available under license 

1.168 plexus 1.5.5 

     1.168.1 Available under license 

1.169 plexus-classworlds 1.1-alpha-2 

     1.169.1 Available under license 
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1.170 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-elastic-transcoder 1.11.172 

     1.170.1 Available under license 

1.171 spring-boot-test-auto-configure 2.5.0 

     1.171.1 Available under license 

1.172 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-greengrass 1.11.172 

     1.172.1 Available under license 

1.173 msal4j-persistence-extension 1.1.0 

     1.173.1 Available under license 

1.174 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-glacier 1.11.172 

     1.174.1 Available under license 

1.175 apache-commons-collections 3.2 

     1.175.1 Available under license 

1.176 aether-spi 1.7 

     1.176.1 Available under license 

1.177 jcip-annotations-under-apache-license 1.0-1 

     1.177.1 Available under license 

1.178 maven-scm-subversion-provider-svn-executable-impl 1.4 

     1.178.1 Available under license 

1.179 netty-project 4.1.65.Final 

     1.179.1 Available under license 

1.180 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-cognito-identity 1.11.172 

     1.180.1 Available under license 

1.181 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-marketplace-entitlement 1.11.172 

     1.181.1 Available under license 

1.182 javassist 3.27.0 

     1.182.1 Available under license 

1.183 jul-to-slf4j-bridge 1.7.30 

     1.183.1 Available under license 

1.184 asm-based-accessors-helper-used-by-json-smart 2.4.7 

     1.184.1 Available under license 

1.185 mchange-commons-java 0.2.15 

     1.185.1 Available under license 

1.186 apache-xml-commons 1.0.b2 

     1.186.1 Available under license 

1.187 aws-sdk-for-java 1.11.172 

     1.187.1 Available under license 

1.188 jboss-logging 3.4.1.Final 

     1.188.1 Available under license 

1.189 plexus-interpolation-api 1.14 
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     1.189.1 Available under license 

1.190 brave-instrumentation-http-adapters 5.13.3 

     1.190.1 Available under license 

1.191 commons-vfs-core 2.0 

     1.191.1 Available under license 

1.192 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-rekognition 1.11.172 

     1.192.1 Available under license 

1.193 error_prone_annotations 2.0.18 

     1.193.1 Available under license 

1.194 pwdb-::-database 2.1.4 

     1.194.1 Available under license 

1.195 keepassjava2-::-all 2.1.4 

     1.195.1 Available under license 

1.196 spring-boot-cache-starter 2.5.0 

     1.196.1 Available under license 

1.197 keepassjava2-::-jaxb 2.1.4 

     1.197.1 Available under license 

1.198 slf4j-api-module 1.7.30 

     1.198.1 Available under license 

1.199 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-ec2 1.11.172 

     1.199.1 Available under license 

1.200 jta 1.3.3 

     1.200.1 Available under license 

1.201 junit-jupiter-junit-jupiter-params 5.7.2 

     1.201.1 Available under license 

1.202 maven-plugin-registry-model 2.0.10 

     1.202.1 Available under license 

1.203 microsoft-azure-java-core-library 1.18.0 

     1.203.1 Available under license 

1.204 apache-log4j 2.17.1 

     1.204.1 Available under license 

1.205 aether-api 1.7 

     1.205.1 Available under license 

1.206 mockito v3.9.0 

     1.206.1 Available under license 

1.207 maven-plugin-api 3.0 

     1.207.1 Available under license 

1.208 mockito-junit-jupiter 3.9.0 

     1.208.1 Available under license 
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1.209 junit-jupiter-junit-jupiter-engine 5.7.2 

     1.209.1 Available under license 

1.210 micrometer-core 1.7.0 

     1.210.1 Available under license 

1.211 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-api-gateway 1.11.172 

     1.211.1 Available under license 

1.212 json-path 2.5.0 

     1.212.1 Available under license 

1.213 jackson-dataformats-binary 2.12.3 

     1.213.1 Available under license 

1.214 maven-scm-api 1.4 

     1.214.1 Available under license 

1.215 aws-sdk-java 1.11.172 

     1.215.1 Available under license 

1.216 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-marketplace-commerce-analytics 1.11.172 

     1.216.1 Available under license 

1.217 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-lex 1.11.172 

     1.217.1 Available under license 

1.218 aalto-xml 1.0.0 

     1.218.1 Available under license 

1.219 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-iot 1.11.172 

     1.219.1 Available under license 

1.220 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-s3 1.11.172 

     1.220.1 Available under license 

1.221 aws-sdk-for-java-core 1.12.32 

     1.221.1 Available under license 

1.222 aspectj-weaver 1.9.6 

     1.222.1 Available under license 

1.223 asm 9.1 

     1.223.1 Available under license 

1.224 spring-framework 5.3.7 

     1.224.1 Available under license 

1.225 byte-buddy byte-buddy-1.10.22 

     1.225.1 Available under license 

1.226 hikaricp HikariCP-4.0.3 

     1.226.1 Available under license 

1.227 jjwt-impl 0.11.2 

     1.227.1 Available under license 

1.228 jackson-module-parameter-names 2.12.3 
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     1.228.1 Available under license 

1.229 jackson-annotations jackson-annotations-2.12.3 

     1.229.1 Available under license 

1.230 libplexus-utils 1.5.6 

     1.230.1 Available under license 

1.231 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-lambda 1.11.172 

     1.231.1 Available under license 

1.232 commons-logging 1.1.1 

     1.232.1 Available under license 

1.233 apache-log4j-jul-adapter 2.17.1 

     1.233.1 Available under license 

1.234 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-step-functions 1.11.172 

     1.234.1 Available under license 

1.235 jakarta-persistence-api 2.2.3 

     1.235.1 Available under license 

1.236 software-amazon-ion-ion-java 1.0.2 

     1.236.1 Available under license 

1.237 oauth-2.0-sdk-with-openid-connect-extensions 9.3.3 

     1.237.1 Available under license 

1.238 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-sts 1.11.172 

     1.238.1 Available under license 

1.239 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-cognito-sync 1.11.172 

     1.239.1 Available under license 

1.240 commons-logging 1.1.3 

     1.240.1 Available under license 

1.241 reactor-netty 1.0.7 

     1.241.1 Available under license 

1.242 maven-scm-subversion-provider-common-library 1.4 

     1.242.1 Available under license 

1.243 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-health-apis-and-notifications 1.11.172 

     1.243.1 Available under license 

1.244 aws-sdk-for-java-models 1.11.172 

     1.244.1 Available under license 

1.245 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-appstream 1.11.172 

     1.245.1 Available under license 

1.246 maven-project 2.0.10 

     1.246.1 Available under license 

1.247 snake-yaml 1.28 

     1.247.1 Available under license 
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1.248 apache-commons-digester 1.6 

     1.248.1 Available under license 

1.249 zipkin-v2 2.23.2 

     1.249.1 Available under license 

1.250 shedlock-spring 4.0.3 

     1.250.1 Available under license 

1.251 jackson-datatype-jsr310 2.12.3 

     1.251.1 Available under license 

1.252 caffeine-cache 2.9.1 

     1.252.1 Available under license 

1.253 asm-commons 8.0.1 

     1.253.1 Available under license 

1.254 shedlock-provider-jdbc-template 4.0.3 

     1.254.1 Available under license 

1.255 jakarta-annotations-api 1.3.5 

     1.255.1 Available under license 

1.256 aws-java-sdk-for-the-aws-simple-systems-management-(ssm)-service

1.11.172 

     1.256.1 Available under license 

1.257 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-marketplace-metering-service 1.11.172 

     1.257.1 Available under license 

1.258 maven-local-settings-model 3.0 

     1.258.1 Available under license 

1.259 apache-commons-beanutils 1.7.0 

     1.259.1 Available under license 

1.260 jakarta-mail 1.6.7 

     1.260.1 Available under license 

1.261 google-gson 2.8.6 

     1.261.1 Available under license 

1.262 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-application-auto-scaling 1.11.172 

     1.262.1 Available under license 

1.263 jackson-core 2.12.3 

     1.263.1 Available under license 

1.264 jna 5.6.0 

     1.264.1 Available under license 

1.265 opentest4j-opentest4j 1.2.0 

     1.265.1 Available under license 

1.266 maven-wrapper 0.5.1 

     1.266.1 Available under license 
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1.267 spongy-castle 1.54.0.0 

     1.267.1 Available under license 

1.268 java-annotation-indexer 2.2.3.Final 

     1.268.1 Available under license 

1.269 junit-platform-junit-platform-commons 1.7.2 

     1.269.1 Available under license 

1.270 jackson-xc 2.12.3 

     1.270.1 Available under license 

1.271 apache-commons-lang 3.12.0 

     1.271.1 Available under license 

1.272 keepassjava2-::-kdb 2.1.4 

     1.272.1 Available under license 

1.273 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-workdocs 1.11.172 

     1.273.1 Available under license 

1.274 hibernate-commons-annotations 5.1.2.Final 

     1.274.1 Available under license 

1.275 slf4j-binding 2.17.1 

     1.275.1 Available under license 

1.276 default-plexus-container 1.0-alpha-9 

     1.276.1 Available under license 

1.277 shedlock-core 4.0.3 

     1.277.1 Available under license 

1.278 jmes-path-query-library 1.12.32 

     1.278.1 Available under license 

1.279 project-lombok 1.18.20 

     1.279.1 Available under license 

1.280 objenesis 3.2 

     1.280.1 Available under license 

1.281 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-elasticsearch-service 1.11.172 

     1.281.1 Available under license 

1.282 microsoft-azure-client-library-for-keyvault-keys 4.3.1 

     1.282.1 Available under license 

1.283 sisu-guice 2.1.7 

     1.283.1 Available under license 

1.284 spring-initializr-generator-spring-projects 0.12.0 

     1.284.1 Available under license 

1.285 json-library-from-android-sdk 0.0.20131108.vaadin1 

     1.285.1 Available under license 

1.286 stax-api 4.2.1 
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     1.286.1 Available under license 

1.287 apache-xerces2-j 2.8.1 

     1.287.1 Available under license 

1.288 velocity.apache.org/tools/devel 1.5 

     1.288.1 Available under license 

1.289 netty-transport-native-unix-common 4.1.65.Final 

     1.289.1 Available under license 

1.290 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-pinpoint 1.11.172 

     1.290.1 Available under license 

1.291 spring-boot-log4j2-starter 2.5.0 

     1.291.1 Available under license 

1.292 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-cost-and-usage-report 1.11.172 

     1.292.1 Available under license 

1.293 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-batch 1.11.172 

     1.293.1 Available under license 

1.294 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-codepipeline 1.11.172 

     1.294.1 Available under license 

1.295 doxia-sitetools 1.1.2 

     1.295.1 Available under license 

1.296 nimbus-jose-jwt 9.8.1 

     1.296.1 Available under license 

1.297 apache-tomcat-embed 9.0.46 

     1.297.1 Available under license 

1.298 maven-artifact-manager 2.0.2 

     1.298.1 Available under license 

1.299 json-smart 2.4.7 

     1.299.1 Available under license 

1.300 jjwt-api 0.11.2 

     1.300.1 Available under license 

1.301 findbugs-jsr305 1.3.9 

     1.301.1 Available under license 

1.302 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-sqs 1.11.172 

     1.302.1 Available under license 

1.303 guava 19.0 

     1.303.1 Available under license 

1.304 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-budgets 1.11.172 

     1.304.1 Available under license 
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1.1 maven-doxia 1.1.2 
1.1.1 Available under license : 

 

Doxia

Copyright 2005-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.2 jackson-databind 2.12.3 
1.2.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.3 msal4j 1.10.1 
1.3.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

/**

* Interface representing a confidential client application (Web App, Web API, Daemon App).

* Confidential client applications are trusted to safely store application secrets, and therefore

* can be used to acquire tokens in then name of either the application or an user.

* For details see https://aka.ms/msal4jclientapplications

*/

/**

    * Acquires tokens from the authority configured in the application, for the confidential client

    * itself. It will by default attempt to get tokens from the token cache. If no tokens are found,

    * it falls back to acquiring them via client credentials from the STS

    * @param parameters instance of {@link ClientCredentialParameters}

    * @return {@link CompletableFuture} containing an {@link IAuthenticationResult}

    */

/**

    * Acquires an access token for this application (usually a Web API) from the authority configured

    * in the application, in order to access another downstream protected Web API on behalf of a user

    * using the On-Behalf-Of flow. It will by default attempt to get tokens from the token cache.

    * This confidential client application was itself called with an acces token which is provided in

    * the {@link UserAssertion} field of {@link OnBehalfOfParameters}.

    *

    * When serializing/deserializing the in-memory token cache to permanent storage, there should be

    * a token cache per incoming access token, where the hash of the incoming access token can be used

    * as the token cache key. Access tokens are usually only valid for a 1 hour period of time,

    * and a new access token in the {@link UserAssertion} means there will be a new token cache and

    * new token cache key. To avoid your permanent storage from being filled with expired

    * token caches, an eviction policy should be set. For example, a token cache that

    * is more than a couple of hours old can be deemed expired and therefore evicted from the

    * serialized token cache.

    * @param parameters instance of {@link OnBehalfOfParameters}

    * @return {@link CompletableFuture} containing an {@link IAuthenticationResult}

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IConfidentialClientApplication.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

/**

* Object containing parameters for On-Behalf-Of flow. Can be used as parameter to

 

* {@link ConfidentialClientApplication#acquireToken(OnBehalfOfParameters)}

 

*

 

* For more details, see https://aka.ms/msal4j-on-behalf-of

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/OnBehalfOfParameters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AADAuthority.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/EventKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IClientAssertion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/TokenCacheAccessContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/RefreshTokenCacheEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AuthorizationRequestUrlParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/DeviceCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AadInstanceDiscoveryResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ClientAssertion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/DeviceCodeAuthorizationGrant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AuthenticationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ClientCredentialRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-
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jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IAccount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IClientCertificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IPublicClientApplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AcquireTokenByDeviceCodeFlowSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AccountsSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/SilentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/TelemetryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/HttpEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/Credential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/TokenCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/CredentialTypeEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/OpenBrowserAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ParameterValidationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ITokenCacheAccessAspect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/Prompt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/OnBehalfOfRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/UserNamePasswordRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IntegratedWindowsAuthorizationGrant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/MsalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/RequestedClaim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AzureCloudEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/UserIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/UserAssertion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/RemoveAccountRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-
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jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ADFSAuthority.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ITelemetry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/HTTPContentType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/RequestedClaimAdditionalInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/UserNamePasswordParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/OAuthAuthorizationGrant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/DeviceCodeFlowRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/WSTrustResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/SAML11BearerGrant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IdToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AcquireTokenByOnBehalfOfSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/WSTrustVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AadInstanceDiscoveryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/TokenResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AuthenticationErrorMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ResponseMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/OAuthHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/Event.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IllegalArgumentExceptionMessages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AbstractMsalAuthorizationGrant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/MsalServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/TelemetryConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-
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jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ITenantProfile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IAcquireTokenParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/PublicApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IAuthenticationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IClientApplicationBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/SystemBrowserOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AuthorityType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AcquireTokenByClientCredentialSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/TelemetryManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/HttpListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ApiEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/InteractionRequiredCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/MsalClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IClientCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/TokenRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/UserDiscoveryResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ClaimsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ServiceBundle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/TenantProfile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AcquireTokenByInteractiveFlowSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IntegratedWindowsAuthenticationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/MsalInteractionRequiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AuthorizationCodeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/JsonHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-
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jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/HttpHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/XmsClientTelemetryInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AuthorizationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/InteractiveRequestParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/InteractionRequiredExceptionReason.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/B2CAuthority.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/StringHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/CurrentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/MexParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ThrottlingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/MsalRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IUserAssertion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/CacheTelemetry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ClientInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/Authority.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AccessTokenCacheEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ITokenCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/MsalServiceExceptionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/HttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/DefaultEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/PublicClientApplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/UserDiscoveryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/DeviceCodeFlowParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IClientSecret.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-
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jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AcquireTokenSilentSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ITelemetryManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AccountCacheEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AuthenticationResultSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ITokenCacheAccessContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/WSTrustRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/Account.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AuthenticationErrorCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ClientAuthenticationPost.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/BindingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IdTokenCacheEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/HttpUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/NamespaceContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/RegionTelemetry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AcquireTokenByAuthorizationGrantSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AuthorizationResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ClientCertificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/RefreshTokenRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/RequestContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/LogHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ClientSecret.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/InstanceDiscoveryMetadataEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-
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jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/InteractiveRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AppMetadataCacheEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/SafeDocumentBuilderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/JwtHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IntegratedWindowsAuthenticationParameters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

/**

* Interface to be implemented when configuring http client for {@link IPublicClientApplication} or

* {@link IConfidentialClientApplication}.

*

* For more details, see https://aka.ms/msal4j-http-client

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/IHttpClient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

/**

* Object containing parameters for refresh token request. Can be used as parameter to

 

* {@link PublicClientApplication#acquireToken(RefreshTokenParameters)} or to

 

* {@link ConfidentialClientApplication#acquireToken(RefreshTokenParameters)}

 

*

 

*  RefreshTokenParameters should only be used for migration scenarios (when moving from ADAL to

 

*  MSAL). To acquire tokens silently, use {@link

AbstractClientApplicationBase#acquireTokenSilently(SilentParameters)}

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-
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jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/RefreshTokenParameters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

/**

* Object containing parameters for silent requests. Can be used as parameter to

 

* {@link PublicClientApplication#acquireTokenSilently(SilentParameters)} or to

 

* {@link ConfidentialClientApplication#acquireTokenSilently(SilentParameters)}

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/SilentParameters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

/**

* Abstract class containing common methods and properties to both {@link PublicClientApplication}

 

* and {@link ConfidentialClientApplication}.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AbstractClientApplicationBase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

/**

* Class to be used to acquire tokens for confidential client applications (Web Apps, Web APIs,

 

* and daemon applications).

 

* For details see {@link IConfidentialClientApplication}

 

* <p>

 

* Conditionally thread-safe

*/

/**

    * Creates instance of Builder of ConfidentialClientApplication

 

    *
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    * @param clientId         Client ID (Application ID) of the application as registered

 

    *                         in the application registration portal (portal.azure.com)

 

    * @param clientCredential The client credential to use for token acquisition.

 

    * @return instance of Builder of ConfidentialClientApplication

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ConfidentialClientApplication.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

/**

* Object containing parameters for authorization code flow. Can be used as parameter to

 

* {@link PublicClientApplication#acquireToken(AuthorizationCodeParameters)} or to

 

* {@link ConfidentialClientApplication#acquireToken(AuthorizationCodeParameters)}

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/AuthorizationCodeParameters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

/**

* Object containing parameters for client credential flow. Can be used as parameter to

 

* {@link ConfidentialClientApplication#acquireToken(ClientCredentialParameters)}

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ClientCredentialParameters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

/**

* Factory for creating client credentials used in confidential client flows. For more details, see

* https://aka.ms/msal4j-client-credentials
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326397_1655810854.3962762/0/msal4j-1-10-1-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4j/ClientCredentialFactory.java

 

1.4 apache-commons-validator 1.2.0 
1.4.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.5 spring-boot-devtools 2.5.0 
1.5.1 Available under license : 

Spring Boot 2.5.0

Copyright (c) 2012-2021 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.6 mongodb-driver 4.2.3 
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1.6.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2017 Tom Bentley

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/authentication/SaslPrep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AbstractReferenceCounted.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/TaggableReadPreference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryCollectionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompressedHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AsyncClusterAwareReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/EventListenerHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ResponseCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AsyncChangeStreamBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/RenameCollectionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SplittablePayload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NoOpSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MapReduceHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ChangeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AbstractReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSecurityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandStartedEvent.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/UpdateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NoOpCommandEventSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CommandResultDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/CompositeServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/ReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BsonWriterHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AsyncSingleBatchQueryCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoExecutionTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ChangeStreamBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/InsertOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/MappedFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckedInEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/OrderBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/EstimatedDocumentCountOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ExplainableReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/session/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRefCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AsyncQueryBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Sorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoBulkWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStream.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/HexUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/CommandListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DuplicateKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MessageHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Polygon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/PlainAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/StreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MapReduceWithInlineResultsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ScramShaAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/ConnectionPoolStatisticsMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/DeleteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SnappyCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MapReduceBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BSONTimestampCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ChangeStreamOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiLineString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CreateCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReplaceOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckOutFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/NullMBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/client/ClientSessionBinding.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Position.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/vault/DataKeyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/ReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ByteBufBsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerOpeningEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ChangeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSUploadOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/DocumentHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoInterruptedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/GeometryCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/CoordinateReferenceSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Projections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionReadyEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateViewOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterDescriptionChangedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BulkWriteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/DropDatabaseOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/bulk/IndexRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/selector/ReadPreferenceServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CountOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AbstractMultiServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CommandResultCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/BaseWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/NamedCoordinateReferenceSystemCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultClusterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/DropCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/vault/EncryptOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateCollectionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/dns/DnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AbortTransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/CoordinateReferenceSystemType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CommitTransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/PolygonCoordinates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/NoOpFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/X509Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ResponseBuffers.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndDeleteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/GridFSFileCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DnsSrvRecordInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionAddedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AsyncReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultClusterableServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterConnectionMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/ReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/InsertManyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/FieldTrackingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CommandOperationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Field.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ClusterListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BaseCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UpdateProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketReadException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AsyncReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MapReduceInlineResultsCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolOpenedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SingleServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DropIndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultDnsSrvRecordMonitorFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/CountStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ElementExtendingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/TlsChannelStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadPreference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BulkWriteBatchCombiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/WriteModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AsyncConnectionSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LoggingCommandEventSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/FindAndDeleteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Facet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/MBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoIncompatibleDriverException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/GridFSFileCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DescriptionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/PolygonCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/KillCursorProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UpdateMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ZlibCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerAddressHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerDescriptionChangedListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SaslAuthenticator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CommandResultArrayCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReplaceOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ProtocolExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AsyncWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/BaseFindAndModifyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DeleteProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/SingleResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Updates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/CreateIndexCommitQuorum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoInternalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AggregateResponseBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/selector/PrimaryServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/ClusterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AuthorizationHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CreateIndexesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/WriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/FindOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AbstractByteBufBsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/RenameCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnectionInitializationDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CountOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/OperationReadConcernHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/AsyncAggregateResponseBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CommandReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/RequestMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/bulk/DeleteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertManyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UsageTrackingInternalConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ExplainHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketReadTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/dns/DefaultDnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteManyModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndUpdateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UnwindOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/SubjectProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckOutStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandProtocolImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndReplaceOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/MapReduceAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/Loggers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerConnectionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClientMetadataHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoServerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LegacyMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCommandException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SocketStreamHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/TransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/vault/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ConnectionString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ListIndexesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObjectBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionRemovedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/KillCursorsMessage.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/PowerOfTwoBufferPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/Block.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadConcernLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ErrorCategory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryEncoderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Geometry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MapReduceToCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/authentication/NativeAuthenticationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DocumentToDBRefTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MapReduceInlineResultsAsyncCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/capi/MongoCryptHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AwsAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/session/ServerSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterableServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AsyncWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/selector/ServerAddressSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/QueryBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/FindAndModifyHelper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/UpdateDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/AbstractGeometryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/FutureAsyncCompletionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSDownloadOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/BsonDocumentWrapperHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Indexes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ProtocolHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/GraphLookupOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Cluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoDriverInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Point.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/FindAndReplaceOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/FindOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeoJsonCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Aggregates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/BufferProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/StreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiLineStringCodec.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/UpdateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/AuthenticationMechanism.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryDecoderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BsonWriterDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DecimalFormatHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteUpsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/bulk/InsertRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/BsonArrayWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/BatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCreatedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Filters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/QueryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/WriteConcernError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/session/ClientSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GetMoreProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultConnectionPool.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/Operations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NativeAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/TagSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/LineString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/TextSearchOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AsyncClusterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/ClientSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterableServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Stream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/PushOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/AggregationLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/thread/DaemonThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/IndexMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateManyModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReturnDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/MergeOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/PointCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/ErrorHandlingResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/SingleServerBinding.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNotPrimaryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/OperationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketAutoOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsyncWritableByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/AsyncBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/QueryProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MixedBulkWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/BaseClientSessionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/bulk/UpdateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnectionInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MessageSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsyncConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiPolygonCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SplittablePayloadBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/SyncOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Compressor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/AutoEncryptionSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteInsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/QueryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/WriteProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/InsertOneResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GSSAPIAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/ServerSessionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/SingleConnectionReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/IdHoldingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCursorNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DnsSrvRecordMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GetMoreMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MapReduceStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DeleteMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BuildersHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoQueryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWriteConcernException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/ServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/CollectibleDocumentFieldNameValidator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/FullDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Accumulators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ListCollectionsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/UpdateFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ServerAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnectionInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateIndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SslHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterClockAdvancingSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/assertions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/JMXMBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReplyHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/ConnectionPoolStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CommandWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Collation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/NoOpLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolClearedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexOptionDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ConnectionPoolListenerMulticaster.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/KerberosSubjectProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ClientSessionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyBufferProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/OperationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatSucceededEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/DeleteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BaseQueryMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LegacyProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AggregateOperationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationAlternate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SpeculativeAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationMaxVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiPolygon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/OperationTypeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MapReduceAsyncBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ByteBufferBsonOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompressedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadConcern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNodeIsRecoveringException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsyncCompletionHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Time.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/JMXConnectionPoolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConcurrentPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/TopologyVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ExplainVerbosity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/LineStringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoGridFSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ServerMonitorListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertOneOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LevelCountingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiPointCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/WriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AggregateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/ConnectionSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoChangeStreamException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UnixSocketChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/ClusterAwareReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketClosedException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/OpCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/BulkWriteBatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/UnixServerAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/DistinctOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterOpeningEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRefCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InsertProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/SLF4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsynchronousChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ServerCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BsonField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/CursorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionPoolSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SslSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerDescriptionChangedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AsyncSingleConnectionReadBinding.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/QueryMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketGranularity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/EventHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultDnsSrvRecordMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/selector/WritableServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AsyncExplainableReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketOpenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/bulk/WriteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DnsSrvRecordMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MultiServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckedOutEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandResultBaseCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/DropIndexOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InsertMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandSucceededEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MongoCredentialWithCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/CountOptionsHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ListDatabasesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ChangeStreamBatchCursorHelper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ServerListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationStrength.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Pool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ExponentiallyWeightedMovingAverage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CreateViewOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolCreatedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/selector/LatencyMinimizingServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ZstdCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DnsMultiServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandEventSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/FindAndUpdateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AsyncReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReplyMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ClientEncryptionSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/IndexHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CursorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/MBeanServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/NamedCoordinateReferenceSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterDescriptionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SocketStream.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/GeoJsonObjectType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationCaseFirst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SendMessageCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AggregateToCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/SimpleExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/SessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/bulk/WriteRequestWithIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MongoWriteConcernWithResponseException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadPreferenceHedgeOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/Nullable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/client/AsyncClientSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ServerVersionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReadConcernHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/TransactionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/NonNullApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/WriteConcernHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/NonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReadConcernAwareNoOpSessionContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2010 The Guava Authors

* Copyright 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/Beta.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright (c) 2008-2014 Atlassian Pty Ltd

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/assertions/Assertions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

/**

    * Returns an array containing all of the elements in this deque, in

    * proper sequence (from first to last element).

    *

    * <p>The returned array will be "safe" in that no references to it are

    * maintained by this deque.  (In other words, this method must allocate

    * a new array).  The caller is thus free to modify the returned array.

    *

    * <p>This method acts as bridge between array-based and collection-based

    * APIs.

    *

    * @return an array containing all of the elements in this deque
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    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConcurrentLinkedDeque.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls

* Released under the Creative Commons Attribution License

*   (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

* Official home: http://www.jcip.net

*

* Any republication or derived work distributed in source code form

* must include this copyright and license notice.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/ThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/NotThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/Immutable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original Work: MIT License, Copyright (c) [2015-2018] all contributors

* https://github.com/marianobarrios/tls-channel

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ExtendedAsynchronousByteChannel.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original Work: MIT License, Copyright (c) [2015-2020] all contributors

* https://github.com/marianobarrios/tls-channel

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/SniSslContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/DirectBufferAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/util/DirectBufferDeallocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/BufferHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/NeedsWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/async/ExtendedAsynchronousByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/async/AsynchronousTlsChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/BufferAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/NeedsTaskException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/ServerTlsChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/TlsChannelImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/TlsExplorer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/WouldBlockException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/async/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TlsChannelCallbackException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TrackingAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/async/AsynchronousTlsChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/NeedsReadException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/util/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TlsChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/ClientTlsChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/HeapBufferAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/ByteBufferSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TlsChannelBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TlsChannelFlowControlException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319554_1655990835.4132822/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/ByteBufferUtil.java

 

1.7 jacoco v0.8.6 
1.7.1 Available under license : 

License

=======

 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2020 Mountainminds GmbH & Co. KG and Contributors

 

The JaCoCo Java Code Coverage Library and all included documentation is made

available by Mountainminds GmbH & Co. KG, Munich. Except indicated below, the

Content is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public

License Version 2.0 ("EPL"). A copy of the EPL is available at

[https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/](https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/).

 

Please visit

[http://www.jacoco.org/jacoco/trunk/doc/license.html](http://www.jacoco.org/jacoco/trunk/doc/license.html)

for the complete license information including third party licenses and trademarks.
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1.8 apiguardian-apiguardian-api 1.1.0 
1.8.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.9 jaxb-runtime 2.3.4 
1.9.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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# Notices for Eclipse Implementation of JAXB

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Implementation of JAXB

project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb-impl

 

## Trademarks

 

Eclipse Implementation of JAXB is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-ri

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-istack-commons

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-dtd-parser

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-fi

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-stax-ex

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jax-rpc-ri

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain
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Apache Felix (1.2.0)

 

* License: Apache License, 2.0

 

args4j (2.33)

 

* License: MIT License

 

dom4j (1.6.1)

 

* License: Custom license based on Apache 1.1

 

file-management (3.0.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/shared/file-management/

* Source:

  https://svn.apache.org/viewvc/maven/shared/tags/file-management-3.0.0/

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

maven-compat (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-compat/

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-compat/3.5.2

 

maven-core (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-core/index.html

* Source: https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-core/3.5.2

 

maven-plugin-annotations (3.5)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/plugin-tools/maven-plugin-annotations/

* Source:

  https://github.com/apache/maven-plugin-tools/tree/master/maven-plugin-annotations

 

maven-plugin-api (3.5.2)
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* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-connector-basic (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-impl (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-spi (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-transport-file (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/resolver/maven-resolver-transport-file/

* Source:

  https://github.com/apache/maven-resolver/tree/master/maven-resolver-transport-file

 

maven-resolver-util (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-settings (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-settings/3.5.2

 

OSGi Service Platform Core Companion Code (6.0)

 

* License: Apache License, 2.0

 

plexus-archiver (3.5)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://codehaus-plexus.github.io/plexus-archiver/
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* Source: https://github.com/codehaus-plexus/plexus-archiver

 

plexus-io (3.0.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

plexus-utils (3.1.0)

 

* License: Apache- 2.0 or Apache- 1.1 or BSD or Public Domain or Indiana

  University Extreme! Lab Software License V1.1.1 (Apache 1.1 style)

 

relaxng-datatype (1.0)

 

* License: New BSD license

 

Sax (0.2)

 

* License: SAX-PD

* Project: http://www.megginson.com/downloads/SAX/

* Source: http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=29449

 

testng (6.14.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND (MIT OR GPL-1.0+)

* Project: https://testng.org/doc/index.html

* Source: https://github.com/cbeust/testng

 

wagon-http-lightweight (3.0.0)

 

* License: Pending

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/wagon/

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven.wagon/wagon-http-lightweight/3.0.0

 

xz for java (1.8)

 

* License: LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.
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1.10 joda-time 2.8.1 
1.10.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (http://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.11 maven-wagon-api 1.0-alpha-6 
1.11.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/InputData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/events/TransferListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/PermissionModeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/events/TransferEventSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/repository/Repository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/WagonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/authentication/AuthenticationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/observers/ChecksumObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/CommandExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/resource/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/AbstractWagon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/OutputData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/observers/Debug.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/authentication/AuthenticationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/CommandExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/LazyFileOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/repository/RepositoryPermissions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/PathUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/ConnectionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/UnsupportedProtocolException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/Wagon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/events/SessionEventSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/ResourceDoesNotExistException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/authorization/AuthorizationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/events/SessionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/observers/AbstractTransferListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/StreamWagon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/WagonConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/proxy/ProxyInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/events/SessionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/events/WagonEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/WagonUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/TransferFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005426900_1655980769.7308238/0/wagon-provider-api-1-0-alpha-6-sources-2-

jar/org/apache/maven/wagon/events/TransferEvent.java

 

1.12 junit 4.13.2 
1.12.1 Available under license : 

JUnit

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

        documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

     i) changes to the Program, and

 

     ii) additions to the Program;

 

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are

not derivative works of the Program.
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"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any

other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by

any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims

any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on

infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to

exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights

needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to

allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to

acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license

set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS
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A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

     a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

     b) its license agreement:

 

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title

and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability

and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

     ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

     iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

     iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on

or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the

Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal
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actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise

of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and

costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of

data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such
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provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any

entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or

hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights

granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to

serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version

of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of

the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated

in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial

in any resulting litigation.

 

1.13 apache-maven 3.0 
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1.13.1 Available under license : 
 

Maven Distribution

Copyright 2001-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.14 plexus-i18n-component 1.0-beta-7 
1.14.1 Available under license : 

IP Central Maven plugin could not find license data for this component.  Please use the source code or component

links to investigate and identify the correct license text to insert here.

 

1.15 hdrhistogram 2.1.12 
1.15.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Bnd-LastModified: 1575980548657

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_232

Built-By: gil

Bundle-Description: HdrHistogram supports the recording and analyzing sa

mpled data value        counts across a configurable integer value rang

e with configurable value        precision within the range. Value prec

ision is expressed as the number of        significant digits in the va

lue recording, and provides control over value        quantization beha

vior across the value range and the subsequent value        resolution

at any given level.

Bundle-License: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/, https

://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-2-Clause

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-Name: HdrHistogram

Bundle-SymbolicName: org.hdrhistogram.HdrHistogram

Bundle-Version: 2.1.12
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Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Export-Package: org.HdrHistogram;version="2.1.12",org.HdrHistogram.packe

darray;version="2.1.12"

Implementation-Title: HdrHistogram

Implementation-Vendor-Id: org.hdrhistogram

Implementation-Version: 2.1.12

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.7))"

Specification-Title: HdrHistogram

Specification-Version: 2.1.12

Tool: Bnd-2.3.0.201405100607

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1185944801_1628011594.04/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-3-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

<name>Public Domain, per Creative Commons CC0</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1185944801_1628011594.04/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-3-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.hdrhistogram/HdrHistogram/pom.xml

 

1.16 keepassjava2-::-dom 2.1.4 
1.16.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Jo Rabin

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326409_1655992318.8464093/0/keepassjava2-dom-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/dom/DomIconWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326409_1655992318.8464093/0/keepassjava2-dom-2-1-4-sources-1-
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jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/dom/DomDatabaseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326409_1655992318.8464093/0/keepassjava2-dom-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/dom/DomEntryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326409_1655992318.8464093/0/keepassjava2-dom-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/dom/DomHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326409_1655992318.8464093/0/keepassjava2-dom-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/dom/DomSerializableDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326409_1655992318.8464093/0/keepassjava2-dom-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/dom/DomGroupWrapper.java

 

1.17 zipkin-reporter-brave 2.16.3 
1.17.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.18 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-opsworks 1.11.172 
1.18.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
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You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.19 mysql-connector-j 8.0.25 
1.19.1 Available under license : 

Licensing Information User Manual

 

MySQL Connector/J 8.0

    __________________________________________________________________

 

Introduction

 

  This License Information User Manual contains Oracle's product license

  and other licensing information, including licensing information for

  third-party software which may be included in this distribution of

  MySQL Connector/J 8.0.

 

  Last updated: April 2021

 

Licensing Information

 

  This is a release of MySQL Connector/J 8.0, brought to you by the MySQL

  team at Oracle. This software is released under version 2 of the GNU

  General Public License (GPLv2), as set forth below, with the following

  additional permissions:

 

  This distribution of MySQL Connector/J 8.0 is distributed with certain
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  software that is licensed under separate terms, as designated in a

  particular file or component or in the license documentation. Without

  limiting your rights under the GPLv2, the authors of MySQL hereby grant

  you an additional permission to link the program and your derivative

  works with the separately licensed software that they have included

  with the program.

 

  Without limiting the foregoing grant of rights under the GPLv2 and

  additional permission as to separately licensed software, this

  Connector is also subject to the Universal FOSS Exception, version 1.0,

  a copy of which is reproduced below and can also be found along with

  its FAQ at http://oss.oracle.com/licenses/universal-foss-exception.

 

  Copyright (c) 2017, 2021, Oracle and/or its affiliates.

 

Election of GPLv2

 

  For the avoidance of doubt, except that if any license choice other

  than GPL or LGPL is available it will apply instead, Oracle elects to

  use only the General Public License version 2 (GPLv2) at this time for

  any software where a choice of GPL license versions is made available

  with the language indicating that GPLv2 or any later version may be

  used, or where a choice of which version of the GPL is applied is

  otherwise unspecified.

 

GNU General Public License Version 2.0, June 1991

 

The following applies to all products licensed under the GNU General

Public License, Version 2.0: You may not use the identified files

except in compliance with the GNU General Public License, Version

2.0 (the "License.") You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.txt. A copy of the license is

also reproduced below. Unless required by applicable law or agreed

to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed

on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

 

 ======================================================================

 ======================================================================

 

 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim

copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

                    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software,

and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to

copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on,

we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original,

so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
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program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
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   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

   interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as

a special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
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"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a

version number of this License, you may choose any version ever

published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

author to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the

Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the

two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS

WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
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the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

   published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of

 

   the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

   02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details

   type 'show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome

   to redistribute it under certain conditions; type 'show c'

   for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than 'show w' and

'show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever

suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written

 by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library,

you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary

applications with the library.  If this is what you want to do, use

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

 

  ======================================================================

  ======================================================================

 

The Universal FOSS Exception, Version 1.0

 

  In addition to the rights set forth in the other license(s) included in

  the distribution for this software, data, and/or documentation

  (collectively the "Software", and such licenses collectively with this

  additional permission the "Software License"), the copyright holders

  wish to facilitate interoperability with other software, data, and/or

  documentation distributed with complete corresponding source under a

  license that is OSI-approved and/or categorized by the FSF as free

  (collectively "Other FOSS"). We therefore hereby grant the following

  additional permission with respect to the use and distribution of the

  Software with Other FOSS, and the constants, function signatures, data

  structures and other invocation methods used to run or interact with

  each of them (as to each, such software's "Interfaces"):

   i. The Software's Interfaces may, to the extent permitted by the

      license of the Other FOSS, be copied into, used and distributed in

      the Other FOSS in order to enable interoperability, without

      requiring a change to the license of the Other FOSS other than as

      to any Interfaces of the Software embedded therein. The Software's

      Interfaces remain at all times under the Software License,

      including without limitation as used in the Other FOSS (which upon

      any such use also then contains a portion of the Software under the

      Software License).

  ii. The Other FOSS's Interfaces may, to the extent permitted by the

      license of the Other FOSS, be copied into, used and distributed in

      the Software in order to enable interoperability, without requiring

      that such Interfaces be licensed under the terms of the Software

      License or otherwise altering their original terms, if this does

      not require any portion of the Software other than such Interfaces

      to be licensed under the terms other than the Software License.

  iii. If only Interfaces and no other code is copied between the

      Software and the Other FOSS in either direction, the use and/or

      distribution of the Software with the Other FOSS shall not be

      deemed to require that the Other FOSS be licensed under the license

      of the Software, other than as to any Interfaces of the Software

      copied into the Other FOSS. This includes, by way of example and

      without limitation, statically or dynamically linking the Software

      together with Other FOSS after enabling interoperability using the
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      Interfaces of one or both, and distributing the resulting

      combination under different licenses for the respective portions

      thereof. For avoidance of doubt, a license which is OSI-approved or

      categorized by the FSF as free, includes, for the purpose of this

      permission, such licenses with additional permissions, and any

      license that has previously been so approved or categorized as

      free, even if now deprecated or otherwise no longer recognized as

      approved or free. Nothing in this additional permission grants any

      right to distribute any portion of the Software on terms other than

      those of the Software License or grants any additional permission

      of any kind for use or distribution of the Software in conjunction

      with software other than Other FOSS.

 

  ======================================================================

  ======================================================================

 

Licenses for Third-Party Components

 

  The following sections contain licensing information for libraries that

  may be included with this product. We are thankful to all individuals

  that have created these. Standard licenses referenced herein are

  detailed in the Standard Licenses section.

 

c3p0 JDBC Library

 

  The MySQL Connector/J implements interfaces that are included in c3p0,

  although no part of c3p0 is included or distributed with MySQL.

Copyright (C) 2019 Machinery For Change, Inc.

 

* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

* it under the terms of EITHER:

*

*     1) The GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1, as

*        published by the Free Software Foundation

*

* OR

*

*     2) The Eclipse Public License (EPL), version 1.0

* You may choose which license to accept if you wish to redistribute

* or modify this work. You may offer derivatives of this work

* under the license you have chosen, or you may provide the same

* choice of license which you have been offered here.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

*

* You should have received copies of both LGPL v2.1 and EPL v1.0
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* along with this software; see the files LICENSE-EPL and LICENSE-LGPL.

* If not, the text of these licenses are currently available at

*

* LGPL v2.1: http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1.html

*  EPL v1.0: http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

 

  distributed under this Agreement, and

 

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

   i) changes to the Program, and

 

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additionsto

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS
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a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license

set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

    i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

       and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions

       of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of

       merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

   ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

       damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and
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       consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

  iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

       offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

   iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

       Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

       manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within

the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify

the originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in

any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such
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Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs

of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement
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and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation

may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a

distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always

be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions)

under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of

any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under

this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

  The LGPL v2.1 can be found in GNU Lesser General Public License Version

  2.1, February 1999.

 

  ======================================================================

  ======================================================================

 

Google Protocol Buffers

 

Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its
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contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

 

  ======================================================================

  ======================================================================

 

Java Hamcrest

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2015 www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list

of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must

reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to

endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior

written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
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ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

  ======================================================================

  ======================================================================

 

JUnit 5

 

COPYRIGHT: Copyright 2015-2020 the original author or authors.

 

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

   THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

   PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

   OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

 a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

    Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

 b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

    i) changes to the Program, and

    ii) additions to the Program;

 where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

 and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

 "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

 such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

 Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

 are not Modified Works.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

or when combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the
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editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

"Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

or Modified Works thereof.

 

"Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

"Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

Contributor.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

 grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

 license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

 publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

 Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

 grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

 license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

 import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

 if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

 apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

 the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

 of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

 Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

 combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

 licensed hereunder.

 

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

 licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

 provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

 patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.
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 Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

 brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

 property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

 rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

 assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

 property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

 patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

 Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

 before distributing the Program.

 

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

 sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

 the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

 e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

 Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

 those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

 receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

 (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

 a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

 accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

 the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

 is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

 obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

 used for software exchange; and

 

 b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

 different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

    i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

    warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

    warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

    implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

    for a particular purpose;

 

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

    liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

    incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

    iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

    in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

    iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

    party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements
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    of this section 3.

 

3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

 Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

 files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

 Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

 Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

 under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

 the Program.

 

3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

their own appropriate notices.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance
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claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.
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All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version.

 

Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

"This Source Code may also be made available under the following

Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

 Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

 is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

 If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

 file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

 file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

 look for such a notice.

 

 You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.
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===============================================================================

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE-<subcomponent>.md

files.

 

=== Copyright from source files ===

/*

* Copyright 2015-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are

* made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v2.0 which

* accompanies this distribution and is available at

*

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v20.html

*/

 

Additionall licenses

====================

 

=== junit-jupiter-params & junit-platform-console ====

Directories include an Apache license file

 

Apache License Version 2.0, January 2004

 

Additional external dependencies

================================

https://github.com/apiguardian-team/apiguardian/archive/r1.1.0.zip

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

The above component is licensed under

Apache License Version 2.0, January 2004

 

https://github.com/ota4j-team/opentest4j/archive/r1.2.0.zip

/*

* Copyright 2015-2018 the original author or authors.

*

The above component is licensed under

Apache License Version 2.0, January 2004

 

 

 

  ======================================================================

  ======================================================================
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Simple Logging Facade for Java (SLF4J)

 

Simple Logging Facade for Java (SLF4J)

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software

and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

  ======================================================================

  ======================================================================

 

Unicode Data Files

 

  Unicode Data Files

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1991-2014 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files")

or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal

in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to
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whom the Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the

above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and

this permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is

clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or

software has been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in

these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the

copyright holder.

 

  ======================================================================

  ======================================================================

 

Standard Licenses

 

GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1, February 1999

 

The following applies to all products licensed under the

GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1: You may

not use the identified files except in compliance with

the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1 (the

"License"). You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html. A copy of the

license is also reproduced below. Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express

or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions and limitations under the License.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is
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modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs

must be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that

a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.

In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library

to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
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system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
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 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood
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   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
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   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended

to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
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circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY
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 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU
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   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

   02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

  ======================================================================

  ======================================================================

 

Apache License Version 2.0, January 2004

 

The following applies to all products licensed under the Apache 2.0

License: You may not use the identified files except in compliance

with the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License.") You may obtain a

copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0. A

copy of the license is also reproduced below. Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the

License.

 

Apache License Version 2.0, January 2004 http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the
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copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other

entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means

(i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or

management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii)

ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or

(iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

including but not limited to software source code, documentation

source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not

limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and

conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object

form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright

notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is

provided in the Appendix below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the

purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the

interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the

original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to

that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted

to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an

individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the

copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to

the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control

systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf

of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work,

but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly

display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and

such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except

as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use,

offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such

Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s)

alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to

which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent

litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim

in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated

within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this

License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation

is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work

or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet

the following conditions:

 

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works

a copy of this License; and

 

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

stating that You changed the files; and

 

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that

You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution

notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that

do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain

to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following

places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the

Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally

appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes

only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as

an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such

additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the

License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may

provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use,

reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such

Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and

distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated

in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by

You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this

License, without any additional terms or conditions.  Notwithstanding

the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any

separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor

regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed

to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor

provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without

limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,

MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely

responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your

exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless

required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent

acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You

for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or
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consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this

License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but

not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer

failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or

losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility

of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and

charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other

liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on

Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any

other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and

hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or

claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting

any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included

on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification

within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions

and limitations under the License.

 

  ======================================================================

  ======================================================================

 

Written Offer for Source Code
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  For any software that you receive from Oracle in binary form which is

  licensed under an open source license that gives you the right to

  receive the source code for that binary, you can obtain a copy of the

  applicable source code by visiting

  http://www.oracle.com/goto/opensourcecode. If the source code for the

  binary was not provided to you with the binary, you can also receive a

  copy of the source code on physical media by submitting a written

  request to the address listed below or by sending an email to Oracle

  using the following link:

  http://www.oracle.com/goto/opensourcecode/request.

 Oracle America, Inc.

 Attn: Senior Vice President

 Development and Engineering Legal

 500 Oracle Parkway, 10th Floor

 Redwood Shores, CA 94065

 

  Your request should include:

    * The name of the binary for which you are requesting the source code

    * The name and version number of the Oracle product containing the

      binary

    * The date you received the Oracle product

    * Your name

    * Your company name (if applicable)

    * Your return mailing address and email, and

    * A telephone number in the event we need to reach you.

 

  We may charge you a fee to cover the cost of physical media and

  processing.

 

  Your request must be sent

   a. within three (3) years of the date you received the Oracle product

      that included the binary that is the subject of your request, or

   b. in the case of code licensed under the GPL v3 for as long as Oracle

      offers spare parts or customer support for that product model.

 

1.20 netty-tomcatnative-boringssl-static

2.0.39.Final 
1.20.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLSessionCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/CertificateCallback.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/Library.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/Buffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSL.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/CertificateVerifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLPrivateKeyMethodSignTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/CertificateCallbackTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLPrivateKeyMethodDecryptTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLPrivateKeyMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/CertificateVerifierTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLPrivateKeyMethodTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/CertificateRequestedCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SessionTicketKey.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/NativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326367_1655992952.0685973/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-39-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SniHostNameMatcher.java

 

1.21 logback-core 1.2.3 
1.21.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. This

program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

as published by under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 as published by the Free

Software Foundation.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. This program

and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as

published by under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 as published by the Free
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Software Foundation.'

 

1.22 maven-model-builder 3.0 
1.22.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Model Builder

Copyright 2001-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.23 istack-common-utility-code-runtime

3.0.12 
1.23.1 Available under license : 

 

   Copyright (c) 2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS
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   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Notices for Eclipse Implementation of JAXB

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Implementation of JAXB

project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb-impl

 

## Trademarks

 

Eclipse Implementation of JAXB is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-ri

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-istack-commons

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-dtd-parser

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-fi

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-stax-ex

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jax-rpc-ri

 

## Third-party Content
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This project leverages the following third party content.

 

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

Apache Felix (1.2.0)

 

* License: Apache License, 2.0

 

args4j (2.33)

 

* License: MIT License

 

dom4j (1.6.1)

 

* License: Custom license based on Apache 1.1

 

file-management (3.0.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/shared/file-management/

* Source:

  https://svn.apache.org/viewvc/maven/shared/tags/file-management-3.0.0/

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

maven-compat (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-compat/

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-compat/3.5.2

 

maven-core (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-core/index.html
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* Source: https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-core/3.5.2

 

maven-plugin-annotations (3.5)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/plugin-tools/maven-plugin-annotations/

* Source:

  https://github.com/apache/maven-plugin-tools/tree/master/maven-plugin-annotations

 

maven-plugin-api (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-connector-basic (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-impl (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-spi (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-transport-file (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/resolver/maven-resolver-transport-file/

* Source:

  https://github.com/apache/maven-resolver/tree/master/maven-resolver-transport-file

 

maven-resolver-util (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-settings (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Source:
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  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-settings/3.5.2

 

OSGi Service Platform Core Companion Code (6.0)

 

* License: Apache License, 2.0

 

plexus-archiver (3.5)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://codehaus-plexus.github.io/plexus-archiver/

* Source: https://github.com/codehaus-plexus/plexus-archiver

 

plexus-io (3.0.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

plexus-utils (3.1.0)

 

* License: Apache- 2.0 or Apache- 1.1 or BSD or Public Domain or Indiana

  University Extreme! Lab Software License V1.1.1 (Apache 1.1 style)

 

relaxng-datatype (1.0)

 

* License: New BSD license

 

Sax (0.2)

 

* License: SAX-PD

* Project: http://www.megginson.com/downloads/SAX/

* Source: http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=29449

 

testng (6.14.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND (MIT OR GPL-1.0+)

* Project: https://testng.org/doc/index.html

* Source: https://github.com/cbeust/testng

 

wagon-http-lightweight (3.0.0)

 

* License: Pending

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/wagon/

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven.wagon/wagon-http-lightweight/3.0.0

 

xz for java (1.8)

 

* License: LicenseRef-Public-Domain
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## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.24 aws-java-sdk-for-auto-scaling 1.11.172 
1.24.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source
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code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
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  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.25 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-route53

1.11.172 
1.25.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source
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code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
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  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.26 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-sns 1.11.172 
1.26.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to
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any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.27 jna 5.5.0 
1.27.1 Available under license : 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.

*

* The Original Code is 'iText, a free JAVA-PDF library'.

*

* The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Bruno Lowagie. Portions created by

* the Initial Developer are Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 by Bruno Lowagie.

* All Rights Reserved.

* Co-Developer of the code is Paulo Soares. Portions created by the Co-Developer

* are Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002 by Paulo Soares. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Contributor(s): all the names of the contributors are added in the source code

* where applicable.

*

* Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the

* LGPL license (the "GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE"), in which case the

* provisions of LGPL are applicable instead of those above.  If you wish to

* allow use of your version of this file only under the terms of the LGPL

* License and not to allow others to use your version of this file under

* the MPL, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and

* replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the LGPL.

* If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version

* of this file under either the MPL or the GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE.

*

* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the MPL as stated above or under the terms of the GNU

* Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation;

* either version 2 of the License, or any later version.

*

* This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

* ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library general Public License for more

* details.
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*

* If you didn't download this code from the following link, you should check if

* you aren't using an obsolete version:

* http://www.lowagie.com/iText/

*

* This class is generated based on a grammar file privided by SUN, and updated

* by Carsten Hammer.  SUN's license agreement can be found at this URL:

* http://java.sun.com/products/java-media/2D/samples/samples-license.html

* See also the file sun.txt in directory com.lowagie.text.pdf

*/

 

Maven Ant Tasks

Copyright 2002-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'org.jfree' to 'clover.org.jfree'. This was necessary to avoid potential name

conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover. No source code of

the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
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Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use
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this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
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that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
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file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
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FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Apache Ant

Copyright 1999-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The <sync> task is based on code Copyright (c) 2002, Landmark

Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to the Apache Software

Foundation.

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

   

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can
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be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification

under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'com.keypoint/org.jfree' to 'clover.com.keypoint/clover.org.jfree'. This was

necessary to avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when

using Clover. No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
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any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
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Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
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 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
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   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
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LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,
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*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Ant" and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.
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 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object
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code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.
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  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall
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apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                          MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

                               Version 1.1

 

                             ---------------

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

    Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

    the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

    Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications

    made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

    including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic

    transfer of data.

 

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

    Code.

 

    1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified

    as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit

    A.

 

    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.8. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

    Modification is:
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         A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

         containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

         B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

         previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

    hereafter acquired, including without limitation,  method, process,

    and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

    any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code

    differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another

    well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The

    Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the

    appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available

    for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your")  means an individual or a legal entity

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is

    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,

    to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

    contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent

    (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such

    entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

    claims:

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,

         modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

         Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or

         as part of a Larger Work; and
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         (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or

         selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

         sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

         Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

         effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

         Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

         (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

         separate from the Original Code;  or 3) for infringements caused

         by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

         combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,

         display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

         created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an

         unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code

         and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

         selling of  Modifications made by that Contributor either alone

         and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions

         of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have

         made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that

         Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of

         Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

         Version (or portions of such combination).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

         effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of

         the Covered Code.

 

         (d)    Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

         Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version;

         3)  for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of

         Contributor Version or ii)  the combination of Modifications made

         by that Contributor with other software  (except as part of the

         Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims

         infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by

         that Contributor.
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3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Application of License.

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

    distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

    an additional document offering the additional rights described in

    Section 3.5.

 

    3.2. Availability of Source Code.

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)

    months after the date it initially became available, or at least six

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

    3.3. Description of Modifications.

    You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

         (a) Third Party Claims.

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

         intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

         granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,

         Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

         distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the

         party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will

         know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after
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         the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,

         Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies

         Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps

         (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)

         reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered

         Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

         (b) Contributor APIs.

         If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming

         interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which

         are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

         also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 

              (c)    Representations.

         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

         Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's

         Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

         Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

         this License.

 

    3.5. Required Notices.

    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

    Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one or more Modification(s)

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

    Exhibit A.  You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

    rights relating to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

    any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

    You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

    obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or
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    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

    License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.

 

    3.7. Larger Works.

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code

    not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger

    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

    statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description

    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

    extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

    understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

    attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

    6.1. New Versions.

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised

    and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version

    will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

    6.2. Effect of New Versions.

    Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the
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    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one

    other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to

    Covered Code created under this License.

 

    6.3. Derivative Works.

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

    governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that

    the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",

    "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your

    license (except to note that your license differs from this License)

    and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license

    contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and

    Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial

    Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in

    Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of

    this License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

    IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

    8.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

    survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their

    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

    shall survive.

 

    8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

    claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

    or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:
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    (a)  such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,

    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

    Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

    Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

    the 60 day notice period specified above.

 

    (b)  any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)

    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

    Participant.

 

    8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

    license.

 

    8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

    all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

    prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

    (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

    ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

    LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY
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    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in

    48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

    software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such

    terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

    C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),

    all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those

    rights set forth herein.

 

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

    unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.

    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

    District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

    shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

    License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

    Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as
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    "Multiple-Licensed".  "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

    Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified

    by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

 

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

    ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License

    Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

    compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

    Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

    basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

    License for the specific language governing rights and limitations

    under the License.

 

    The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

    The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.

    Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

    of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the

    provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

    above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

    under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use

    your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by

    deleting  the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and

    other provisions required by the [___] License.  If you do not delete

    the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file

    under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

/*

	Copyright (c) 2000, Derek Petillo

	All rights reserved.

 

	Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

	modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

	met:
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	Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

	notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

	documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

	Neither the name of Praxis Software nor the names of its contributors

	may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

	without specific prior written permission.

 

	THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

	IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

	TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

	PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

	OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

	SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

	LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

	DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

	THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

	(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

	OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Public Domain Dedication

This license is acceptable for Free Cultural Works.

 

Copyright-Only Dedication (based on United States law) or Public Domain Certification

 

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the "Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either

(a) certifies that, to the best of his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of the

country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever copyright the dedicators holds in the

work of authorship identified below (the "Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any

copyright interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this work. Certifier recognizes that his good

faith efforts may not shield him from liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and

successors. Dedicator intends this dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and

future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the Work. Dedicator understands that such

relinquishment of all rights includes the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be freely reproduced, distributed,

transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-

commercial, and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or conceived.
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Open Source License for the overlibmws Package

 

1. License coverage

 

Note that this license only covers the script library (javascript core and plugin modules) and not any supporting

material such as the overlibmws website or its online documentation and support files. You may not reproduce the

website or its online material without explicit written permission from the author, but can freely incorporate scripts

and procedures which are demonstrated in that material into your own HTML or XML documents.

 

2. License (Artistic)

 

   Preamble

   The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package may be copied, such that the

Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the development of the package, while giving

the users of the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the

right to make reasonable modifications.

 

   Definitions:

   "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of

files created through textual modification.

 

   "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with

the wishes of the Copyright Holder.

 

   "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.

 

   "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 

   "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of

people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing

community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

   "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling

the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

 

   You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without

restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

   You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the

Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

   You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in

each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

       place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting

said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as

ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the

Package.

       use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

       rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also
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be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

differs from the Standard Version.

       make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

   You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least

ONE of the following:

       distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files, together with instructions (in the manual page

or equivalent) on where to get the Standard Version.

       accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications.

       accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard Version executables, giving the

non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or

equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

       make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

   You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you

choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute

this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial)

software distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a product of your own.

   The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output from the programs of this Package do not

automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

   C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not be considered part of this Package.

   The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

   THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'it.unimi.dsi.fastutil' to 'clover.it.unimi.dsi.fastutil'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
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not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary
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General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
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Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Javolution - Java(TM) Solution for Real-Time and Embedded Systems

Copyright (c) 2006, Javolution (http://javolution.org)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
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are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Commons BeanUtils

Copyright 2000-2016 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2014  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian
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The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'org.apache.velocity' to 'clover.org.apache.velocity'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

/*

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.1.1.1 2004/07/01 13:59:13 jvanzyl Exp $

 

Copyright 2002 (C) The Codehaus. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

   statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

   copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

   above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

   following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

   materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "classworlds" must not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this Software without prior written

   permission of The Codehaus.  For written permission, please

   contact bob@codehaus.org.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "classworlds"

   nor may "classworlds" appear in their names without prior written

   permission of The Codehaus. "classworlds" is a registered

   trademark of The Codehaus.

 

5. Due credit should be given to The Codehaus.

   (http://classworlds.codehaus.org/).
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CODEHAUS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE CODEHAUS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from the 'antlr.*' to the 'clover.antlr.*'. This was necessary to avoid potential name

conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

SOFTWARE RIGHTS

 

ANTLR 1989-2006 Developed by Terence Parr

Partially supported by University of San Francisco & jGuru.com

 

We reserve no legal rights to the ANTLR--it is fully in the

public domain. An individual or company may do whatever

they wish with source code distributed with ANTLR or the

code generated by ANTLR, including the incorporation of

ANTLR, or its output, into commerical software.

 

We encourage users to develop software with ANTLR. However,

we do ask that credit is given to us for developing

ANTLR. By "credit", we mean that if you use ANTLR or

incorporate any source code into one of your programs

(commercial product, research project, or otherwise) that

you acknowledge this fact somewhere in the documentation,

research report, etc... If you like ANTLR and have

developed a nice tool with the output, please mention that

you developed it using ANTLR. In addition, we ask that the

headers remain intact in our source code. As long as these

guidelines are kept, we expect to continue enhancing this
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system and expect to make other tools available as they are

completed.

 

The primary ANTLR guy:

 

Terence Parr

parrt@cs.usfca.edu

parrt@antlr.org 

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'com.google.common' to 'clover.com.google.common'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'com.google.json' to 'clover.com.google.json'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'com.lowagie' to 'clover.com.lowagie'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                         MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

                               Version 1.1

 

                             ---------------

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

    Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

    the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

    Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications

    made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

    including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic

    transfer of data.

 

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

    Code.

 

    1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified

    as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit

    A.

 

    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.8. "License" means this document.
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    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

    Modification is:

         A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

         containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

         B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

         previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

    hereafter acquired, including without limitation,  method, process,

    and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

    any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code

    differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another

    well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The

    Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the

    appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available

    for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your")  means an individual or a legal entity

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is

    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,

    to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

    contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent

    (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such

    entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,
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    non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

    claims:

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,

         modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

         Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or

         as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or

         selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

         sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

         Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

         effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

         Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

         (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

         separate from the Original Code;  or 3) for infringements caused

         by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

         combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,

         display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

         created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an

         unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code

         and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

         selling of  Modifications made by that Contributor either alone

         and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions

         of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have

         made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that

         Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of

         Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

         Version (or portions of such combination).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

         effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of

         the Covered Code.

 

         (d)    Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is
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         granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

         Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version;

         3)  for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of

         Contributor Version or ii)  the combination of Modifications made

         by that Contributor with other software  (except as part of the

         Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims

         infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by

         that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Application of License.

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

    distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

    an additional document offering the additional rights described in

    Section 3.5.

 

    3.2. Availability of Source Code.

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)

    months after the date it initially became available, or at least six

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

    3.3. Description of Modifications.

    You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters
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         (a) Third Party Claims.

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

         intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

         granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,

         Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

         distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the

         party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will

         know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after

         the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,

         Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies

         Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps

         (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)

         reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered

         Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

         (b) Contributor APIs.

         If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming

         interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which

         are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

         also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 

              (c)    Representations.

         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

         Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's

         Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

         Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

         this License.

 

    3.5. Required Notices.

    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

    Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one or more Modification(s)

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

    Exhibit A.  You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

    rights relating to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

    any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.
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    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

    You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

    obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

    License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.

 

    3.7. Larger Works.

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code

    not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger

    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

    statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description

    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

    extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

    understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

    attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.
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    6.1. New Versions.

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised

    and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version

    will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

    6.2. Effect of New Versions.

    Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the

    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one

    other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to

    Covered Code created under this License.

 

    6.3. Derivative Works.

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

    governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that

    the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",

    "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your

    license (except to note that your license differs from this License)

    and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license

    contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and

    Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial

    Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in

    Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of

    this License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

    IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

    8.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

    survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their
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    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

    shall survive.

 

    8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

    claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

    or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

    (a)  such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,

    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

    Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

    Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

    the 60 day notice period specified above.

 

    (b)  any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)

    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

    Participant.

 

    8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

    license.

 

    8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

    all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

    prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

    (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL
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    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

    ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

    LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in

    48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

    software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such

    terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

    C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),

    all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those

    rights set forth herein.

 

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

    unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.

    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

    District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

    shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

    License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,
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    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

    Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

    "Multiple-Licensed".  "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

    Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified

    by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

 

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

    ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License

    Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

    compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

    Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

    basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

    License for the specific language governing rights and limitations

    under the License.

 

    The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

    The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.

    Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

    of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the

    provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

    above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

    under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use

    your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by

    deleting  the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and

    other provisions required by the [___] License.  If you do not delete

    the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file

    under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]
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Apache Velocity

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

onoMnApeShTpQtDJbcUgJTIFONPQeUndIgfQWWNNddIwBl

mi2Kp5RjfhIJdGCSo<bOTNof2KNxm9KCi5lxEyKI9BJW3p

qOPQUXpopOopMMPqnPnXXQPNOPNRnqQNQqStwVxuQSTtVW

UrwSUSSSTVwxWSXNmrrpnmqmUUnpsvpntsmmmmmUUnpsvp

ntsmmmmmUUFmbkWJlroZbW4bsbilmjbkqUUnmmmm

Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

  statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

  copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

  above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

  following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

  materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this Software without prior written

  permission of MetaStuff, Ltd.  For written permission,

  please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "DOM4J"

  nor may "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. DOM4J is a registered

  trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd.

 

5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project -

  http://www.dom4j.org

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*--

 

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.11 2004/02/06 09:32:57 jhunter Exp $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
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OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

From: http://www.json.org/license.html

==================================================================================

======================================

 

Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'org.apache.commons' to 'clover.org.apache.commons'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 Copyright (c) 2005 - 2009 Taras Puchko

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

/********************************************************************************

* CruiseControl, a Continuous Integration Toolkit

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, ThoughtWorks, Inc.

* 651 W Washington Ave. Suite 500

* Chicago, IL 60661 USA

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*     + Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*     + Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
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*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*       with the distribution.

*

*     + Neither the name of ThoughtWorks, Inc., CruiseControl, nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

*       products derived from this software without specific prior

*       written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

********************************************************************************/

Java Native Access project (JNA) is dual-licensed under 2

alternative Open Source/Free licenses: LGPL 2.1 or later and

Apache License 2.0. (starting with JNA version 4.0.0).

 

You can freely decide which license you want to apply to

the project.

 

You may obtain a copy of the LGPL License at:

 

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing JNA, in file "LGPL2.1", under the same directory

as this file.

 

You may obtain a copy of the Apache License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing JNA, in file "AL2.0", under the same directory

as this file.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

http://www.atlassian.com/dms/wac/Atlassian_EULA_4-2.pdf

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

.

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this
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will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

.

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that
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you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

.

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

.

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
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contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

.

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
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   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

.

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
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distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

.

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

.

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
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WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

/*--

 

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.11 2004/02/06 09:32:57 jhunter Exp $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
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OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana Univeristy" and "Indiana Univeristy Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.
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5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana Univeristy"

name nor may "Indiana Univeristy" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from the 'org.apache.commons' to the 'clover.org.apache.commons'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

 File: Core.js

 

 Description:

 

 Provides common utility functions and the Class object used internally by the library.

 

 Also provides the <TreeUtil> object for manipulating JSON tree structures

 

 Some of the Basic utility functions and the Class system are based in the MooTools Framework

<http://mootools.net>. Copyright (c) 2006-2009 Valerio Proietti, <http://mad4milk.net/>. MIT license

<http://mootools.net/license.txt>.
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 Author:

 

 Nicolas Garcia Belmonte

 

 Copyright:

 

 Copyright 2008-2009 by Nicolas Garcia Belmonte.

 

 Homepage:

 

 <http://thejit.org>

 

 Version:

 

 1.1.2

 

 License:

 

 BSD License

 

> Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

> modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

>      * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

>        notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

>      * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

>        notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

>        documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

>      * Neither the name of the organization nor the

>        names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

>        derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

>

>  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY Nicolas Garcia Belmonte ``AS IS'' AND ANY

>  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

>  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

>  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL Nicolas Garcia Belmonte BE LIABLE FOR ANY

>  DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

>  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

>  LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

>  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

>  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

>  SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.28 jetbrains-annotations 15.0 

 

1.29 spring-data-commons 2.5.1 
1.29.1 Available under license : 

Spring Data Commons 2.5.1 (2021.0.1)

Copyright (c) [2010-2019] Pivotal Software, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

You may not use this product except in compliance with the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source

code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE file.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================  

 

To the extent any open source subcomponents are licensed under the EPL and/or other

similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://www.springsource.org/download,

or by sending a request, with your name and address to: VMware, Inc., 3401 Hillview

Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304, United States of America or email info@vmware.com.  All

such requests should clearly specify:  OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General

Counsel.  VMware shall mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent

physical medium.  This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three

years from the date you acquired this Software product.
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1.30 stax 1.2.0 
1.30.1 Available under license : 

You can basically do whatever you want this thing, as long as you're not a jerk about it. 

If you like it, send me an email or something.  That would be cool.

 

1.31 spring-commons-logging-bridge 5.3.7 
1.31.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115983_1655969396.4992104/0/spring-jcl-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/Log.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115983_1655969396.4992104/0/spring-jcl-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115983_1655969396.4992104/0/spring-jcl-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SimpleLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115983_1655969396.4992104/0/spring-jcl-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogFactoryService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115983_1655969396.4992104/0/spring-jcl-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115983_1655969396.4992104/0/spring-jcl-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/NoOpLog.java

 

1.32 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-organizations

1.11.172 
1.32.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such
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Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
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conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.33 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-snowball

1.11.172 
1.33.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such
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Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
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conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.34 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-dynamodb

1.11.172 
1.34.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such
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Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
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conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.35 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-codestar 1.11.172 
1.35.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and
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assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.36 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-athena

1.11.172 
1.36.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and
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assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.37 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-config 1.11.172 
1.37.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.
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"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)
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patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.38 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-cognito-

identity-provider-service 1.11.172 
1.38.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.
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"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)
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patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.39 maven-profile-model 2.0.10 
1.39.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Maven Profile Model

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Maven Profile Model

Copyright 2001-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'Codehaus' (http://www.codehaus.org/)

 - Default Plexus Container

 - Plexus Common Utilities (http://plexus.codehaus.org/plexus-utils)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'The Apache Software Foundation' (http://www.apache.org/)

 - Maven Model (http://maven.apache.org/maven-model)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'The Codehaus' (http://codehaus.org/)

 - classworlds (http://classworlds.codehaus.org/)

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.40 keepassjava2-::-kdbx 2.1.4 
1.40.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2015 Jo Rabin

 ~

 ~ Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 ~ you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 ~ You may obtain a copy of the License at

 ~

 ~     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 ~ WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 ~ See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 ~ limitations under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326451_1655810849.607958/0/keepassjava2-kdbx-2-1-4-sources-1-jar/base.kdbx.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Jo Rabin

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326451_1655810849.607958/0/keepassjava2-kdbx-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/stream_3_1/KdbxSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326451_1655810849.607958/0/keepassjava2-kdbx-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/StreamFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326451_1655810849.607958/0/keepassjava2-kdbx-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/Helpers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326451_1655810849.607958/0/keepassjava2-kdbx-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/stream_3_1/KdbxHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326451_1655810849.607958/0/keepassjava2-kdbx-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/KdbxCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326451_1655810849.607958/0/keepassjava2-kdbx-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/hashedblock/HashedBlockOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326451_1655810849.607958/0/keepassjava2-kdbx-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/stream_3_1/KdbxStreamFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326451_1655810849.607958/0/keepassjava2-kdbx-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/hashedblock/HashedBlockInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326451_1655810849.607958/0/keepassjava2-kdbx-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/StreamEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326451_1655810849.607958/0/keepassjava2-kdbx-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/stream_3_1/Salsa20StreamEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326451_1655810849.607958/0/keepassjava2-kdbx-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/KdbxKeyFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326451_1655810849.607958/0/keepassjava2-kdbx-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/KdbxCreds.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326451_1655810849.607958/0/keepassjava2-kdbx-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/SerializableDatabase.java

 

1.41 apache-commons-lang 2.4 
1.41.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.42 sisu-inject 1.4.2 
1.42.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/UriConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005-2007 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/ComponentValueSetter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* Copyright (c) 2010 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/Strategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/PlexusBeanModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/ComponentDescriptorBeanModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/scanners/PlexusTypeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/locators/ClassRealmUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2009 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/annotations/ConfigurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusXmlBeanModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusConfigurations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/scanners/PlexusTypeRegistry.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/PlexusBeanLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/DefaultPlexusContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusBindingModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/PlexusBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/locators/RealmPlexusBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/locators/GlobalPlexusBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusPropertyBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/Hints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/converters/PlexusXmlBeanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/scanners/PlexusAnnotatedMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/locators/MissingPlexusBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusRequirements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/PlexusBeanMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/annotations/ComponentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/locators/LazyPlexusBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/scanners/PlexusXmlMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusAnnotatedBeanModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/locators/PlexusBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/PlexusBeanSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusBeanBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/locators/DefaultPlexusBeanLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/PlexusBeanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/scanners/PlexusTypeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/converters/PlexusDateTypeConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/scanners/PlexusXmlScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/PlexusLifecycleManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusBeanManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusTypeBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/ProvidedPropertyBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/Roles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/OptionalPropertyBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/annotations/RequirementImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The MIT License

*

* Copyright (c) 2004-5, The Codehaus

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

* this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

* the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

* use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

* of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

* so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

* copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/ConfigurationListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* The MIT License

*

* Copyright (c) 2004, The Codehaus

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

* this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

* the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

* use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

* of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

* so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

* copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/LongConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/ConfigurationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/FileConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/MapConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/StringBufferConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/PropertiesConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/CollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/BasicComponentConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/ByteConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/FloatConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/lookup/ConverterLookup.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/StringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/AbstractComponentConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/CharConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/DateConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/IntConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/ArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/PlexusConfigurationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/ComponentConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/BooleanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/EnumConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/ObjectWithFieldsConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/DoubleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/UrlConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/AbstractConfigurationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/AbstractBasicConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/lookup/DefaultConverterLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/ShortConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/MapOrientedComponentConfigurator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/PlexusConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/PlexusContainerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/exception/ComponentLookupException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/ContainerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/context/ContextMapAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/composition/CycleDetectedInComponentGraphException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/context/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/ComponentSetDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/console/ConsoleLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/Serviceable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/StartingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/exception/ComponentRepositoryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/xml/XmlPlexusConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/ComponentDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/exception/ComponentLifecycleException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/PlexusConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/Suspendable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/InitializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/DefaultContainerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/Contextualizable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/Disposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/Startable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/factory/ComponentFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/context/ContextException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/Initializable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/PlexusContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/AbstractLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/ComponentDependency.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/factory/AbstractComponentFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/context/DefaultContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/LogEnabled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/LoggerManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/BaseLoggerManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/ComponentRequirementList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/AbstractLogEnabled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/StoppingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/ComponentRequirement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/AbstractLoggerManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/factory/ComponentInstantiationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/DefaultPlexusConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/PlexusConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/expression/ExpressionEvaluationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/MutablePlexusContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/console/ConsoleLoggerManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/expression/ExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/expression/DefaultExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/expression/TypeAwareExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/ClassConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/PlexusTestCase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855536_1655970501.0094302/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/MapOrientedComponent.java
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1.43 jakarta-activation 1.2.2 
1.43.1 Available under license : 

 

   Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Notices for Jakarta Activation

 

This content is produced and maintained by Jakarta Activation project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaf

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses
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This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0,

which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaf

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

1.44 shedlock-provider-jdbc-internal 4.0.3 
1.44.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2009-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319578_1655810536.7287805/0/shedlock-provider-jdbc-internal-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/provider/jdbc/internal/AbstractJdbcStorageAccessor.java
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1.45 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-lex-model-

building 1.11.172 
1.45.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix
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below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided
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along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.
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1.46 functionality-for-the-reactor-netty-library

1.0.7 
1.46.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-Present VMware, Inc. or its affiliates, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/PooledConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/ProxyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoopResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientSecure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ConnectionObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/Transport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpClientConnect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/NettyPipeline.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/Metrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoopKQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/SniProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ReactorNetty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServerBind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpServerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ChannelOperationsId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/TransportConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoopNIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/AbortedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/MeterKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DelegatingConnectionPoolMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ByteBufMono.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ChannelBindException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/DisposableChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/DisposableServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/logging/ReactorNettyLoggingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/ClientTransport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/ChannelMetricsHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/NettyInbound.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoopIOUring.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpInbound.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ByteBufFlux.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoopEpoll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/TransportConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/MicrometerChannelMetricsRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ChannelPipelineConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/ColocatedEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/NewConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultPooledConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpOutbound.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/AddressResolverGroupMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpServerBind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/ConnectionPoolMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/SslProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/MonoSendMany.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/AddressUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/NameResolverProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/LoopResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/DefaultSslContextSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/ClientTransportConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/ChannelOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/FluxReceive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/MonoSend.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpClientConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/logging/AdvancedByteBufFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/ServerTransportConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/ServerTransport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/ConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/ByteBufAllocatorMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoopNativeDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/MicrometerPooledConnectionProviderMeterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/FutureMono.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/NettyOutbound.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/ChannelOperationsHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpSslContextSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-jar/reactor/netty/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientConnect.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/AbstractProtocolSslContextSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/ChannelMetricsRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326521_1655991970.2539291/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpResources.java

 

1.47 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-workspaces

1.11.172 
1.47.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source
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code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
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  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.48 jjwt-jackson 0.11.2 
1.48.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Export-Package: io.jsonwebtoken.jackson.io;uses:="com.fasterxml.jackso

n.core,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind,io.jsonwebtoken.io";version="0.

11.2"

Implementation-Title: JJWT :: Extensions :: Jackson

Built-By: lhazlewood

Tool: Bnd-3.3.0.201609221906

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.7))"

Implementation-Vendor: jsonwebtoken.io

Fragment-Host: io.jsonwebtoken.jjwt-api

Implementation-Vendor-Id: io.jsonwebtoken

Specification-Title: JJWT :: Extensions :: Jackson

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.jsonwebtoken.jjwt-jackson

Implementation-Version: 0.11.2

Specification-Vendor: jsonwebtoken.io

Bundle-Name: JJWT :: Extensions :: Jackson

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Implementation-URL: https://github.com/jwtk/jjwt/jjwt-jackson

Bundle-Vendor: jsonwebtoken.io

Build-Jdk: 1.7.0_80

Bundle-Version: 0.11.2

Bnd-LastModified: 1591905065686

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-Description: JSON Web Token support for the JVM and Android

Import-Package: com.fasterxml.jackson.core;version="[2.9,3)",com.faste

rxml.jackson.databind;version="[2.9,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.databin

d.deser.std;version="[2.9,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.module;v

ersion="[2.9,3)",io.jsonwebtoken.io;version="[0.11,1)",io.jsonwebtoke

n.lang;version="[0.11,1)"

Bundle-DocURL: https://github.com/jwtk/jjwt

Specification-Version: 0.11.2

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1158041415_1619692707.52/0/jjwt-jackson-0-11-2-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2018 JWTK

 ~

 ~ Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 ~ you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 ~ You may obtain a copy of the License at

 ~

 ~     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 ~ WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 ~ See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 ~ limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1158041415_1619692707.52/0/jjwt-jackson-0-11-2-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.jsonwebtoken/jjwt-jackson/pom.xml

 

1.49 sisu-inject 1.4.2 
1.49.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The MIT License

*

* Copyright (c) 2004, The Codehaus

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

* this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

* the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

* use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

* of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

* so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

* copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
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* SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/ByteConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/FileConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/CollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/lookup/ConverterLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/AbstractBasicConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/EnumConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/IntConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/StringBufferConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/ObjectWithFieldsConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/ConfigurationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/ArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/lookup/DefaultConverterLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/UrlConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/CharConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/ComponentConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/AbstractConfigurationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/DateConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/BooleanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/ShortConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/MapConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/DoubleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/Converter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/FloatConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/PropertiesConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/StringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/PlexusConfigurationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/AbstractComponentConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/BasicComponentConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/LongConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/UriConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2010 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/scanners/PlexusTypeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/PlexusBeanModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/ComponentDescriptorBeanModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/Strategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/locators/ClassRealmUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/expression/DefaultExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/MapOrientedComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/expression/TypeAwareExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/PlexusTestCase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/expression/ExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/ClassConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The MIT License
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*

* Copyright (c) 2004-5, The Codehaus

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

* this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

* the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

* use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

* of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

* so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

* copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/ConfigurationListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005-2007 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/ComponentValueSetter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* Copyright (c) 2009 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusAnnotatedBeanModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/annotations/ComponentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/scanners/PlexusXmlScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusBeanBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusBeanManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusConfigurations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/scanners/PlexusTypeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/scanners/PlexusXmlMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusBindingModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/PlexusBeanLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/DefaultPlexusContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/Roles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/annotations/RequirementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/PlexusBeanSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/locators/DefaultPlexusBeanLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusPropertyBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/scanners/PlexusTypeRegistry.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/ProvidedPropertyBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/locators/RealmPlexusBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/locators/MissingPlexusBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/converters/PlexusDateTypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusRequirements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/locators/PlexusBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/converters/PlexusXmlBeanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/PlexusBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/PlexusBeanMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/OptionalPropertyBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/locators/GlobalPlexusBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/locators/LazyPlexusBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/annotations/ConfigurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/Hints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/PlexusLifecycleManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/config/PlexusBeanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/scanners/PlexusAnnotatedMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusTypeBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/guice/plexus/binders/PlexusXmlBeanModule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/DefaultContainerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/console/ConsoleLoggerManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/ComponentDependency.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/factory/AbstractComponentFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/console/ConsoleLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/StoppingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/ComponentSetDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/PlexusConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/AbstractLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/context/ContextMapAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/LogEnabled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/ContainerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/exception/ComponentLookupException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/DefaultPlexusConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/PlexusConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/Disposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/ComponentDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/xml/XmlPlexusConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/expression/ExpressionEvaluationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/Contextualizable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/PlexusContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/ComponentRequirement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/exception/ComponentRepositoryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/MutablePlexusContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/context/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/Startable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/ComponentRequirementList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/AbstractLogEnabled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/AbstractLoggerManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/composition/CycleDetectedInComponentGraphException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/factory/ComponentFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/PlexusContainerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/exception/ComponentLifecycleException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/Initializable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/context/DefaultContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/context/ContextException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/Serviceable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/LoggerManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/PlexusConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/Suspendable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/InitializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/BaseLoggerManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/factory/ComponentInstantiationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/StartingException.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260904_1655970711.4438834/0/sisu-inject-plexus-1-4-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/MapOrientedComponentConfigurator.java

 

1.50 woodstox 6.2.4 
1.50.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.51 latencyutils 2.0.3 
1.51.1 Available under license : 
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1.52 maven-repository-metadata-model 3.0 
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1.52.1 Available under license : 
 

Maven Repository Metadata Model

Copyright 2001-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.53 aether-implementation 1.7 
1.53.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2010 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/DefaultDependencyCollectionContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2010 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/DefaultDependencyGraphTransformationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/EnhancedLocalRepositoryManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/DefaultDependencyCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/GraphNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/DefaultDeployer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/VersionRangeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/DependencyNodeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/SimpleLocalRepositoryManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/UpdateCheck.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/ArtifactRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/DefaultInstaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/UpdateCheckManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/SimpleDigest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/RemoteRepositoryManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/LocalRepositoryEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/DefaultMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/MetadataGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/VersionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/DefaultRemoteRepositoryManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/DefaultServiceLocator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/MetadataGeneratorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/DefaultLocalRepositoryEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/Slf4jLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/DefaultFileProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/PlexusLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/DefaultUpdateCheckManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/Deployer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/ObjectPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/DataPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/DefaultRepositorySystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/MetadataResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/LocalRepositoryMaintainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/CachingArtifactTypeRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/Installer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/ArtifactResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/CacheUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/GraphEdge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/DependencyCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/ArtifactDescriptorReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/DefaultArtifactResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116056_1655982050.2876134/0/aether-impl-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/impl/internal/TrackingFileManager.java

 

1.54 commons-codec 1.15 
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1.54.1 Available under license : 
Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

 

===============================================================================

 

The content of package org.apache.commons.codec.language.bm has been translated

from the original php source code available at http://stevemorse.org/phoneticinfo.htm

with permission from the original authors.

Original source copyright:

Copyright (c) 2008 Alexander Beider & Stephen P. Morse.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.55 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-codedeploy

1.11.172 
1.55.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.
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The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.56 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-x-ray 1.11.172 
1.56.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt
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Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
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You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work
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(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.57 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-database-

migration-service 1.11.172 
1.57.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt
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Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
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You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work
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(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.58 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-waf 1.11.172 
1.58.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such
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Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
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conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.59 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-lightsail

1.11.172 
1.59.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such
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Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
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conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.60 stax 1.0.1 
1.60.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright © 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

 

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and

change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and

change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software

Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released

this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you
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receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.

Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it:

responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the

recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2)

offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software.

For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their

problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

 

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them,

although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom

to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use,

which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit

the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this

provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict

development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special

danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures

that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

“This License” refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

“Copyright” also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

“The Program” refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as “you”.

“Licensees” and “recipients” may be individuals or organizations.

 

To “modify” a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission,

other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a “modified version” of the earlier work or a

work “based on” the earlier work.

 

A “covered work” means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

 

To “propagate” a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or
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secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a

private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

To “convey” a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere

interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

An interactive user interface displays “Appropriate Legal Notices” to the extent that it includes a convenient and

prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no

warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under

this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options,

such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

1. Source Code.

The “source code” for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. “Object code”

means any non-source form of a work.

 

A “Standard Interface” means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body,

or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among

developers working in that language.

 

The “System Libraries” of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included

in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves

only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form. A “Major Component”, in this context, means a major

essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the

executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

The “Corresponding Source” for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install,

and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities.

However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example,

Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source

code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such

as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the

Corresponding Source.

 

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

 

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable

provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the

unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given

its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as

provided by copyright law.
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You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license

otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make

modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply

with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making

or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on

terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not

allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

 

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling

obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting

or restricting circumvention of such measures.

 

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to

the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work,

and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the

work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.

 

4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating

that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all

notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty

protection for a fee.

 

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of

source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added

under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to “keep intact all notices”.

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.

This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work,

and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any

other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program

has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature

extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a

volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the compilation and its resulting copyright

are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.
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6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also

convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

 

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium),

accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software

interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium),

accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or

customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the

Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically

performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no

charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.

This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with

such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent

access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not

require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code

is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that

supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to

find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to

ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code

and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System

Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

 

A “User Product” is either (1) a “consumer product”, which means any tangible personal property which is normally

used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling.

In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a

particular product received by a particular user, “normally used” refers to a typical or common use of that class of

product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or

expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has

substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use

of the product.

 

“Installation Information” for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other

information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a

modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning

of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

 

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the

conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred

to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this

requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the
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User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

 

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support

service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product

in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself

materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication

across the network.

 

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a

format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and

must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

 

7. Additional Terms.

“Additional permissions” are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or

more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though

they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program

remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that

copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases

when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for

which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized

by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the

Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be

marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or

modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these

contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If

the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along

with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further

restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material

governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such

relicensing or conveying.

 

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a

statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

 

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated
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as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

 

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt

otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License

(including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated

(a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b)

permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days

after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies

you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this

License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of

the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or

rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not

qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.

 

9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation

of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise

does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify

any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or

propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to

run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties with this License.

 

An “entity transaction” is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or

subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity

transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the

work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of

the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with

reasonable efforts.

 

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For

example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License,

and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent

claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

11. Patents.

A “contributor” is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the

Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's “contributor version”.
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A contributor's “essential patent claims” are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether

already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of

making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, “control” includes

the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

 

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential

patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its

contributor version.

 

In the following three paragraphs, a “patent license” is any express agreement or commitment, however

denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for

patent infringement). To “grant” such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment

not to enforce a patent against the party.

 

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is

not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available

network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3)

arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream

recipients. “Knowingly relying” means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying

the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more

identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring

conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work

authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

 

A patent license is “discriminatory” if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of,

or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License.

You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of

distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of

conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered

work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you

(or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations

that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to

28 March 2007.

 

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to

infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of

this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty
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for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms

and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with

a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to

convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through

a network will apply to the combination as such.

 

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from

time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address

new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of

the GNU General Public License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the

Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever

published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be

used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for

the Program.

 

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are

imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

 

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER

PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER

EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE

QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE

DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM

AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL,

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE

PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY

HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
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If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according

to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil

liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the

Program in return for a fee.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the “copyright” line and a pointer

to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an “about box”.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a “copyright disclaimer”

for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your

program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first,
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please read <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

 

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module. An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library. If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

 

1.61 hibernate-orm 5.4.31.Final 
1.61.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Hibernate, Relational Persistence for Idiomatic Java

 ~

 ~ License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 or later

 ~ See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/persistence_2_2.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/orm_2_2.xsd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Hibernate, Relational Persistence for Idiomatic Java

*

* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 or later

* See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html

*/

/**

	 * Subclass used to simply instantiation of singular attributes representing an entity's

	 * version.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/internal/SingularAttributeImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Hibernate, Relational Persistence for Idiomatic Java

*

* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 or later.

* See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>.

*/

/**

* JTA platform implementation intended for use with WebSphere Application Server (WAS).

* <p/>

* WAS, unlike every other app server on the planet, does not allow direct access to the JTS TransactionManager.

* Instead, for common transaction-related tasks users must utilize a proprietary API known as

ExtendedJTATransaction.

* <p/>

* Even more unfortunate, the exact TransactionManagerLookup to use inside of WAS is highly dependent upon<ul>

*     <li>WAS version</li>

*     <li>the WAS container in which Hibernate will be utilized</li>

* </ul>

* <p/>

* This class is reported to work on WAS version 6 in any of the standard J2EE/Java EE component containers.

*

* @author Gavin King

* @author <a href="mailto:jesper@udby.com>Jesper Udby</a>

* @author Steve Ebersole

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/WebSphereExtendedJtaPlatform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Hibernate, Relational Persistence for Idiomatic Java

 ~

 ~ License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 or later.

 ~ See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hibernate-configuration-3.0.dtd

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hibernate-mapping-3.0.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Hibernate, Relational Persistence for Idiomatic Java

*
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* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 or later

* See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/spi/JdbcRecommendedSqlTypeMappingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/internal/ManagedBeanRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/convert/internal/ClassBasedConverterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/access/CachedDomainDataAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/internal/AbstractCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/internal/parse/PathQualifierType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/StandardCacheTransactionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/EntityReadWriteAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/convert/internal/AutoApplicableConverterDescriptorStandardImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/spi/CallbackRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/AbstractCacheTransactionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/interceptor/BytecodeLazyAttributeInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/internal/AbstractType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/EntityNonStrictReadWriteAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/internal/StatsHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/CacheableDataStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/convert/internal/InstanceBasedConverterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/internal/StandardTimestampsCacheFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/QueryResultsRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/internal/AbstractCacheableDataStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/AttributeNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/xsd/MappingXsdSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/NaturalIdReadWriteAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/internal/ListAttributeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/internal/PluralAttributeBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/EntityTransactionalAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/spi/BeanInstanceProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/EmbeddedDomainType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/spi/CallbackRegistryConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/spi/PersistentAttributeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/AbstractCachedDomainDataAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/cfg/spi/EntityDataCachingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/access/SoftLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/CollectionTransactionAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/CacheImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/internal/DisabledCaching.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/spi/ManagedTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/NavigableRole.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/internal/AbstractAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/build/AllowPrintStacktrace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/collections/Stack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/convert/internal/StandardBasicValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/BytecodeLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/access/NaturalIdDataAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/CannotBecomeEntityGraphException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/convert/spi/JpaAttributeConverterCreationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/convert/internal/OrdinalEnumValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/internal/CallbackRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/internal/DeprecatedNaturalIdCacheStatisticsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/QueryResultsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/internal/NoCachingTransactionSynchronizationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/cfg/internal/NaturalIdDataCachingConfigImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/spi/ProvidedInstanceManagedBeanImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/NaturalIdTransactionalAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/BasicDomainType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/spi/EntityTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/DomainDataRegionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/CollectionSizeNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/cfg/internal/CollectionDataCachingConfigImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/spi/ManagedBeanRegistryInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/convert/internal/NamedEnumValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/internal/CdiBeanContainerImmediateAccessImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/spi/AppliedGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/cfg/spi/CollectionDataCachingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/SecondLevelCacheStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/QueryCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/internal/TypeConfigurationRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/cfg/spi/DomainDataRegionConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/internal/QueryResultsCacheImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/AbstractRegionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/spi/FallbackContainedBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/spi/ManagedBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/CacheUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/StorageAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ast/Clause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/access/CollectionDataAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/internal/MapAttributeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/internal/MappedSuperclassTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/internal/SessionFactoryOptionsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/xsd/ConfigXsdSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/cfg/spi/DomainDataRegionBuildingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/io/CharSequenceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/spi/GraphHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/SubGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/spi/ContainedBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/convert/internal/JpaAttributeConverterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/spi/MappedSuperclassTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/CollectionReadOnlyAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/AbstractDomainDataRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/BasicJavaDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/spi/GraphImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/internal/SetAttributeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/UpdateTimestampsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/internal/TimestampsCacheDisabledImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/interceptor/AbstractInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/spi/ContainedBeanImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/DomainDataStorageAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/MappedSuperclassDomainType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/CollectionNonStrictReadWriteAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/internal/EnabledCaching.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/TimestampsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/access/EntityDataAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/SimpleDomainType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/xsd/LocalXsdResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/internal/AttributeNodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/convert/spi/BasicValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/internal/BasicTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/CollectionReadWriteAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/cfg/spi/DomainDataCachingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/cfg/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/spi/SubGraphImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/uuid/LocalObjectUuidHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/internal/CdiBasedBeanContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/internal/EmbeddableTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/interceptor/AbstractLazyLoadInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/AbstractReadWriteAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/internal/MapMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/spi/EmbeddedTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/internal/CdiBeanContainerExtendedAccessImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/spi/PluralPersistentAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/internal/TimestampsCacheEnabledImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/internal/parse/GraphParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/xsd/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/classloading/internal/AggregatedClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/spi/CallbackBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/convert/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/DomainDataRegionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/spi/BasicTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/internal/NamedBeanQualifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/spi/ExtendedBeanManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/QueryResultsRegionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/EntityReadOnlyAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/cfg/spi/NaturalIdDataCachingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/internal/NotYetReadyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/ExtendedStatisticsSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/cfg/internal/DomainDataRegionConfigImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/classloading/internal/AggregatedServiceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/internal/BagAttributeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/internal/EntityCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/spi/SetPersistentAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/AttributeConverterInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/spi/AbstractCdiBeanContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/internal/FallbackBeanInstanceProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/PersistentAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/NaturalIdNonStrictReadWriteAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/spi/DomainTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/build/AllowSysOut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/RegionFactoryTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/IdentifiableDomainType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/convert/spi/AutoApplicableConverterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/AbstractCollectionDataAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/internal/NoSuchBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/internal/AbstractIdentifiableType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/NullnessHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/SimpleTimestamper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/interceptor/SessionAssociableInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/convert/internal/AutoApplicableConverterDescriptorBypassedImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/internal/EmptyCallbackBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/AbstractRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/OptionallyManageable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/xsd/XsdDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/CacheImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/spi/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/AbstractEntityDataAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/CollectionPathNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/EntityDomainType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/spi/IdentifiableTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/DirectAccessRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/ManagedDomainType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/RegionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/RegionNameQualifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/StandardBasicTypeTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/internal/AbstractGraphNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/internal/Helper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/spi/BeanLifecycleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/access/UnknownAccessTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/GraphNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/EffectiveEntityGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/internal/JpaCompliantLifecycleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/AccessedDataClassification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/SecondLevelCacheLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/NaturalIdCacheStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/CacheTransactionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/TimestampsCacheFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/internal/ListenerCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/spi/RegistryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/internal/EntityTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/GraphSemantic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/convert/spi/JpaAttributeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/spi/SimpleTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/spi/MapPersistentAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/cfg/internal/AbstractDomainDataCachingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/internal/AbstractGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/internal/SubGraphImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/spi/CallbackType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/DomainType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/DomainDataRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/RootGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/internal/CdiBeanContainerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/Region.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/spi/BagPersistentAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/internal/CallbackBuilderLegacyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/internal/EmptyCallbackRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/cfg/internal/EntityDataCachingConfigImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/convert/internal/AttributeConverterManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/CannotContainSubGraphException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/spi/DomainModelHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/internal/AbstractPluralAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/internal/AbstractManagedType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/CollectionDomainType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/internal/BeansMessageLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/AbstractNaturalIdDataAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/internal/EmbeddableCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/TimestampsRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/internal/ContainerManagedLifecycleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/internal/CallbacksFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/spi/BeanContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/collections/StandardStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/convert/spi/ConverterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/convert/internal/AbstractConverterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/TimestampsRegionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/internal/parse/SubGraphGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/spi/ListPersistentAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/convert/spi/EnumValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/container/internal/CdiBeanContainerDelayedAccessImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/internal/RootGraphImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/convert/spi/ConverterAutoApplyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/interceptor/EnhancementAsProxyLazinessInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/DirectAccessRegionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/convert/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/QuerySpacesHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/model/domain/spi/SingularPersistentAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/support/NaturalIdReadOnlyAccess.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Hibernate, Relational Persistence for Idiomatic Java

*

* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 or later.

* See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>.

*/

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/collections/ConcurrentReferenceHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Hibernate, Relational Persistence for Idiomatic Java

 ~

 ~ License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 or later.

 ~ See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/collection/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/xsd/cfg/legacy-configuration-4.0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metadata/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/classic/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/orm_1_0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/criteria/package.html
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hibernate-configuration-4.0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/persistence_1_0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/entity/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/access/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/orm_2_0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hibernate-mapping-4.0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/pretty/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/exception/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/orm_2_1.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/persistence_2_1.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/collection/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/proxy/package.html
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/antlr/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jdbc/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/persistence_2_0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/hql/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/usertype/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/transform/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/classic/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/xsd/mapping/legacy-mapping-4.0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/entry/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Hibernate, Relational Persistence for Idiomatic Java

*

* Copyright (c) 2008, Red Hat Middleware LLC or third-party contributors as
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* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright attribution

* statements applied by the authors.  All third-party contributions are

* distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC.

*

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, modify,

* copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU

* Lesser General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

* or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License

* for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

* along with this distribution; if not, write to:

* Free Software Foundation, Inc.

* 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

* Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/GeneratedOrderByFragmentParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/GeneratedOrderByFragmentRendererTokenTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/GeneratedOrderByLexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/OrderByTemplateTokenTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/GeneratedOrderByFragmentRenderer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Hibernate, Relational Persistence for Idiomatic Java

*

* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 or later.

* See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/AbstractDelegatingSessionBuilderImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/DelayedDropRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/Target.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/exec/MultiTableDeleteExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/OptimisticLockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/internal/FileInputStreamAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/UnaryArithmeticOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/spi/TypeContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/AbstractPluralAssociationElementSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/DynamicUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/AbstractFieldSerialForm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/AbstractMultiTableBulkIdStrategyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/context/internal/ThreadLocalSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/beanvalidation/BeanValidationEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/ScalarReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitCollectionTableNameSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/SQLFunctionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/PostInsertIdentifierGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/UnionSubclass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/PropertyContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/SchemaManagementToolCoordinator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/OptimisticLockStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/EntityCopyObserverFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/internal/NativeQueryReturnBuilderFetchImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/GenericGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/spi/BytecodeProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/MySQLInnoDBDialect.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/IdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/classic/WhereParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/spi/CompositeCollectionElementDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/jdbc/internal/LogicalConnectionManagedImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/TupleElementImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/SimpleSelect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/factory/IdentifierGeneratorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/xml/BufferedXMLEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/OrderByTranslation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/WrapperOptionsContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Filterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/exception/LockTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeElementSourceManyToMany.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/boot/internal/EntityManagerFactoryBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/EntityNamingSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/spi/PersisterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/local/AfterUseAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/spi/AssociationKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/CollectionTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/relational/QualifiedSequenceName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/ArrayMutabilityPlan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/IdentifierSourceAggregatedCompositeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/UnknownEntityTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/Manageable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/ManagedProviderConnectionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/beanvalidation/ActivationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultDeleteEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/secure/internal/JaccPreUpdateEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/plan/AbstractLoadPlanBasedCollectionInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/JoinType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/WrapperBinaryType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/collections/LockModeEnumMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metadata/ClassMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/transform/DistinctResultTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/EmbeddableSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/ReplicateEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/SingleLineSqlCommandExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/service/internal/PostCommitEventListenerGroupImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/usertype/Sized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/spi/BeforeTransactionCompletionProcess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/relational/ExportableProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/ValueGenerationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jndi/JndiException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/ParameterRecognitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/exec/ScriptTargetOutputToFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/FlushMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/EventType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/spi/AttributeMapping.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/ParameterBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/StatefulPersistenceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/Join.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/spi/ResultSetMappingBindingDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/SecondaryTableSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/ExceptionHandlerHaltImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/javassist/InstantiationOptimizerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/PluralAttributeMapKeyManyToAnySourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/SessionFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/LocalDateJavaDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/MutabilityPlan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/spi/LongStreamDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/SchemaUpdateCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/internal/ServiceDependencyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/reflection/JPAOverriddenAnnotationReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/internal/AbstractServiceRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/QuerySyntaxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jta/internal/synchronization/AfterCompletionAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/SelectFragment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/SingularAttributeSourceOneToOne.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/SQLFunctionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jta/internal/JtaTransactionAdapterTransactionManagerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/RelationalObjectBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitJoinTableNameSource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/javassist/UnloadedCtField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/procedure/internal/ProcedureParameterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/SequenceInformationExtractorIngresDatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/SaveOrUpdateEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/AbstractEntityPersister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/ToolingHintContextContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/QueryKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/LocaleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/AssociationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/PostUpdateEventListenerStandardImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/spi/AbstractScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/BagType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/JoinedSubclassEntitySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PostUpdateEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PostUpdateEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/relational/Exportable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/DelayedPostInsertIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/compile/CriteriaQueryTypeQueryAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/Disjunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/spi/JtaPlatformProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/integrator/spi/Integrator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/ModelBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/xml/FilteringXMLEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/AbstractNode.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/boot/spi/ProviderChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/IntegralDataTypeHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/TypeContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/NaturalIdStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/SpecialOneToOneType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/DisjunctionFragment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/spi/CollectionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/FilterKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/AnyMappingSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/ZonedDateTimeJavaDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Filters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/collection/NamedQueryCollectionInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/inline/AbstractInlineIdsUpdateHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/EntityManagerMessageLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/spi/StoredProcedureQueryParameterRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/classloading/internal/TcclLookupPrecedence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/CacheModeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/sql/SQLQueryReturnProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/MathHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/ArrayBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/NaturalIdXrefDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/ServiceRegistryImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitMapKeyColumnNameSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/SingularAttributeSourceAny.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/EntityCopyAllowedLoggedObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/AggregatedSelectExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/collections/ArrayHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/OnLockVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/spi/EntityDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/NonContextualJdbcConnectionAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/DefaultSchemaFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/MultiTenancySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/jdbc/internal/AbstractLogicalConnectionImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/TypeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/spi/CriteriaQueryTupleTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/ReplicationMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/ClassLoaderAccessDelegateImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/classic/OrderByParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jta/internal/JtaTransactionCoordinatorBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/NamedEntityGraphDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/IndexMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/spi/QueryImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/ImmutableEntityUpdateQueryHandlingMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/exec/StatementExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/ParseErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/MutableEntityEntryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/CollectionPropertyReference.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/enhanced/HiLoOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/Enhancer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/relational/QualifiedNameParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/spi/TransactionImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/ExceptionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PreCollectionRemoveEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jta/internal/JtaPlatformInaccessibleException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/DerbyTenFiveDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/SubselectCollectionLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/QueryBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/CollationSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/WrapperOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/TrimFunctionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/inline/InlineIdsInClauseBulkIdStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/VersionValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/OrderedMapType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/StandardUniqueKeyExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/Cascade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/PersistentIdentifierGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/DependantValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/DB2IdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultLoadEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/ImmutableMutabilityPlan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/RowCountProjection.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/RelationalModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/NonNullableTransientDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/cte/CteValuesListBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/ConnectionObserverStatsBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/PropertyAccessStrategyNoopImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/exec/GenerationTargetToStdout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/SequenceInformationExtractorSAPDBDatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/IndividuallySchemaValidatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/AnyAttributeFetch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/collection/SQLLoadableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/CollectionFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/RowVersionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PostCommitDeleteEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/JpaOrmXmlPersistenceUnitDefaultAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/SQLFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/SynchronizationRegistryAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/StandardProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/process/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/ClearEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/FromReferenceNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/AccessType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/IdentifierSourceNonAggregatedCompositeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/ejb/HibernateEntityManager.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/CollectionLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/SelectGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/internal/JpaStaticMetaModelPopulationSetting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/NamedParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/batch/spi/BatchBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/InExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/AvgWithArgumentCastFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/PropertyPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/ObjectDeletedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/internal/InFlightMetadataCollectorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/xml/XMLStreamConstantsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/pagination/CUBRIDLimitHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/HibernateCriteriaBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/spi/IntStreamDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jdbc/Expectation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Subclass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/FloatTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/TimeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Bag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/JPAIndexHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/SchemaExport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/beanvalidation/IntegrationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/MaterializedClobType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/Expression.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/ImmutableEntityEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/relational/InitCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/CalendarType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/SingularAttributeNature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/CustomSql.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/IncomparableComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/UnsupportedLockAttemptException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/NegatedPredicateWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/spi/AbstractDataSourceBasedMultiTenantConnectionProviderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/spi/EntityReferenceAliases.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/proxy/pojo/ProxyFactoryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/internal/TransactionCoordinatorBuilderInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/spi/StreamDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/FlushEntityEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Join.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/CacheConcurrencyStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/SessionFactoryServiceRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/SessionFactoryRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/spi/CollectionElementDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/hint/QueryHintHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/PointbaseDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/AbstractReassociateEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/SqlGenerator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/internal/NativeQueryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/AttributePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/secure/internal/DisabledJaccServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/PrimaryKeyInformationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/ZonedDateTimeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/SingularAttributeSourceOneToOneImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/FetchCharacteristics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/SourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/entry/UnstructuredCacheEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/spi/NamedQueryRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/dialect/spi/BasicSQLExceptionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/process/internal/AbstractRowReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/LocalTimeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/procedure/internal/ProcedureParameterMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/FetchCharacteristicsSingularAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/DB2400V7R3Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/JdbcTypeFamilyInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/persistent/Helper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/util/JoinProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/EntityEntryExtraStateHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/Orderable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/entity/EntityBasedBasicAttribute.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/result/internal/UpdateCountOutputImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/spi/ConfigParameterContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/dialect/internal/DialectResolverSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/spaces/CollectionQuerySpaceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/JavaTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/SimpleEntityIdentifierDescriptionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/spi/NativeQueryNonScalarRootReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/SequenceInformationExtractorLegacyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/Select.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/IndividuallySchemaMigratorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/env/spi/ExtractedDatabaseMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/NonContextualLobCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/AbstractSessionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/spi/ClassTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/internal/BinaryStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/bytebuddy/UnloadedTypeDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/PluralAttributeSourceBagImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/exec/SimpleUpdateExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/PropertyAccessStrategyIndexBackRefImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/path/MapKeyHelpers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/RealTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/EventSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/JaxpSourceXmlSource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/tracker/CompositeOwnerTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/cte/CteValuesListBulkIdStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/MetaAttributable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/PropertyHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/OperatorNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/PathTypeExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/DoubleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/FormulaReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/procedure/internal/StandardCallableStatementSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/classic/QueryTranslatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/OneToManyJoinWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jmx/spi/JmxService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/BasicExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jta/internal/synchronization/SynchronizationCallbackCoordinatorTra

ckingImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/javassist/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/H2IdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/process/internal/HydratedEntityRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/VarbinaryTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/MapKeyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/boot/internal/ParsedPersistenceXmlDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/spi/ExpandingCollectionQuerySpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/inline/AbstractInlineIdsDeleteHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/DynamicBatchingCollectionInitializerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/profile/Association.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitConstraintNameSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/OuterJoinLoadable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/InjectService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/FilterJoinTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/CollectionFetchableIndexCompositeGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/BitTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/ResultsetMappingSecondPass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/NCharTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/ColumnCollectionAliases.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/exec/ScriptTargetOutputToStdout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/BatchSize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/spi/Executable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/env/spi/NameQualifierSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/spi/PropertyAccessStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jta/internal/synchronization/SynchronizationCallbackTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/ScrollableResults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/AbstractMapComponentNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/internal/ManagedFlushCheckerLegacyJpaImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/dialect/spi/DatabaseMetaDataDialectResolutionInfoAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/internal/FetchStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/PropertyHolderBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/proxy/pojo/javassist/JavassistProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/spi/DatabaseInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/ejb/HibernateEntityManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PersistEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/StandardServiceRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitUniqueKeyNameSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/IdentifiableTypeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/AbstractEntityInsertAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/PersistentObjectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/CountNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/BulkOperationCleanupAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/JdbcResultMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/BooleanAssertionPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/Ejb3JoinColumn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jdbc/AbstractReturningWork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/entity/plan/DynamicBatchingEntityLoaderBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/lock/PessimisticWriteUpdateLockingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/VarArgsSQLFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/RelationalValueSourceContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/JpaCallbackSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/H2Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/DB2SubstringFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/CriteriaUpdateImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/IdentifierGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/cache/internal/SimpleCacheKeysFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/MySQL8Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/SequenceInformationExtractorDB2DatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/LazyInitializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/CollectionFetchableIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/MappingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/StringRepresentableType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/EntityNamingSourceContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/cfg/InheritanceState.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/SimpleCaseNode.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/selector/internal/StrategySelectorBuilder.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/NamedQueryDefinitionBuilder.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/inline/AbstractInlineIdsBulkIdHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/context/spi/AbstractCurrentSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/ExceptionConverterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/NamedNativeQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/enhanced/PooledLoThreadLocalOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/spi/JtaPlatformResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/jdbc/internal/LogicalConnectionProvidedImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/Oracle9iDialect.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PreCollectionUpdateEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/Query.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/path/SingularAttributeJoin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/CollectionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/Order.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/JoinedSubclass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/QueryStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/SchemaUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/CallbackException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/proxy/ProxyConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/SQLCriterion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PostDeleteEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/exception/spi/SQLExceptionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/sql/NamedParamBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/internal/ScrollableResultsIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/internal/DriverManagerConnectionCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/CharIndexFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/Factory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/SessionEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Selectable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/proxy/map/SerializableMapProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/SubclassEntitySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/internal/IdGeneratorInterpreterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/DefaultComponentSafeNamingStrategy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/xml/DTDEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/SortedSetType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/exec/GenerationTargetToScript.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/IntegerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/collection/internal/AbstractPersistentCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/result/internal/ResultSetOutputImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/MapKeyColumnDelegator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/plan/BatchingCollectionInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/spi/TableInformationContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/BasicCollectionLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/FloatType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/SessionImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/InitializeCollectionEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/CollectionJoinWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/Return.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/env/spi/LobCreatorBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/CompositeOwner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/ParameterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/internal/OptimisticLockStyleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/TypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/AbstractSelectExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/NonUniqueObjectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/ImpliedFromElement.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/internal/StatisticsInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/Queryable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/StandardTableExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/spi/PersisterClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/spi/TransactionCoordinator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/Action.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/procedure/ProcedureCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/RDMSOS2200Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/IdGeneratorResolverSecondPass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/SharedSessionContractImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/exception/internal/SQLStateConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/UnionSubclassEntityPersister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/internal/QueryStatisticsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/MySQLMyISAMDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/TypeDiscriminatorMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/context/spi/CurrentSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/MappedSuperclass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/DbTimestampType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/exception/spi/SQLExceptionConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/EntityUniqueKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/FilterDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/ProxyVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/process/internal/CollectionReferenceInitializerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/LocalMetadataBuildingContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/dialect/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/GroupedSchemaValidatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/ProcedureParameterExtractionAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/BytesHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/internal/CollectionReferenceAliasesImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/context/internal/JTASessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/QueuedOperationCollectionAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/DataDirectOracle9Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/proxy/pojo/bytebuddy/SerializableProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/batch/internal/BatchBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/BooleanTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/EntityEntryExtraState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/exception/spi/TemplatedViolatedConstraintNameExtracter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/procedure/ProcedureOutputs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/spi/ResultSetReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/QueryNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/internal/QueryParameterBindingsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/SelectValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/reflection/PersistentAttributeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/spi/NativeQueryImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/env/internal/QualifiedObjectNameFormatterStandardImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jndi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/CoreMessageLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/CoordinatingEntityNameResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/util/AliasGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeElementSourceBasic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/ConfigHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/StandardIndexExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/entry/StructuredMapCacheEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/SelectExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/NameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/IndexedCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/QuerySelect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/LazyGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/ConditionalParenthesisFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/PostInsertEventListenerStandardImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/IdentifierGeneratorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/internal/AbstractCollectionLoadQueryDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/log/DeprecationLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/DiscriminatorMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/SessionFactoryServiceRegistryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/ParameterParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/entity/AbstractEntityTuplizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/ClobType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/ParameterContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/NoJtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/spi/TypeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/stax/LocalSchema.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/SubclassEntitySourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PostActionEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/InitializeCollectionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/CollectionAliases.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/PersistentAttributeInterceptable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/spi/RootGraphImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/spi/MappingFileDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/collections/IdentitySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/pretty/MessageHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/EmbeddedAttributeMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/javassist/UnloadedCtClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/DurationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/EmptyExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PostCollectionRecreateEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/NativeSQLQueryPlan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/exception/internal/StandardSQLExceptionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/internal/LoadQueryJoinAndFetchProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/cursor/spi/RefCursorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/selector/SimpleStrategyRegistrationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/classic/FromPathExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/internal/ExecuteUpdateResultCheckStyleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/ResultRowProcessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/PropertyAccessStrategyResolverInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/function/UpperFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/entity/PojoEntityInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/usertype/ParameterizedType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/JdbcTimestampTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/procedure/internal/PostgresCallableStatementSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/collection/internal/PersistentSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/dialect/spi/BasicDialectResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/Lockable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/spi/ArchiveDescriptorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/NotFound.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/process/spi/ResultSetProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/PropertyAccessEmbeddedImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/AliasGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/FlushEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/BasicLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/Cache71Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/JoinSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/TimesTenDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/result/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/OneToManyLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/beanvalidation/HibernateTraversableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/InterbaseDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/OrderedSetType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/HqlParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/internal/ResultSetWrapperImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/exec/InsertExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/QueryTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/service/spi/EventActionWithParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/IdTableHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/entry/ReferenceCacheEntryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/SchemaExportTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/PostgreSQL10Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/SubqueryComparisonModifierExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/lock/SelectLockingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PostLoadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/DirtyCheckEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/AbstractSimplePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/spi/IdentifierGeneratorStrategyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/query/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/uuid/Helper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/internal/CollectionStatisticsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/proxy/pojo/bytebuddy/ByteBuddyInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/PropertyAccessStrategyMapImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/interceptor/LazyAttributesMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/AssociationKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/ValueBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/MappingDefaults.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/PluralAttributeSourceArrayImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/BidirectionalEntityReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/CurrencyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/ListIndexBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/PessimisticLockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/procedure/ParameterRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/spi/NameSpaceTablesInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/stax/HbmEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/classic/FromParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/NaturalIdLoadAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/spi/BytecodeEnhancementMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/EntitySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/Nullability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/CompoundSelectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/CollectionFetchableElementEntityGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/internal/EntityLoadQueryDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/AccessType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/LiteralNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/usertype/UserType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/service/spi/JpaBootstrapSensitive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/AggregateNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/collection/internal/PersistentSet.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/ParameterExpressionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/MergeEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/spi/ScrollableResultsImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/CollectionReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/ExistsSubqueryExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/classloading/internal/ClassLoaderServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/EnhancedProjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/compare/ComparableComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/internal/StrategyCreatorRegionFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/entry/CacheEntryStructure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/jndi/JndiHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/ProxyFactoryFactoryInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/ResultSetMappingBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/spi/ArchiveException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/QuerySecondPass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/SchemaDropperImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/PersistentAttributeInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/FilterDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/ToOne.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/SchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/SelectClause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/BinaryArithmeticOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/lock/OptimisticEntityLockException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Generated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/enhanced/Optimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/MetadataBuilderImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/NamingStrategyHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/CockroachDB192Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/ast/SqlScriptParserException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/AbstractLockUpgradeEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Constraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/spi/TransactionObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/entity/plan/EntityLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/AbstractDelegatingSessionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/secure/spi/PermissionCheckEntityInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/NotNullExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/sql/NativeSQLQueryConstructorReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/SortedMapType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/AbstractDelegatingSessionFactoryOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/EntityPersister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/CollectionSubqueryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/MetadataBuilderInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/CascadePoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/CollectionBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/MultiTableBulkIdStrategy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/Subqueries.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/classic/ClassicQueryTranslatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/UnsupportedOrmXsdVersionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/MutableEntityEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/SAPDBDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/AbstractUUIDGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/internal/util/LockModeTypeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/internal/EntityReferenceAliasesImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/QueryParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/jdbc/spi/JdbcObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/boot/spi/Bootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/selector/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/ImprovedNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/SessionFactoryDelegatingImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/SqlFragmentAlias.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/collection/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/SessionFactoryOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/CustomEntityDirtinessStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/SimpleValueBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/cfgxml/internal/CfgXmlAccessServiceInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/exception/ConstraintViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/HolderInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/stax/JpaOrmXmlEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/SchemaValidator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/CharacterArrayType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/QueryTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/global/IdTableInfoImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/local/LocalTemporaryTableBulkIdStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Entity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/CreationTimestampGeneration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/MetadataBuildingOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/LiteralExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/ResolveNaturalIdEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/LoadPlanImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/QueryStructure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/LazyToOne.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/QueryTranslatorFactoryInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/InformixIdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/AuxiliaryDatabaseObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/CoalesceExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/factory/internal/DefaultIdentifierGeneratorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/SQLDeleteAll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/BasicBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/EntityActionVetoException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/AttributeConverterDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/NClobType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/ColumnsAndFormulasSourceContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/LongTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/FilterTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/FilterDefs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/JdbcTimeTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/insert/InsertSelectIdentityInsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/query/internal/SelectStatementBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/internal/DefaultSessionFactoryBuilderService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/spi/MetamodelDrivenLoadPlanBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/CollectionAttributeFetchImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/QuerySpaces.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/OffsetDateTimeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/RelationalValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/result/ResultSetOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/IndexColumn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/spi/ExpandingCompositeQuerySpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/BlobImplementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/PluralAttributeElementSourceManyToAnyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/insert/AbstractReturningDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/ConfigParameterHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/ColumnNameCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/exec/ScriptSourceInputFromUrl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/javassist/BytecodeProviderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/MetaAttribute.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/spi/AttributeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/reflection/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/FetchCharacteristicsPluralAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/internal/enhance/EnhancingClassTransformerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/procedure/spi/ProcedureParameterImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/spi/PluralAttributeInfoIdBagAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitNamingStrategyLegacyHbmImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/result/Outputs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/param/NamedParameterSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/param/DynamicFilterParameterSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/BooleanExpressionPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Fetchable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/bytebuddy/ByteBuddyEnhancementContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/procedure/spi/ProcedureCallImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/spi/EntityInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/service/spi/EventListenerGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/util/ASTIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/result/NoMoreReturnsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/internal/StandardScanParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/config/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/proxy/AbstractLazyInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/entry/StandardCacheEntryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/PolymorphismType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/ProcedureParameterNamedBinder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/SessionFactoryBuilderService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/spaces/JoinImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/stax/XmlInfrastructureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/EntityLoaderLazyCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/ImplicitNumericExpressionTypeDeterminer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ANSIJoinFragment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/DatabaseExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/internal/StandardScanOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/ParameterInfoCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/NamedSQLQueryDefinitionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/MapKeyJoinColumnDelegator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/function/LocateFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jdbc/BatchFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/FilterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/DynamicFilterAliasGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/PostgreSQL82Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/SQLDelete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/OrderBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/ColumnAliasExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/CollectionReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/JDBCException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/bytebuddy/EnhancerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/function/CurrentTimeFunction.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/SessionFactoryObserverForBytecodeEnhancer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/Example.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/OffsetDateTimeJavaDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/spi/JarFileEntryUrlAdjuster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/loading/internal/EntityLoadContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/NamedNativeQueries.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/CollectionPropertyHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/ExecutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/InformationExtractorJdbcDatabaseMetaDataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/UniqueKeyLoadable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/component/CompositeBasedBasicAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/Managed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/PluralAttributeSourceListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/none/BytecodeProviderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/spi/ReflectionOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/MetadataSourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/CollectionFetchableElementCompositeGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/HqlToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/MariaDB10Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/EntityFetch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/QueryProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/compile/ImplicitParameterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/entity/plan/MultiEntityLoadingSupport.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/inline/InlineIdsSubSelectValueListBulkIdStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitPrimaryKeyJoinColumnNameSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/CustomizableColumns.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/compare/RowVersionComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/FrontBaseDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/PredicateImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/MetaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/query/spi/QueryBuildingParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/TableMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/batch/internal/BasicBatchKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/InnoDBStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/secure/spi/IntegrationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/LazyToOneOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/AbstractType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/IdentityGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultLockEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/CollectionIdSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/CacheInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/selector/spi/StrategyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/internal/UserSuppliedConnectionProviderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/spi/StatementPreparer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/AssignmentSpecification.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/CriteriaImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/process/spi/ResultSetProcessorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/IlikeExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/Helper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/ExportableColumn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/internal/util/XmlHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/javassist/EnhancerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/spi/CompositionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/NumericTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/util/ASTPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/FetchProfile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/FetchCharacteristicsSingularAssociationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/Sybase11Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/env/spi/QualifiedObjectNameFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/NotEmptyExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/bytebuddy/BiDirectionalAssociationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/inline/InlineIdsSubSelectValuesListUpdateHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/bytebuddy/FieldAccessEnhancer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeElementSourceOneToMany.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/Size.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/exception/DataException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/env/internal/NormalizingIdentifierHelperImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/ComponentPropertyHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/LazyPropertyInitializer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/UnaryLogicOperatorNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/internal/SynchronizationRegistryStandardImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/enhanced/SequenceStyleGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/BlobType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/CriteriaBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/JdbcTypeNameMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/MariaDB103Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/spaces/CompositeQuerySpaceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/batch/internal/BatchBuilderMXBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/DisplayableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/NamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/config/spi/StandardConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/OrderByFragmentRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/NClobTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/boot/internal/PersistenceXmlParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/cte/CteValuesListDeleteHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/classloading/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/PostgreSQL93Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/FlushEntityEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/inline/InlineIdsInClauseBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/relational/Loggable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/LocaleTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/ConstructorNode.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeMapKeyManyToManySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PreLoadEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/ResinJtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/AbstractEntityGraphVisitationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/AbstractEntityJoinWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/integrator/spi/ServiceContributingIntegrator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/SessionFactoryBuilderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/entity/EntityMetamodel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/QueryPlanCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/process/spi/ScrollableResultSetProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/UrlXmlSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/SelectExpressionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/CharTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/NullExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/CollectionAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/IllegalIdentifierException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/bytebuddy/FieldWriterAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/PropertyAccessStrategyChainedImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/spi/JavaTypeDescriptorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/internal/MultiTenantConnectionProviderInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/spi/ExpandingQuerySpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/DerivedValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/NamedQueryLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/SaveOrUpdateEventListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/SingleTableEntityPersister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/spi/QueryProducerImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/criteria/CriteriaJoinWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/RootReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/hint/IndexQueryHintHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/FetchableAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/internal/ProvidedService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/converter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/PositionalParameterInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/QueryHintDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/classloading/spi/ClassLoadingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/usertype/EnhancedUserType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/ReattachVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/internal/NaturalIdCacheKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/IndexOrUniqueKeySecondPass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/NullServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/MariaDB102Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/AbstractIdsBulkIdHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Array.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/EmbeddableMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/TimeZoneType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/SequenceIdentityGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/OnReplicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/ExceptionHandlerLoggedImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/bytebuddy/InlineDirtyCheckingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/NonScalarReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/DiscriminatorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/entity/BatchingEntityLoaderBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/Startable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/Property.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/GraphParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/ForeignKeys.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/DoubleTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/InMemoryValueGenerationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/AutoFlushEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/spi/SqlExceptionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/entity/CollectionElementLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/BooleanStaticAssertionPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/internal/JdbcCoordinatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jndi/internal/JndiServiceInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/xml/UnsupportedOrmXsdVersionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/StandardSQLFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultFlushEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/entity/plan/BatchingEntityLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/ClobTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/bytebuddy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DirtyCollectionSearchVisitor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jndi/internal/JndiServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/internal/EntityStatisticsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/internal/ConnectionCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/OrderByFragmentTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultUpdateEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/AvailableSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/DecodeCaseFragment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Columns.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/Joinable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Source.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/DerbyDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/CollectionJoinImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/SelectExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/procedure/spi/ParameterRegistrationImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/CascadeStyleSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/SerializableClobProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/proxy/pojo/bytebuddy/ByteBuddyProxyHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/stax/BaseXMLEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/ForeignKeyInformationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultFlushEntityEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/CharacterStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/EntityIdentifierNature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/process/internal/EntityReferenceInitializerImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/StandardAuxiliaryDatabaseObjectExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/EJB3NamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/transform/AliasToBeanConstructorResultTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/CompositeQuerySpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/RowId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/env/internal/JdbcEnvironmentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/EntityPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/WrappedMaterializedBlobType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/CUBRIDDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/none/NoProxyFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitAnyDiscriminatorColumnNameSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/OverriddenMappingDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/Projections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/process/spi/NoOpMetadataSourceProcessorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/SecondPass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/SecondaryTableSecondPass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/spaces/JoinHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/relational/QualifiedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/internal/NativeQueryReturnBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/JaccPermissionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/spi/SynchronizationRegistryImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/NaturalIdUniqueKeyBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/EntityCopyObserverFactoryInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/Assigned.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/EntityNamingSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/BasicAttributePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/SqlTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/FlushModeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/spi/TransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/ColumnReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/FetchProfile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/transform/ToListResultTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/SharedSessionContract.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/internal/SessionFactoryBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/AbstractBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitIndexNameSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/SchemaToolingLogging.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/spi/StatisticsImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/classic/HavingParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/NullifExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/insert/Binder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/internal/BindingTypeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/NestedCompositeAttributeFetchImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/ResultSetWrapperProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/UnsavedValueStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeMapKeySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/NullSynchronizationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/HANACloudColumnStoreDialect.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/sql/NativeSQLQueryCollectionReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/IdGeneratorStrategyInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/SQLServer2005Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/spi/PropertyAccessBuildingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metadata/CollectionMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/LongType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/JDataStoreDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/JdbcObserverImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/EmbeddableSource.java
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jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/IdBagBinder.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/DataHelper.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/PluralAttributeMapKeySourceEmbeddedImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/spi/DataSourceBasedMultiTenantConnectionProviderImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/AbstractFlushingEventListener.java
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jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/function/LowerFunction.java
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jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultSaveOrUpdateEventListener.java
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jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PreInsertEventListener.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/internal/BootstrapContextImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/InvalidMappingException.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/AttributeSource.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/internal/DDLFormatterImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/exception/internal/SQLStateConversionDelegate.java
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jar/org/hibernate/sql/ForUpdateFragment.java
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jar/org/hibernate/procedure/package-info.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/NClobProxy.java
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jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/TruthValue.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/ByteType.java
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jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/CollectionUpdateAction.java
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jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Set.java
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jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/collections/JoinedIterable.java
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jar/org/hibernate/resource/jdbc/spi/JdbcSessionContext.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/TimeTypeDescriptor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/cte/AbstractCteValuesListBulkIdHandler.java
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jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/NodeSupport.java
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jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/AbstractPreDatabaseOperationEvent.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/MetadataSourcesContributor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/context/internal/ManagedSessionContext.java
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jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/ColumnMetadata.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/ImplicitColumnNamingSecondPass.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitForeignKeyNameSource.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/inline/InlineIdsOrClauseBuilder.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/spi/PackageDescriptor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/spi/LoadPlanBuildingContext.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/TypeDefinitionBinder.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/config/internal/ConfigurationServiceInitiator.java
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jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/spi/ForeignKeyInformation.java
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jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PreUpdateEventListener.java
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jar/org/hibernate/property/access/spi/GetterFieldImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/exec/ScriptTargetOutputToUrl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/dialect/lock/package-info.java
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jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Synchronize.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/EntityReturn.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/BigDecimalTypeDescriptor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/ShortTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitEntityNameSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/CollectionAttributeFetch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/exception/spi/Configurable.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/AbstractDelegatingSessionFactoryBuilderImplementor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/DeleteEventListener.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/spaces/QuerySpacesImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/PropertyAccessMapImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/AbstractPluralAttributeSourceImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/spi/TransactionCoordinatorOwner.java
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jar/org/hibernate/annotations/MetaValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/QueryParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/ParamDef.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/UnaryArithmeticNode.java
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jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/ServiceRegistryAwareService.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/InvalidWithClauseException.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/ContextProvidingValidationEventHandler.java
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jar/org/hibernate/persister/spi/PersisterCreationContext.java
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jar/org/hibernate/service/internal/ServiceProxyGenerationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Fetch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/TimestampType.java
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jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/MapBinder.java
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jar/org/hibernate/id/uuid/StandardRandomStrategy.java
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jar/org/hibernate/tuple/AbstractAttribute.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/TransactionManagerAccess.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/JtaPlatformInitiator.java
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jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/SessionFactoryServiceInitiatorContext.java
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jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/TargetTypeHelper.java
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jar/org/hibernate/id/SequenceGenerator.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/BatchLoadSizingStrategy.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/criteria/EntityCriteriaInfoProvider.java
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jar/org/hibernate/Transaction.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/internal/JarInputStreamBasedArchiveDescriptor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/classic/PreprocessingParser.java
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jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/PropertyAccessStrategyEmbeddedImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/loading/internal/LoadingCollectionEntry.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/SingleColumnType.java
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jar/org/hibernate/dialect/pagination/SybaseASE157LimitHandler.java
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jar/org/hibernate/proxy/AbstractSerializableProxy.java
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jar/org/hibernate/dialect/HANARowStoreDialect.java
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jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/internal/CallbackRegistryImplementor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/MetadataBuildingContext.java
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jar/org/hibernate/procedure/internal/ProcedureCallImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/cfg/ObjectNameSource.java
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jar/org/hibernate/criterion/SimpleProjection.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/BinaryArithmeticOperatorNode.java
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jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/io/StreamCopier.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/FetchStyleLoadPlanBuildingAssociationVisitationStrategy.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/TimeZoneTypeDescriptor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/PrimitiveArrayBinder.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/util/PathHelper.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/process/spi/RowReader.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/classloading/spi/ClassLoaderService.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/AbstractDelegatingSessionFactoryBuilder.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/IndexNode.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/PluralAttributeElementSourceEmbeddedImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/property/access/spi/PropertyAccessException.java
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jar/org/hibernate/tuple/entity/AbstractEntityBasedAttribute.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/process/internal/ScanningCoordinator.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/EntityHierarchySourceImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/javassist/PersistentAttributesEnhancer.java
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jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/javassist/AccessOptimizerAdapter.java
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jar/org/hibernate/jpa/HibernateQuery.java
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jar/org/hibernate/resource/jdbc/spi/PhysicalConnectionHandlingMode.java
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jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Tuplizers.java
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jar/org/hibernate/internal/SessionOwnerBehavior.java
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jar/org/hibernate/WrongClassException.java
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jar/org/hibernate/mapping/PrimitiveArray.java
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jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/spi/NonEncapsulatedEntityIdentifierDefinition.java
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jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/SequenceInformationExtractorMimerSQLDatabaseImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/AbstractCompositeFetch.java
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jar/org/hibernate/annotations/CreationTimestamp.java
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jar/org/hibernate/annotations/GeneratorType.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/spi/Binder.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/PrimitiveCharacterArrayNClobType.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/AbstractDelegatingMetadataBuilderImplementor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/spi/ClassLoadingStrategyHelper.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/ToolingHintContext.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/BasicTypeRegistration.java
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jar/org/hibernate/procedure/internal/ProcedureOutputsImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/AnyDiscriminatorSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/spi/WalkingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/QueryTranslatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/EntityUpdateAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/IdentifierGeneratorDefinitionBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jta/internal/synchronization/RegisteredSynchronization.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/PostgreSQL10IdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/Distinct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/internal/JdbcServicesImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/sql/NativeSQLQueryScalarReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/spi/SynchronizationRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/ResultSetIdentifierConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/collections/IdentityMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/MySQL5InnoDBDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/JBossStandAloneJtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/spi/Getter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/ColumnBindingDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/TypedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/OptimisticLockType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/SuppliedConnectionProviderConnectionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultPostLoadEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/secure/spi/JaccPermissionDeclarations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/SybaseAnywhereDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/OffsetTimeJavaDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/EntityReturnImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/boot/spi/IntegratorProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/EntityVerifyVersionProcess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/TransactionManagerBasedSynchronizationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitNamingStrategyComponentPathImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/javassist/EntityEnhancer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/SessionDelegatorBaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/BatchFetchQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/BorlandEnterpriseServerJtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/FromElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/ExpressionImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/WrappedClob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/component/PojoComponentTuplizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/AbstractHbmSourceNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/SybaseDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jta/internal/synchronization/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/PropertyPreloadedData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/PostInsertIdentityPersister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/FetchGraphLoadPlanBuildingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/HANAColumnStoreDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/BlobTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/BagBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/JoinFormula.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/FilterQueryPlan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/env/spi/SchemaNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/SortType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/plan/AbstractBatchingCollectionInitializerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/spi/AfterTransactionCompletionProcess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/OuterJoinLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/PropertyAccessStrategyBackRefImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/env/internal/JdbcEnvironmentInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/internal/HighlightingFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/LiteralHandlingMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/internal/AbstractProducedQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/local/IdTableInfoImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/PersistentClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/BooleanType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/ConcatExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/RootEntitySourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/transform/RootEntityResultTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/internal/ConnectionCreatorBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/TimestampGenerators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/BigIntTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/SQLProjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/lock/OptimisticLockingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/entity/plan/AbstractLoadPlanBasedEntityLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/CompositeAttributeFetchImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/NativeQueryInterpreterInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/QuerySpaceUidNotRegisteredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/function/AbsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/component/DynamicMapComponentTuplizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/spi/HibernateEntityManagerImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/SessionFactoryBuilderImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/EJB3DTDEntityResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/ConnectionReleaseMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/FetchProfiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/annotations/AnnotationMetadataSourceProcessorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitBasicColumnNameSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/entity/BytecodeEnhancementMetadataPojoImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/EnhancementException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/LazyCollectionOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/AbstractAttributeKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/MimerSQLDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/ColumnDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/DatabaseIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/javassist/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/MariaDB53Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/Template.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/internal/BasicConnectionCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/DynamicMapInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/DiscriminatorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/path/MapAttributeJoin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/BinaryOperatorExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/AnyAttributeFetchImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/JoinedSubclassFkSecondPass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/JoinedSubclassEntitySourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/Session.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/SyntheticProperty.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/CollectionReturnImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/SearchedCaseNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/CollectionReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/JdbcTypeJavaClassMappings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/BinaryType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/xml/Origin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/LocalDateTimeJavaDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/inline/InlineIdsIdsOrClauseDeleteHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/secure/internal/JaccPreDeleteEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/PersistentClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeIndexSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/transform/Transformers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/process/spi/ReaderCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/util/LiteralProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/SchemaFilterProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jdbc/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/LoadPlan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/unique/InformixUniqueDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/selector/StrategyRegistrationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/spi/ExpandingQuerySpaces.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jdbc/BatchedTooManyRowsAffectedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/IdentifierEqExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/SessionFactoryServiceContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/ParameterTranslationsImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/FilterSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/enhanced/NoopOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/PrimitiveCharacterArrayClobType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/TimestampTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/PluralAttributeMapKeyManyToManySourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PostLoadEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/hql/QueryLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/AdditionalJaxbMappingProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/enhanced/StandardOptimizerDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/internal/DatasourceConnectionProviderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/IdentifierLoadAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jdbc/internal/DdlTransactionIsolatorNonJtaImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/LoadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/ClassPropertyHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/PropertyNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/CollectionFetchableIndexEntityGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/PluralAttributeElementSourceOneToManyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/WeblogicJtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/Tuplizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/PropertyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/factory/internal/MutableIdentifierGeneratorFactoryInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/EmbeddedComponentType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/Cloneable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/CollectionFetchReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/internal/StandardScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/internal/DefaultSessionFactoryBuilderInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/ExtendedSelfDirtinessTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/ObjectType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/EntityAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/dialect/spi/DialectResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/bytebuddy/BasicProxyFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/spi/GraphNodeImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/classic/SelectPathExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/SqlNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/PluralAttributeSourceSetImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/LikeExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/SessionFactoryAwareNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/TemplateRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/collection/internal/PersistentList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/LoadGraphLoadPlanBuildingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/Identifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/IdTableInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/JavaTypeDescriptorResolvable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/spi/CollectionIndexDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/InFragment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Subselect.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/IdentifierProjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/SharedSessionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/Mapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jta/internal/JtaTransactionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/ReturnMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/Alias.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/SequenceInformationExtractorCUBRIDDatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/MapEntryNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/stax/FilteringXMLEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/EntityEntryContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/spi/AttributeNodeImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/spi/TypeConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/SchemaManagementToolInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/NaturalIdMutability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/SetJoinImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/BinaryTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/compile/RenderingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/SelectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/ManyToOneType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/StringType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/DeleteEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/AttributeSourceContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/collection/CollectionPropertyNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/SessionImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/HqlASTFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/javassist/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/ExpectedTypeAwareNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/spi/SqlTypeDescriptorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/path/SingularAttributePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/BidirectionalEntityReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/boot/spi/EntityManagerFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/IdentifierSourceSimple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/NamedQueryDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/JtaSynchronizationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/DerbyConcatFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ANSICaseFragment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/NTextType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/spi/ScanEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/VarcharTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/InLineViewSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/PhysicalNamingStrategyStandardImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/MckoiDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/TableBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/pagination/LegacyLimitHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/spi/ConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PostInsertEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/RefreshEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/proxy/map/MapLazyInitializer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/beans/spi/ManagedBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/unique/DefaultUniqueDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/lock/PessimisticReadUpdateLockingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/BetweenPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/HbmLocalMetadataBuildingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/KeyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/HibernateTypeSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/AbstractCompositeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/AbstractLoadPlanBuildingAssociationVisitationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/process/spi/MetadataBuildingProcess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/spi/PropertyAccessStrategyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/SequenceInformationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/profile/FetchProfile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/PropertyAccessStrategyFieldImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/dialect/spi/DialectResolutionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/MySQL5Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/internal/ExplodedArchiveDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/IdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/PluralAttributeMapKeySourceBasicImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeSourceArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/param/CollectionFilterKeyParameterSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/ResolveNaturalIdEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/function/CastFunction.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Where.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jndi/JndiNameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/inline/InlineIdsSubSelectValuesListDeleteHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/spi/ParameterRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/UnknownProfileException.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeElementNature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/internal/MetadataContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/component/ComponentMetamodel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/ByteArrayTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/TextType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/LobHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/EvictEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/QuerySpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/internal/ClassDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/transform/ResultTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/entry/CacheEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/PostgresPlusDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/StandardServiceInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/WebSphereJtaPlatform.java
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jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/ListBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/TrueFalseType.java
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jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/spi/PrimaryKeyInformation.java
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jar/org/hibernate/id/insert/AbstractSelectingDelegate.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/SequenceInformationExtractorOracleDatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/ClobTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/unique/DB2UniqueDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/internal/AbstractLoadPlanBasedLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/CoreLogging.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/BatchFetchQueueHelper.java
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jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/LocalTimeJavaDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/ParameterMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/CompoundPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jdbc/AbstractWork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/DenormalizedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/AttributeContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/ServiceContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/LocalDateTimeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/dialect/spi/DialectResolutionInfoSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/CollectionFetchableElementAnyGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/batch/spi/BatchKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/PrimitiveByteArrayTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/NamedParameterInformationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/bytebuddy/PersistentAttributeTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/SingularAttributeSourceToOne.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/JavaTypeDescriptorRegistry.java
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jar/org/hibernate/procedure/ParameterStrategyException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/spi/SqlStatementLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/LockMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/Renderable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/internal/MappingFileDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/inline/InlineIdsIdsInClauseDeleteHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/interceptor/LazyFetchGroupMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Column.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/ComponentJoin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/AbstractTableBasedBulkIdHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/profile/Fetch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/EntityState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/ImportScriptException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/StandardSequenceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/EntityAliases.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/TransientPropertyValueException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/Update.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/AggregateProjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/UUIDHexGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/FetchSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/internal/FlushModeConverter.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitIdentifierColumnNameSource.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/NonUniqueDiscoveredSqlAliasException.java
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jar/org/hibernate/cfg/CannotForceNonNullableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/internal/NaturalIdStatisticsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/MetadataContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/BootstrapContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/SerializableBlobProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/internal/JpaMetaModelPopulationSetting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/IdentifierGeneratorAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/process/spi/ManagedResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/AssertionFailure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/spi/SynchronizationRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/DeleteStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/NoCacheRegionFactoryAvailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/CompositeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/CalendarDateTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/OrphanRemovalAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/PostgreSQL81IdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/ValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/internal/ConnectionProviderInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/internal/CharacterStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/service/internal/EventListenerRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/AbstractSchemaMigrator.java
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jar/org/hibernate/proxy/EntityNotFoundDelegate.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/sql/SQLCustomQuery.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/IntoClause.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/StringTypeDescriptor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeElementSourceManyToAny.java
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jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/javassist/MappedSuperclassEnhancer.java
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jar/org/hibernate/dialect/pagination/package-info.java
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jar/org/hibernate/jpa/HibernateEntityManagerFactory.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/spi/JdbcWrapper.java
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jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/EntityBinder.java
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jar/org/hibernate/sql/DerbyCaseFragment.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/classic/AbstractParameterInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/spi/Scanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/CompositeAttributeFetch.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/EnumJavaTypeDescriptor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/criteria/ScalarCollectionCriteriaInfoProvider.java
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jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/RefreshEventListener.java
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jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/CUBRIDIdentityColumnSupport.java
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jar/org/hibernate/annotations/CollectionId.java
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jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/SQLLoadable.java
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jar/org/hibernate/dialect/lock/PessimisticReadSelectLockingStrategy.java
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jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/xml/OriginImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/ScalarResultColumnProcessor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/CascadeStyle.java
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jar/org/hibernate/jpa/internal/util/CacheModeHelper.java
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jar/org/hibernate/annotations/OnDelete.java
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jar/org/hibernate/id/UUIDGenerationStrategy.java
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jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Formula.java
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jar/org/hibernate/jpa/internal/ExceptionMapperLegacyJpaImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/SingularIdentifierAttributeSourceImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/dialect/lock/PessimisticWriteSelectLockingStrategy.java
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jar/org/hibernate/ConnectionAcquisitionMode.java
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jar/org/hibernate/procedure/ParameterBind.java
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jar/org/hibernate/exception/JDBCConnectionException.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/CompositeFetch.java
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jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/SchemaManagementTool.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/CalendarDateType.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/internal/SynchronizationRegistryImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/mapping/PropertyGeneration.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/CharacterType.java
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jar/org/hibernate/query/procedure/spi/ProcedureParameterBindingImplementor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/MemberOfPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/SynchronizeableQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/collection/internal/PersistentIdentifierBag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/CriteriaQueryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/spi/PackageInfoArchiveEntryHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/TableSpecificationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/Database.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/pagination/SQL2008StandardLimitHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/procedure/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/CustomType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/TargetDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/IsNullLogicOperatorNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/ResultCheckStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/spi/ConnectionObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/MapKeyEntityFromElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/CollectionKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/spi/QueryParameterBindingTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/env/internal/LobCreatorBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/MergeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/beanvalidation/TypeSafeActivator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/Interceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/relational/QualifiedTableName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/spi/ParameterBind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/compile/ExplicitParameterInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/LoadQueryInfluencers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/util/SessionFactoryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/procedure/UnknownSqlResultSetMappingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/CollectionQuerySpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/process/spi/EntityReferenceInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/SchemaCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/ActionQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/SchemaFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/bytebuddy/BytecodeProviderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/TypeNames.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/entity/UniqueEntityLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/selector/internal/DefaultDialectSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/TypeLocatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/AnnotationValueGeneration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/spi/DdlTransactionIsolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/PostgreSQL91Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/SimpleExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/EntityJoinFromElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/HibernateEntityManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/TranslationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/DefaultSchemaFilterProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/ScriptTargetOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/NoArgSQLFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/SessionFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/secure/internal/JaccPreInsertEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/DerbyTenSevenDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/SequenceMismatchStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/AbstractAnsiTrimEmulationFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/PropertyAccessStrategyResolverStandardImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/SerializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/PropertyAccessBasicImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Backref.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/spi/PluralAttributeInfoPrimitiveArrayAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/ImportSqlCommandExtractorInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/proxy/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/cursor/internal/StandardRefCursorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/exec/MultiTableUpdateExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/EntityNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/EntityTypeExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/ForeignKeyMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/exception/spi/ConversionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/FetchStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/BigIntegerTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/EnhancementContextWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/JarFileEntryXmlSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/interceptor/LazyAttributeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/SchemaCreatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/Ejb3DiscriminatorColumn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/SourceDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/ExtractionContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/EntityHierarchySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Index.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/EnhancerConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/UnknownUnwrapTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/CascadeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/none/DisallowedProxyFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/batch/internal/BatchingBatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/log/UrlMessageBundle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/bytebuddy/BulkAccessorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/param/ParameterSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/SequenceInformationExtractorDerbyDatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/util/ASTAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/OrionJtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/ResultColumnReferenceStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/BatchingCollectionInitializerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/ColumnSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/ReflectHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/plan/CollectionLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/spi/HibernateEntityManagerFactoryAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/ImmutableEntityEntryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/JOnASJtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/tracker/DirtyTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/spi/JdbcConnectionAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/RowSelection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/secure/internal/JaccSecurityListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/pagination/TopLimitHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/util/NodeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/internal/JarFileBasedArchiveDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/ResultSetMappingDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/EntityHierarchyBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/FilterJoinTables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/exception/internal/CacheSQLExceptionConversionDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/usertype/CompositeUserType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/context/spi/CurrentTenantIdentifierResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/internal/util/LogHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/spi/SchemaNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Polymorphism.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeElementSourceEmbedded.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/internal/DefaultCustomEntityDirtinessStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/ContextualJdbcConnectionAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/param/AbstractExplicitParameterSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/CascadingAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jta/internal/synchronization/ManagedFlushChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/spi/ResultSetWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/UnaryOperatorNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/TypeDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/HibernateTypeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/boot/spi/StrategyRegistrationProviderList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/NaturalIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/entity/AbstractEntityLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/process/internal/ManagedResourcesImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/Teradata14IdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/AnyMetaDefs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/ConnectionHelper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/component/CompositionBasedCompositionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/NumericBooleanType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/HANAIdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/InsertSelect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/AbstractCompositeEntityIdentifierDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/spi/ArchiveEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/DiscriminatorOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/EmptyInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/internal/SessionFactoryServiceRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/spi/TransactionCoordinatorBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/NClobImplementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/procedure/internal/ProcedureParamBindings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/CharArrayType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/IdentNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/collection/spi/PersistentCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/AbstractSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jta/internal/synchronization/ExceptionMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/IdentifierGeneratorDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/dialect/internal/DialectResolverInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/spi/IndexInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/proxy/HibernateProxyHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/IllegalDereferenceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/AbstractSingleColumnStandardBasicType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/CriteriaDeleteImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/DateType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/InheritanceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/FilterHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/IteratorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/CollectionEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/AbstractRestrictableStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/UUIDBinaryType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/exception/internal/SQLExceptionTypeDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/batch/internal/AbstractBatchImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/TypeContributions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/dialect/internal/DialectFactoryInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/Conjunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeMapKeySourceEmbedded.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/ExternalSessionFactoryConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/javassist/PersistentAttributesHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/SessionEventListenerManagerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/lock/PessimisticForceIncrementLockingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/entity/EntityBasedCompositionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/bytebuddy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/SchemaManagementException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/TableSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/ProgressDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/AttributeConversionInfo.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/spi/SecondaryTableContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/PostgresUUIDType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/javassist/ProxyFactoryFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/env/spi/AnsiSqlKeywords.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/RegionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/inline/IdsClauseBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/param/ExplicitParameterSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/PrimitiveCharacterArrayTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/BaselineSessionEventsListenerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/JOTMJtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/ForeignKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/selector/internal/DefaultJtaPlatformSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/UnloadedField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/AnnotationBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/ExpressionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/LockEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/Collections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PreUpdateEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/TypedParameterValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/UnresolvedEntityInsertActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/unique/UniqueDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/PropertyInferredData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/cursor/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/HqlSqlWalker.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/enhanced/InitialValueAwareOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/InstantJavaDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultRefreshEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/HqlLexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/SortComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/process/internal/EntityReturnReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/instrument/javassist/InstrumentTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/internal/util/PersistenceUnitTransactionTypeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/ResourceClosedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/util/ColumnHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/SetBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/spi/JoinStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/usertype/DynamicParameterizedType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/StandardServiceRegistryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/SybaseASE15Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/EncapsulatedEntityIdentifierDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/ExceptionMapperStandardImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/BytecodeProviderInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/CompositeIdentifierSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/unique/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jdbc/WorkExecutorVisitable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/transform/AliasToBeanResultTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/loading/internal/LoadContexts.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/CollectionProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/CompositeTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/AbstractNonIdentifierAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/UnresolvableObjectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/AnyKeySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/AbstractDelegatingSharedSessionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/MutableMutabilityPlan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jndi/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/HibernateSchemaManagementTool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/enhanced/PooledLoOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/usertype/UserVersionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/WrappedBlob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/spi/JdbcCoordinator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/BootstrapServiceRegistryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/ExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/transform/AliasedTupleSubsetResultTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/entity/BytecodeEnhancementMetadataNonPojoImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/BlobProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/AbstractEntitySourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/JRun4JtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/function/FunctionExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/interceptor/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/collections/SingletonIterator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/javassist/ReflectionOptimizerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/Criteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PostCollectionUpdateEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/function/SqrtFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/transform/BasicTransformerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/javassist/JavassistEnhancementContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/NotFoundAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/UpdateTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/StandardAnsiSqlAggregationFunctions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/Chache71IdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/result/spi/ResultContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/NaturalId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/PostgreSQL9Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/procedure/ProcedureParameterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/NamedProcedureCallDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/GeneratedCollectionAliases.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PostCollectionUpdateEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/CharacterArrayClobType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/EvictVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/ClobProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/OrderingSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/spi/SequenceInformationExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/ValueInclusion.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/SelectExpressionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/MultiLoadOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/TypeDefs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/ForeignKeyContributingSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/ParameterContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/spi/ExpandingEntityIdentifierDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/MimerSQLIdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/SearchedCaseExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/ColumnInformationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/spi/DoubleStreamDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/tracker/NoopCollectionTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jta/internal/JtaTransactionAdapterUserTransactionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/lock/PessimisticEntityLockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/PluralAttributeKeySourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/ToolingHint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/LazyCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/CriteriaQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/param/VersionTypeSeedParameterSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/jdbc/ResourceRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/internal/PersisterFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/EntityNaming.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/spi/ByteCodeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/SingularAttributeSourceManyToOneImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/SQLServerIdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/InputStreamXmlSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/DateTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultDirtyCheckEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/spi/XmlSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/MappingDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/internal/FetchStrategyHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/ServiceInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/GetGeneratedKeysDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/spi/ArchiveEntryHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/PropertyMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/AttributeRole.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/path/AbstractPathImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/param/ParameterBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/AutoFlushEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/spi/MutableJpaCompliance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/internal/NoCachingRegionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PreDeleteEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/lock/AbstractSelectLockingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PersistEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/service/internal/EventListenerServiceInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/spi/NonClassFileArchiveEntryHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/AbstractStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/ImportSqlCommandExtractor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/ErrorTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/bytebuddy/PassThroughInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/BasicEntityPropertyMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/ClearEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/Return.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/batch/internal/NonBatchingBatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/EntityIncrementVersionProcess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/CockroachDB1920IdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultAutoFlushEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/Statement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/internal/util/ConfigurationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/query/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/SqlFragment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeNature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/function/CurrentDateFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/XmlMappingBinderAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/jdbc/spi/LogicalConnectionImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jta/internal/JtaIsolationDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/SequenceInformationExtractorMariaDBDatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/ExistsPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/pagination/LegacyFirstLimitHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/profile/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/DiscriminatorSource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/SessionFactoryObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/DB2390IdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/spi/ExpandingFetchSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/EnumType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/SerializationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/internal/ImplicitResultSetMappingDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/javassist/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitAnyKeyColumnNameSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/OrderByAliasResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/ScalarReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/GenerationTiming.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/CascadeStyleLoadPlanBuildingAssociationVisitationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Any.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/EntityEntryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/OneToOne.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitNamingStrategyJpaCompliantImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/cfgxml/internal/CfgXmlAccessServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/ObjectNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/classic/ClauseParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/entity/plan/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/spi/PluralAttributeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/persistent/UpdateHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/JavaTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeIndexNature.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/bytebuddy/ReflectionOptimizerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/NamingHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/bytebuddy/ProxyFactoryFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/PostgreSQL95Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/collection/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/CacheHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/AbstractTransactSQLDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/SybaseAnywhereIdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/spi/TreePrinterHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/LongNVarcharTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/spi/AbstractArchiveDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/reflection/ClassLoaderAccessLazyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/spi/ClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/PropertyExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/CompositeNestedGeneratedValueGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jmx/internal/DisabledJmxServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/spi/InvalidatableWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/HSQLCaseFragment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/spi/AttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/ScriptExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/proxy/LazyInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/AbstractParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/PrimitiveType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/PostgreSQL94Dialect.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/boot/spi/TypeContributorList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/IntegerTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/spi/Setter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/BulkInsertionCapableIdentifierGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/SubselectFetch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/WrappedNClob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/tracker/SimpleFieldTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/ejb/HibernateQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/LockEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jdbc/internal/JdbcResourceLocalTransactionCoordinatorBuilderImpl.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/EntityInsertAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/ServiceBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/internal/GenerationTimingConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Nationalized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/NotExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/ClobImplementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/persistent/DeleteHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/MultipleHiLoPerTableGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/UrlTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/internal/PackageDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/HibernatePersistenceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/OC4JJtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/UnknownServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/MySQL57Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/IndexedPluralAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/CacheException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/reflection/XMLContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/PostgreSQLDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/spi/TypeConfigurationAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/IdentifierAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/StatelessSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/CriteriaSubqueryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/spi/ConnectionObserverAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/SingularAttributeSourceAnyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/spi/ColumnInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/LikePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/spi/ScanResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/context/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/LocalSynchronizationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/sql/NativeSQLQueryReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/SortKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/IndexInformationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/TargetType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/XmlElementMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/NotYetImplementedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultInitializeCollectionEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/enhanced/OptimizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/PluralAttributeSourcePrimitiveArrayImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/param/PositionalParameterSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/env/spi/IdentifierCaseStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/AbstractSaveEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ConditionFragment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jdbc/internal/JdbcIsolationDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/spi/QuerySpaceTreePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/AbstractPostInsertGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitNamingStrategyLegacyJpaImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/internal/BootstrapServiceRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/persistent/PersistentTableBulkIdStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/internal/CollectionFilterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/PojoInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/spi/ToolingHintContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/exec/ScriptSourceInputFromReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/FetchMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/AbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/ContextualLobCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/Teradata14Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/FetchTiming.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/internal/QueryParameterListBindingImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/internal/StandardArchiveDescriptorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/Exporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/env/spi/IdentifierHelperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/SchemaAutoTooling.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/Wrapped.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PreLoadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/internal/MetadataBuildingContextRootImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/stax/LocalXmlResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/HQLQueryPlan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/internal/AbstractLoadQueryDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/SmallIntTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/Ejb3Column.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/internal/SessionFactoryServiceRegistryFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/ExceptionHandlerCollectingImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/DelayedDropAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PreCollectionRemoveEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/env/spi/IdentifierHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/internal/parse/GraphLexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/SuppliedConnectionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/PropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/EmbeddableSourceContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/IdentifierCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/UpdateTimestampGeneration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/NClobTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/ForeignGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/process/spi/CollectionReferenceInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/AbstractScrollableResults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/pagination/Informix10LimitHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/MySQL55Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/StatisticalLoggingSessionEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/ComponentType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultEvictEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/pagination/FirstLimitHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/SQLInsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultResolveNaturalIdEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/spi/JtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/secure/internal/StandardJaccServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/exec/ScriptSourceInputNonExistentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/PkDrivenByDefaultMapsIdSecondPass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/FetchStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jmx/internal/JmxServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/AbstractJtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/EmbeddableSourceVirtualImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/classic/Lifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/SourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/component/ComponentTuplizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/TypeDef.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/internal/MetadataImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/IsEmptyPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/internal/TransactionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/service/internal/EventListenerGroupImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/SerializableToBlobType.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/util/SyntheticAndFactory.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/NamedParameterInformation.java
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jar/org/hibernate/resource/jdbc/spi/StatementInspector.java
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jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/JoinedSubclassEntityPersister.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/MappingBinder.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/spaces/QuerySpaceHelper.java
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jar/org/hibernate/id/enhanced/LegacyHiLoAlgorithmOptimizer.java
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jar/org/hibernate/procedure/ProcedureCallMemento.java
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jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/SchemaValidatorTask.java
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jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/LockModeConverter.java
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jar/org/hibernate/property/access/spi/EnhancedGetterMethodImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/UniqueConstraintSchemaUpdateStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/NationalizedTypeMappings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/spi/QueryParameterListBinding.java
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jar/org/hibernate/sql/CacheJoinFragment.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/internal/BatchingLoadQueryDetailsFactory.java
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jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/package-info.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/MetadataBuilder.java
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jar/org/hibernate/proxy/pojo/javassist/JavassistLazyInitializer.java
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jar/org/hibernate/id/factory/spi/MutableIdentifierGeneratorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/SequenceInformationExtractorH2DatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/exec/IdSubselectUpdateExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/AbstractDelegatingMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/MyISAMStorageEngine.java
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jar/org/hibernate/mapping/MetadataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/BaselineAttributeInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/spi/ExtractionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/TransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/IndexColumn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/spi/TypeBootstrapContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/CollectionRemoveAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/SQLServerDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/entity/VersionProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Target.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeMapKeyManyToAnySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/relational/QualifiedNameImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/inline/InlineIdsInClauseUpdateHandlerImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/classic/SelectParser.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/SingularAttributeSourceEmbedded.java
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jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/tracker/SimpleCollectionTracker.java
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jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/FromImplementor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/ValueHolder.java
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jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/SelectionImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultPersistOnFlushEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/persistent/PreparationContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/batch/spi/BatchObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/DB297Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/ManagedEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/exec/GenerationTargetToDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/internal/DefaultCacheKeysFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/spi/UnknownPersisterException.java
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jar/org/hibernate/MappingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/FkSecondPass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/entity/CacheEntityLoaderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/SizeSource.java
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jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/BasicPathUsageException.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/jndi/spi/package-info.java
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jar/org/hibernate/resource/jdbc/LogicalConnection.java
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jar/org/hibernate/tuple/entity/PojoEntityTuplizer.java
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jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/ConvertFunction.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/LobTypeMappings.java
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jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/path/PluralAttributeJoinSupport.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/selector/internal/package-info.java
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jar/org/hibernate/jpa/QueryHints.java
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jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/ReplicateEvent.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/relational/Sequence.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/UrlType.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/selector/spi/StrategySelectionException.java
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jar/org/hibernate/criterion/DetachedCriteria.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/config/spi/ConfigurationService.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/BlobTypeDescriptor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/tracker/package-info.java
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a
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jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/ListIndexExpression.java
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jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/internal/StandardAnyTypeDefinition.java
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jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/AbstractTupleElement.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/AbstractStandardBasicType.java
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jar/org/hibernate/dialect/pagination/LimitHelper.java
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jar/org/hibernate/criterion/BetweenExpression.java
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jar/org/hibernate/cfg/CopyIdentifierComponentSecondPass.java
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jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/SequenceInformationExtractorHANADatabaseImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/dialect/lock/UpdateLockingStrategy.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/BetweenOperatorNode.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/internal/ScanResultImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/jdbc/ReturningWork.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/Oracle10gDialect.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/MetadataImplementor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/annotations/GenericGenerators.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/spaces/AbstractExpandingSourceQuerySpace.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/CustomCollectionType.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/JtaPlatformResolverInitiator.java
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jar/org/hibernate/annotations/QueryHints.java
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jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/xml/BaseXMLEventReader.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/CustomLoader.java
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jar/org/hibernate/transform/TupleSubsetResultTransformer.java
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jar/org/hibernate/resource/jdbc/internal/ResourceRegistryStandardImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/Exporter.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/IdentifierSourceAggregatedComposite.java
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jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/EnhancementContext.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/process/spi/ReturnReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/SessionBuilderImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/IdentifierProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/Property.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/spi/AssociationAttributeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/internal/AttributeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultSaveEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/SizeOfPluralAttributeExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/LegacyBatchingCollectionInitializerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/internal/StatementPreparerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/List.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/CacheMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/BinaryLogicOperatorNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/SapNetWeaverJtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/SequenceInformationExtractorHSQLDBDatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/ClassTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/SessionEventListenerManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/backend/jdbc/internal/JdbcResourceLocalTransactionCoordinatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/SequenceHiLoGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/CacheKeysFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/AbstractEmptinessExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/internal/RegionFactoryInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/internal/FormatStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/internal/StandardServiceRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/VerifyFetchProfileReferenceSecondPass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/CastFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/StandardJtaPlatformResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/ValueGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/StaticPrecisionFspTimestampFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/FromClause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/CountProjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/spaces/EntityQuerySpaceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/MariaDBDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/spi/SubEntityInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/InPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/sql/NativeSQLQuerySpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/internal/QueryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/AbstractPropertyHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/exec/BasicExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/SessionStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/BooleanTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/TableInformationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/EntityCopyAllowedObserver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/SimpleCaseExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/SunOneJtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/spi/NullTypeBindableParameterRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/compile/CriteriaInterpretation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/IdentifierSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/internal/MetadataBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/NVarcharTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitJoinColumnNameSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/JoinFragment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ImplicitIndexColumnNameSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/Hibernate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/ExplicitTruthValueCheck.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/IdTableSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultPreLoadEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/PluralAttributeSequentialIndexSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/ManyToOneAttributeColumnsAndFormulasSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/HSQLDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/RootClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PostInsertEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/pagination/LimitHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/HibernateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/AuxiliaryDatabaseObjectBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/jta/platform/internal/BitronixJtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/spi/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/IngresDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/SortNatural.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/FileExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/util/ASTReferencedTablesPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/QueryTranslatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PreDeleteEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/loading/internal/CollectionLoadContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/result/internal/OutputsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/collection/internal/PersistentArrayHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/returns/AbstractExpandingFetchSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/NonScalarResultColumnProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/compare/CalendarComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/SQLUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/Delete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/CollectionFetchableElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/spi/ScanParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/InstantiationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/AttributesHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/RelationalValueSourceHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/CharacterTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/collection/CollectionPropertyMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/resource/transaction/TransactionRequiredForJoinException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Cascade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/FastSessionServices.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/spi/CloseableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/Oracle12cIdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/UnloadedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/exec/JdbcContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/SessionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/QueryParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/dialect/spi/DialectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/CharacterArrayTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Formula.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/SessionFactoryServiceRegistryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/internal/CollectionCacheInvalidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/PropertyAccessStrategyMixedImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/batch/spi/Batch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/spi/ReturnGraphTreePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/EntityKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/ServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/MetadataBuilderContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/CalendarTimeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jmx/internal/JmxServiceInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/DdlTransactionIsolatorProvidedConnectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/ScriptSourceInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/path/SetAttributeJoin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/TableBasedUpdateHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/SqlTypeDescriptorRegistry.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/QueryJoinFragment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/internal/StandardSessionFactoryServiceInitiators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/SourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/DB2390V8Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/EntityCopyObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/collection/CompositeElementPropertyMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/CacheableFileXmlSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/stax/BufferedXMLEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/ToOneFkSecondPass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/MapEntryExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/path/PluralAttributePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/selector/StrategyRegistration.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/global/GlobalTemporaryTableBulkIdStrategy.java
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jar/org/hibernate/resource/jdbc/spi/PhysicalJdbcTransaction.java
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jar/org/hibernate/id/insert/IdentifierGeneratingInsert.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/ListType.java
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jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/CommandAcceptanceException.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeElementSource.java
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jar/org/hibernate/dialect/Ingres10Dialect.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/query/package-info.java
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jar/org/hibernate/annotations/ManyToAny.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/internal/ResultSetReturnImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/tuple/entity/EntityTuplizer.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/entity/CascadeEntityLoader.java
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jar/org/hibernate/Metamodel.java
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jar/org/hibernate/dialect/Dialect.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/NamedSQLQueryDefinition.java
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jar/org/hibernate/procedure/spi/CallableStatementSupport.java
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jar/org/hibernate/jpa/spi/TupleBuilderTransformer.java
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jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/Ingres9IdentityColumnSupport.java
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jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/internal/CompositionSingularSubAttributesHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/pagination/SQLServer2012LimitHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/internal/util/PersistenceUtilHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/lock/OptimisticForceIncrementLockingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/sql/PositionalParamBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/spi/ArchiveDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/AbstractLobCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/enhanced/TableStructure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/spi/InstrumentedClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/InsertStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/javassist/BulkAccessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/NaturalIdCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/loading/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/JavaConstantNode.java
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jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/OrderByFragmentParser.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/internal/NativeQueryInterpreterStandardImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/service/StandardServiceInitiators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/ComparisonPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/beanvalidation/DuplicationStrategyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/MappingNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/predicate/AbstractPredicateImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/classic/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/context/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/MetadataBuilderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/secure/internal/AbstractJaccSecurableEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/spi/MetamodelGraphWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/internal/EntityModeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/Restrictions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/SequenceInformationExtractorTimesTenDatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/config/ConfigurationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/RowVersionTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/LobMergeStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/OracleDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/scan/spi/ClassFileArchiveEntryHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/Origin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/internal/DriverConnectionCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/boot/internal/Helper.java
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jar/org/hibernate/mapping/ManyToOne.java
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jar/org/hibernate/procedure/spi/ParameterStrategy.java
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jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/path/CollectionAttributeJoin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/internal/ParameterMetadataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/RecoverableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/exception/spi/SQLExceptionConversionDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/component/ComponentTuplizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/BigDecimalType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/ConstructorResultColumnProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/spi/AliasResolutionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/config/internal/ConfigurationServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultReplicateEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/service/spi/DuplicationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/PathSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/internal/CacheModeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/javassist/FastClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/lock/LockingStrategyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/cursor/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/BatchFetchStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/PluralAttributeMapKeySourceBasic.java
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jar/org/hibernate/dialect/unique/MySQLUniqueDelegate.java
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jar/org/hibernate/secure/internal/JaccPreLoadEventListener.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/spi/MultiTenantConnectionProvider.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/spi/AfterLoadAction.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/NullNode.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/TableSource.java
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jar/org/hibernate/usertype/LoggableUserType.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/TempTableDdlTransactionHandling.java
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jar/org/hibernate/ScrollMode.java
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jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/AbstractCollectionEvent.java
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jar/org/hibernate/query/internal/NativeQueryReturnBuilderRootImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/process/internal/CollectionReturnReader.java
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jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/AbstractTransactSQLIdentityColumnSupport.java
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jar/org/hibernate/StatelessSessionBuilder.java
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jar/org/hibernate/annotations/WhereJoinTable.java
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jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/ColumnEntityAliases.java
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jar/org/hibernate/service/internal/SessionFactoryServiceRegistryFactoryInitiator.java
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jar/org/hibernate/MultiIdentifierLoadAccess.java
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jar/org/hibernate/PropertySetterAccessException.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/persistent/package-info.java
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jar/org/hibernate/transform/DistinctRootEntityResultTransformer.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/internal/jta/JtaStatusHelper.java
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jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/stax/package-info.java
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jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/spi/ExpandingEntityQuerySpace.java
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jar/org/hibernate/stat/CollectionStatistics.java
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jar/org/hibernate/stat/spi/StatisticsFactory.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/spi/JdbcServices.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/ManagedComposite.java
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jar/org/hibernate/cfg/Configuration.java
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jar/org/hibernate/engine/transaction/spi/IsolationDelegate.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/FloatTypeDescriptor.java
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jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/spi/NotInstrumentedException.java
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jar/org/hibernate/internal/log/ConnectionPoolingLogger.java
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jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Parent.java
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jar/org/hibernate/jpa/internal/MutableJpaComplianceImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/bytebuddy/ByteBuddyState.java
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jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/DelayedDropRegistryNotAvailableImpl.java
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jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/internal/bytebuddy/CodeTemplates.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/CastFunctionNode.java
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jar/org/hibernate/criterion/ProjectionList.java
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jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PreCollectionUpdateEvent.java
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jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Proxy.java
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jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/SqlASTFactory.java
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jar/org/hibernate/type/ArrayType.java
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jar/org/hibernate/action/internal/EntityDeleteAction.java
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jar/org/hibernate/property/access/spi/BuiltInPropertyAccessStrategies.java
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jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/spi/EntityIdentifierDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/internal/Formatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/IdentifierSourceSimpleImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/query/internal/QueryBuildingParametersImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/CriteriaSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/internal/JarProtocolArchiveDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/CascadingActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/boot/internal/PersistenceUnitInfoDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/internal/SessionStatisticsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/internal/DefaultMergeEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/OrderByClause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/global/PreparationContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/DB2390Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/procedure/internal/ParameterBindImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/ExecuteUpdateResultCheckStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/BatchingCollectionInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/internal/DriverManagerConnectionProviderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/criteria/CriteriaLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/entity/plan/PaddedBatchingEntityLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/lock/LockingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/SingularAttributeSourceManyToOne.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/InDatabaseValueGenerationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/VersionAttributeSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/spi/Fetch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/EntityType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/beans/BeanIntrospectionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/spi/InputStreamAccess.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/Environment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/internal/Versioning.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/PrimaryKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Any.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/IdentifierBagType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/MapsIdSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/collections/JoinedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/OneToOneSecondPass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/Map.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/procedure/NamedParametersNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/SubqueryExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/transform/PassThroughResultTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/CollectionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/CalendarTimeTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/internal/stax/LocalSchemaLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/inline/InlineIdsOrClauseUpdateHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/ToOneBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/entity/AbstractPropertyMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/CompositeIdentifierSingularAttributeSourceBasicImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/type/PrimitiveWrapperHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/compile/CriteriaCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/entry/CollectionCacheEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/PersistenceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/AbstractManipulationCriteriaQuery.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/internal/StatsNamedContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/CachedNaturalIdValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/sql/NativeSQLQueryNonScalarReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/SequenceInformationExtractorInformixDatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/build/internal/spaces/CompositePropertyMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/DuplicateMappingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/ObjectNameNormalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/EmbeddableSourceContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/SessionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tuple/VmValueGeneration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/exec/ImprovedExtractionContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/StreamUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/spi/QueryParameterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/Index.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/SizeExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/internal/OneToManyLoadQueryDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/FetchProfileBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/EntityEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/spi/EncapsulatedEntityIdentifierDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/SetType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/xml/XmlDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/InLineViewSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/DelegatedExpressionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/secure/spi/PermissibleAction.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/internal/CategorizedStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/internal/ClassLoaderAccessImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/ErrorReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/sql/DecimalTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/JDataStoreIdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/internal/LockModeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/AnnotationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/spi/SchemaDropper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/OrderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/jaxb/hbm/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/enhanced/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/classic/GroupByParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/boot/spi/PersistenceUnitDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/SharedSessionCreationOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/connections/spi/AbstractMultiTenantConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/InvalidGraphException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/spi/SequenceInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/BootstrapServiceRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/VersionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/spi/ColumnSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/IncrementGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/query/spi/NativeQueryInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/path/RootImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/hbm2ddl/SchemaUpdateTask.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/spi/id/inline/InlineIdsSubSelectValuesListBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/DB2Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/AbstractSharedSessionContract.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/spi/InFlightMetadataCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/SerializableTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/config/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/relational/NamedAuxiliaryDatabaseObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/enhance/spi/interceptor/LazyAttributeLoadingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/spi/entry/StructuredCollectionCacheEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/action/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/PropertyAccessMixedImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/NativeQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/id/uuid/CustomVersionOneStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/identity/HSQLIdentityColumnSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/SecondaryTableSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/Oracle12cDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/CockroachDB201Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/PropertyAccessFieldImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/path/AbstractFromImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/java/UUIDTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/pagination/SQLServer2005LimitHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/collection/internal/PersistentBag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/exception/spi/AbstractSQLExceptionConversionDelegate.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/TableOwner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/spi/ArchiveContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/service/spi/EventListenerRegistrationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/event/spi/jpa/ExtendedBeanManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/sql/ordering/antlr/OrderByFragment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/PaddedBatchingCollectionInitializerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/env/spi/SQLStateType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/dialect/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/CacheRegionStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/annotations/HCANNHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/proxy/HibernateProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/collection/OneToManyPersister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/SingularAttributeSourceBasicImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jndi/spi/JndiService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/JdbcExceptionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/spi/LockModeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jdbc/Expectations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/spi/SetterMethodImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/TypeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/Informix10Dialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/util/ASTUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/internal/PropertyAccessStrategyEnhancedImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/JoinWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/UniqueKey.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/proxy/pojo/bytebuddy/ByteBuddyProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/collection/internal/PersistentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/custom/ConstructorReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/spi/GetterMethodImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/TableReferenceNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/jdbc/env/internal/ExtractedDatabaseMetaDataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/registry/selector/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/MySQL57InnoDBDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/ASTQueryTranslatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/mapping/SimpleValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/secure/spi/GrantedPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/SizeSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/criteria/CriteriaInfoProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/function/AggregationFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/xml/ErrorLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/MapJoinImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/exception/GenericJDBCException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/HqlSqlWalkerNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/annotations/AnyMetaDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/service/spi/SessionFactoryServiceInitiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/internal/Helper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/spi/PropertyAccessSerializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/engine/spi/CascadeStyles.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/bytecode/internal/javassist/BulkAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/EvictEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/service/spi/EventListenerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/collections/LazyIndexedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/query/criteria/internal/expression/UnaryOperatorExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/Junction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/StaleStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/secure/spi/JaccIntegrator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/collection/BasicCollectionJoinWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/plan/exec/process/spi/ResultSetProcessingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/FilterAliasGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/criterion/PropertyProjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jdbc/Work.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/property/access/spi/SetterFieldImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/internal/JpaComplianceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/archive/spi/AbstractArchiveDescriptorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/DetailedSemanticException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/spi/SchemaExtractionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/integrator/internal/IntegratorServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/dialect/function/PositionSubstringFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/spi/NativeQueryTupleTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/stat/EntityStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/config/ConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/naming/PhysicalNamingStrategy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/event/spi/PostCommitInsertEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/hql/internal/ast/tree/InitializeableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/type/descriptor/converter/AttributeConverterMutabilityPlanImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/SQLQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/source/internal/hbm/ColumnAttributeSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/NonUniqueResultException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cache/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/persister/walking/internal/EntityIdentifierDefinitionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/extract/internal/DatabaseInformationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/boot/model/Caching.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/loader/criteria/CriteriaQueryTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/tool/schema/ast/SqlScriptLogging.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

   Copyright (c) 2008, 2020 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

   terms of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0,

   or the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at

   http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

   SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR BSD-3-Clause

 

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/persistence_3_0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/jpa/orm_3_0.xsd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Hibernate, Relational Persistence for Idiomatic Java
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*

* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 or later

* See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/metamodel/spi/MetamodelImplementor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Hibernate, Relational Persistence for Idiomatic Java

*

* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 or later.

* See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>.

*/

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*

* Modified for https://jira.jboss.org/jira/browse/ISPN-299

* Includes ideas described in http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1547428

*

*/

/**

* A hash table supporting full concurrency of retrievals and

* adjustable expected concurrency for updates. This class obeys the

* same functional specification as {@link java.util.Hashtable}, and

* includes versions of methods corresponding to each method of

* <tt>Hashtable</tt>. However, even though all operations are

* thread-safe, retrieval operations do <em>not</em> entail locking,

* and there is <em>not</em> any support for locking the entire table

* in a way that prevents all access.  This class is fully

* interoperable with <tt>Hashtable</tt> in programs that rely on its

* thread safety but not on its synchronization details.

* <p/>

* <p> Retrieval operations (including <tt>get</tt>) generally do not

* block, so may overlap with update operations (including

* <tt>put</tt> and <tt>remove</tt>). Retrievals reflect the results

* of the most recently <em>completed</em> update operations holding

* upon their onset.  For aggregate operations such as <tt>putAll</tt>

* and <tt>clear</tt>, concurrent retrievals may reflect insertion or

* removal of only some entries.  Similarly, Iterators and

* Enumerations return elements reflecting the state of the hash table

* at some point at or since the creation of the iterator/enumeration.

* They do <em>not</em> throw {@link java.util.ConcurrentModificationException}.

* However, iterators are designed to be used by only one thread at a time.
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* <p/>

* <p> The allowed concurrency among update operations is guided by

* the optional <tt>concurrencyLevel</tt> constructor argument

* (default <tt>16</tt>), which is used as a hint for internal sizing.  The

* table is internally partitioned to try to permit the indicated

* number of concurrent updates without contention. Because placement

* in hash tables is essentially random, the actual concurrency will

* vary.  Ideally, you should choose a value to accommodate as many

* threads as will ever concurrently modify the table. Using a

* significantly higher value than you need can waste space and time,

* and a significantly lower value can lead to thread contention. But

* overestimates and underestimates within an order of magnitude do

* not usually have much noticeable impact. A value of one is

* appropriate when it is known that only one thread will modify and

* all others will only read. Also, resizing this or any other kind of

* hash table is a relatively slow operation, so, when possible, it is

* a good idea to provide estimates of expected table sizes in

* constructors.

* <p/>

* <p>This class and its views and iterators implement all of the

* <em>optional</em> methods of the {@link Map} and {@link Iterator}

* interfaces.

* <p/>

* <p>This class is copied from Infinispan, and was originally written

* by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and

* released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain</p>

* <p/>

* <p/>

* <p> Like {@link java.util.Hashtable} but unlike {@link HashMap}, this class

* does <em>not</em> allow <tt>null</tt> to be used as a key or value.

*

* @param <K> the type of keys maintained by this map

* @param <V> the type of mapped values

*

* @author Doug Lea

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/internal/util/collections/BoundedConcurrentHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Hibernate, Relational Persistence for Idiomatic Java

*

* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 or later.

* See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>.
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*/

/**

	 * Used to pass along the CDI BeanManager, if any, to be used.

	 *

	 * According to JPA, strictly, the BeanManager should be passed in

	 * at boot-time and be ready for use at that time.  However not all

	 * environments can do this (WildFly e.g.).  To accommodate such

	 * environments, Hibernate provides 2 options:

	 *

	 *     * a proprietary CDI extension SPI (that we have proposed to

	 *     	the CDI spec group as a standard option) that can be used

	 *     	to provide delayed BeanManager access.  To use this solution,

	 *     	the reference passed as the BeanManager during bootstrap

	 *     	should be typed as {@link ExtendedBeanManager}

	 *     * delayed access to the BeanManager reference.  Here, Hibernate

	 *      will not access the reference passed as the BeanManager during

	 *      bootstrap until it is first needed.  Note however that this has

	 *      the effect of delaying any deployment problems until after

	 *      bootstrapping.

	 *

	 * This setting is used to configure Hibernate ORM's access to

	 * the BeanManager (either directly or via {@link ExtendedBeanManager}).

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/cfg/AvailableSettings.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Hibernate, Relational Persistence for Idiomatic Java

*

* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 or later.

* See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>.

*/

//		"proprietary" methods is better (this class is "proprietary" too).

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-

jar/org/hibernate/graph/EntityGraphs.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# Hibernate, Relational Persistence for Idiomatic Java

#

# License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 or later.

# See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>.

#
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org.hibernate.jpa.HibernatePersistenceProvider

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319536_1655989754.7769759/0/hibernate-core-5-4-31-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/services/javax.persistence.spi.PersistenceProvider

 

1.62 checker-qual 3.10.0 
1.62.1 Available under license : 

Checker Framework qualifiers

Copyright 2004-present by the Checker Framework developers

 

MIT License:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.63 antlr 2.7.7 
1.63.1 Available under license : 

[The BSD License]

Copyright (c) 2012 Terence Parr and Sam Harwell

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
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from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.64 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-direct-connect

1.11.172 
1.64.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of
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fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any
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medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may
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choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.65 c3p0jdbcdatasources 0.9.5.4 
1.65.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify *

 1) The GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1, as *        published by the Free Software

Foundation *     2) The Eclipse Public License (EPL), version 1.0 * This software is distributed in the hope that it

will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. * LGPL v2.1:

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1.html'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify *     1) The GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1, as *        published by the Free

Software Foundation *     2) The Eclipse Public License (EPL), version 1.0 * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. * LGPL v2.1:

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1.html'

 

1.66 bson 4.2.3 
1.66.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2018 Cezary Bartosiak

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/LocalDateCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/InstantCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/LocalTimeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/Jsr310CodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/LocalDateTimeCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/IdGenerators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionObjectIdGeneratorsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/IdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/IdPropertyModelHolder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright (c) 2008-2014 Atlassian Pty Ltd

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/util/AbstractCopyOnWriteMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/util/CopyOnWriteMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/assertions/Assertions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonDoubleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonInt32Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonNullConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BSONDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellMaxKeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonMaxKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/TypeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/LazyBSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/internal/UuidHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/internal/CodecCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/DateTimeBasedCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonDiscriminator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/internal/ChildCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/AbstractBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/internal/OverridableUuidRepresentationCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/BSONCallbackAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoBuilderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonWriterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionDefaultsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ObjectIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/NumberCodecHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/TypeParameterMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/TypeWithTypeParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellInt64Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonContextType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/NoOpFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/DocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDBPointerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/DocumentCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ClassModelBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/internal/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/json/JsonScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/json/JsonToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BSON.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/UuidCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreatorFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/json/JsonTokenType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/Convention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BasicBSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/diagnostics/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/UuidCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/io/BsonInputMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/io/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonMinKeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/io/BsonInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonSymbolConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyModelBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonIgnore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonBinarySubType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/AtomicLongCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyModelSerializationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-
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jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonInt32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/RawBsonArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/BooleanCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/DoubleCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellBinaryConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ValueCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/conversions/Bson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/internal/LazyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoSpecializationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/LegacyExtendedJsonRegularExpressionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellRegularExpressionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/internal/ProvidersCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/json/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/SymbolCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BSONEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonInt64Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/types/StringRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/OverridableUuidRepresentationCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/types/MinKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/types/MaxKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyCodecRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/json/JsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonObjectIdCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonBinaryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertySerialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/Encoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BasicBSONDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/AbstractBsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/JsonObjectCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/json/JsonStringBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/AtomicIntegerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/json/JsonObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/io/BsonOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonBooleanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonBooleanCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/RawBsonDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellUndefinedConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/FallbackPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/RawBsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonInt64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/MinKeyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/IntegerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/Conventions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonTimestampCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/types/ObjectId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonTimestampConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonBinaryReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/MapCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonInt32Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyAccessorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/UuidRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDateTimeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ByteArrayCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/json/JsonWriter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/RepresentationConfigurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonValueCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/ByteBufNIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonMinKeyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/CreatorExecutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/DateCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonDocumentWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonNullCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/types/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/util/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/LazyBSONDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonRegularExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonInt32Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/EncoderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonJavaScript.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/io/BasicOutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellMinKeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/StrictCharacterStreamJsonWriterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonDecimal128.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonRegularExpressionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonBinaryWriterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/LongCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionUseGettersAsSettersImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/LazyPropertyModelCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonObjectId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/MapPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/StrictCharacterStreamJsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/MapCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonBoolean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonArrayCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/io/ByteBufferBsonInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonValueCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonTypeCodecMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/MaxKeyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/StringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/types/Decimal128.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyReflectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonBinary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/ShortCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/diagnostics/Loggers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/DiscriminatorLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/Document.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/AtomicBooleanCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/JsonObjectCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/LazyBSONList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/LegacyExtendedJsonDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/EnumPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/diagnostics/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDocumentWrapperCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonBinaryWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/IdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/CollectionPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionSetPrivateFieldImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/types/CodeWithScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonReaderMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/RelaxedExtendedJsonInt64Converter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonStreamBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/types/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonMaxKeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonStringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonDocumentWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/ByteCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/json/StrictJsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/internal/CycleDetectingCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonMinKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/CodeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonDecimal128Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/json/JsonBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/LazyMissingCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/io/OutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BasicBSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonUndefined.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/CollectibleCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonWriterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/RawBsonValueHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/types/BSONTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonBinaryConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonSymbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionAnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/LazyBSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/RelaxedExtendedJsonDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/RelaxedExtendedJsonDoubleConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/json/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/CharacterCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonMaxKeyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/IterableCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/LegacyExtendedJsonBinaryConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BSONException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellDecimal128Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/types/Code.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonJavaScriptWithScopeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonJavaScriptWithScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/Either.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/AutomaticPojoCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoCodecImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonObjectIdConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonRegularExpressionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/json/JsonMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonInt64Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/types/Binary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/EmptyBSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonDateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/UuidCodecHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/IterableCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/Decimal128Codec.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/assertions/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonSerializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/conversions/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/PatternCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/ByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonInvalidOperationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/FieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ClassModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/diagnostics/SLF4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/OverridableUuidRepresentationUuidCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/MapOfCodecsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellObjectIdConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/types/BasicBSONList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BasicBSONEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/types/CodeWScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/ObjectIdCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/diagnostics/NoOpLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDecimal128Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonUndefinedConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonJavaScriptCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/internal/CodecRegistryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/DecoderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecRegistries.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BigDecimalCodec.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/BinaryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellTimestampConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDoubleCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/codecs/FloatCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/CodeWithScopeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/Bits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonUndefinedCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/DateTimeFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonMaximumSizeExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-jar/org/bson/BsonDbPointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonDoubleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonSymbolCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonTypeClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031383_1654618478.100768/0/bson-4-2-3-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonJavaScriptConverter.java

 

1.67 asm-tree 8.0.1 
1.67.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeAnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ModuleProvideNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InvokeDynamicInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ModuleNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ModuleOpenNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableAnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ModuleRequireNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ModuleExportNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ParameterNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/RecordComponentNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664895_1604644145.26/0/asm-tree-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

 

1.68 plexus-classworlds 2.2.3 
1.68.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

$Id: DuplicateRealmException.java 7933 2008-12-17 17:33:58Z bentmann $

 

Copyright 2002 (C) The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

   statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

   copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

   above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

   following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

   materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "classworlds" must not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this Software without prior written

   permission of The Werken Company.  For written permission,

   please contact bob@werken.com.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "classworlds"

   nor may "classworlds" appear in their names without prior written

   permission of The Werken Company. "classworlds" is a registered

   trademark of The Werken Company.

 

5. Due credit should be given to The Werken Company.

   (http://classworlds.werken.com/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE WERKEN COMPANY AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE WERKEN COMPANY OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
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SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/DuplicateRealmException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

$Id: ClassRealm.java 7933 2008-12-17 17:33:58Z bentmann $

 

Copyright 2002 (C) The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

   statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

   copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

   above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

   following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

   materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "classworlds" must not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this Software without prior written

   permission of The Werken Company.  For written permission,

   please contact bob@werken.com.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "classworlds"

   nor may "classworlds" appear in their names without prior written

   permission of The Werken Company. "classworlds" is a registered

   trademark of The Werken Company.

 

5. Due credit should be given to The Werken Company.

   (http://classworlds.werken.com/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE WERKEN COMPANY AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL
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THE WERKEN COMPANY OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ClassRealm.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/ParentFirstStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/SelfFirstStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

$Id: ClassWorldException.java 7933 2008-12-17 17:33:58Z bentmann $

 

Copyright 2002 (C) The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright
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   statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

   copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

   above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

   following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

   materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "classworlds" must not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this Software without prior written

   permission of The Werken Company.  For written permission,

   please contact bob@werken.com.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "classworlds"

   nor may "classworlds" appear in their names without prior written

   permission of The Werken Company. "classworlds" is a registered

   trademark of The Werken Company.

 

5. Due credit should be given to The Werken Company.

   (http://classworlds.werken.com/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE WERKEN COMPANY AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE WERKEN COMPANY OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ClassWorldException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

$Id: ConfigurationException.java 7933 2008-12-17 17:33:58Z bentmann $

 

Copyright 2002 (C) The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided
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that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

   statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

   copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

   above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

   following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

   materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "classworlds" must not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this Software without prior written

   permission of The Werken Company.  For written permission,

   please contact bob@werken.com.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "classworlds"

   nor may "classworlds" appear in their names without prior written

   permission of The Werken Company. "classworlds" is a registered

   trademark of The Werken Company.

 

5. Due credit should be given to The Werken Company.

   (http://classworlds.werken.com/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE WERKEN COMPANY AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE WERKEN COMPANY OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ConfigurationException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/launcher/ConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/Strategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/realm/Entry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/StrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/realm/ClassRealm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/AbstractStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/realm/DuplicateRealmException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/ClassWorldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/realm/NoSuchRealmException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/ClassWorld.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/launcher/ConfigurationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/UrlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/launcher/Launcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/launcher/Configurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/launcher/ConfigurationParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

$Id: NoSuchRealmException.java 7933 2008-12-17 17:33:58Z bentmann $
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Copyright 2002 (C) The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

   statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

   copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

   above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

   following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

   materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "classworlds" must not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this Software without prior written

   permission of The Werken Company.  For written permission,

   please contact bob@werken.com.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "classworlds"

   nor may "classworlds" appear in their names without prior written

   permission of The Werken Company. "classworlds" is a registered

   trademark of The Werken Company.

 

5. Due credit should be given to The Werken Company.

   (http://classworlds.werken.com/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE WERKEN COMPANY AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE WERKEN COMPANY OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855590_1648838543.34/0/plexus-classworlds-2-2-3-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/NoSuchRealmException.java
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1.69 aws-java-sdk-for-the-amazon-ec2-

container-service 1.11.172 
1.69.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix
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below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided
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along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.
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1.70 javabeans-activation-framework-api 1.2.2
1.70.1 Available under license : 

 

   Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

[subs="normal"]

....

Specification: {doctitle}

 

Version: {revnumber}

 

ifeval::["{revremark}" != ""]

Status: {revremark}

endif::[]

ifeval::["{revremark}" == ""]

Status: Final Release

endif::[]

 

Release: {revdate}
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....

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Eclipse Foundation.

 

=== Eclipse Foundation Specification License

 

By using and/or copying this document, or the Eclipse Foundation

document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following

terms and conditions:

 

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or

the Eclipse Foundation document from which this statement is linked, in

any medium for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby

granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

* link or URL to the original Eclipse Foundation document.

* All existing copyright notices, or if one does not exist, a notice

 (hypertext is preferred, but a textual representation is permitted)

 of the form: "Copyright (c) [$date-of-document]

 Eclipse Foundation, Inc. <<url to this license>>"

 

Inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE must be provided. We

request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,

documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the

implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion

thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of Eclipse Foundation

documents is granted pursuant to this license, except anyone may

prepare and distribute derivative works and portions of this document

in software that implements the specification, in supporting materials

accompanying such software, and in documentation of such software,

PROVIDED that all such works include the notice below. HOWEVER, the

publication of derivative works of this document for use as a technical

specification is expressly prohibited.

 

The notice is:

 

"Copyright (c) 2018 Eclipse Foundation. This software or

document includes material copied from or derived from [title and URI

of the Eclipse Foundation specification document]."

 

==== Disclaimers

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED &quot;AS IS,&quot; AND THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND THE ECLIPSE FOUNDATION MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR
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WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE

SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS

WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR

OTHER RIGHTS.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND THE ECLIPSE FOUNDATION WILL NOT BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT

OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of the copyright holders or the Eclipse

Foundation may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

this document or its contents without specific, written prior

permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all times

remain with copyright holders.

# Notices for Jakarta Activation

 

This content is produced and maintained by Jakarta Activation project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaf

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0,

which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaf

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

JUnit (4.12)
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* License: Eclipse Public License

 

1.71 java-classmate classmate-1.5.1 
1.71.1 Available under license : 

Java ClassMate library was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

Other developers who have contributed code are:

 

* Brian Langel

This copy of Java ClassMate library is licensed under Apache (Software) License,

version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.72 asm 8.0.1 
1.72.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/CurrentFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/RecordComponentVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Constants.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodTooLargeException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ConstantDynamic.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassTooLargeException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/RecordComponentWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ModuleWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Context.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypeReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ModuleVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Symbol.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093933321_1601047939.19/0/asm-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

 

1.73 guava 23.0 
1.73.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/BaseGraph.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractBaseGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for extra methods of {@code Objects} only in web. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/ExtraObjectsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableDoubleArray.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableLongArray.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableIntArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to

  * the public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  *

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes, Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ReaderInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CombinedFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFutureState.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConsumingQueueIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncCallable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LittleEndianByteArray.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MacHashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/InterruptibleTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Platform.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/FarmHashFingerprint64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingExecutorService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Optional.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Crc32cHashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHasher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Present.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCheckedFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Absent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkConnections.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractValueGraph.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectCollectors.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementOrder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MoreCollectors.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableNetwork.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingValueGraph.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraph.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapRetrievalCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapIteratorCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Comparators.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractUndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingGraph.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractDirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConnections.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConstants.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MultiEdgesConnecting.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableValueGraph.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableGraph.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractNetwork.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultisetGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraph.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableNetwork.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPairIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPair.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingNetwork.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/PatternCompiler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonPattern.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/JdkPattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeySetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BinaryTreeTraverser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EvictingQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractTransformFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCatchingFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaperBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FluentFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FuturesGetChecked.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeoutFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CollectionFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFluentFutureCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFuturesCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ImmediateFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group

  * and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash method in OpenJDK 7's

  * java.util.HashMap class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may

* obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Outer class that exists solely to let us write {@code Partially.GwtIncompatible} instead of plain

* {@code GwtIncompatible}. This is more accurate for {@link Futures#catching}, which is available

* under GWT but with a slightly different signature.

*

* <p>We can't use {@code PartiallyGwtIncompatible} because then the GWT compiler wouldn't recognize

* it as a {@code GwtIncompatible} annotation. And for {@code Futures.catching}, we need the GWT

* compiler to autostrip the normal server method in order to expose the special, inherited GWT

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Partially.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/WellBehavedMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAdder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Striped64.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableNetwork.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Network.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableGraph.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableGraph.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/PredecessorsFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/InsecureRecursiveDeleteException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableNetwork.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TopKSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graphs.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/RecursiveDeleteOption.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/SuccessorsFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/Quantiles.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TrustedListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscriber.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/xml/XmlEscapers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedCharEscaper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Platform.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFluentFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escapers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedEscaperMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DenseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Platform.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/html/HtmlEscapers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Runnables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimapValues.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Utf8.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/VerifyException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSequenceReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Verify.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectSpliterators.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMapFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SerializingExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Converter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CheckedFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCheckedFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Function.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Files.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Range.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectPreconditions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSink.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/html/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/SipHashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/StandardSystemProperty.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/LinearTransformation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStatsAccumulator.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ClassPath.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/BaseEncoding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/StatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/Stats.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SmoothRateLimiter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileWriteMode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractByteHasher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Invokable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ChecksumHashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CartesianList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Parameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSink.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStats.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Element.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/package-info.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractRangeSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedAsList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/MoreFiles.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1051802754_1591913217.54/0/guava-23-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MultimapBuilder.java

 

1.74 junit-platform-junit-platform-engine 1.7.2 
1.74.1 Available under license : 

import java.io.File

import java.net.URI

 

data class License(val name: String, val url: URI, val headerFile: File)

Apache License

==============

 

_Version 2.0, January 2004_

_&lt;<https://www.apache.org/licenses/>&gt;_

 

### Terms and Conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution

 

#### 1. Definitions

 

License shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

Licensor shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

Legal Entity shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, control means **(i)** the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or **(ii)** ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or **(iii)** beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

You (or Your) shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

Source form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

Object form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

Work shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

Contribution shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

submitted means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as Not a Contribution.

 

Contributor shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

#### 2. Grant of Copyright License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

#### 3. Grant of Patent License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
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#### 4. Redistribution

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

* **(a)** You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

* **(b)** You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

* **(c)** You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

* **(d)** If the Work includes a NOTICE text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

#### 5. Submission of Contributions

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

#### 6. Trademarks

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
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reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

#### 7. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an AS IS BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

#### 8. Limitation of Liability

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

#### 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

==============================

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE (AGREEMENT). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

### 1. Definitions

 

Contribution means:

* **a)** in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content Distributed under this Agreement, and

* **b)** in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

	* **i)** changes to the Program, and
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	* **ii)** additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are Distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution originates from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

are not Modified Works.

 

Contributor means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

Licensed Patents mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale

of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

Program means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

Recipient means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement or any Secondary License (as applicable),

including Contributors.

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Program and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a

whole, an original work of authorship.

 

Modified Works shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that results from an addition to, deletion from,

or modification of the contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file in Source Code form

that contains any contents of the Program. Modified Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or

subclass the Program or Modified Works thereof.

 

Distribute means the acts of **a)** distributing or **b)** making available in any manner that enables the transfer

of a copy.

 

Source Code means the form of a Program preferred for making modifications, including but not limited to software

source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

Secondary License means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license,

including any exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial Contributor.

 

### 2. Grant of Rights

 

**a)** Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly

perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

**b)** Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall apply to

the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor,

such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.
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**c)** Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein,

no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute

the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

**d)** Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any,

to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

**e)** Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no Contributor makes additional grants to any

Recipient (other than those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's receipt of the Program under

the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

### 3. Requirements

 

**3.1** If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

* **a)** the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in accordance with section 3.2, and the

Contributor must accompany the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program is available under

this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange; and

 

* **b)** the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license different than this Agreement, provided that

such license:

	* **i)** effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied,

including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of

merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

	* **ii)** effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect,

special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

	* **iii)** does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

	* **iv)** requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any party to be under a license that satisfies the

requirements of this section 3.

 

**3.2** When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

* **a)** it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the Program **(i)** is combined with other material

in a separate file or files made available under a Secondary License, and **(ii)** the initial Contributor attached to

the Source Code the notice described in Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

* **b)** a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

**3.3** Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent, trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of

warranty, or limitations of liability (notices) contained within the Program from any copy of the Program which they

Distribute, provided that Contributors may add their own appropriate notices.

 

### 4. Commercial Distribution
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Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor (Commercial Contributor) hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

(Indemnified Contributor) against any losses, damages and costs (collectively Losses) arising from claims, lawsuits

and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts

or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or

alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: **a)** promptly

notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and **b)** allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

### 5. No Warranty

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights

under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable

laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

### 6. Disclaimer of Liability

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

### 7. General

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such
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provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes

such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement

Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to Distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new version.

 

Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual

property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All

rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is

intended to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient. No third-party beneficiary rights are

created under this Agreement.

 

#### Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

> This Source Code may also be made available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for

such availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s), version(s), and

exceptions or additional permissions here}.

 

Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A is not sufficient to license the Source Code

under Secondary Licenses.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location

(such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Apache License

==============

 

_Version 2.0, January 2004_

_&lt;<https://www.apache.org/licenses/>&gt;_
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### Terms and Conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution

 

#### 1. Definitions

 

License shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

Licensor shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

Legal Entity shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, control means **(i)** the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or **(ii)** ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or **(iii)** beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

You (or Your) shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

Source form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

Object form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

Work shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

Contribution shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

submitted means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for
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the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as Not a Contribution.

 

Contributor shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

#### 2. Grant of Copyright License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

#### 3. Grant of Patent License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

#### 4. Redistribution

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

* **(a)** You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

* **(b)** You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

* **(c)** You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

* **(d)** If the Work includes a NOTICE text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices
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that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

#### 5. Submission of Contributions

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

#### 6. Trademarks

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

#### 7. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an AS IS BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

#### 8. Limitation of Liability

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate
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and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

#### 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

_END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS_

 

### APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets `[]` replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same printed page as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

Open Source Licenses

====================

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate
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copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE-<subcomponent>.md

files.

[[contributors]]

== Contributors

 

Browse the {junit5-repo}/graphs/contributors[current list of contributors] directly on GitHub.

 

1.75 light-graphql-4j-generator 2.1.0 
1.75.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.76 junit-jupiter-junit-jupiter-api 5.7.2 
1.76.1 Available under license : 

import java.io.File

import java.net.URI

 

data class License(val name: String, val url: URI, val headerFile: File)

Apache License

==============

 

_Version 2.0, January 2004_

_&lt;<https://www.apache.org/licenses/>&gt;_

 

### Terms and Conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution

 

#### 1. Definitions

 

License shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

Licensor shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

Legal Entity shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities
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that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, control means **(i)** the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or **(ii)** ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or **(iii)** beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

You (or Your) shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

Source form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

Object form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

Work shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

Contribution shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

submitted means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as Not a Contribution.

 

Contributor shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

#### 2. Grant of Copyright License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby
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grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

#### 3. Grant of Patent License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

#### 4. Redistribution

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

* **(a)** You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

* **(b)** You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

* **(c)** You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

* **(d)** If the Work includes a NOTICE text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

#### 5. Submission of Contributions

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

#### 6. Trademarks

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

#### 7. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an AS IS BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

#### 8. Limitation of Liability

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

#### 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to
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offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

Apache License

==============

 

_Version 2.0, January 2004_

_&lt;<https://www.apache.org/licenses/>&gt;_

 

### Terms and Conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution

 

#### 1. Definitions

 

License shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

Licensor shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

Legal Entity shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, control means **(i)** the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or **(ii)** ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or **(iii)** beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

You (or Your) shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

Source form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

Object form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

Work shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an
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original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

Contribution shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

submitted means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as Not a Contribution.

 

Contributor shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

#### 2. Grant of Copyright License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

#### 3. Grant of Patent License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

#### 4. Redistribution

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,
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provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

* **(a)** You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

* **(b)** You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

* **(c)** You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

* **(d)** If the Work includes a NOTICE text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

#### 5. Submission of Contributions

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

#### 6. Trademarks

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

#### 7. Disclaimer of Warranty
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an AS IS BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

#### 8. Limitation of Liability

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

#### 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

_END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS_

 

### APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets `[]` replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same printed page as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

==============================

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE (AGREEMENT). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

### 1. Definitions

 

Contribution means:

* **a)** in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content Distributed under this Agreement, and

* **b)** in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

	* **i)** changes to the Program, and

	* **ii)** additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are Distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution originates from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

are not Modified Works.

 

Contributor means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

Licensed Patents mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale

of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

Program means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

Recipient means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement or any Secondary License (as applicable),

including Contributors.

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Program and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a

whole, an original work of authorship.

 

Modified Works shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that results from an addition to, deletion from,

or modification of the contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file in Source Code form

that contains any contents of the Program. Modified Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or

subclass the Program or Modified Works thereof.
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Distribute means the acts of **a)** distributing or **b)** making available in any manner that enables the transfer

of a copy.

 

Source Code means the form of a Program preferred for making modifications, including but not limited to software

source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

Secondary License means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license,

including any exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial Contributor.

 

### 2. Grant of Rights

 

**a)** Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly

perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

**b)** Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall apply to

the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor,

such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

**c)** Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein,

no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute

the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

**d)** Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any,

to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

**e)** Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no Contributor makes additional grants to any

Recipient (other than those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's receipt of the Program under

the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

### 3. Requirements

 

**3.1** If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

* **a)** the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in accordance with section 3.2, and the

Contributor must accompany the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program is available under

this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange; and

 

* **b)** the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license different than this Agreement, provided that

such license:
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	* **i)** effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied,

including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of

merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

	* **ii)** effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect,

special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

	* **iii)** does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

	* **iv)** requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any party to be under a license that satisfies the

requirements of this section 3.

 

**3.2** When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

* **a)** it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the Program **(i)** is combined with other material

in a separate file or files made available under a Secondary License, and **(ii)** the initial Contributor attached to

the Source Code the notice described in Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

* **b)** a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

**3.3** Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent, trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of

warranty, or limitations of liability (notices) contained within the Program from any copy of the Program which they

Distribute, provided that Contributors may add their own appropriate notices.

 

### 4. Commercial Distribution

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor (Commercial Contributor) hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

(Indemnified Contributor) against any losses, damages and costs (collectively Losses) arising from claims, lawsuits

and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts

or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or

alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: **a)** promptly

notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and **b)** allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

### 5. No Warranty

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR
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CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights

under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable

laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

### 6. Disclaimer of Liability

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

### 7. General

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes

such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement

Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to Distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new version.

 

Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual

property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All

rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is
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intended to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient. No third-party beneficiary rights are

created under this Agreement.

 

#### Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

> This Source Code may also be made available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for

such availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s), version(s), and

exceptions or additional permissions here}.

 

Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A is not sufficient to license the Source Code

under Secondary Licenses.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location

(such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Open Source Licenses

====================

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE-<subcomponent>.md

files.

[[contributors]]

== Contributors

 

Browse the {junit5-repo}/graphs/contributors[current list of contributors] directly on GitHub.

 

1.77 cloudwatch-metrics-for-aws-java-sdk

1.11.172 
1.77.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.
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The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.78 maven-reporting-implementation 2.1 
1.78.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Reporting Implementation

Copyright 2002-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

 

1.79 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-elastic-file-

system 1.11.172 
1.79.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
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"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding
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those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such
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other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.80 reactive-streams v1.0.3 
1.80.1 Available under license : 

Copyright Statement for Contributions to the Reactive Streams Project

=====================================================================

 

I hereby represent that all present, past and future contributions I make to

the Reactive Streams project (which includes all repositories owned by the

reactive-streams github organization) are governed by the Creative Commons

Zero 1.0 Universal copyright statement, placing my contributions in the public

domain. This entails that to the extent possible under law I waive all

copyright and related or neighboring rights to the code or documents I

contribute. I also represent that I have the authority to perform the above

waiver with respect to the entirety of my contributions.

 

The text of the copyright statement is included in the COPYING file at the root

of the reactive-streams repository at

https://github.com/reactive-streams/reactive-streams-jvm/blob/master/COPYING.

 

Underwriting parties:

 

github name    | Real Name, Email Address used for git commits, Company

---------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------

rkuhn          | Roland Kuhn, rk@rkuhn.info, Typesafe Inc.

benjchristensen| Ben Christensen, benjchristensen@gmail.com, Netflix Inc.

viktorklang    | Viktor Klang, viktor.klang@gmail.com, Typesafe Inc.

smaldini       | Stephane Maldini, stephane.maldini@gmail.com, Pivotal Software Inc.

savulchik      | Stanislav Savulchik, s.savulchik@gmail.com

ktoso          | Konrad Malawski, konrad.malawski@project13.pl, Typesafe Inc.

ouertani       | Slim Ouertani, ouertani@gmail.com

2m             | Martynas Mickeviius, mmartynas@gmail.com, Typesafe Inc.

ldaley         | Luke Daley, luke.daley@gradleware.com, Gradleware Inc.

colinrgodsey   | Colin Godsey, crgodsey@gmail.com, MediaMath Inc.

davidmoten     | Dave Moten, davidmoten@gmail.com

briantopping   | Brian Topping, brian.topping@gmail.com, Mauswerks LLC

rstoyanchev    | Rossen Stoyanchev, rstoyanchev@pivotal.io, Pivotal

BjornHamels    | Bjrn Hamels, bjorn@hamels.nl

JakeWharton    | Jake Wharton, jakewharton@gmail.com

anthonyvdotbe  | Anthony Vanelverdinghe, anthonyv.be@outlook.com

seratch        | Kazuhiro Sera, seratch@gmail.com, SmartNews, Inc.

akarnokd       | David Karnok, akarnokd@gmail.com

egetman        | Evgeniy Getman, getman.eugene@gmail.com

patriknw       | Patrik Nordwall, patrik.nordwall@gmail.com, Lightbend Inc

angelsanz      | ngel Sanz, angelsanz@users.noreply.github.com

shenghaiyang   | , shenghaiyang@aliyun.com
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kiiadi         | Kyle Thomson, kylthoms@amazon.com, Amazon.com

jroper         | James Roper, james@jazzy.id.au, Lightbend Inc.

olegdokuka     | Oleh Dokuka, shadowgun@.i.ua, Netifi Inc.

Scottmitch     | Scott Mitchell, scott_mitchell@apple.com, Apple Inc.

retronym       | Jason Zaugg, jzaugg@gmail.com, Lightbend Inc.

Creative Commons Legal Code

 

CC0 1.0 Universal

 

   CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE

   LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN

   ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS

   INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES

   REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS

   PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM

   THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED

   HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator

and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for

the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and

scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear

of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other

works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever

and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes.

These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free

culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in

part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any

expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person

associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she

is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily

elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the

Work and the meaning and intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not

limited to, the following:
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 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

    communicate, and translate a Work;

ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or

    likeness depicted in a Work;

iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

    subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

    in a Work;

vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

    European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

    protection of databases, and under any national implementation

    thereof, including any amended or successor version of such

    directive); and

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the

    world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national

    implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention

of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently,

irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of

Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes

of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as

future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories

worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or

treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future

medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each

member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and

successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to

revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or

equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public

as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason

be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the

Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into

account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the

extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected

person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive,

irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future

time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without

limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the
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"License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was

applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any

reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such

partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder

of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she

will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related

Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of

action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's

express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

   surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

   warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied,

   statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of

   title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non

   infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or

   the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to

   the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

   that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without

   limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work.

   Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary

   consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the

   Work.

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

   party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to

   this CC0 or use of the Work.

Licensed under Public Domain (CC0)

 

To the extent possible under law, the person who associated CC0 with

this code has waived all copyright and related or neighboring

rights to this code.

 

You should have received a copy of the CC0 legalcode along with this

work. If not, see <http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>.

 

1.81 aws-sdk-for-java-core 1.11.172 
1.81.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).
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**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright
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owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.
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5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.82 apache-httpcomponents-core 4.4.14 
1.82.1 Available under license : 

Apache HttpComponents Core

Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License
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                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.83 kqueue 4.1.65.Final 
1.83.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-kqueue/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_kqueue_native.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueServerChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/AcceptFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueDomainSocketChannelConfig.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/AbstractKQueueStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/NativeLongArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_kqueue_bsdsocket.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueEventArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_kqueue_bsdsocket.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/BsdSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/AbstractKQueueServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_kqueue_eventarray.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/AbstractKQueueChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueRecvByteAllocatorHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/Native.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_kqueue_eventarray.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326410_1655992380.3085854/0/netty-transport-native-kqueue-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueServerSocketChannelConfig.java

 

1.84 jmes-path-query-library 1.11.172 
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1.84.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that
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remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.85 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-code-build

1.11.172 
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1.85.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that
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remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.86 junit-jupiter-aggregator 5.7.2 
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1.86.1 Available under license : 
import java.io.File

import java.net.URI

 

data class License(val name: String, val url: URI, val headerFile: File)

Apache License

==============

 

_Version 2.0, January 2004_

_&lt;<https://www.apache.org/licenses/>&gt;_

 

### Terms and Conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution

 

#### 1. Definitions

 

License shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

Licensor shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

Legal Entity shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, control means **(i)** the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or **(ii)** ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or **(iii)** beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

You (or Your) shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

Source form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

Object form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

Work shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by
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name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

Contribution shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

submitted means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as Not a Contribution.

 

Contributor shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

#### 2. Grant of Copyright License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

#### 3. Grant of Patent License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

#### 4. Redistribution

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:
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* **(a)** You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

* **(b)** You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

* **(c)** You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

* **(d)** If the Work includes a NOTICE text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

#### 5. Submission of Contributions

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

#### 6. Trademarks

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

#### 7. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an AS IS BASIS,
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

#### 8. Limitation of Liability

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

#### 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

==============================

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE (AGREEMENT). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

### 1. Definitions

 

Contribution means:

* **a)** in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content Distributed under this Agreement, and

* **b)** in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

	* **i)** changes to the Program, and

	* **ii)** additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are Distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution originates from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

are not Modified Works.
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Contributor means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

Licensed Patents mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale

of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

Program means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

Recipient means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement or any Secondary License (as applicable),

including Contributors.

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Program and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a

whole, an original work of authorship.

 

Modified Works shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that results from an addition to, deletion from,

or modification of the contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file in Source Code form

that contains any contents of the Program. Modified Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or

subclass the Program or Modified Works thereof.

 

Distribute means the acts of **a)** distributing or **b)** making available in any manner that enables the transfer

of a copy.

 

Source Code means the form of a Program preferred for making modifications, including but not limited to software

source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

Secondary License means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license,

including any exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial Contributor.

 

### 2. Grant of Rights

 

**a)** Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly

perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

**b)** Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall apply to

the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor,

such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

**c)** Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein,

no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute
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the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

**d)** Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any,

to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

**e)** Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no Contributor makes additional grants to any

Recipient (other than those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's receipt of the Program under

the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

### 3. Requirements

 

**3.1** If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

* **a)** the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in accordance with section 3.2, and the

Contributor must accompany the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program is available under

this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange; and

 

* **b)** the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license different than this Agreement, provided that

such license:

	* **i)** effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied,

including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of

merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

	* **ii)** effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect,

special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

	* **iii)** does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

	* **iv)** requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any party to be under a license that satisfies the

requirements of this section 3.

 

**3.2** When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

* **a)** it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the Program **(i)** is combined with other material

in a separate file or files made available under a Secondary License, and **(ii)** the initial Contributor attached to

the Source Code the notice described in Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

* **b)** a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

**3.3** Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent, trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of

warranty, or limitations of liability (notices) contained within the Program from any copy of the Program which they

Distribute, provided that Contributors may add their own appropriate notices.

 

### 4. Commercial Distribution

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor (Commercial Contributor) hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor
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(Indemnified Contributor) against any losses, damages and costs (collectively Losses) arising from claims, lawsuits

and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts

or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or

alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: **a)** promptly

notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and **b)** allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

### 5. No Warranty

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights

under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable

laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

### 6. Disclaimer of Liability

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

### 7. General

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes

such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.
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All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement

Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to Distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new version.

 

Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual

property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All

rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is

intended to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient. No third-party beneficiary rights are

created under this Agreement.

 

#### Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

> This Source Code may also be made available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for

such availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s), version(s), and

exceptions or additional permissions here}.

 

Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A is not sufficient to license the Source Code

under Secondary Licenses.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location

(such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Apache License

==============

 

_Version 2.0, January 2004_

_&lt;<https://www.apache.org/licenses/>&gt;_

 

### Terms and Conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution

 

#### 1. Definitions

 

License shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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Licensor shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

Legal Entity shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, control means **(i)** the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or **(ii)** ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or **(iii)** beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

You (or Your) shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

Source form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

Object form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

Work shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

Contribution shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

submitted means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as Not a Contribution.

 

Contributor shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently
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incorporated within the Work.

 

#### 2. Grant of Copyright License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

#### 3. Grant of Patent License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

#### 4. Redistribution

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

* **(a)** You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

* **(b)** You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

* **(c)** You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

* **(d)** If the Work includes a NOTICE text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the
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License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

#### 5. Submission of Contributions

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

#### 6. Trademarks

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

#### 7. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an AS IS BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

#### 8. Limitation of Liability

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has
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been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

#### 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

_END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS_

 

### APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets `[]` replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same printed page as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

Open Source Licenses

====================

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE-<subcomponent>.md

files.

[[contributors]]

== Contributors
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Browse the {junit5-repo}/graphs/contributors[current list of contributors] directly on GitHub.

 

1.87 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-kms 1.12.32 
1.87.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * <p>

    * Identifies the customer master key (CMK) for the grant. The grant gives principals permission to use this CMK.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * Specify the key ID or key ARN of the CMK. To specify a CMK in a different AWS account, you must use the

key ARN.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * For example:

    * </p>

    * <ul>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * Key ID: <code>1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-1234567890ab</code>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * Key ARN: <code>arn:aws:kms:us-east-2:111122223333:key/1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-1234567890ab</code>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * </ul>

    * <p>
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    * To get the key ID and key ARN for a CMK, use <a>ListKeys</a> or <a>DescribeKey</a>.

    * </p>

    */

/**

    * <p>

    * Identifies the customer master key (CMK) for the grant. The grant gives principals permission to use this CMK.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * Specify the key ID or key ARN of the CMK. To specify a CMK in a different AWS account, you must use the

key ARN.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * For example:

    * </p>

    * <ul>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * Key ID: <code>1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-1234567890ab</code>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * Key ARN: <code>arn:aws:kms:us-east-2:111122223333:key/1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-1234567890ab</code>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * </ul>

    * <p>

    * To get the key ID and key ARN for a CMK, use <a>ListKeys</a> or <a>DescribeKey</a>.

    * </p>

    *

    * @param keyId

    *        Identifies the customer master key (CMK) for the grant. The grant gives principals permission to use this

    *        CMK.</p>

    *        <p>

    *        Specify the key ID or key ARN of the CMK. To specify a CMK in a different AWS account, you must use

the

    *        key ARN.

    *        </p>

    *        <p>

    *        For example:

    *        </p>

    *        <ul>

    *        <li>

    *        <p>

    *        Key ID: <code>1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-1234567890ab</code>

    *        </p>

    *        </li>

    *        <li>
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    *        <p>

    *        Key ARN: <code>arn:aws:kms:us-east-2:111122223333:key/1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-

1234567890ab</code>

    *        </p>

    *        </li>

    *        </ul>

    *        <p>

    *        To get the key ID and key ARN for a CMK, use <a>ListKeys</a> or <a>DescribeKey</a>.

    */

/**

    * <p>

    * Identifies the customer master key (CMK) for the grant. The grant gives principals permission to use this CMK.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * Specify the key ID or key ARN of the CMK. To specify a CMK in a different AWS account, you must use the

key ARN.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * For example:

    * </p>

    * <ul>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * Key ID: <code>1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-1234567890ab</code>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * Key ARN: <code>arn:aws:kms:us-east-2:111122223333:key/1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-1234567890ab</code>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * </ul>

    * <p>

    * To get the key ID and key ARN for a CMK, use <a>ListKeys</a> or <a>DescribeKey</a>.

    * </p>

    *

    * @return Identifies the customer master key (CMK) for the grant. The grant gives principals permission to use

this

    *         CMK.</p>

    *         <p>

    *         Specify the key ID or key ARN of the CMK. To specify a CMK in a different AWS account, you must use

the

    *         key ARN.

    *         </p>

    *         <p>

    *         For example:

    *         </p>

    *         <ul>
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    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         Key ID: <code>1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-1234567890ab</code>

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         Key ARN: <code>arn:aws:kms:us-east-2:111122223333:key/1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-

1234567890ab</code>

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         </ul>

    *         <p>

    *         To get the key ID and key ARN for a CMK, use <a>ListKeys</a> or <a>DescribeKey</a>.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateGrantRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisableKeyRotationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisableKeyRotationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/VerifyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/MultiRegionConfigurationMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DescribeKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/VerifyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KMSInvalidStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ExpiredImportTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ImportKeyMaterialResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KMSInvalidSignatureExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoreInvalidStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/MultiRegionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DecryptRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidImportTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomerMasterKeySpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ConnectionErrorCodeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/PutKeyPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidMarkerExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReplicateKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateKeyDescriptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ImportKeyMaterialResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoreHasCMKsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidMarkerException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/IncorrectKeyExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListAliasesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidGrantIdExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoreNameInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/IncorrectKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ScheduleKeyDeletionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetPublicKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/AlgorithmSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/PutKeyPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeCustomKeyStoresRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListResourceTagsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/MalformedPolicyDocumentExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/AWSKMSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyListEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ConnectCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterInvalidConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/MessageType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateGrantResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/NotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetKeyPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/SignResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListRetirableGrantsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeysResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeysRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyUsageType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoreNameInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListGrantsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoreNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRotationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/PutKeyPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/SigningAlgorithmSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidCiphertextException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GrantOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyMetadataJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/IncorrectTrustAnchorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateRandomRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ImportKeyMaterialRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyPairResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GrantConstraintsJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/MalformedPolicyDocumentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RevokeGrantRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisableKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/RetireGrantResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DescribeKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdatePrimaryRegionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateGrantRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/MultiRegionKeyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ReplicateKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ImportKeyMaterialRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DecryptRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListRetirableGrantsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/AlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ExpiredImportTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReEncryptRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoresListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoreHasCMKsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KMSInvalidSignatureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListRetirableGrantsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidGrantTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterNotActiveException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeyPoliciesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidImportTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DecryptResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DependencyTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReEncryptResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/RevokeGrantResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CancelKeyDeletionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/AliasListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KMSInternalExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoreInvalidStateExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ScheduleKeyDeletionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KMSInvalidStateExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/MultiRegionKeyJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterNotRelatedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListKeysRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetKeyRotationStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListGrantsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DependencyTimeoutExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ReplicateKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterNotActiveExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoresListEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/WrappingKeySpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeyPoliciesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateRandomResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/VerifyResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EncryptResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListGrantsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ReEncryptRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListRetirableGrantsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListResourceTagsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/OriginType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/VerifyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListResourceTagsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ReEncryptResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisableKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidKeyUsageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetParametersForImportResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyManagerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyListEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GrantListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/RetireGrantRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidAliasNameExceptionUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidKeyUsageExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetParametersForImportResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdatePrimaryRegionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyRotationStatusRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRotationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DataKeyPairSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RetireGrantRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListRetirableGrantsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListGrantsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/TagException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/PutKeyPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterInvalidConfigurationExceptionUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetPublicKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidArnExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/RevokeGrantRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeyPoliciesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ConnectCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRotationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DataKeySpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KMSInternalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/SignResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ScheduleKeyDeletionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/MultiRegionConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RetireGrantRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdatePrimaryRegionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateKeyDescriptionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdatePrimaryRegionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ConnectCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListKeyPoliciesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRotationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UnsupportedOperationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoreNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisabledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListAliasesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EncryptionAlgorithmSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/SignRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateRandomRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidGrantTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetPublicKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EncryptRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListAliasesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListAliasesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetPublicKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListGrantsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EnableKeyRotationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/IncorrectTrustAnchorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AbstractAWSKMSAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UnsupportedOperationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetParametersForImportRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReEncryptRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/MultiRegionKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateRandomRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RevokeGrantRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CancelKeyDeletionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetParametersForImportRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EnableKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EncryptResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateKeyDescriptionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterNotRelatedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateGrantRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RevokeGrantResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdatePrimaryRegionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateKeyDescriptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EncryptRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RetireGrantResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/LimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListResourceTagsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ScheduleKeyDeletionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CancelKeyDeletionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ConnectCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateGrantResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DescribeCustomKeyStoresRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisabledExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListResourceTagsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GrantListEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GrantListEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DecryptRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ConnectionStateType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyUnavailableExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CancelKeyDeletionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidArnException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetKeyRotationStatusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReplicateKeyRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/IncorrectKeyMaterialException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/MultiRegionKeyMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/VerifyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyRotationStatusRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/SignRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ConnectCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DescribeCustomKeyStoresResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeCustomKeyStoresResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AbstractAWSKMS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ExpirationModelType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/AliasListEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidCiphertextExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetPublicKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetKeyPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GrantConstraints.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetParametersForImportRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListKeyPoliciesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyPairRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/PutKeyPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EnableKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ScheduleKeyDeletionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EncryptRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EnableKeyRotationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CancelKeyDeletionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReplicateKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/IncorrectKeyMaterialExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRotationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/AlreadyExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ImportKeyMaterialRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/SignRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListKeysResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidAliasNameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRotationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateRandomResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DecryptResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeCustomKeyStoresRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyMetadataMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateKeyDescriptionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListAliasesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidGrantIdException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/LimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/AliasListEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyRotationStatusResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GrantConstraintsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoresListEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeysRequestMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at
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*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326463_1655991749.0494108/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/KMSActions.java

 

1.88 spring-data-jpa 2.5.1 
1.88.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================  

 

To the extent any open source subcomponents are licensed under the EPL and/or other

similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://www.springsource.org/download,

or by sending a request, with your name and address to: VMware, Inc., 3401 Hillview

Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304, United States of America or email info@vmware.com.  All

such requests should clearly specify:  OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General

Counsel.  VMware shall mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent

physical medium.  This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three

years from the date you acquired this Software product.

Spring Data JPA 2.5.1 (2021.0.1)

Copyright (c) [2011-2019] Pivotal Software, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

You may not use this product except in compliance with the License.
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This product may include a number of subcomponents with

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source

code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE file.

 

1.89 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-kinesis

1.11.172 
1.89.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to
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any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.90 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-mechanical-

turk-requester 1.11.172 
1.90.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to
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any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.91 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-service-catalog

1.11.172 
1.91.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to
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any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.92 libplexus-utils 3.0.22 
1.92.1 Available under license : 

 

/********************************************************************************

* CruiseControl, a Continuous Integration Toolkit

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, ThoughtWorks, Inc.

* 651 W Washington Ave. Suite 500

* Chicago, IL 60661 USA

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*     + Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*     + Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*       with the distribution.

*

*     + Neither the name of ThoughtWorks, Inc., CruiseControl, nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

*       products derived from this software without specific prior

*       written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

********************************************************************************/

This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/).
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This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by

ThoughtWorks (http://www.thoughtworks.com).

 

This product includes software developed by

javolution (http://javolution.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by

Rome (https://rome.dev.java.net/).

Javolution - Java(TM) Solution for Real-Time and Embedded Systems

Copyright (c) 2006, Javolution (http://javolution.org)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana Univeristy" and "Indiana Univeristy Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana Univeristy"

name nor may "Indiana Univeristy" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.93 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-device-farm

1.11.172 
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1.93.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that
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remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.94 assertj-fluent-assertions 3.19.0 
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1.94.1 Available under license : 
                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.95 spring-boot-test 2.5.0 
1.95.1 Available under license : 

Spring Boot 2.5.0

Copyright (c) 2012-2021 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.96 xmlunit-xmlunit-core 2.8.2 
1.96.1 Available under license : 

/*

******************************************************************

Copyright (c) 2001-2015, Jeff Martin, Tim Bacon

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
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     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name XMLUnit nor the names

     of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written

     permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

******************************************************************

*/

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.97 dom4j-flexible-xml-framework-for-java

2.1.3 
1.97.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2001-2016 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. and DOM4J contributors. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

  statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

  copy of this document.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

  above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

  following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

  materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this Software without prior written

  permission of MetaStuff, Ltd.  For written permission,

  please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "DOM4J"

  nor may "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. DOM4J is a registered

  trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd.

 

5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project - https://dom4j.github.io/

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.98 maven-shared-file-management-api 1.2.1
1.98.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Maven File Management API

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Maven File Management API

Copyright 2002-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'Apache Software Foundation' (http://www.apache.org/)

 - Maven Artifact (http://maven.apache.org/maven-artifact)

 - Maven Artifact Manager (http://maven.apache.org)

 - Maven Plugin API (http://maven.apache.org/maven-plugin-api)

 - Maven Repository Metadata Model (http://maven.apache.org/maven-repository-metadata)
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 - Maven Wagon API

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'Codehaus' (http://www.codehaus.org/)

 - Default Plexus Container

 - Plexus Common Utilities (http://plexus.codehaus.org/plexus-utils)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'The Apache Software Foundation' (http://www.apache.org/)

 - Maven Shared I/O API (http://maven.apache.org/shared/maven-shared-io)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'The Codehaus' (http://codehaus.org/)

 - classworlds (http://classworlds.codehaus.org/)

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.99 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-shield 1.11.172 
1.99.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.
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"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such
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license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
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otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.100 aws-java-sdk-for-the-aws-cloudhsm

1.11.172 
1.100.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.
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"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such
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license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
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otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.101 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-gamelift 1.11.172 
1.101.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.
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"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was
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submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or
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consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.102 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-codecommit

1.11.172 
1.102.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.
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"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was
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submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or
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consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.103 jsonassert 1.5.0 
1.103.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/JSONCompareResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/ValueMatcherException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/JSONParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/comparator/DefaultComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-
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jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/LocationAwareValueMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/JSONCompare.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/FieldComparisonFailure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/Customization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/ValueMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/RegularExpressionValueMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/JSONAssert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-jar/org/json/JSONString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/comparator/ArraySizeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/comparator/JSONCompareUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/comparator/CustomComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/JSONCompareMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/comparator/JSONComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/ArrayValueMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104371_1639440521.51/0/jsonassert-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/skyscreamer/jsonassert/comparator/AbstractComparator.java

 

1.104 nimbus-content-type 2.1 
1.104.1 Available under license : 

Nimbus Content Type

 

Copyright 2020, Connect2id Ltd.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.105 mongo-java-driver 4.2.3 
1.105.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original Work: MIT License, Copyright (c) [2015-2018] all contributors

* https://github.com/marianobarrios/tls-channel

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ExtendedAsynchronousByteChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls

* Released under the Creative Commons Attribution License

*   (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

* Official home: http://www.jcip.net

*

* Any republication or derived work distributed in source code form
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* must include this copyright and license notice.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/NotThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/ThreadSafe.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

/**

    * Returns an array containing all of the elements in this deque, in

    * proper sequence (from first to last element).

    *

    * <p>The returned array will be "safe" in that no references to it are

    * maintained by this deque.  (In other words, this method must allocate

    * a new array).  The caller is thus free to modify the returned array.

    *

    * <p>This method acts as bridge between array-based and collection-based

    * APIs.

    *

    * @return an array containing all of the elements in this deque

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConcurrentLinkedDeque.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright (c) 2008-2014 Atlassian Pty Ltd

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/assertions/Assertions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2010 The Guava Authors

* Copyright 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/Beta.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/Nullable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadPreferenceHedgeOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReadConcernAwareNoOpSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/TransactionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/NonNullApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/NonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/WriteConcernHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ServerVersionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/client/AsyncClientSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReadConcernHelper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original Work: MIT License, Copyright (c) [2015-2020] all contributors

* https://github.com/marianobarrios/tls-channel

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/BufferAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/DirectBufferAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/NeedsWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/ByteBufferSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/async/ExtendedAsynchronousByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/async/AsynchronousTlsChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/HeapBufferAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/NeedsReadException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/TlsChannelImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/TlsExplorer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/WouldBlockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TlsChannelBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/ClientTlsChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/util/DirectBufferDeallocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/async/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/ByteBufferUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/ServerTlsChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/SniSslContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TlsChannelCallbackException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/async/AsynchronousTlsChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/NeedsTaskException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TlsChannelFlowControlException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TrackingAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/BufferHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/util/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TlsChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NoOpCommandEventSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/QueryBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRefCodecProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterableServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/AsyncAggregateResponseBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MongoWriteConcernWithResponseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/StreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/UpdateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/CollectibleDocumentFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Updates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AsyncConnectionSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/EventHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/PointCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/QueryProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GetMoreMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AggregateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AsyncSingleBatchQueryCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ServerListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GSSAPIAuthenticator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CreateIndexesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadConcernLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/ClientSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ServerAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultClusterableServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketClosedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/InsertOneResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterDescriptionChangedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ProtocolHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ElementExtendingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/CountOptionsHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReturnDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SendMessageCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerOpeningEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/DropDatabaseOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/OperationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterConnectionMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatSucceededEvent.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CountOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReplyHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MapReduceInlineResultsCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Projections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AsyncChangeStreamBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MapReduceBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/FullDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AsyncClusterAwareReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CreateCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSDownloadOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/bulk/DeleteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/SessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BsonWriterHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoExecutionTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/BsonDocumentWrapperHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/LineStringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/MBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/HexUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AuthorizationHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CommandResultDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SslSettings.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/AuthenticationMechanism.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/FieldTrackingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AsyncWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CreateViewOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MapReduceStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/MergeOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckOutFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/DropIndexOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ResponseBuffers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Compressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateIndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Point.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoInterruptedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketGranularity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCursorNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ServerCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultDnsSrvRecordMonitor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UnixSocketChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MapReduceWithInlineResultsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CommandOperationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandProtocolImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/FutureAsyncCompletionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Pool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/bulk/InsertRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/FindAndUpdateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/IdHoldingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ResponseCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Aggregates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObjectBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/assertions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/JMXMBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertManyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/Tag.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/SingleResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/GridFSFileCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/FindAndDeleteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AsyncClusterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AsyncSingleConnectionReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationMaxVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/IndexMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LevelCountingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/vault/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/bulk/UpdateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiPolygonCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/EventListenerHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AsyncReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/GridFSFileCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateCollectionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/ReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionAddedEvent.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/UpdateFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/MappedFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DnsMultiServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnectionInitializationDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InsertProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MongoCredentialWithCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/BaseWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoGridFSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSecurityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BSONTimestampCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/TransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReplaceOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/TaggableReadPreference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ScramShaAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandSucceededEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/BatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/NamedCoordinateReferenceSystemCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/WriteOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerAddressHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DnsSrvRecordMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ListDatabasesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/OrderBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClientMetadataHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SocketStreamHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ExplainVerbosity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/PowerOfTwoBufferPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/authentication/NativeAuthenticationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/QueryMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SpeculativeAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/FindOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/KillCursorsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/TagSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/JMXConnectionPoolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiPolygon.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionPoolSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/dns/DefaultDnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UpdateMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ZstdCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/CountStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SingleServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Filters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Accumulators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SplittablePayloadBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/selector/WritableServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/AbstractGeometryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ZlibCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteInsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GetMoreProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolClearedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ChangeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultClusterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterableServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReplaceOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CommandReadOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompressedHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCreatedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketAutoOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DecimalFormatHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/OperationReadConcernHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketReadException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DnsSrvRecordInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CommitTransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ClientSessionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReplyMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AwsAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MapReduceToCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/QueryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LegacyMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompressedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/LineString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/RenameCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Facet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/WriteConcernError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/vault/DataKeyOptions.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BsonWriterDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/SingleServerBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AbstractReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ClusterListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/BulkWriteBatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateManyModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterDescriptionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AbstractByteBufBsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsynchronousChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsyncConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndReplaceOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LoggingCommandEventSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Position.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CommandWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/Block.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/ClusterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteUpsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/AggregationLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoChangeStreamException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandResultBaseCallback.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BuildersHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CursorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AsyncReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CommandResultCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ClientEncryptionSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Indexes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ByteBufferBsonOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DescriptionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MixedBulkWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Polygon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ServerMonitorListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AbortTransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationStrength.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNotPrimaryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ChangeStreamOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertOneOptions.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/EstimatedDocumentCountOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/bulk/WriteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/ErrorHandlingResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MapReduceAsyncBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NativeAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/MapReduceAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ExponentiallyWeightedMovingAverage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ExplainableReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckOutStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiPointCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AbstractMultiServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/capi/MongoCryptHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnectionInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWriteConcernException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/WriteProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Field.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/TopologyVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolOpenedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/GraphLookupOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BulkWriteBatchCombiner.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/FindAndModifyHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiLineString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/TlsChannelStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerConnectionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/PolygonCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MessageHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/thread/DaemonThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolCreatedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ConnectionPoolListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadConcern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/ServerSessionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/ReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UsageTrackingInternalConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndUpdateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SnappyCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoServerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnectionInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/bulk/IndexRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/RenameCollectionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DocumentToDBRefTransformer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeoJsonCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiLineStringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ProtocolExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Time.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/SubjectProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MapReduceInlineResultsAsyncCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BaseCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/OpCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/BsonArrayWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/session/ServerSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AggregateOperationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/bulk/WriteRequestWithIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/InsertManyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Cluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/ConnectionPoolStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/ReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/dns/DnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/FindAndReplaceOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Geometry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterClockAdvancingSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/BaseClientSessionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/RequestMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationOptions.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/DropCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/IndexHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/NoOpFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SocketStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/session/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterOpeningEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LegacyProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/SyncOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/CoordinateReferenceSystemType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndDeleteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/CommandResultArrayCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Sorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/UpdateDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ListCollectionsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/MBeanServerFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/SimpleExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/vault/EncryptOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketOpenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/InsertOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/TextSearchOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AsyncExplainableReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/ClusterAwareReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsyncWritableByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Collation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoInternalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoIncompatibleDriverException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/MapReduceHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/DocumentHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/NullMBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSUploadOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/StreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckedOutEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AbstractReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoQueryException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationAlternate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ListIndexesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/selector/ReadPreferenceServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/DistinctOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryCollectionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerDescriptionChangedListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/QueryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadPreference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/OperationTypeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/AsyncBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NoOpSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/ConnectionSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ChangeStreamBatchCursorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/DeleteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteManyModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionReadyEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AggregateResponseBatchCursor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/SLF4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/ConnectionPoolStatisticsMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/selector/ServerAddressSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ChangeStreamBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexOptionDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionRemovedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/UnixServerAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCommandException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRefCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/KillCursorProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AsyncReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/DeleteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/CompositeServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UnwindOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/OperationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MessageSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/KerberosSubjectProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DropIndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoBulkWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/BufferProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AggregateToCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/selector/LatencyMinimizingServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoDriverInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/UpdateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ExplainHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BaseQueryMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/Loggers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SslHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ConnectionString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BsonField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/X509Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CountOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MultiServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateViewOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DeleteMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ErrorCategory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UpdateProtocol.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/WriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DnsSrvRecordMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/CursorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConcurrentPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/Operations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/PushOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/AutoEncryptionSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckedInEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/FindOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Stream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryEncoderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DeleteProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InsertMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/CommandListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/ServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandEventSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/CreateIndexCommitQuorum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SaslAuthenticator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/NoOpLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/PolygonCoordinates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/selector/PrimaryServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNodeIsRecoveringException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/CoordinateReferenceSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/client/ClientSessionBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/WriteModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ChangeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketReadTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/BaseFindAndModifyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryDecoderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AsyncWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyBufferProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AsyncQueryBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationCaseFirst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerDescriptionChangedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/GeoJsonObjectType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultDnsSrvRecordMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ByteBufBsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerVersion.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/PlainAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/session/ClientSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DuplicateKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BulkWriteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SplittablePayload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/GeometryCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/NamedCoordinateReferenceSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsyncCompletionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/SingleConnectionReadBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2017 Tom Bentley

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1340031620_1654680646.5000443/0/mongodb-driver-core-4-2-3-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/authentication/SaslPrep.java

 

1.106 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-machine-

learning 1.11.172 
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1.106.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that
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remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.107 byte-buddy-agent 1.10.22 
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1.107.1 Available under license : 
Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Copyright 2014 - ${current.year} Rafael Winterhalter

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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1.108 maven-model 3.0 
1.108.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Model

Copyright 2001-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.109 plexus-security-dispatcher-component

1.3 
1.109.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2008 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1010092502_1611241355.07/0/plexus-sec-dispatcher-1-3-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/sec/dispatcher/DefaultSecDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1010092502_1611241355.07/0/plexus-sec-dispatcher-1-3-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/sec/dispatcher/PasswordDecryptorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1010092502_1611241355.07/0/plexus-sec-dispatcher-1-3-sources-
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jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/sec/dispatcher/SecUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1010092502_1611241355.07/0/plexus-sec-dispatcher-1-3-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/sec/dispatcher/PasswordDecryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1010092502_1611241355.07/0/plexus-sec-dispatcher-1-3-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/sec/dispatcher/SecDispatcherException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1010092502_1611241355.07/0/plexus-sec-dispatcher-1-3-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/sec/dispatcher/SecDispatcher.java

 

1.110 microsoft-azure-client-library-for-

keyvault-secrets 4.3.1 
1.110.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/implementation/SecretPropertiesPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/models/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/SecretClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/SecretService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/SecretAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/SecretRestoreRequestParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/SecretClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-jar/module-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/implementation/KeyVaultCredentialPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/KeyVaultErrorCodeStrings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/SecretRequestParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/models/DeletedSecret.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/implementation/DeletedSecretPage.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/SecretRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/models/KeyVaultSecretIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/models/SecretProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/SecretServiceVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/models/KeyVaultSecret.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/implementation/ScopeTokenCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326499_1655992635.5229363/0/azure-security-keyvault-secrets-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/secrets/SecretBackup.java

 

1.111 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-resource-groups-

tagging-api 1.11.172 
1.111.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date
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such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of
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such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.112 jackson-datatype-jdk8 2.12.3 
1.112.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.113 java-architecture-for-xml-binding 2.3.3 
1.113.1 Available under license : 

(See license.txt for the actual license terms)

 

Copyright 2001-@@YEAR@@ Sun Microsystems, Inc. 901 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto,

California, 94303, U.S.A. All rights reserved.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. has intellectual property rights relating to

technology embodied in this product. In particular, and without

limitation, these intellectual property rights may include one or more

of the U.S. patents listed at http://www.sun.com/patents and one or

more additional patents or pending patent applications in the U.S. and

other countries. This product is distributed under licenses

restricting its use, copying, distribution, and decompilation. No part

of this product may be reproduced in any form by any means without

prior written authorization of Sun and its licensors, if any. Third

party software, including font technology, is copyrighted and licensed

from Sun suppliers. Sun, the Sun logo, and Sun Microsystems are

trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the

U.S. and other countries. This product includes software developed by

the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). Federal

Acquisitions: Commercial Software - Government Users Subject to

Standard License Terms and Conditions.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright 2001--@@YEAR@@ Sun Microsystems, Inc., 901 San Antonio Road, Palo

Alto, Californie 94303 tats-Unis. Tous droits rservs. Distribue

par des licences qui en restreignent l'utilisation. Sun Microsystems,

Inc. a les droits de proprit intellectuels relatants  la

technologie incorpore dans ce produit. En particulier, et sans la

limitation, ces droits de proprit intellectuels peuvent inclure un

ou plus des brevets amricains numrs  http://www.sun.com/patents

et un ou les brevets plus supplmentaires ou les applications de

brevet en attente dans les Etats Unis et les autres pays. Ce produit

ou document est protg par un copyright et distribu avec des

licences qui en restreignent l'utilisation, la copie, la distribution,

et la dcompilation. Aucune partie de ce produit ou document ne peut

tre reproduite sous aucune forme, par quelque moyen que ce soit, sans

l'autorisation pralable et crite de Sun et de ses bailleurs de

licence, s'il y en a. Le logiciel dtenu par des tiers, et qui

comprend la technologie relative aux polices de caractres, est

protg par un copyright et licenci par des fournisseurs de Sun. Sun,

le logo Sun, Sun Microsystems et sont des marques de fabrique ou des

marques d?pos?es de Sun Microsystems, Inc. aux Etats-Unis et dans

d'autres pays. Ce produit inclut le logiciel dvelopp par la base de

Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). L'accord du

gouvernement des tats Unis est requis avant l'exportation du produit.

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.
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*

* 4. The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International

* Business Machines, Inc., http://www.apache.org.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

THIS LICENSE IS INTENDED TO BE USED FOR DEBUGGING THE INSTALLER.

 

Amendment I

 

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or

abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the

government for a redress of grievances.

 

Amendment II

 

A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms,

shall not be infringed.

 

Amendment III

 

No soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered in any house, without the consent of the owner, nor in time of war,

but in a manner to be prescribed by law.
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Amendment IV

 

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and

seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by oath or

affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

 

Amendment V

 

No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment

of a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in the militia, when in actual service in time of

war or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb;

nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or

property, without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.

 

Amendment VI

 

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the

state and district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained

by law, and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses against

him; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the assistance of counsel for his

defense.

 

Amendment VII

 

In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be

preserved, and no fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise reexamined in any court of the United States, than

according to the rules of the common law.

 

Amendment VIII

 

Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.

 

Amendment IX

 

The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by

the people.

 

Amendment X

 

The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to

the states respectively, or to the people.

(See license.txt for the actual license terms)

 

Copyright 2001-@@YEAR@@ Sun Microsystems, Inc. 901 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto,

California, 94303, U.S.A. All rights reserved.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. has intellectual property rights relating to
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technology embodied in this product. In particular, and without

limitation, these intellectual property rights may include one or more

of the U.S. patents listed at http://www.sun.com/patents and one or

more additional patents or pending patent applications in the U.S. and

other countries. This product is distributed under licenses

restricting its use, copying, distribution, and decompilation. No part

of this product may be reproduced in any form by any means without

prior written authorization of Sun and its licensors, if any. Third

party software, including font technology, is copyrighted and licensed

from Sun suppliers. Sun, the Sun logo, and Sun Microsystems are

trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the

U.S. and other countries. This product includes software developed by

the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). Federal

Acquisitions: Commercial Software - Government Users Subject to

Standard License Terms and Conditions.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2001-@@YEAR@@ Sun Microsystems, Inc., 901 San Antonio Road, Palo

Alto, Californie 94303 tats-Unis. Tous droits rservs. Distribue

par des licences qui en restreignent l'utilisation. Sun Microsystems,

Inc. a les droits de proprit intellectuels relatants  la

technologie incorpore dans ce produit. En particulier, et sans la

limitation, ces droits de proprit intellectuels peuvent inclure un

ou plus des brevets amricains numrs  http://www.sun.com/patents

et un ou les brevets plus supplmentaires ou les applications de

brevet en attente dans les Etats Unis et les autres pays. Ce produit

ou document est protg par un copyright et distribu avec des

licences qui en restreignent l'utilisation, la copie, la distribution,

et la dcompilation. Aucune partie de ce produit ou document ne peut

tre reproduite sous aucune forme, par quelque moyen que ce soit, sans

l'autorisation pralable et crite de Sun et de ses bailleurs de

licence, s'il y en a. Le logiciel dtenu par des tiers, et qui

comprend la technologie relative aux polices de caractres, est

protg par un copyright et licenci par des fournisseurs de Sun. Sun,

le logo Sun, Sun Microsystems et sont des marques de fabrique ou des

marques d?pos?es de Sun Microsystems, Inc. aux Etats-Unis et dans

d'autres pays. Ce produit inclut le logiciel dvelopp par la base de

Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). L'accord du

gouvernement des tats Unis est requis avant l'exportation du produit.

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*
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* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
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* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

* Portions of this software are based upon public domain software

* originally written at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications,

* University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.

*/

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

 

     1. Definitions.

 

           1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that

           creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

           1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the

           Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

           Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that

           particular Contributor.

 

           1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or

           (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

           containing Original Software with files containing

           Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

           1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form

           other than Source Code.

 

           1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity

           that first makes Original Software available under this

           License.

          

           1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered

           Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the

           terms of this License.

 

           1.7. "License" means this document.

 

           1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the

           maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial
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           grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights

           conveyed herein.

          

           1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable

           form of any of the following:

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to,

                 deletion from or modification of the contents of a

                 file containing Original Software or previous

                 Modifications;

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the

                 Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

                 available under the terms of this License.

 

           1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and

           Executable form of computer software code that is

           originally released under this License.

 

           1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned

           or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

           method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

           Licensable by grantor.

 

           1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer

           software code in which modifications are made and (b)

           associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

           1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal

           entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

           the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You"

           includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

           under common control with You. For purposes of this

           definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or

           indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

           entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership

           of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares

           or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     2. License Grants.

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, the

           Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,
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           royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer,

                 to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

                 sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

                 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

                 made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

                 otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b)

                 are effective on the date Initial Developer first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

                 available to a third party under the terms of this

                 License.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

                 the Original Software, or (2) for infringements

                 caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

                 Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original

                 Software with other software or devices.

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

           Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

           non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to

                 use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense

                 and distribute the Modifications created by such

                 Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

                 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as

                 Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

                

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using, or selling of Modifications made by that

                 Contributor either alone and/or in combination with

                 its Contributor Version (or portions of such
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                 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,

                 have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)

                 Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

                 thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications

                 made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version

                 (or portions of such combination).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and

                 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications

                 available to a third party.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

                 has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for

                 infringements caused by: (i) third party

                 modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the

                 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

                 with other software (except as part of the

                 Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

                 Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

                 absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make

           available in Executable form must also be made available in

           Source Code form and that Source Code form must be

           distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

           include a copy of this License with every copy of the

           Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

           otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any

           such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can

           obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

           reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used

           for software exchange.

 

           3.2. Modifications.

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You

           contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

           represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

           original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

           grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

           3.3. Required Notices.
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           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

           that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

           You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

           trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

           any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

           attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

           Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

           applicable version of this License or the recipients

           rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

           fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

           obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

           However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

           behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

           must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

           support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

           You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

           Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

           by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of

           warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

        

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

           Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

           of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

           different from this License, provided that You are in

           compliance with the terms of this License and that the

           license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

           or alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form

           from the rights set forth in this License. If You

           distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

           different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

           any terms which differ from this License are offered by You

           alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You

           hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

           Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

           Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

           You offer.

 

           3.6. Larger Works.

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software
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           with other code not governed by the terms of this License

           and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such

           a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License

           are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

          

     4. Versions of the License.

 

           4.1. New Versions.

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and

           may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

           from time to time. Each version will be given a

           distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

           Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

           right to modify this License.

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

           notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

           distributed or otherwise made available under any

           subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to

           use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

           available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

           License published by the license steward.

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a

           new license for Your Original Software, You may create and

           use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename

           the license and remove any references to the name of the

           license steward (except to note that the license differs

           from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that

           the license contains terms which differ from this License.

          

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

     BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

     INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED
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     SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

     PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

     PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

     COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF

     ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

     WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

     ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

     DISCLAIMER.

 

     6. TERMINATION.

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will

           terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

           herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of

           becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

           nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of

           this License shall survive.

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

           declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

           a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against

           whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant")

           alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the

           Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

           or the Original Software where the Participant is the

           Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any

           patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

           indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

           Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

           and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this

           License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

           terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration

           of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

           period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

           Participant Software against such Participant either

           unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

           Participant.

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2

           above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

           by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination

           (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)

           shall survive termination.

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT
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     (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

     COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

     LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

     LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

     STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

     COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

     INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

     LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

     INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

     APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

     NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

     APPLY TO YOU.

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

     The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

     defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

     computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.

     252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

     documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

     1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

     through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

     acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

     This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

     any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

     Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

     matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

     unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the

     extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be

     governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice

     contained within the Original Software (except to the extent

     applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

     jurisdictions conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation

     relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of

     the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a

     notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

     party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

     costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The

     application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

     International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

     regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall
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     be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

     You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the

     United States export administration regulations (and the export

     control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

     distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

     responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

     indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

     and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

     distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

     herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

     of liability.

Copyright (c) 2001, Sun Microsystems, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

 the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

 distribution.

 

* Neither the name of Sun Microsystems, Inc. nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

 from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

 

This page is now out of date -- see the new SAX site at

http://www.saxproject.org/ for more up-to-date

releases and other information. Please change your bookmarks.

 

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

This license came from:

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-software-19980720

 

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

Copyright  1994-2001 World

Wide Web Consortium, <a href="http://www.w3.org/">World

Wide Web Consortium</a>, (<a href=

"http://www.lcs.mit.edu/">Massachusetts Institute of

Technology</a>, <a href="http://www.inria.fr/">Institut National de

Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique</a>, <a href=

"http://www.keio.ac.jp/">Keio University</a>). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

 

This W3C work (including software, documents, or other related

items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the

following license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work,

you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will

comply with the following terms and conditions:

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation, with or without modification, for any

purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that

you include the following on ALL copies of the software and

documentation or portions thereof, including modifications, that

you make:

 

The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of

the redistributed or derivative work.
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Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or

terms and conditions. If none exist, a short notice of the

following form (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) should

be used within the body of any redistributed or derivative code:

"Copyright  [$date-of-software] World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Institut National de

Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/"

 

Notice of any changes or modifications to the W3C files,

including the date changes were made. (We recommend you provide

URIs to the location from which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE

USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD

PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE

SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without

specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this

software and any associated documentation will at all times remain

with copyright holders.

____________________________________

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on

August 14 1998 so as to improve compatibility with GPL. This

version ensures that W3C software licensing terms are no more

restrictive than GPL and consequently W3C software may be

distributed in GPL packages. See the older formulation for the

policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from

our site, including specific terms and conditions for packages like

libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw.

Other questions about this notice can be

directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

webmaster

Sun Microsystems, Inc. 

Binary Code License Agreement

 

READ THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT AND ANY PROVIDED

SUPPLEMENTAL LICENSE TERMS (COLLECTIVELY "AGREEMENT")
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CAREFULLY BEFORE OPENING THE SOFTWARE MEDIA PACKAGE.  BY

OPENING THE SOFTWARE MEDIA PACKAGE, YOU AGREE TO THE TERMS

OF THIS AGREEMENT.  IF YOU ARE ACCESSING THE SOFTWARE

ELECTRONICALLY, INDICATE YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF THESE TERMS BY

SELECTING THE "ACCEPT" BUTTON AT THE END OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO ALL THESE TERMS, PROMPTLY RETURN THE

UNUSED SOFTWARE TO YOUR PLACE OF PURCHASE FOR A REFUND OR,

IF THE SOFTWARE IS ACCESSED ELECTRONICALLY, SELECT THE

"DECLINE" BUTTON AT THE END OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1.  LICENSE TO USE.  Sun grants you a non-exclusive and

non-transferable license for the internal use only of the

accompanying software and documentation and any error

corrections provided by Sun (collectively "Software"), by

the number of users and the class of computer hardware for

which the corresponding fee has been paid.

 

2.  RESTRICTIONS.  Software is confidential and copyrighted.

Title to Software and all associated intellectual property

rights is retained by Sun and/or its licensors.  Except as

specifically authorized in any Supplemental License Terms,

you may not make copies of Software, other than a single

copy of Software for archival purposes.  Unless enforcement

is prohibited by applicable law, you may not modify,

decompile, or reverse engineer Software.  You acknowledge

that Software is not designed, licensed or intended for use

in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any

nuclear facility.  Sun disclaims any express or implied

warranty of fitness for such uses.  No right, title or

interest in or to any trademark, service mark, logo or trade

name of Sun or its licensors is granted under this

Agreement.

 

3.  LIMITED WARRANTY.  Sun warrants to you that for a period

of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase, as evidenced

by a copy of the receipt, the media on which Software is

furnished (if any) will be free of defects in materials and

workmanship under normal use.  Except for the foregoing,

Software is provided "AS IS".  Your exclusive remedy and

Sun's entire liability under this limited warranty will be

at Sun's option to replace Software media or refund the fee

paid for Software.

 

4.  DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  UNLESS SPECIFIED IN THIS

AGREEMENT, ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS,

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT ARE DISCLAIMED, EXCEPT TO THE
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EXTENT THAT THESE DISCLAIMERS ARE HELD TO BE LEGALLY

INVALID.

 

5.  LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  TO THE EXTENT NOT PROHIBITED

BY LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL SUN OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA, OR FOR SPECIAL, INDIRECT,

CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER

CAUSED REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF

OR RELATED TO THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

In no event will Sun's liability to you, whether in

contract, tort (including negligence), or otherwise, exceed

the amount paid by you for Software under this Agreement.

The foregoing limitations will apply even if the above

stated warranty fails of its essential purpose.

 

6.  Termination.  This Agreement is effective until

terminated.  You may terminate this Agreement at any time by

destroying all copies of Software.  This Agreement will

terminate immediately without notice from Sun if you fail to

comply with any provision of this Agreement.  Upon

Termination, you must destroy all copies of Software.

 

7.  Export Regulations.  All Software and technical data

delivered under this Agreement are subject to US export

control laws and may be subject to export or import

regulations in other countries.  You agree to comply

strictly with all such laws and regulations and acknowledge

that you have the responsibility to obtain such licenses to

export, re-export, or import as may be required after

delivery to you.

 

8.  U.S.  Government Restricted Rights.  If Software is

being acquired by or on behalf of the U.S.  Government or by

a U.S.  Government prime contractor or subcontractor (at any

tier), then the Government's rights in Software and

accompanying documentation will be only as set forth in this

Agreement; this is in accordance with 48 CFR 227.7201

through 227.7202-4 (for Department of Defense (DOD)

acquisitions) and with 48 CFR 2.101 and 12.212 (for non-DOD

acquisitions).

 

9.  Governing Law.  Any action related to this Agreement

will be governed by California law and controlling U.S.

federal law.  No choice of law rules of any jurisdiction

will apply.

 

10.  Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is
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held to be unenforceable, this Agreement will remain in

effect with the provision omitted, unless omission would

frustrate the intent of the parties, in which case this

Agreement will immediately terminate.

 

11.  Integration.  This Agreement is the entire agreement

between you and Sun relating to its subject matter.  It

supersedes all prior or contemporaneous oral or written

communications, proposals, representations and warranties

and prevails over any conflicting or additional terms of any

quote, order, acknowledgment, or other communication between

the parties relating to its subject matter during the term

of this Agreement.  No modification of this Agreement will

be binding, unless in writing and signed by an authorized

representative of each party.

 

 

SUN XML INSTANCE GENERATOR, VERSION 1.0 SUPPLEMENTAL LICENSE

      TERMS

 

These supplemental license terms ("Supplemental Terms") add

to or modify the terms of the Binary Code License Agreement

(collectively, the "Agreement").  Capitalized terms not

defined in these Supplemental Terms shall have the same

meanings ascribed to them in the Agreement.  These

Supplemental Terms shall supersede any inconsistent or

conflicting terms in the Agreement, or in any license

contained within the Software.

 

1.  Software Internal Use and Development License Grant.

Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement,

including, but not limited to Section 4 (Java(TM) Technology

Restrictions) of these Supplemental Terms, Sun grants to

you, a non-exclusive, non-transferable, royalty-free and

limited license to reproduce, modify, and create derivative

works of the Software for the sole purpose of adding value

and improving the Software for the development of

applications ("Programs").

 

2.  License to Distribute Software.  Subject to the terms

and conditions of this Agreement, including, but not limited

to Section 4 (Java (TM) Technology Restrictions) of these

Supplemental Terms, Sun grants you a non-exclusive,

non-transferable, limited license to reproduce and

distribute the Software modified by you as permitted in

Section 1 of these Supplemental Terms ("Modified Software")

in source or binary code form, provided that (i) you

distribute the Modified Software only bundled as part of,
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and for the sole purpose of running, your Programs, (ii) the

Modified Software adds value and improveS the function of

the Software, (iv) you do not remove or alter any

proprietary legends or notices contained in the Software,

(v) you only distribute the Modified Software subject to a

license agreement that protects Sun's interests consistent

with the terms contained in this Agreement, and (vi) you

agree to defend and indemnify Sun and its licensors from and

against any damages, costs, liabilities, settlement amounts

and/or expenses (including attorneys' fees) incurred in

connection with any claim, lawsuit or action by any third

party that arises or results from the use or distribution of

any and all Programs and/or Modified Software.

 

3.  Experimental Software.  You acknowledge that the

Software is experimental and may contain errors, defects, or

deficiencies which cannot or will not be corrected by Sun.

You shall have the sole responsibility to protect adequately

and backup your data and/or equipment used in connection

with the Software.  You shall not claim against Sun for lost

data, re-run time, inaccurate output, work delays or lost

profits resulting from your use of the Licensed Software.

 

4.  Java Technology Restrictions.  You may not modify the

Java Platform Interface ("JPI", identified as classes

contained within the "java" package or any subpackages of

the "java" package), by creating additional classes within

the JPI or otherwise causing the addition to or modification

of the classes in the JPI.  In the event that you create an

additional class and associated API(s) which (i) extends the

functionality of the Java platform, and (ii) is exposed to

third party software developers for the purpose of

developing additional software which invokes such additional

API, you must promptly publish broadly an accurate

specification for such API for free use by all developers.

You may not create, or authorize your licensees to create,

additional classes, interfaces, or subpackages that are in

any way identified as "java", "javax", "sun" or similar

convention as specified by Sun in any naming convention

designation.

 

5.  Trademarks and Logos.  You acknowledge and agree as

between you and Sun that Sun owns the SUN, SOLARIS, JAVA,

JINI, FORTE, and iPLANET trademarks and all SUN, SOLARIS,

JAVA, JINI, FORTE, and iPLANET-related trademarks, service

marks, logos and other brand designations ("Sun Marks"), and

you agree to comply with the Sun Trademark and Logo Usage

Requirements currently located at
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http://www.sun.com/policies/trademarks.  Any use you make of

the Sun Marks inures to Sun's benefit.

 

6.  Termination for Infringement.  Either party may

terminate this Agreement immediately should any Software

become, or in either party's opinion be likely to become,

the subject of a claim of infringement of any intellectual

property right.

 

For inquiries please contact: 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. 

901 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto, California 94303

(LFI#100313/Form ID#011801)

Copyright (c) 2003, Kohsuke Kawaguchi

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms,

with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain

     the above copyright notice, this list of

     conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

     the above copyright notice, this list of

     conditions and the following disclaimer in

     the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2003 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All  Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
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are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

-Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this  list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

-Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Sun Microsystems, Inc. or the names of contributors may

be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

This software is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any kind. ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS,

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE

HEREBY EXCLUDED. SUN MIDROSYSTEMS, INC. ("SUN") AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL NOT BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR

DISTRIBUTING THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS DERIVATIVES. IN NO EVENT WILL SUN OR ITS LICENSORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA, OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS

OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

You acknowledge that  this software is not designed, licensed or intended for use in the design, construction,

operation or maintenance of any nuclear facility.

                           Sun Microsystems, Inc.

                       Binary Code License Agreement

 

READ THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT AND ANY PROVIDED SUPPLEMENTAL LICENSE TERMS

(COLLECTIVELY "AGREEMENT") CAREFULLY BEFORE OPENING THE SOFTWARE MEDIA

PACKAGE.  BY OPENING THE SOFTWARE MEDIA PACKAGE, YOU AGREE TO THE TERMS OF

THIS AGREEMENT.  IF YOU ARE ACCESSING THE SOFTWARE ELECTRONICALLY, INDICATE

YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF THESE TERMS BY SELECTING THE "ACCEPT" BUTTON AT THE END

OF THIS AGREEMENT.  IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO ALL THESE TERMS, PROMPTLY RETURN

THE UNUSED SOFTWARE TO YOUR PLACE OF PURCHASE FOR A REFUND OR, IF THE

SOFTWARE IS ACCESSED ELECTRONICALLY, SELECT THE "DECLINE" BUTTON AT THE END

OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1.  LICENSE TO USE.  Sun grants you a non-exclusive and non-transferable

license for the internal use only of the accompanying software and

documentation and any error corrections provided by Sun (collectively

"Software"), by the number of users and the class of computer hardware for

which the corresponding fee has been paid.

 

2.  RESTRICTIONS.  Software is confidential and copyrighted. Title to

Software and all associated intellectual property rights is retained by Sun

and/or its licensors.  Except as specifically authorized in any Supplemental
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License Terms, you may not make copies of Software, other than a single copy

of Software for archival purposes.  Unless enforcement is prohibited by

applicable law, you may not modify, decompile, or reverse engineer

Software.  You acknowledge that Software is not designed, licensed or

intended for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of

any nuclear facility.  Sun disclaims any express or implied warranty of

fitness for such uses.  No right, title or interest in or to any trademark,

service mark, logo or trade name of Sun or its licensors is granted under

this Agreement.

 

3. LIMITED WARRANTY.  Sun warrants to you that for a period of ninety (90)

days from the date of purchase, as evidenced by a copy of the receipt, the

media on which Software is furnished (if any) will be free of defects in

materials and workmanship under normal use.  Except for the foregoing,

Software is provided "AS IS".  Your exclusive remedy and Sun's entire

liability under this limited warranty will be at Sun's option to replace

Software media or refund the fee paid for Software.

 

4.  DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  UNLESS SPECIFIED IN THIS AGREEMENT, ALL EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

NON-INFRINGEMENT ARE DISCLAIMED, EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT THAT THESE DISCLAIMERS

ARE HELD TO BE LEGALLY INVALID.

 

5.  LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  TO THE EXTENT NOT PROHIBITED BY LAW, IN NO

EVENT WILL SUN OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR

DATA, OR FOR SPECIAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE

DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT

OF OR RELATED TO THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF SUN HAS

BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  In no event will Sun's

liability to you, whether in contract, tort (including negligence), or

otherwise, exceed the amount paid by you for Software under this Agreement.

The foregoing limitations will apply even if the above stated warranty fails

of its essential purpose.

 

6.  Termination.  This Agreement is effective until terminated.  You may

terminate this Agreement at any time by destroying all copies of Software.

This Agreement will terminate immediately without notice from Sun if you

fail to comply with any provision of this Agreement.  Upon Termination, you

must destroy all copies of Software.

 

7. Export Regulations. All Software and technical data delivered under this

Agreement are subject to US export control laws and may be subject to export

or import regulations in other countries.  You agree to comply strictly with

all such laws and regulations and acknowledge that you have the

responsibility to obtain such licenses to export, re-export, or import as

may be required after delivery to you.
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8.   U.S. Government Restricted Rights.  If Software is being acquired by or

on behalf of the U.S. Government or by a U.S. Government prime contractor or

subcontractor (at any tier), then the Government's rights in Software and

accompanying documentation will be only as set forth in this Agreement; this

is in accordance with 48 CFR 227.7201 through 227.7202-4 (for Department of

Defense (DOD) acquisitions) and with 48 CFR 2.101 and 12.212 (for non-DOD

acquisitions).

 

9.  Governing Law.  Any action related to this Agreement will be governed by

California law and controlling U.S. federal law.  No choice of law rules of

any jurisdiction will apply.

 

10.  Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is held to be

unenforceable, this Agreement will remain in effect with the provision

omitted, unless omission would frustrate the intent of the parties, in which

case this Agreement will immediately terminate.

 

11.  Integration.  This Agreement is the entire agreement between you and

Sun relating to its subject matter.  It supersedes all prior or

contemporaneous oral or written communications, proposals, representations

and warranties and prevails over any conflicting or additional terms of any

quote, order, acknowledgment, or other communication between the parties

relating to its subject matter during the term of this Agreement.  No

modification of this Agreement will be binding, unless in writing and signed

by an authorized representative of each party.

 

                          JAVA OPTIONAL PACKAGE

 

             JAVABEANS(TM) ACTIVATION FRAMEWORK, VERSION 1.0.2

                        SUPPLEMENTAL LICENSE TERMS

 

These supplemental license terms ("Supplemental Terms") add to or modify the

terms of the Binary Code License Agreement (collectively, the "Agreement").

Capitalized terms not defined in these Supplemental Terms shall have the

same meanings ascribed to them in the Agreement. These Supplemental Terms

shall supersede any inconsistent or conflicting terms in the Agreement, or

in any license contained within the Software.

 

1. Software Internal Use and Development License Grant.  Subject to the

terms and conditions of this Agreement, including, but not limited to

Section 3 (Java(TM) Technology Restrictions) of these Supplemental Terms,

Sun grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable, limited license to

reproduce internally and use internally the binary form of the Software,

complete and unmodified, for the sole purpose of designing, developing and

testing your Java applets and applications ("Programs").

 

2. License to Distribute Software.  In addition to the license granted in

Section 1 (Software Internal Use and Development License Grant) of these
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Supplemental Terms, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement,

including but not limited to, Section 3 (Java Technology Restrictions) of

these Supplemental Terms, Sun grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable,

limited license to reproduce and distribute the Software in binary code form

only, provided that you (i) distribute the Software complete and unmodified

and only bundled as part of your Programs, (ii) do not distribute additional

software intended to replace any component(s) of the Software, (iii) do not

remove or alter any proprietary legends or notices contained in the

Software, (iv) only distribute the Software subject to a license agreement

that protects Sun's interests consistent with the terms contained in this

Agreement, and (v) agree to defend and indemnify Sun and its licensors from

and against any damages, costs, liabilities, settlement amounts and/or

expenses (including attorneys' fees) incurred in connection with any claim,

lawsuit or action by any third party that arises or results from the use or

distribution of any and all Programs and/or Software.

 

3. Java Technology Restrictions. You may not modify the Java Platform

Interface ("JPI", identified as classes contained within the "java" package

or any subpackages of the "java" package), by creating additional classes

within the JPI or otherwise causing the addition to or modification of the

classes in the JPI.  In the event that you create an additional class and

associated API(s) which (i) extends the functionality of the Java platform,

and (ii) is exposed to third party software developers for the purpose of

developing additional software which invokes such additional API, you must

promptly publish broadly an accurate specification for such API for free use

by all developers.  You may not create, or authorize your licensees to

create additional classes, interfaces, or subpackages that are in any way

identified as "java", "javax", "sun" or similar convention as specified by

Sun in any naming convention designation.

 

4. No Support. Sun is under no obligation to support the Software or to

provide you with updates or error corrections. You acknowledge that the

Software may have defects or deficiencies which cannot or will not be

corrected by Sun.

 

5. Trademarks and Logos. You acknowledge and agree as between you and Sun

that Sun owns the SUN, SOLARIS, JAVA, JINI, FORTE, and iPLANET trademarks

and all SUN, SOLARIS, JAVA, JINI, FORTE, and iPLANET-related trademarks,

service marks, logos and other brand designations ("Sun Marks"), and you

agree to comply with the Sun Trademark and Logo Usage Requirements currently

located at http://www.sun.com/policies/trademarks. Any use you make of the

Sun Marks inures to Sun's benefit.

 

6. Source Code. Software may contain source code that is provided solely for

reference purposes pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.  Source code may

not be redistributed unless expressly provided for in this Agreement.

 

7. Termination for Infringement.  Either party may terminate this Agreement
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immediately should any Software become, or in either party's opinion be

likely to become, the subject of a claim of infringement of any intellectual

property right.

 

For inquiries please contact: Sun Microsystems, Inc.  901 San Antonio Road,

Palo Alto, California 94303

(LFI#115020/Form ID#011801)

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International

* Business Machines, Inc., http://www.ibm.com.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

Copyright (c) 2004 Kohsuke Kawaguchi

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or  entity  that  creates  or

contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version.  means  the  combination  of  the  Original

Software,  prior  Modifications  used by a Contributor (if any), and the

Modifications made by that particular Contributor.
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  1.3. Covered Software.  means  (a)  the  Original  Software,  or  (b)

Modifications,  or  (c)  the  combination  of  files containing Original

Software with files containing Modifications,  in  each  case  including

portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any  form  other  than

Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual  or  entity  that  first

makes Original Software available under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which  combines  Covered  Software  or

portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right  to  grant,  to  the  maximum

extent   possible,   whether  at  the  time  of  the  initial  grant  or

subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of  any

of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion  from  or

modification  of  the contents of a file containing Original Software or

previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original  Software

or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made  available

under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of

computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11.  Patent  Claims.  means  any  patent  claim(s),  now  owned  or

hereafter  acquired,  including without limitation, method, process, and

apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common  form  of  computer  software

code  in  which  modifications are made and (b) associated documentation

included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You.  (or  .Your.)  means  an  individual  or  a  legal  entity

exercising  rights  under,  and complying with all of the terms of, this

License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity  which  controls,

is  controlled  by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of
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this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or  indirect,  to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

otherwise,  or  (b)  ownership  of  more than fifty percent (50%) of the

outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon  Your  compliance  with  Section  3.1  below  and

subject  to  third  party  intellectual  property  claims,  the  Initial

Developer hereby grants You a  world-wide,  royalty-free,  non-exclusive

license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other  than  patent  or

trademark)  Licensable  by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify,

display, perform, sublicense and distribute the  Original  Software  (or

portions  thereof),  with  or without Modifications, and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims  infringed  by  the  making,  using  or

selling  of  Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell,

and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of  the  Original  Software

(or portions thereof).

 

       (c)  The  licenses  granted  in  Sections  2.1(a)  and  (b)  are

effective  on  the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise

makes the Original Software available to a third party under  the  terms

of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent  license  is

granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2)

for  infringements  caused  by:  (i)  the  modification  of the Original

Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original  Software  with  other

software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and  subject

to  third  party  intellectual  property claims, each Contributor hereby

grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights  (other  than  patent  or

trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

perform,  sublicense  and  distribute  the Modifications created by such

Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified  basis,  with

other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work;

and
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       (b) under Patent Claims  infringed  by  the  making,  using,  or

selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

combination   with   its   Contributor  Version  (or  portions  of  such

combination), to make, use, sell, offer  for  sale,  have  made,  and/or

otherwise  dispose  of:  (1)  Modifications made by that Contributor (or

portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that

Contributor  with  its  Contributor  Version  (or   portions   of   such

combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted  in  Sections  2.2(a)  and  2.2(b)  are

effective  on  the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes

the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent  license  is

granted:  (1)  for  any  code  that  Contributor  has  deleted  from the

Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by:  (i)  third  party

modifications  of  Contributor  Version,  or  (ii)  the  combination  of

Modifications made by that Contributor with other  software  (except  as

part  of  the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent

Claims infringed by Covered Software in  the  absence  of  Modifications

made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any  Covered  Software  that  You  distribute  or  otherwise  make

available  in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code

form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the  terms

of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy

of  the  Source  Code  form  of  the  Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered

Software in Executable form as to  how  they  can  obtain  such  Covered

Software  in  Source  Code  form  in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You  contribute  are

governed  by  the  terms of this License. You represent that You believe

Your  Modifications  are  Your  original  creation(s)  and/or  You  have

sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice  in  each  of  Your  Modifications  that

identifies  You  as  the  Contributor  of  the Modification. You may not

remove or alter any copyright, patent  or  trademark  notices  contained

within  the  Covered  Software,  or  any  notices  of  licensing  or any

descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor  or  the  Initial
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Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered  Software  in

Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

License  or  the  recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer,

and to charge a fee  for,  warranty,  support,  indemnity  or  liability

obligations  to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you

may do so only on Your own behalf, and not  on  behalf  of  the  Initial

Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such  warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial  Developer  and

every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such  Contributor  as  a  result  of  warranty,  support,  indemnity  or

liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form  of  the  Covered  Software

under  the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

choice, which may contain terms different from  this  License,  provided

that  You  are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the

license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or  alter  the

recipient.s  rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in

this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable  form

under  a  different  license, You must make it absolutely clear that any

terms which differ from this License are offered by You  alone,  not  by

the  Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

Initial Developer and every Contributor for any  liability  incurred  by

the  Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining  Covered  Software  with

other  code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the

Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure  the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the  initial  license  steward  and  may

publish  revised  and/or new versions of this License from time to time.

Each version will be given a distinguishing version  number.  Except  as

provided  in  Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise  make  the
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Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License

under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from

being  distributed  or  otherwise  made  available  under any subsequent

version of the  License,  You  must  distribute  and  make  the  Covered

Software  available  under the terms of the version of the License under

which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise,  You  may

also  choose  to  use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

available under the terms of  any  subsequent  version  of  the  License

published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want  to  create  a  new

license  for  Your  Original Software, You may create and use a modified

version of this License if You: (a) rename the license  and  remove  any

references  to  the name of the license steward (except to note that the

license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that

the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS.  BASIS,

WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF  ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE  COVERED  SOFTWARE  IS  FREE  OF

DEFECTS,  MERCHANTABLE,  FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

THE ENTIRE RISK AS  TO  THE  QUALITY  AND  PERFORMANCE  OF  THE  COVERED

SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY

RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME

THE  COST  OF  ANY  NECESSARY  SERVICING,  REPAIR  OR  CORRECTION.  THIS

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO

USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER  EXCEPT  UNDER  THIS

DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will  terminate

automatically  if  You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the  breach.  Provisions

which,  by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of

this License shall survive.

 

     6.2.  If  You  assert  a  patent  infringement  claim   (excluding

declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor

(the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

is  referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software

(meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a  Contributor

or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer)

directly  or  indirectly  infringes  any patent, then any and all rights
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granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant,  the  Initial

Developer  (if  the  Initial  Developer  is not the Participant) and all

Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License  shall,  upon

60   days   notice   from   Participant   terminate   prospectively  and

automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless  if

within  such  60  day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

Participant Software against such  Participant  either  unilaterally  or

pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2  above,

all  end  user  licenses  that  have  been validly granted by You or any

distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding  licenses  granted

to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES  AND  UNDER  NO  LEGAL  THEORY,  WHETHER  TORT

(INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE),  CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE,

OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR  ANY

INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER

INCLUDING,  WITHOUT  LIMITATION,  DAMAGES  FOR  LOST  PROFITS,  LOSS  OF

GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL

OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL  HAVE  BEEN

INFORMED  OF  THE  POSSIBILITY  OF  SUCH  DAMAGES.  THIS  LIMITATION  OF

LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY  FOR  DEATH  OR  PERSONAL  INJURY

RESULTING  FROM  SUCH  PARTY.S  NEGLIGENCE  TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION

OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS  EXCLUSION

AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is  defined

in  48  C.F.R.  2.101  (Oct.  1995),  consisting of .commercial computer

software. (as that term is defined at 48  C.F.R.    252.227-7014(a)(1))

and  .commercial computer software documentation. as such terms are used

in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R.  12.212  and

48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government

End  Users  acquire  Covered  Software  with only those rights set forth

herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR,  DFAR,  or  other  clause  or  provision  that  addresses

Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the  complete  agreement  concerning  subject

matter  hereof.  If  any  provision  of  this  License  is  held  to  be
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unenforceable, such provision shall  be  reformed  only  to  the  extent

necessary  to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the

law of the jurisdiction specified  in  a  notice  contained  within  the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides

otherwise),  excluding  such  jurisdiction.s conflict-of-law provisions.

Any litigation  relating  to  this  License  shall  be  subject  to  the

jurisdiction  of  the  courts  located  in  the  jurisdiction  and venue

specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,  with  the

losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

costs  and  reasonable  attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of

Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which  provides  that

the  language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall

not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible  for

compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and

the  export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You

use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and  the  Contributors,  each  party  is

responsible  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out

of its utilization of rights under this License and You  agree  to  work

with   Initial   Developer   and   Contributors   to   distribute   such

responsibility on an equitable basis.  Nothing  herein  is  intended  or

shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE  PURSUANT  TO  SECTION  9  OF  THE  COMMON   DEVELOPMENT   AND

DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the

State  of  California  (excluding   conflict-of-law   provisions).   Any

litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

of  the  Federal  Courts  of the Northern District of California and the

state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place,

Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute  verbatim  copies  of  this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble
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The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the  GNU  General  Public  License  is

intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

make  sure  the  software is free for all its users. This General Public

License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's  software  and

to  any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

Software Foundation software is  covered  by  the  GNU  Library  General

Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not  price.

Our  General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of  free  software  (and  charge  for  this

service  if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces  of  it  in  new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid  anyone

to  deny  you  these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

restrictions translate  to  certain  responsibilities  for  you  if  you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether  gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

You  must  make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the  software,  and

(2)  offer  you  this  license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we  want  to  make  certain

that  everyone  understands  that  there  is  no  warranty for this free

software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on,  we

want  its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the  original

authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software  patents.

We  wish  to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain  patent  licenses,  in  effect  making  the  program

proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The  precise  terms  and  conditions  for  copying,   distribution   and

modification follow.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work  which  contains  a

notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the  terms  of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

to any such program or work, and a "work based  on  the  Program"  means

either  the  Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

to say, a work containing  the  Program  or  a  portion  of  it,  either

verbatim  or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

(Hereinafter, translation is included without  limitation  in  the  term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution  and  modification  are  not

covered  by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

the Program is not restricted,  and  the  output  from  the  Program  is

covered  only  if  its  contents  constitute a work based on the Program

(independent of having been made by running the Program).  Whether  that

is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the  Program's  source

code  as  you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate  copyright  notice

and  disclaimer  of  warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

this License and to the absence of any  warranty;  and  give  any  other

recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring  a  copy,  and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any  portion  of

it,  thus  forming  a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above,  provided

that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the  modified  files  to  carry  prominent  notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or  publish,  that  in

whole  or  in  part  contains or is derived from the Program or any part

thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge  to  all  third  parties

under the terms of this License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in

the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including  an

appropriate  copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

else,  saying  that  you  provide  a  warranty)  and  that   users   may

redistribute  the  program  under these conditions, and telling the user
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how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is

interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your  work

based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These  requirements  apply  to  the  modified  work  as  a   whole.   If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

can   be   reasonably  considered  independent  and  separate  works  in

themselves, then this License, and its terms,  do  not  apply  to  those

sections  when  you  distribute  them  as  separate  works. But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of  this

License,  whose  permissions  for  other  licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim  rights  or  contest

your  rights  to  work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise  the  right  to  control  the  distribution  of  derivative  or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on  the  Program

with  the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work  under  the

scope of this License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections

1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it  with  the  complete  corresponding  machine-readable

source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years,

to give any third party,  for  a  charge  no  more  than  your  cost  of

physically  performing  source distribution, a complete machine-readable

copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms

of Sections 1 and 2 above on a  medium  customarily  used  for  software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer  to

distribute  corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only

for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the  program  in

object  code  or  executable  form  with  such  an offer, in accord with

Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred  form  of  the  work  for

making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

means  all  the  source  code  for  all  modules  it  contains, plus any
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associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to  control

compilation  and  installation  of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form)  with  the  major

components  (compiler,  kernel,  and  so  on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies  the

executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering  access

to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

code,  even  though  third  parties are not compelled to copy the source

along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy,  modify,  sublicense,  or  distribute  the  Program

except  as  expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and  will

automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who  have  received  copies, or rights, from you under this License will

not have their licenses terminated so long as  such  parties  remain  in

full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept  this  License,  since  you  have  not

signed  it.  However,  nothing  else  grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program  or  its  derivative  works.  These  actions  are

prohibited  by  law  if  you  do  not accept this License. Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms

and conditions for copying, distributing or  modifying  the  Program  or

works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or  any  work  based  on  the

Program),  the  recipient  automatically  receives  a  license  from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program  subject  to

these  terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.  You  are  not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court  judgment  or  allegation  of  patent

infringement  or  for  any  other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether  by  court  order,  agreement  or

otherwise)  that  contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License  and

any  other  pertinent  obligations,  then  as  a consequence you may not

distribute the Program at all. For example, if a  patent  license  would

not  permit  royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you
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could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid  or  unenforceable  under

any  particular  circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the  section  as  a  whole  is  intended  to  apply  in  other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to  induce  you  to  infringe  any

patents  or  other  property  right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this  section  has  the  sole  purpose  of  protecting  the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

by   public   license   practices.   Many   people  have  made  generous

contributions to the wide range of  software  distributed  through  that

system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

the  author/donor  to  decide  if  he  or  she  is willing to distribute

software through any other system and  a  licensee  cannot  impose  that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or  use  of  the  Program  is  restricted  in

certain  countries  either  by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License  may

add  an  explicit  geographical  distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among  countries

not   thus  excluded.  In  such  case,  this  License  incorporates  the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new  versions

of  the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If  the  Program

specifies  a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later  version",  you  have  the  option  of  following  the  terms  and

conditions  either  of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a  version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of  the  Program  into  other  free

programs  whose  distribution  conditions  are  different,  write to the

author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted  by  the

Free  Software  Foundation,  write  to  the Free Software Foundation; we

sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided  by  the
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two  goals  of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT  WHEN

OTHERWISE  STATED  IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM  "AS  IS"  WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF  ANY  KIND,  EITHER

EXPRESSED  OR  IMPLIED,  INCLUDING,  BUT  NOT  LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE

ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.

SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED  BY  APPLICABLE  LAW  OR  AGREED  TO  IN

WRITING  WILL  ANY  COPYRIGHT  HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,  SPECIAL,  INCIDENTAL  OR  CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES  ARISING  OUT  OF  THE  USE  OR  INABILITY  TO  USE  THE PROGRAM

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO  LOSS  OF  DATA  OR  DATA  BEING  RENDERED

INACCURATE  OR  LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER  OR

OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it  to  be  of  the  greatest

possible  use  to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute  and  change  under  these

terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is  safest  to

attach  them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and  each  file  should  have  at  least  the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or  modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free  Software  Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version.
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  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be  useful,  but

WITHOUT   ANY   WARRANTY;   without   even   the   implied  warranty  of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the  GNU  General  Public  License

along  with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice  like  this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show

w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it  under

certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical  commands  `show  w'  and  `show  c'  should  show  the

appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

you  use  may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or  your

school,  if  any,  to  sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc.,  hereby  disclaims  all  copyright  interest  in  the

program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James

Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating  your  program

into  proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking  proprietary  applications

with  the  library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc.  are  subject

to  the following clarification and special exception to the GPL Version

2, but only where Sun has expressly included in  the  particular  source
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file's header the words

 

"Sun designates this particular  file  as  subject  to  the  "Classpath"

exception  as  provided by Sun in the License file that accompanied this

code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically  with  other  modules  is

making  a  combined  work  based  on  this  library. Thus, the terms and

conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover  the  whole

combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library  give  you

permission  to  link this library with independent modules to produce an

executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of  your

choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

the  terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent

module is a module which is not derived from or based on this  library.?

If  you  modify  this  library,  you  may  extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If  you  do

not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

Copyright (c) 2001-@@YEAR@@ Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions  of  source code  must  retain  the above  copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistribution  in binary  form must  reproduct the  above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions  and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither  the  name   of  Sun  Microsystems,  Inc.  or   the  names  of

contributors may be  used to endorse or promote  products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

This software is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any kind. ALL

EXPRESS  OR   IMPLIED  CONDITIONS,  REPRESENTATIONS   AND  WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING  ANY  IMPLIED WARRANTY  OF  MERCHANTABILITY,  FITNESS FOR  A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE  OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY  EXCLUDED. SUN AND

ITS  LICENSORS SHALL  NOT BE  LIABLE  FOR ANY  DAMAGES OR  LIABILITIES

SUFFERED BY LICENSEE  AS A RESULT OF OR  RELATING TO USE, MODIFICATION

OR DISTRIBUTION OF  THE SOFTWARE OR ITS DERIVATIVES.  IN NO EVENT WILL

SUN OR ITS  LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST  REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA,

OR  FOR  DIRECT,   INDIRECT,  SPECIAL,  CONSEQUENTIAL,  INCIDENTAL  OR

PUNITIVE  DAMAGES, HOWEVER  CAUSED  AND REGARDLESS  OF  THE THEORY  OF
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LIABILITY, ARISING  OUT OF  THE USE OF  OR INABILITY TO  USE SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

You acknowledge that Software is not designed,licensed or intended for

use  in the  design,  construction, operation  or  maintenance of  any

nuclear facility.

Copyright (c) 2003, Kohsuke Kawaguchi

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms,

with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain

     the above copyright notice, this list of

     conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

     the above copyright notice, this list of

     conditions and the following disclaimer in

     the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

  statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

  copy of this document.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

  above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

  following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

  materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this Software without prior written

  permission of MetaStuff, Ltd.  For written permission,

  please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "DOM4J"

  nor may "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. DOM4J is a registered

  trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd.

 

5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project -

  http://www.dom4j.org

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2001-@@YEAR@@ Sun Microsystems, Inc. 901 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto,

California, 94303, U.S.A. All rights reserved.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. has intellectual property rights relating to

technology embodied in this product. In particular, and without

limitation, these intellectual property rights may include one or more

of the U.S. patents listed at http://www.sun.com/patents and one or

more additional patents or pending patent applications in the U.S. and

other countries. This product is distributed under licenses

restricting its use, copying, distribution, and decompilation. No part

of this product may be reproduced in any form by any means without

prior written authorization of Sun and its licensors, if any. Third

party software, including font technology, is copyrighted and licensed

from Sun suppliers. Sun, the Sun logo, and Sun Microsystems are

trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the

U.S. and other countries. This product includes software developed by

the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). Federal

Acquisitions: Commercial Software - Government Users Subject to
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Standard License Terms and Conditions.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2001-@@YEAR@@ Sun Microsystems, Inc., 901 San Antonio Road, Palo

Alto, Californie 94303 tats-Unis. Tous droits rservs. Distribue

par des licences qui en restreignent l'utilisation. Sun Microsystems,

Inc. a les droits de proprit intellectuels relatants  la

technologie incorpore dans ce produit. En particulier, et sans la

limitation, ces droits de proprit intellectuels peuvent inclure un

ou plus des brevets amricains numrs  http://www.sun.com/patents

et un ou les brevets plus supplmentaires ou les applications de

brevet en attente dans les Etats Unis et les autres pays. Ce produit

ou document est protg par un copyright et distribu avec des

licences qui en restreignent l'utilisation, la copie, la distribution,

et la dcompilation. Aucune partie de ce produit ou document ne peut

tre reproduite sous aucune forme, par quelque moyen que ce soit, sans

l'autorisation pralable et crite de Sun et de ses bailleurs de

licence, s'il y en a. Le logiciel dtenu par des tiers, et qui

comprend la technologie relative aux polices de caractres, est

protg par un copyright et licenci par des fournisseurs de Sun. Sun,

le logo Sun, Sun Microsystems et sont des marques de fabrique ou des

marques d?pos?es de Sun Microsystems, Inc. aux Etats-Unis et dans

d'autres pays. Ce produit inclut le logiciel dvelopp par la base de

Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). L'accord du

gouvernement des tats Unis est requis avant l'exportation du produit.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.
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  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.
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   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the
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applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
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WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial
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computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble
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The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding
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source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous
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contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program
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is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

Copyright (c) 2001-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions  of  source code  must  retain  the above  copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistribution  in binary  form must  reproduct the  above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions  and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither  the  name   of  Sun  Microsystems,  Inc.  or   the  names  of

contributors may be  used to endorse or promote  products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

This software is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any kind. ALL

EXPRESS  OR   IMPLIED  CONDITIONS,  REPRESENTATIONS   AND  WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING  ANY  IMPLIED WARRANTY  OF  MERCHANTABILITY,  FITNESS FOR  A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE  OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY  EXCLUDED. SUN AND

ITS  LICENSORS SHALL  NOT BE  LIABLE  FOR ANY  DAMAGES OR  LIABILITIES

SUFFERED BY LICENSEE  AS A RESULT OF OR  RELATING TO USE, MODIFICATION

OR DISTRIBUTION OF  THE SOFTWARE OR ITS DERIVATIVES.  IN NO EVENT WILL

SUN OR ITS  LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST  REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA,
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OR  FOR  DIRECT,   INDIRECT,  SPECIAL,  CONSEQUENTIAL,  INCIDENTAL  OR

PUNITIVE  DAMAGES, HOWEVER  CAUSED  AND REGARDLESS  OF  THE THEORY  OF

LIABILITY, ARISING  OUT OF  THE USE OF  OR INABILITY TO  USE SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

You acknowledge that Software is not designed,licensed or intended for

use  in the  design,  construction, operation  or  maintenance of  any

nuclear facility.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Ant distribution.                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  This product includes also software developed by :

    - the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org) ,

    - the SAX project (http://www.saxproject.org)

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the root directory of

  this distribution.

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003 Ant-Contrib project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Ant-Contrib project (http://sourceforge.net/projects/ant-contrib)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The name Ant-Contrib must not be used to endorse or promote products
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*    derived from this software without prior written permission. For

*    written permission, please contact

*    ant-contrib-developers@lists.sourceforge.net.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Ant-Contrib"

*    nor may "Ant-Contrib" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Ant-Contrib project.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ANT-CONTRIB PROJECT OR ITS

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*/

/*

* $Id: license.txt,v 1.2 2006/04/01 06:01:50 jeffsuttor Exp $

* %W% %E%

*/

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0 1.

 

Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or

    contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original

    Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

    the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

    Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing

    Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each

    case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than

    Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes

    Original Software available under this License.
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1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this

    License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

    possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of

    the following: A. Any file that results from an addition to,

    deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

    containing Original Software or previous Modifications; B. Any

    new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

    previous Modification; or C. Any new file that is contributed or

    otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of

     computer software code that is originally released under this

     License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

     acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and

     apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code

     in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation

     included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

     rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

     License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which

     controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with

     You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the

     power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management

     of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b)

     ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding

     shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant. Conditioned upon Your compliance

    with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual

    property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a

    world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:
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(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify,

display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer

for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

portions thereof);

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

License;

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

(2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other

software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant. Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section

    3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

    claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide,

    royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created

by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified

basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of

a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is
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granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as

part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent

Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications

made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code. Any Covered Software that You

    distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must

    also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code

    form must be distributed only under the terms of this

    License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy

    of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

    otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

    Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain

    such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner

    on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications. The Modifications that You create or to which You

    contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

    represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original

    creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights

    conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices. You must include a notice in each of Your

    Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

    Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent

    or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

    any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

    attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms. You may not offer or impose any

    terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or

    restricts the applicable version of this License or the

    recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not

    on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

    make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

    You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

    Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer

    or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity

    or liability terms You offer.
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3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions. You may distribute the

    Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this

    License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

    in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license

    for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the

    recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set

    forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in

    Executable form under a different license, You must make it

    absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

    are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

    Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer

    and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

    Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You

    offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works. You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered

    Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

    License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In

    such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License

    are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions. Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license

    steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

    License from time to time. Each version will be given a

    distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3,

    no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

    this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions. You may always continue to use,

    distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

    the terms of the version of the License under which You

    originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

    Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting

    it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

    subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make

    the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of

    the License under which You originally received the Covered

    Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

    otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

    any subsequent version of the License published by the license

    steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions. When You are an Initial Developer and You want

    to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may
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    create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a)

    rename the license and remove any references to the name of the

    license steward (except to note that the license differs from

    this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license

    contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS

  LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER

  EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES

  THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR

  A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE

  QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

  INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY

  NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

  WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

  DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

    cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the

    breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect

    beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

    judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

    Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such

    claim is referred to as Participant) alleging that the

    Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

    Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

    Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

    indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

    the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all

    Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

    upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and

    automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period,

    unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with

    respect to the Participant Software against such Participant

    either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

    Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all

    end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

    distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses
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    granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL

  THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR

  OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR,

  OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

  SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING,

  WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL,

  WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL

  OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE

  BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

  OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

  INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT

  ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

  DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS. The Covered Software is a commercial

  item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995),

  consisting of commercial computer software (as that term is defined

  at 48 C.F.R. 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software

  documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48

  C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all

  U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those

  rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in

  lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that addresses Government rights in computer software

  under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS. This License represents the complete agreement

  concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

  is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only

  to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall

  be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice

  contained within the Original Software (except to the extent

  applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

  jurisdictions conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

  located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice

  contained within the Original Software, with the losing party

  responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs

  and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of the

  United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale

  of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which

  provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You
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  alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export

  administration regulations (and the export control laws and

  regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or

  otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS. As between Initial Developer and the

   Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages

   arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights

   under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

   and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

   basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute

   any admission of liability.

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND

DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) The code released under the CDDL shall be

governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding

conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License

shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2002-@@YEAR@@ Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions  of  source code  must  retain  the above  copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistribution  in binary  form must  reproduct the  above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions  and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither  the  name   of  Sun  Microsystems,  Inc.  or   the  names  of

contributors may be  used to endorse or promote  products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

This software is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any kind. ALL
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EXPRESS  OR   IMPLIED  CONDITIONS,  REPRESENTATIONS   AND  WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING  ANY  IMPLIED WARRANTY  OF  MERCHANTABILITY,  FITNESS FOR  A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE  OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY  EXCLUDED. SUN AND

ITS  LICENSORS SHALL  NOT BE  LIABLE  FOR ANY  DAMAGES OR  LIABILITIES

SUFFERED BY LICENSEE  AS A RESULT OF OR  RELATING TO USE, MODIFICATION

OR DISTRIBUTION OF  THE SOFTWARE OR ITS DERIVATIVES.  IN NO EVENT WILL

SUN OR ITS  LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST  REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA,

OR  FOR  DIRECT,   INDIRECT,  SPECIAL,  CONSEQUENTIAL,  INCIDENTAL  OR

PUNITIVE  DAMAGES, HOWEVER  CAUSED  AND REGARDLESS  OF  THE THEORY  OF

LIABILITY, ARISING  OUT OF  THE USE OF  OR INABILITY TO  USE SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

The CyberNeko Software License, Version 1.0

 

 

(C) Copyright 2002-2005, Andy Clark.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

  if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

    "This product includes software developed by Andy Clark."

  Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

  if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "CyberNeko" and "NekoHTML" must not be used to endorse

  or promote products derived from this software without prior

  written permission. For written permission, please contact

  andyc@cyberneko.net.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "CyberNeko",

  nor may "CyberNeko" appear in their name, without prior written

  permission of the author.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,
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OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

====================================================================

 

This license is based on the Apache Software License, version 1.1.

Copyright 2001 Sun Microsystems, Inc. 901 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto,

California, 94303, U.S.A. All rights reserved.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. has intellectual property rights relating to

technology embodied in this product. In particular, and without

limitation, these intellectual property rights may include one or more

of the U.S. patents listed at http://www.sun.com/patents and one or

more additional patents or pending patent applications in the U.S. and

other countries. This product is distributed under licenses

restricting its use, copying, distribution, and decompilation. No part

of this product may be reproduced in any form by any means without

prior written authorization of Sun and its licensors, if any. Third

party software, including font technology, is copyrighted and licensed

from Sun suppliers. Sun, the Sun logo, and Sun Microsystems are

trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the

U.S. and other countries. This product includes software developed by

the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). Federal

Acquisitions: Commercial Software - Government Users Subject to

Standard License Terms and Conditions.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2001 Sun Microsystems, Inc., 901 San Antonio Road, Palo

Alto, Californie 94303 tats-Unis. Tous droits rservs. Distribue

par des licences qui en restreignent l'utilisation. Sun Microsystems,

Inc. a les droits de proprit intellectuels relatants  la

technologie incorpore dans ce produit. En particulier, et sans la

limitation, ces droits de proprit intellectuels peuvent inclure un

ou plus des brevets amricains numrs  http://www.sun.com/patents

et un ou les brevets plus supplmentaires ou les applications de

brevet en attente dans les Etats Unis et les autres pays. Ce produit

ou document est protg par un copyright et distribu avec des

licences qui en restreignent l'utilisation, la copie, la distribution,

et la dcompilation. Aucune partie de ce produit ou document ne peut

tre reproduite sous aucune forme, par quelque moyen que ce soit, sans

l'autorisation pralable et crite de Sun et de ses bailleurs de

licence, s'il y en a. Le logiciel dtenu par des tiers, et qui

comprend la technologie relative aux polices de caractres, est
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protg par un copyright et licenci par des fournisseurs de Sun. Sun,

le logo Sun, Sun Microsystems et sont des marques de fabrique ou des

marques d?pos?es de Sun Microsystems, Inc. aux Etats-Unis et dans

d'autres pays. Ce produit inclut le logiciel dvelopp par la base de

Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). L'accord du

gouvernement des tats Unis est requis avant l'exportation du produit.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

    1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

    1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed

by the terms of this License.

 

    1.7. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

    A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

    B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

    C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

    1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

 

    1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.
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    1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has
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deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

    Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

    3.2. Modifications.

 

    The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

    3.3. Required Notices.

 

    You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

    3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

    You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

    You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or
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such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Larger Works.

 

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

    4.1. New Versions.

 

    Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to

time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other

than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

    4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

    You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

    4.3. Modified Versions.

 

    When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

    6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms
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herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

    6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

"Participant") alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

    6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

    6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of "commercial computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial

computer software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.
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    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

----------

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.
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When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or
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executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to
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achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2
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Certain source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL

Version 2, but only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words "Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*
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*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the
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*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" and

*    "Apache BCEL" must not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without prior written permission. For

*    written permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    "Apache BCEL", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without

*    prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

Copyright (c) 2000-2003 Daisuke Okajima and Kohsuke Kawaguchi.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

any, must include the following acknowledgment:
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   "This product includes software developed by Daisuke Okajima

   and Kohsuke Kawaguchi (http://relaxngcc.sf.net/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names of the copyright holders must not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without prior written

permission. For written permission, please contact the copyright

holders.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "RELAXNGCC",

nor may "RELAXNGCC" appear in their name, without prior written

permission of the copyright holders.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

DO NOT TRANSLATE OR LOCALIZE

 

***************************************************************************

 

%%The following software may be included in this product:

XML-NamespaceSupport

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

The "Artistic License"

 

				Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a

Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some

semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,

while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute

the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make

reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:
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	"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

	Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files

	created through textual modification.

 

	"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been

	modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes

	of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

 

	"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or

	copyrights for the package.

 

	"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing

	this Package.

 

	"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the

	basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved,

	and so on.  (You will not be required to justify it to the

	Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large

	as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

	"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item

	itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item.

	It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it

	under the same conditions they received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided

that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and

when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

 

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

   Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or

   an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive

   site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

   your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict
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   with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide

   a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly

   documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

   to get the Standard Version.

 

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the Package with your modifications.

 

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly

   document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together

   with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this

Package.  You may not charge a fee for this Package itself.  However,

you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly

commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software

distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a

product of your own.  You may embed this Package's interpreter within

an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere

form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the

interpreter is so embedded.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall

under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated

them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

Package.  If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this

Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a

binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall

neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it

fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do

not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this

Package.

 

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other

languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to

emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this
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Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the

equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do

not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the

regression tests for the language.

 

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always

permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,

when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible

to the end user of the commercial distribution.  Such use shall not be

construed as a distribution of this Package.

 

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

 

Additional License(s)

 

Copyright (c) 2001-2005 Robin Berjon. All rights reserved.

 

***************************************************************************

 

%%The following software may be included in this product:

iso-relax.jar

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

The MIT License

 

                               Copyright (c) 

 

                               Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to

                               any person obtaining a copy of this software and

                               associated documentation files (the "Software"),

                               to deal in the Software without restriction,

                               including without limitation the rights to use,

                               copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

                               sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

                               and to permit persons to whom the Software is

                               furnished to do so, subject to the following

                               conditions:

 

                               The above copyright notice and this permission

                               notice shall be included in all copies or
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                               substantial portions of the Software.

 

                               THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

                               WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

                               INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

                               MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

                               PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

                               THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

                               ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

                               IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

                               ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

                               SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

                               SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

                               Copyright  200

 

Additional License(s)

 

"copyright" and "license" results in the following hits:

> * The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

> * distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

 

GNU, GPL, LGPL reveals no hit. "?" hits a lot of things but none of them

are relevant to the licensing terms.

 

 

***************************************************************************

 

%%The following software may be included in this product:

relaxngDatatype.jar

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd, Sun Microsystems.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
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   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

   Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Additional License(s)

 

Got the following hits. No hit for GNU, GPL, LGPL.

 

> Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 

> Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 

> this license is the BSD license.

 

***************************************************************************

 

%%The following software may be included in this product:

RELAX NG Object Model/Parser

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Additional License(s)

 

See https://rngom.dev.java.net/doc/index.html

 

***************************************************************************

 

%%The following software may be included in this product:

RelaxNGCC

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2003 Daisuke Okajima and Kohsuke Kawaguchi.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

any, must include the following acknowledgment:

 

   "This product includes software developed by Daisuke Okajima

   and Kohsuke Kawaguchi (http://relaxngcc.sf.net/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names of the copyright holders must not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without prior written

permission. For written permission, please contact the copyright

holders.
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5. Products derived from this software may not be called "RELAXNGCC",

nor may "RELAXNGCC" appear in their name, without prior written

permission of the copyright holders.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Additional License(s)

 

None found

 

***************************************************************************

 

%%The following software may be included in this product:

XML Resolver library

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Additional License(s)

 

All occurrences of copyright, license and (c) refer to the Apache 1.1 license.

 

No occurrences of GNU, GPL, LGPL.

 

***************************************************************************

 

%%The following software may be included in this product:

Stax API (only)
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Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Streaming API for XML (JSR-173) Specification

Reference Implementation

License Agreement

 

READ THE TERMS OF THIS (THE "AGREEMENT") CAREFULLY BEFORE VIEWING OR USING THE

SOFTWARE LICENS

ED HEREUNDER.  BY VIEWING OR USING THE SOFTWARE, YOU AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS

AGREEMENT. IF

YOU ARE ACCESSING THE SOFTWARE ELECTRONICALLY, INDICATE YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF

THESE

TERMS BY SELE

CTING THE "ACCEPT" BUTTON AT THE END OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO

ALL THESE TERMS

, PROMPTLY RETURN THE UNUSED SOFTWARE TO ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTOR, DEFINED HEREIN.

 

1.0  DEFINITIONS.

 

1.1. "BEA" means BEA Systems, Inc., the licensor of the Original Code.

 

1.2. "Contributor" means BEA and each entity that creates or contributes to the

creation of Mo

difications.

 

1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the combination

of the Origina

l Code and Modifications, in each case including portions thereof and

corresponding documentat

ion released with the source code.

 

1.4. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. "FCS" means first commercial shipment of a product.

 

1.6. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or

structure of eith

er the Original Code or any previous Modifications. When Covered Code is

released as a series

of files, a Modification is:

 

(a)  Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original

Code or previ

ous Modifications.

 

(b)  Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous

Modifications.
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1.7. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code Reference

Implementation.

 

1.8. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired,

including wit

hout limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent for which

the grantor ha

s the right to grant a license.

 

1.9.  "Reference Implementation" means the prototype or "proof of concept"

implementation of

the Specification developed and made available for license by or on behalf of BEA.

 

1.10. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making

modifications to i

t, including all modules it contains, plus any associated documentation,

interface definition

files, scripts used to control compilation and installation of an Executable, or

source code d

ifferential comparisons against either the Original Code or another well known,

available Cove

red Code of the Contributor's choice.

 

1.11.  "Specification" means the written specification for the Streaming API for

XML , Java te

chnology developed pursuant to the Java Community Process.

1.12. "Technology Compatibility Kit" or "TCK" means the documentation, testing

tools and test

suites associated with the Specification as may be revised by BEA from time to

time, that is p

rovided so that an implementer of the Specification may determine if its

implementation is co

mpliant with the Specification.

 

1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights

under, and com

plying with all of the terms of, this Agreement or a future version of this

Agreement issued u

nder Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls,

is controlled

by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition,

"control" means (a)

the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

outstanding s

hares or beneficial ownership of such entity.
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2.0  SOURCE CODE LICENSE.

 

2.1. Copyright Grant.  Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor

hereby grants

You a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce,

prepare derivativ

e works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the

Covered Code of

such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in Source Code and

Executable form.

 

2.2.  Patent Grant.  Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor

hereby grants Yo

u a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the Patent

Claims to make, use

, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Covered Code prepared

and provided by

such Contributor, if any, in Source Code and Executable form. This patent

license shall apply

to the Covered Code if, at the time a Modification is added by the Contributor,

such addition

of the Modification causes such combination to be covered by the Patent Claims.

The patent li

cense shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Modification.

 

2.3.  Conditions to Grants.  You understand that although each Contributor

grants the licenses

to the Covered Code prepared by it, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Co

vered Code does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of

any other ent

ity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to You for claims brought by any

other entity ba

sed on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition

to exercising

the rights and licenses granted hereunder, You hereby assume sole

responsibility to secure an

y other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third

party patent lice

nse is required to allow You to distribute Covered Code, it is Your

responsibility to acquire

that license before distributing such code.

 

2.4.  Contributors' Representation.  Each Contributor represents that to its

knowledge it has

sufficient copyright rights in the Covered Code it provides , if any, to grant

the copyright l

icense set forth in this Agreement.
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3.0  DISTRIBUION RESTRICTIONS.

 

3.1. Application of Agreement.

 

The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed by

the terms of thi

s Agreement, including without limitation Section 2.0. The Source Code version

of Covered Code

may be distributed only under the terms of this Agreement or a future version

of this Agreeme

nt released under Section 6.1, and You must include a copy of this Agreement

with every copy o

f the Source Code You distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any

Source Code ver

sion that alters or restricts the applicable version of this Agreement or the

recipients' righ

ts hereunder. However, You may include an additional document offering the

additional rights d

escribed in Section 3.3.

 

3.2. Description of Modifications.

 

You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a file

documenting the chan

ges You made to create that Covered Code and the date of any change. You must

include a promin

ent statement that the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from

Original Code pro

vided by BEA and including the name of BEA in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in

any notice in an

Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the origin or

ownership of

the Covered Code.

 

***************************************************************************

 

%%The following software may be included in this product:

XMLWriter

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

XMLWriter IS FREE

-----------------

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to XMLWriter 0.1, and release all

of the XMLWriter 0.1 source code, compiled code, and documentation

contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.  XMLWriter
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comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

 

 

David Megginson

david@megginson.com

2000-04-19

 

Additional License(s)

 

I grep-ed the source. GNU and GPL has no hits, '?' yieds 11 hits but none of them

are license related. "copyright" and "license" yield no hits either.

 

***************************************************************************

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International

* Business Machines, Inc., http://www.ibm.com.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing
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Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a)the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b)ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1)for code that You delete from the Original

Software, or (2)for infringements caused by: (i)the modification of the Original Software, or (ii)the combination of

the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2)the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such
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combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1)for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2)for infringements caused by: (i)third party modifications of Contributor Version, or

(ii)the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor

Version) or other devices; or (3)under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications

made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or
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such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a)rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b)otherwise make it clear

that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.
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6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48C.F.R.2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48C.F.R.12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible
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for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The GlassFish code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding

conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal

Courts of the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa

Clara County, California.

xml-commons/LICENSE.txt $Id: LICENSE.txt 226068 2003-07-06 03:27:45Z crossley $

See README.txt for additional licensing information.

 

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*
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* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

1.114 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-dynamodb-

accelerator-(dax) 1.11.172 
1.114.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.
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The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.115 plexus-velocity-component 1.1.7 
1.115.1 Available under license : 

IP Central Maven plugin could not find license data for this component.  Please use the source code or component

links to investigate and identify the correct license text to insert here.

 

1.116 microsoft-azure-common-module-for-

storage 12.7.0 
1.116.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

/**

    * @return The storage services being accessed (only for Account SAS). Please refer to {@link
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AccountSasService} for

    * more details.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/sas/CommonSasQueryParameters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

/**

    * @return The storage services being accessed (only for Account SAS). Please refer to {@link

AccountSasService} for

    * more details.

    * @deprecated Please use {@link AccountSasSignatureValues}

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/sas/AccountSasQueryParameters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/policy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/connectionstring/ConnectionSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/UploadBufferPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/StorageInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/policy/RetryPolicyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/ParallelTransferOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/policy/SasTokenCredentialPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/connectionstring/ConnectionSettingsFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/UploadUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-
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jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/StorageImplUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/ProgressReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/sas/SasIpRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/sas/AccountSasSignatureValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/connectionstring/StorageAuthenticationSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/policy/RequestRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/policy/ResponseValidationPolicyBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/connectionstring/StorageConnectionString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/credentials/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/connectionstring/StorageEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/StorageOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/Utility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/connectionstring/StorageEmulatorConnectionString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/sas/AccountSasService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/sas/AccountSasPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/sas/BaseSasQueryParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/connectionstring/StorageServiceConnectionString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/credentials/SasTokenCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/policy/ScrubEtagPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/policy/RequestRetryOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/policy/StorageSharedKeyCredentialPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/sas/AccountSasResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-
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jar/com/azure/storage/common/StorageSharedKeyCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-jar/module-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/sas/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/ProgressReceiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/policy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/SasImplUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/implementation/AccountSasImplUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

/**

    * Permission to use SAS only through https granted.

    */

/**

    * Permission to use SAS only through https or http granted.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326485_1655992703.3429787/0/azure-storage-common-12-7-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/storage/common/sas/SasProtocol.java

 

1.117 json-java 20210307 
1.117.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.118 brave 5.13.3 
1.118.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Brave

 

Copyright 2013-2020 The OpenZipkin Authors

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'InetAddresses', distributed

by Google in the Guava Library:

 

 * Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://github.com/google/guava

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'JsonUtf8Writer', distributed

by Square, Inc in the Moshi Library:

 

 * Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://github.com/square/moshi

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'WeakConcurrentMap', distributed

by Rafael Winterhalter in the weak-lock-free Library:

 

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://github.com/raphw/weak-lock-free
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1.119 nimbus-langtag 1.5 
1.119.1 Available under license : 

Nimbus Language Tags

 

Copyright 2012-2016, Connect2id Ltd.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.120 plexus-cypher-component 1.4 
1.120.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $HeadURL: http://juliusdavies.ca/svn/not-yet-commons-ssl/tags/commons-ssl-

0.3.10/src/java/org/apache/commons/ssl/Base64.java $

* $Revision: 765 $

* $Date: 2009-01-26 15:22:44 -0500 (Mon, 26 Jan 2009) $

*

* ====================================================================

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018135_1655970898.7385406/0/plexus-cipher-1-4-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/cipher/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2008 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018135_1655970898.7385406/0/plexus-cipher-1-4-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/cipher/DefaultPlexusCipher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018135_1655970898.7385406/0/plexus-cipher-1-4-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/cipher/PlexusCipherException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018135_1655970898.7385406/0/plexus-cipher-1-4-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/cipher/PlexusCipher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* createCipher routine was adopted from http://juliusdavies.ca/svn/not-yet-commons-ssl/tags/commons-ssl-
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0.3.10/src/java/org/apache/commons/ssl/OpenSSL.java

* which is distributed under APL-2.0 license: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*/

/*

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

distributed with this work for additional information

regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

"License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software distributed under the License is distributed on an

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018135_1655970898.7385406/0/plexus-cipher-1-4-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/plexus/components/cipher/PBECipher.java

 

1.121 zipkin-reporter-core 2.16.3 
1.121.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.122 apache-log4j-api 2.17.1 
1.122.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j API

Copyright 1999-1969 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.123 maven-shared-i-o-api 1.1 
1.123.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/scan/InclusionScanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/scan/mapping/SuffixMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/scan/mapping/SingleTargetMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/scan/AbstractResourceInclusionScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/location/URLLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/location/ArtifactLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/location/ArtifactLocatorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/logging/MessageSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/logging/DefaultMessageHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/logging/MojoLogSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/location/Location.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/location/FileLocatorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/logging/MessageHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/location/Locator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/scan/ResourceInclusionScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/download/DefaultDownloadManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/scan/SimpleResourceInclusionScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/logging/PlexusLoggerSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/scan/StaleResourceScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/logging/MessageLevels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/location/LocatorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/location/FileLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/logging/MultiChannelMessageHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/scan/mapping/SourceMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/download/DownloadFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/download/DownloadManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/location/URLLocatorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/shared/io/location/ClasspathResourceLocatorStrategy.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

 or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

 distributed with this work for additional information

 regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

 to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

 "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

 software distributed under the License is distributed on an

 "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

 KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

 specific language governing permissions and limitations

 under the License.

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1004913779_1655980983.8663976/0/maven-shared-io-1-1-sources-jar/META-

INF/plexus/components.xml

 

1.124 java-libraries-for-amazon-simple-

workflow 1.11.22 
1.124.1 Available under license : 

AWS Simpleworkflow Flow library

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date
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such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of
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such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.125 hamcrest v2.2 
1.125.1 Available under license : 

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2015 www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
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ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

1.126 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-server-migration

1.11.172 
1.126.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,
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including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and
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  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.127 apache-http-client 3.1 
1.127.1 Available under license : 

Apache HttpComponents Client

Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

=========================================================================
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This project includes Public Suffix List copied from

<https://publicsuffix.org/list/effective_tld_names.dat>

licensed under the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0

 

Full license text: <http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/>

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.
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1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants
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Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).
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2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work
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You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------
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5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *
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*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a
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distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

1.128 reactor-core 3.4.6 
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1.128.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2019 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDoFirstFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDoFirst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDoFirst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDoFirstFuseable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2019 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/core/CorePublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/concurrent/SpscArrayQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-Present Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxBufferTimeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/BoundedElasticScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCollect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxCreate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxPublish.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCreate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2019-Present Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelDoOnEach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/InternalConnectableFluxOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/ReactorBlockHoundIntegration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDeferContextual.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDeferContextual.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ContextTrackingFunctionWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/InternalFluxOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/OptimizableOperator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2021-Present Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSwitchMapNoPrefetch.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2020-Present Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxConcatMapNoPrefetch.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2017 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/Context3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/Context5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDelaySequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoExpand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/OnNextFailureStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxLimitRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/BlockingOptionalMonoSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxIndexFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSingleMono.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/Context2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/Context4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/OperatorDisposables.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2018 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2017 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoErrorSupplied.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SourceProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxLiftFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxErrorSupplied.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2018 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ConnectableLiftFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/GroupedLift.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMergeOrdered.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ConnectableFluxHide.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoUsingWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ConnectableLift.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxUsingWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDoOnEachFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelMergeOrdered.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/ReactorThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDoOnEach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-jar/reactor/util/Metrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMetricsFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/GroupedLiftFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/QueueDrainSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/Traces.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDoOnEachFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoLiftFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelLiftFuseable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2017 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxUsing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxJust.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/InnerProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/concurrent/SpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoOnErrorResume.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/InternalMonoOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDelayUntil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxGroupJoin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxFromMonoOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/Exceptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/Disposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxScanSeed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDoFinally.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-jar/reactor/adapter/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSubscribeOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRepeatPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoMapFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelMergeReduce.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxInterval.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/PeriodicSchedulerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxPeek.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCancelOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxGroupBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTakeLastOne.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDelaySubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoHasElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTakeUntil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-jar/reactor/util/Logger.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-jar/reactor/core/Fuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/DelegateProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/InnerOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoPeek.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxElapsed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxPublishMulticast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/ExecutorServiceWorker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCallableOnAssembly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxPublishOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoPeekFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-jar/reactor/util/Loggers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxFilterWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SignalPeek.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/BlockingFirstSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSubscribeOnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxNameFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMapFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTakeUntilOther.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/LambdaMonoSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSourceFlux.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxHide.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/Tuple7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/Hooks.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxExpand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/ExecutorScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoIgnoreElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-jar/reactor/util/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDefaultIfEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoIgnorePublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoLogFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelThen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSkip.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxOnBackpressureLatest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxOnBackpressureBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/ImmediateScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelReduceSeed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/Context0.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/BlockingSingleSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxPeekFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDelay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoReduce.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoReduceSeed.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/Tuple6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/BufferOverflowStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxAutoConnect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDoFinally.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCurrentContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/StrictSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxCancelOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/BlockingMonoSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxOnBackpressureDrop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoRepeatPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDistinct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoElementAt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxLift.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxOnErrorResume.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSwitchIfEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelPeek.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxConcatArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/Scannable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/ElasticScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/Tuples.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoContextWrite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxContextWrite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxJoin.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDoFinallyFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ConnectableFlux.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoPublishOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFlatMapMany.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/TupleExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFromPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/BaseSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSequenceEqual.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSubscribeOnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxWindowWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxConcatIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTakeLast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRetry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoIgnoreThen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxErrorOnRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/Tuple4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/adapter/JdkFlowAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRefCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFlatMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoTakeLastOne.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/Signal.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/WorkerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/Tuple3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxGenerate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoNameFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSwitchIfEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/ParallelScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/Schedulers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/CoreSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoAny.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/PeriodicWorkerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxZip.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/concurrent/Queues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoRepeat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSubscribeOnCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDetach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/Tuple5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoAll.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/DirectProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSwitchMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoMaterialize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/BlockingLastSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoPublishMulticast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SynchronousSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/Tuple8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoHandleFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoTakeUntilOther.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDefer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRefCountGrace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDematerialize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelArraySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/Disposables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxOnBackpressureBufferStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoHide.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSourceFluxFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/SingleScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/DrainUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-jar/reactor/core/package-

info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/UnicastProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSkipLast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSourceMonoFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/InnerConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDefer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelConcatMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoStreamCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelFluxName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SerializedSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSampleFirst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxScan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSkipWhile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDematerialize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxAutoConnectFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSubscribeOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxWindowTimeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/GroupedFlux.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoHasElements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoRetry.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoOnAssembly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoToCompletableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoUsing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRepeatWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxLogFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoJust.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxWithLatestFrom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelCollect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ImmutableSignal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelRunOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRepeat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/ContextN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoElapsed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxNever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSkipUntilOther.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSourceFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelLift.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelMergeSequential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelFlux.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxZipIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxHandleFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRange.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTakeWhile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFromFluxOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDelayElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTimeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFilterFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoNext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelFluxHide.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFilterWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSkipUntil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMaterialize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoNever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelMergeSort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/SchedulerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoLift.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxCallableOnAssembly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSampleTimeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDistinctUntilChanged.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCollectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDistinctFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMergeSequential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxOnAssembly.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/BlockingIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDefaultIfEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDoFinallyFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelFluxOnAssembly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxFlattenIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/SingleWorkerScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/Tuple2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelFlatMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SignalLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFlattenIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoIgnoreElements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxFlatMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoTimeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/DelegateServiceScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSourceFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ConnectableFluxOnAssembly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMapSignal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTakeFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTake.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/Scheduler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSubscribeOnCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDelaySubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDoOnEach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMerge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxWindow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxWindowBoundary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSourceMono.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoRepeatWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/Context1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/LambdaSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDetach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SignalType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2020-Present VMware Inc. or its affiliates, All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*        https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SinkManySerialized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SinkOneSerialized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SinkEmptySerialized.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/annotation/NonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/annotation/Nullable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/annotation/NonNullApi.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-Present VMware Inc. or its affiliates, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/UnicastManySinkNoBackpressure.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-Present Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/CoreContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2018 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSwitchOnFirst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxWindowPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxCombineLatest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxConcatMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/InstantPeriodicWorkerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoZip.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/Operators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ReplayProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/SchedulerMetricDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxOnBackpressureBufferTimeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/EmitterProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxBufferPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoPeekTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxBufferBoundary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoMetricsFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoBridges.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCacheTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxReplay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/NonBlocking.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxBufferWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/concurrent/MpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCompletionStage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFunctions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxFilterFuseable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoExtensions.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-Present VMware Inc. or its affiliates, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/InternalEmptySink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRetryWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFirstWithValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/retry/Retry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFirstWithSignal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/retry/RetrySpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/Mono.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/InternalManySink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSingleCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SinkEmptyMulticast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/Sinks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/util/retry/ImmutableRetrySignal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/retry/RetryBackoffSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/Timed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxFirstWithValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/ContextView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/InternalOneSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/DirectInnerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SinkManyBestEffort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/Flux.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoRetryWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxFirstWithSignal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (c) 2019-Present Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

#

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

reactor.core.scheduler.ReactorBlockHoundIntegration

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326515_1655810885.1642652/0/reactor-core-3-4-6-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/services/reactor.blockhound.integration.BlockHoundIntegration
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1.129 maven-settings-builder 3.0 
1.129.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Settings Builder

Copyright 2001-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.130 jackson-dataformat-xml 2.12.3 
1.130.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).
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## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.131 aws-java-sdk-for-the-amazon-ec2-

container-registry 1.11.172 
1.131.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source
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code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
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  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.132 j2objc-annotations 1.1 
1.132.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1130988593_1612871608.58/0/j2objc-annotations-1-1-sources-4-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/Weak.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1130988593_1612871608.58/0/j2objc-annotations-1-1-sources-4-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/AutoreleasePool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1130988593_1612871608.58/0/j2objc-annotations-1-1-sources-4-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/WeakOuter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1130988593_1612871608.58/0/j2objc-annotations-1-1-sources-4-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/ObjectiveCName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1130988593_1612871608.58/0/j2objc-annotations-1-1-sources-4-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/RetainedLocalRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1130988593_1612871608.58/0/j2objc-annotations-1-1-sources-4-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/Property.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1130988593_1612871608.58/0/j2objc-annotations-1-1-sources-4-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/LoopTranslation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1130988593_1612871608.58/0/j2objc-annotations-1-1-sources-4-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/ReflectionSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1130988593_1612871608.58/0/j2objc-annotations-1-1-sources-4-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/RetainedWith.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1130988593_1612871608.58/0/j2objc-annotations-1-1-sources-4-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/J2ObjCIncompatible.java

 

1.133 jakarta-oro 2.0.8 
1.133.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: OrNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,
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*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/OrNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: AwkCompiler.java,v 1.10 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/AwkCompiler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: LeafNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/LeafNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: NegativeCharacterClassNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*
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* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/NegativeCharacterClassNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: MatchActionProcessor.java,v 1.10 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/MatchActionProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* $Id: CatNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/CatNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: CharacterClassNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"
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*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/CharacterClassNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: GlobFilenameFilter.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.
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*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/io/GlobFilenameFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Util.java,v 1.15 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*
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* Copyright (c) 2000-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
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* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Util.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5Debug.java,v 1.11 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Debug.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: EpsilonNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,
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*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/EpsilonNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Substitution.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:
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*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Substitution.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: AwkStreamInput.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/AwkStreamInput.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: SyntaxNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.
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*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/SyntaxNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: AwkMatcher.java,v 1.11 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
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*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

/**

  * Determines if the contents of a PatternMatcherInput, starting from the

  * current offset of the input contains a pattern.

  * If a pattern match is found, a MatchResult

  * instance representing the <b>first</b> such match is made acessible via

  * {@link #getMatch()}.  The current offset of the

  * PatternMatcherInput is set to the offset corresponding to the end

  * of the match, so that a subsequent call to this method will continue

  * searching where the last call left off.  You should remember that the

  * region between the begin and end offsets of the PatternMatcherInput are
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  * considered the input to be searched, and that the current offset

  * of the PatternMatcherInput reflects where a search will start from.

  * Matches extending beyond the end offset of the PatternMatcherInput

  * will not be matched.  In other words, a match must occur entirely

  * between the begin and end offsets of the input.  See

  * {@link org.apache.oro.text.regex.PatternMatcherInput PatternMatcherInput}

  * for more details.

  * <p>

  * As a side effect, if a match is found, the PatternMatcherInput match

  * offset information is updated.  See the PatternMatcherInput

  * {@link org.apache.oro.text.regex.PatternMatcherInput#setMatchOffsets

  * setMatchOffsets(int, int)} method for more details.                 

  * <p>

  * The pattern must be an AwkPattern instance, otherwise a

  * ClassCastException will be thrown.  You are not required to, and

  * indeed should NOT try to (for performance reasons), catch a

  * ClassCastException because it will never be thrown as long as you use

  * an AwkPattern as the pattern parameter.

  * <p>

  * This method is usually used in a loop as follows:

  * <blockquote><pre>

  * PatternMatcher matcher;

  * PatternCompiler compiler;

  * Pattern pattern;

  * PatternMatcherInput input;

  * MatchResult result;

  *

  * compiler = new AwkCompiler();

  * matcher  = new AwkMatcher();

  *

  * try {

  *   pattern = compiler.compile(somePatternString);

  * } catch(MalformedPatternException e) {

  *   System.err.println("Bad pattern.");

  *   System.err.println(e.getMessage());

  *   return;

  * }

  *

  * input   = new PatternMatcherInput(someStringInput);

  *

  * while(matcher.contains(input, pattern)) {

  *   result = matcher.getMatch(); 

  *   // Perform whatever processing on the result you want.

  * }

  *

  * </pre></blockquote>

  * <p>

  * @param input  The PatternMatcherInput to test for a match.
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  * @param pattern  The Pattern to be matched.

  * @return True if the input contains a pattern match, false otherwise.

  * @exception ClassCastException If a Pattern instance other than an

  *         AwkPattern is passed as the pattern parameter.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/AwkMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: AwkFilenameFilter.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/io/AwkFilenameFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: CacheLRU.java,v 1.10 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:
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*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/util/CacheLRU.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: TokenNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/TokenNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: QuestionNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/QuestionNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5Compiler.java,v 1.21 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"
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*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Compiler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PatternMatcher.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/PatternMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* $Id: MatchActionInfo.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.
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* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/MatchActionInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: GenericPatternCache.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their
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*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/GenericPatternCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PlusNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*
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* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/PlusNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PatternMatcherInput.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights
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* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/PatternMatcherInput.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: ParsedSubstitutionEntry.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR
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* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/perl/ParsedSubstitutionEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5Pattern.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.
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*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Pattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5Util.java,v 1.19 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/perl/Perl5Util.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: MalformedPatternException.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/MalformedPatternException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: AwkPattern.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.
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*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/AwkPattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5Repetition.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
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*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Repetition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PatternCacheRandom.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================
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* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
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* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/PatternCacheRandom.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: CacheRandom.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
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* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/util/CacheRandom.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: CharStringPointer.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the
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*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/CharStringPointer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Pattern.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Pattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: CacheFIFO.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
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* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/util/CacheFIFO.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: AwkMatchResult.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
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*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/AwkMatchResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: StringSubstitution.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/StringSubstitution.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PatternCacheFIFO.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $
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*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================
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*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/PatternCacheFIFO.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: OpCode.java,v 1.11 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/OpCode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PatternCompiler.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,
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*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/PatternCompiler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: MalformedCachePatternException.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/MalformedCachePatternException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: DefaultMatchAction.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/DefaultMatchAction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: GenericCache.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*
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* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/util/GenericCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: RegexFilenameFilter.java,v 1.9 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/io/RegexFilenameFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* $Id: Perl5FilenameFilter.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/io/Perl5FilenameFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Cache.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"
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*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/util/Cache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: CacheFIFO2.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.
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*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/util/CacheFIFO2.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PatternCacheFIFO2.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*
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* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
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* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/PatternCacheFIFO2.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: MalformedPerl5PatternException.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/perl/MalformedPerl5PatternException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: MatchAction.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,
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*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/MatchAction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: GenericCacheEntry.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:
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*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/util/GenericCacheEntry.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PatternCacheLRU.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/PatternCacheLRU.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PatternCache.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.
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*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/PatternCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5Matcher.java,v 1.27 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
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*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Matcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: MatchResult.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================
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* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
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* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/MatchResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: StarNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
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* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/StarNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5Substitution.java,v 1.13 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the
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*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Substitution.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: SyntaxTree.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/SyntaxTree.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5MatchResult.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
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* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5MatchResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: GlobCompiler.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
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*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330679780_1653003181.5396817/0/jakarta-oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/GlobCompiler.java

 

1.134 spring-boot 2.5.0 
1.134.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2012-2013 the original author or authors.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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Spring Boot ${version}

Copyright (c) 2012-2021 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

open_source_licenses.txt

 

Spring Boot CLI

==================================================================

 

Pivotal makes available all content in this download ("Content").

Unless otherwise indicated below, the Content is provided to you under

the terms and conditions of the Apache License 2.0 (the "License"). A

copy of the license is available in the file called LICENSE.txt or you

may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

The following copyright statements and licenses apply to various open

source software packages (or portions thereof) that are distributed with

this content.

 

 

=================================================================

TABLE OF CONTENTS

=================================================================

 

 

The following is a listing of the open source components detailed in this

document.  This list is provided for your convenience; please read further if

you wish to review the copyright notice(s) and the full text of the license

associated with each component.

 

 

SECTION 1: BSD-STYLE, MIT-STYLE, OR SIMILAR STYLE LICENSES

 

  >>> JLine (jline:jline)
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  >>> JOpt Simple (net.sf.jopt-simple:jopt-simple)

  >>> ASM 4.0 (org.ow2.asm:asm)

 

 

SECTION 2: Apache License, V2.0

 

  >>> JSON library from Android SDK (com.vaadin.external.google:android-json)

  >>> Apache Commons Codec (commons-codec:commons-codec)

  >>> Apache HttpClient (org.apache.httpcomponents:httpclient)

  >>> Apache HttpCore (org.apache.httpcomponents:httpcore)

  >>> Plexus Cipher: encryption/decryption Component (org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-cipher)

  >>> Plexus Security Dispatcher Component (org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-sec-dispatcher)

  >>> Apache Commons Logging (commons-logging:commons-logging)

  >>> Apache Groovy (org.codehaus.groovy:groovy)

  >>> Maven Aether Provider (org.apache.maven:maven-aether-provider)

  >>> Maven Model (org.apache.maven:maven-model)

  >>> Maven Model Builder (org.apache.maven:maven-model-builder)

  >>> Maven Repository Metadata Model (org.apache.maven:maven-repository-metadata)

  >>> Maven Settings (org.apache.maven:maven-settings)

  >>> Maven Settings Builder (org.apache.maven:maven-settings-builder)

  >>> Plexus :: Component Annotations (org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-component-annotations)

  >>> Plexus Common Utilities (org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-utils)

  >>> Plexus Component API (org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-component-api)

  >>> Plexus Interpolation API (org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-interpolation)

 

 

SECTION 3: Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0

 

  >>> Aether API (org.eclipse.aether:aether-api)

  >>> Aether Connector Basic (org.eclipse.aether:aether-connector-basic)

  >>> Aether Implementation (org.eclipse.aether:aether-impl)

  >>> Aether SPI (org.eclipse.aether:aether-spi)

  >>> Aether Transport File (org.eclipse.aether:aether-transport-file)

  >>> Aether Transport HTTP (org.eclipse.aether:aether-transport-http)

  >>> Aether Utilities (org.eclipse.aether:aether-util)

 

 

 

--------------- SECTION 1:  BSD-STYLE, MIT-STYLE, OR SIMILAR STYLE LICENSES ----------

 

BSD-STYLE, MIT-STYLE, OR SIMILAR STYLE LICENSES are applicable to the following component(s).

 

 

>>> JLine (jline:jline)

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2006, Marc Prud'hommeaux <mwp1@cornell.edu>

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

>>> net.sf.jopt-simple:jopt-simple:4.5

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) <year> <copyright holders>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

>>> org.ow2.asm:asm

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

--------------- SECTION 2: Apache License, V2.0 ----------

 

Apache License, V2.0 is applicable to the following component(s).

 

 

>>> org.apache.httpcomponents:httpclient
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>>> org.apache.httpcomponents:httpcore

>>> org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-cipher

>>> org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-sec-dispatcher

>>> commons-logging:commons-logging

>>> org.codehaus.groovy:groovy

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-aether-provider

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-model

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-model-builder

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-repository-metadata

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-settings

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-settings-builder

>>> org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-component-annotations

>>> org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-utils

>>> org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-component-api

>>> org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-interpolation

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License

 

>>> CGLIB 3.0 (cglib:cglib:3.0):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from

https://sourceforge.net/projects/cglib/files/cglib3/3.0/cglib-3.0.jar/download,

CGLIB 3.0 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which

is included above.

 

 

--------------- SECTION 3: Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0 ----------

 

Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0 is applicable to the following component(s).

 

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-api

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-connector-basic

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-impl

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-spi

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-transport-file

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-transport-http

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-util
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The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in ("Content").

Unless otherwise  indicated below, the Content is provided to you under the terms

and conditions  of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 ("EPL").  A copy of the

EPL is available  at https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html.

 

For purposes of the EPL, "Program" will mean the Content.

 

If you did not receive this Content directly from the Eclipse Foundation, the

Content is  being redistributed by another party ("Redistributor") and different

terms and conditions may apply to your use of any object code in the Content.

Check the Redistributor's license that was provided with the Content.  If no such

license exists, contact the Redistributor.  Unless otherwise indicated below, the

terms and conditions of the EPL still apply to any source code in the Content and

such source code may be obtained at https://www.eclipse.org/

 

 

 

===========================================================================

 

To the extent any open source subcomponents are licensed under the EPL and/or

other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-boot,

or by sending a request, with your name and address to:

 

   Pivotal, Inc., 875 Howard St,

   San Francisco, CA 94103

   United States of America

 

or email info@pivotal.io.  All such requests should clearly specify:

 

   OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST

   Attention General Counsel

[[legal]]

= Legal

 

Copyright &#169; 2012-2021

 

Copies of this document may be made for your own use and for distribution to

others, provided that you do not charge any fee for such copies and further

provided that each copy contains this Copyright Notice, whether distributed in

print or electronically.
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1.135 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-polly 1.11.172
1.135.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not
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modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.
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1.136 asm-analysis 8.0.1 
1.136.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664774_1604644122.5/0/asm-analysis-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664774_1604644122.5/0/asm-analysis-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664774_1604644122.5/0/asm-analysis-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664774_1604644122.5/0/asm-analysis-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664774_1604644122.5/0/asm-analysis-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664774_1604644122.5/0/asm-analysis-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664774_1604644122.5/0/asm-analysis-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664774_1604644122.5/0/asm-analysis-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664774_1604644122.5/0/asm-analysis-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664774_1604644122.5/0/asm-analysis-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664774_1604644122.5/0/asm-analysis-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

/**

  * Constructs a new {@link BasicInterpreter} for the latest ASM API version. <i>Subclasses must

  * not use this constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #BasicInterpreter(int)}

  * version.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664774_1604644122.5/0/asm-analysis-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

/**

  * Constructs a new {@link SourceInterpreter} for the latest ASM API version. <i>Subclasses must

  * not use this constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #SourceInterpreter(int)}

  * version.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664774_1604644122.5/0/asm-analysis-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664774_1604644122.5/0/asm-analysis-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html

 

1.137 mac-os 4.1.65.Final 
1.137.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326439_1655810877.9950225/0/netty-resolver-dns-native-macos-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/macos/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326439_1655810877.9950225/0/netty-resolver-dns-native-macos-4-1-65-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/macos/MacOSDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326439_1655810877.9950225/0/netty-resolver-dns-native-macos-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/macos/DnsResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326439_1655810877.9950225/0/netty-resolver-dns-native-macos-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-resolver-dns-native-macos/pom.xml

 

1.138 keepassjava2-::-simple 2.1.4 
1.138.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Jo Rabin

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/model/KeePassFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/converter/KeePassBooleanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/xml/XmlOutputStreamFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/model/EntryClasses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/transformer/KdbxOutputTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/SimpleGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/converter/EmptyStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/converter/TimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/model/Times.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/xml/XmlEventTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/xml/XmlInputStreamFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/transformer/KdbxInputTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/converter/UuidConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/SimpleDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/SimpleEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/SimpleIcon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326385_1655992359.2243996/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/converter/Base64ByteArrayConverter.java

 

1.139 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-

clouddirectory 1.11.172 
1.139.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************
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THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic
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mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any
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additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.140 maven-aether-provider 3.0 
1.140.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Aether Provider

Copyright 2001-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.141 maven-artifact 3.0 
1.141.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Artifact

Copyright 2001-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.142 error_prone_annotations 2.5.1 
1.142.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotMock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RestrictedApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompatibleWith.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/MustBeClosed.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/IncompatibleModifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CanIgnoreReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Var.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompileTimeConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/ForOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-
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jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LazyInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RequiredModifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/SuppressPackageLocation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CheckReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/OverridingMethodsMustInvokeSuper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/UnlockMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/NoAllocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1206721250_1632455727.58/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-sources-2-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LockMethod.java

 

1.143 apache-log4j-to-slf4j-adapter 2.17.1 
1.143.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j to SLF4J Adapter

Copyright 1999-1969 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.144 core-functionality-for-the-reactor-netty-

library 1.0.7 
1.144.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-Present VMware, Inc. or its affiliates, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/MicrometerPooledConnectionProviderMeterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/MonoSend.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoopResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/TransportConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/DisposableChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/ColocatedEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DelegatingConnectionPoolMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ChannelOperationsId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultPooledConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpClientConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpServerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/ChannelOperationsHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/NettyPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/DefaultSslContextSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/ServerTransportConfig.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/Transport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpServerBind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoopKQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/LoopResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/TransportConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/ConnectionPoolMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientConnect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoopEpoll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-jar/reactor/netty/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServerBind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ReactorNetty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoopNativeDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/AddressResolverGroupMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/AddressUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/NettyOutbound.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ChannelPipelineConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/DisposableServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/NettyInbound.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/ByteBufAllocatorMetrics.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientSecure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/AbstractProtocolSslContextSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoopIOUring.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoopNIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/NameResolverProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpSslContextSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/MicrometerChannelMetricsRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpClientConnect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ChannelBindException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpOutbound.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/MeterKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/AbortedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/SslProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ByteBufMono.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/ChannelMetricsRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/ChannelMetricsHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/ConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/NewConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/ClientTransport.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/PooledConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/logging/AdvancedByteBufFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/ServerTransport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/SniProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/MonoSendMany.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpInbound.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/FluxReceive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/ChannelOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ConnectionObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/FutureMono.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ByteBufFlux.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/ClientTransportConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/ProxyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/transport/logging/ReactorNettyLoggingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326551_1655991915.3820584/0/reactor-netty-core-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/Metrics.java

 

1.145 simple-xml 2.7.1 
1.145.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* FileTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/FileTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Expression.java November 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Expression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CompositeMap.java July 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/CompositeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Convert.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/convert/Convert.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* SessionManager May 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/SessionManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Session.java February 2005

*

* Copyright (C) 2005, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Session.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* InputElement.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/InputElement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ArrayInstance.java January 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ArrayInstance.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* OutputElement.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/OutputElement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementListUnionLabel.java March 2011

*

* Copyright (C) 2011, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ElementListUnionLabel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* TemplateEngine.java May 2005

*

* Copyright (C) 2005, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing
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* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/TemplateEngine.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ByteTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/ByteTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Formatter.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/Formatter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* NodeStack.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/NodeStack.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementParameter.java July 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-
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jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ElementParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* InputPosition.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/InputPosition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Commit.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Commit.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* MethodPartFactory.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/MethodPartFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ModelList.java November 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ModelList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* PullReader.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/PullReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* PrimitiveMatcher.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/PrimitiveMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ConcurrentCache.java July 2012
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*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/util/ConcurrentCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* AttributeParameter.java July 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/AttributeParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CycleStrategy.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/CycleStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Qualifier.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Qualifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ContactMap.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ContactMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Scanner.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/convert/Scanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* TreeModel.java November 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/TreeModel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DefaultMatcher.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/DefaultMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* MethodContact.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/MethodContact.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* PrimitiveValue.java July 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/PrimitiveValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* AnnotationStrategy.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/convert/AnnotationStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Traverser.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Traverser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Loader.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/Loader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CompositeListUnion.java March 2011

*

* Copyright (C) 2011, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/CompositeListUnion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ConvertException.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/convert/ConvertException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* BooleanTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/BooleanTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Decorator.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Decorator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* InstantiationException.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/InstantiationException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ConstructorException.java July 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-
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jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ConstructorException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CompositeArray.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/CompositeArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DateTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/DateTransform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-
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jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/DateFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* SetPart.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/SetPart.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* NodeMap.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/NodeMap.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CompositeKey.java July 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/CompositeKey.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementArrayParameter.java July 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ElementArrayParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Instance.java January 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Instance.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* StringArrayTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/StringArrayTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* FieldScanner.java April 2007
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*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/FieldScanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Model.java November 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Model.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Introspector.java February 2005

*

* Copyright (C) 2005, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Introspector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* InputNodeMap.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/InputNodeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* BigIntegerTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/BigIntegerTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Attribute.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/Attribute.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Scanner.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Scanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementList.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/ElementList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* MethodDetail.java July 2012

*

* Copyright (C) 2012, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/MethodDetail.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementMapParameter.java July 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ElementMapParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Template.java February 2001

*

* Copyright (C) 2001, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Template.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* PrimitiveInlineList.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/PrimitiveInlineList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* TreeStrategy.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/TreeStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* TextLabel.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/TextLabel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementArrayLabel.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ElementArrayLabel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CompositeMapUnion.java March 2011

*

* Copyright (C) 2011, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/CompositeMapUnion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Contact.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Contact.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementUnionLabel.java March 2011

*

* Copyright (C) 2011, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ElementUnionLabel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* VersionLabel.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-
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jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/VersionLabel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Order.java November 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/Order.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ModelMap.java November 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ModelMap.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* URLTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/URLTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Parameter.java July 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Parameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* MapFilter.java May 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/filter/MapFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Instantiator.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/InstanceFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* WriteGraph.java April 2007
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*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/WriteGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* TimeZoneTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/TimeZoneTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ExtractorFactory.java March 2011

*

* Copyright (C) 2011, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ExtractorFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* StringTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/StringTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* EventToken.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/EventToken.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ScannerBuilder.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/convert/ScannerBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CompositeList.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/CompositeList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* NodeWriter.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/NodeWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Stack.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/Stack.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Namespace.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/Namespace.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Policy.java November 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Policy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Cache.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/util/Cache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Schema.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ClassSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Schema.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ScannerFactory.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ScannerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* TextException.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/TextException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DoubleTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/DoubleTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DocumentProvider.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/DocumentProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ExpressionBuilder.java November 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ExpressionBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* TransformException.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/TransformException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* LabelMap.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/LabelMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Reference.java May 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-
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jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/Reference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* MethodType.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/MethodType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Builder.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/Builder.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* StackFilter.java May 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/filter/StackFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Comparer.java December 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Comparer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* CamelCaseStyle.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/CamelCaseStyle.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DetailScanner.java July 2012

*

* Copyright (C) 2012, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/DetailScanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Context.java July 2006
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*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Context.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementListUnion.java March 2011

*

* Copyright (C) 2011, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/ElementListUnion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* WeakCache.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/util/WeakCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* FloatTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/FloatTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* OutputNode.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/OutputNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementMapUnionLabel.java March 2011

*

* Copyright (C) 2011, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ElementMapUnionLabel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* NodeBuilder.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/NodeBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Replace.java June 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Replace.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* EnvironmentFilter.java May 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/filter/EnvironmentFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Dictionary.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/util/Dictionary.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ClassType.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ClassType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementException.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ElementException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* LocaleTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/LocaleTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* RegistryMatcher.java May 2011

*

* Copyright (C) 2011, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/RegistryMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* SignatureScanner.java July 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/SignatureScanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ModelSection.java November 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ModelSection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Element.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/Element.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CycleException.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/CycleException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ArrayValue.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-
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jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/ArrayValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* UnionException.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/UnionException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* LinkedCache.java July 2012

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/util/LimitedCache.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Transformer.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/Transformer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* PackageMatcher.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/PackageMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* TextParameter.java July 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/TextParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* OutputNodeMap.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/OutputNodeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* MethodScanner.java April 2007
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*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/MethodScanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementMapLabel.java July 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ElementMapLabel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* EmptyMatcher.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/EmptyMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/EmptyMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* SystemFilter.java May 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/filter/SystemFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ClassTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/ClassTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* EventNode.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/EventNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ConverterScanner.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/convert/ConverterScanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Visitor.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/Visitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* NodeReader.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/NodeReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* FieldContact.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/FieldContact.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* InputNode.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/InputNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Node.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/Node.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Entry.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/util/Entry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Match.java March 2002

*

* Copyright (C) 2001, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/util/Match.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DetailExtractor.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/DetailExtractor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* MethodName.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/MethodName.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* NodeExtractor.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/NodeExtractor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* HyphenStyle.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/HyphenStyle.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* PersistenceException.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/PersistenceException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Converter.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Converter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* AtomicIntegerTransform.java January 2013

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/AtomicIntegerTransform.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* IntegerTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/IntegerTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* LabelGroup.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/LabelGroup.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* TextListLabel.java December 2012

*

* Copyright (C) 2012, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/TextListLabel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CompositeValue.java July 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/CompositeValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementMapUnion.java March 2011
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*

* Copyright (C) 2011, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/ElementMapUnion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Verbosity.java July 2012

*

* Copyright (C) 2012, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/Verbosity.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* LabelFactory.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/LabelExtractor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* GetPart.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/GetPart.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Repeater.java July 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Repeater.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CurrencyTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/CurrencyTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Contract.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/Contract.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* OutputStack.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/OutputStack.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Function.java February 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Function.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Revision.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Revision.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* StreamReader.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/StreamReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* PrimitiveKey.java July 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/PrimitiveKey.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* PullProvider.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/PullProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* RegistryStrategy.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/convert/RegistryStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ObjectInstance.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ObjectInstance.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ObjectScanner.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ObjectScanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Persist.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Persist.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementListUnionParameter.java July 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ElementListUnionParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ConstructorScanner.java July 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-
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jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ConstructorScanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* PrimitiveArray.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/PrimitiveArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* PathException.java July 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/PathException.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ValueRequiredException.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ValueRequiredException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ModelAssembler.java November 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ModelAssembler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* ClassScanner.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ClassScanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Group.java March 2011

*

* Copyright (C) 2011, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Group.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Provider.java January 2010
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*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/Provider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Detail.java July 2012

*

* Copyright (C) 2012, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Detail.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CoversionInstance.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ConversionInstance.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ConverterFactory.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/convert/ConverterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* KeyBuilder.java April 2012

*

* Copyright (C) 2012, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/KeyBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* AtomicLongTransform.java January 2013

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/AtomicLongTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Extractor.java March 2011

*

* Copyright (C) 2011, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Extractor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* PrimitiveList.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/PrimitiveList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Attribute.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/Attribute.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Indenter.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/Indenter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* PrefixResolver.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/PrefixResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Entry.java July 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Entry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Style.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/Style.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CompositeInlineList.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/CompositeInlineList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ProviderFactory.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/ProviderFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* OutputBuffer.java June 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/OutputBuffer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Type.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/Type.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Validate.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Validate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Resolve.java June 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-
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jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Resolve.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* MethodPart.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/MethodPart.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Label.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Label.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* PrimitiveScanner.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/PrimitiveScanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* EmptyExpression May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/EmptyExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* ElementMapUnionParameter.java July 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ElementMapUnionParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Instantiator.java April 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/SignatureCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Creator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Resolver.java February 2001

*

* Copyright (C) 2001, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/util/Resolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Attributes.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/Name.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Structure.java November 2010
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*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Structure.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* TemplateFilter.java May 2005

*

* Copyright (C) 2005, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/TemplateFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DefaultScanner.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/DefaultScanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* MapFactory.java July 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/MapFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementArray.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/ElementArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* PlatformFilter.java May 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/filter/PlatformFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* OutputDocument.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/OutputDocument.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Matcher.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/Matcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* LabelKey.java April 2012

*

* Copyright (C) 2012, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/LabelKey.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CompositeInlineMap.java July 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/CompositeInlineMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* OutputAttribute.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/OutputAttribute.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CamelCaseBuilder.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/CamelCaseBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* AttributeLabel.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/AttributeLabel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* GregorialCalendarTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/GregorianCalendarTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ParameterFactory.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ParameterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Default.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/Default.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Registry.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/convert/Registry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementUnion.java March 2011

*

* Copyright (C) 2011, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/ElementUnion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* OverrideValue.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-
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jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/OverrideValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* WriteState.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/WriteState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Reflector.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Reflector.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Signature.java April 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Signature.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CacheParameter.java April 2012

*

* Copyright (C) 2012, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/CacheParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* IdentityStyle.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/IdentityStyle.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* InvalidFormatException.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/InvalidFormatException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Text.java April 2007
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*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/Text.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* PrimitiveFactory.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/PrimitiveFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Persister.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Persister.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DateType.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/DateType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CharacterTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/CharacterTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Converter.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/convert/Converter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Collector.java December 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Collector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* HyphenBuilder.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/HyphenBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Filter.java May 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/filter/Filter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Factory.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Factory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DefaultType.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/DefaultType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Mode.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/Mode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Path.java November 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/Path.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* EventElement.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/EventElement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementListParameter.java July 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ElementListParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CharacterArrayTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/CharacterArrayTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Format.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/Format.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Strategy.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/Strategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Composite.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-
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jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Composite.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Allocate.java January 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/Allocate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* LongTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/LongTransform.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Serializer.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/Serializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ShortTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/ShortTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* InstantiatorBuilder.java July 2011

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/InstantiatorBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* PathParser.java November 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/PathParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Caller.java June 2007
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*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Caller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementListLabel.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ElementListLabel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ReadState.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/ReadState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* RootException.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/RootException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Source.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Source.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* NamespaceDecorator.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/NamespaceDecorator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Version.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/Version.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* TextList.java December 2012

*

* Copyright (C) 2012, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/TextList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* OverrideType.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/OverrideType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ParameterContact.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ParameterContact.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* NodeException.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/NodeException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* VisitorStrategy.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/VisitorStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* StreamProvider.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/StreamProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Value.java January 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/Value.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ObjectFactory.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ObjectFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Instantiator.java December 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Instantiator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* EnumTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/EnumTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Reference.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/convert/Reference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Complete.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-
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jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Complete.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ParameterMap.java May 2012

*

* Copyright (C) 2012, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ParameterMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* EventReader.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/EventReader.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* TemplateParameter.java July 2011

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/TemplateParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ContactList.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ContactList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* AnnotationHandler.java December 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/AnnotationHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ArrayFactory.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ArrayFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* RegistryBinder.java January 2010
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*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/convert/RegistryBinder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Transform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/Transform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* StructureBuilder.java November 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/StructureBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Primitive.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Primitive.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ArrayMatcher.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/ArrayMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Root.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/Root.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementUnionParameter.java July 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ElementUnionParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* NamespaceList.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/NamespaceList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* NamespaceMap.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/NamespaceMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* AttributeException.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/AttributeException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Support.java May 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Support.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Criteria.java December 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Criteria.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* TemplateLabel.java July 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/TemplateLabel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Position.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/Position.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ClassInstantiator.java December 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ClassInstantiator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementLabel.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/ElementLabel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Section.java November 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Section.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* InputStack.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/InputStack.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* PrimitiveArrayTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-
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jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/ArrayTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CollectionFactory.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/CollectionFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* MethodException.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/MethodException.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* EventAttribute.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/EventAttribute.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Splitter.java July 2008

*

* Copyright (C) 2008, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/Splitter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* ReadGraph.java April 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/ReadGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Variable.java December 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/Variable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DefaultDetail.java December 2012

*
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* Copyright (C) 2012, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/DefaultDetail.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* AnnotationFactory.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/AnnotationFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* GroupExtractor.java March 2011

*

* Copyright (C) 2011, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/GroupExtractor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* BigDecimalTransform.java May 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/transform/BigDecimalTransform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* FieldDetail.java July 2012

*

* Copyright (C) 2012, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/FieldDetail.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CompositeUnion.java March 2011

*

* Copyright (C) 2011, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/CompositeUnion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ElementMap.java August 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/ElementMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* InputAttribute.java July 2006

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/InputAttribute.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ObjectValue.java January 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/strategy/ObjectValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* CacheLabel.java July 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2006, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/CacheLabel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Transient.java June 2007

*

* Copyright (C) 2007, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/Transient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DocumentReader.java January 2010

*

* Copyright (C) 2010, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/stream/DocumentReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* SignatureBuilder.java July 2009

*

* Copyright (C) 2009, Niall Gallagher <niallg@users.sf.net>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing
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* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274701544_1645234038.21/0/simple-xml-2-7-1-sources-

jar/org/simpleframework/xml/core/SignatureBuilder.java

 

1.146 azure-identity 1.3.3 
1.146.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/InteractiveBrowserCredentialBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/IdentityClientOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/DeviceCodeCredentialBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/DeviceCodeCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/IdentityClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/AppServiceMsiCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/PowershellManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/util/CertificateUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/util/ValidationUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/WindowsCredentialApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/AuthorizationCodeCredentialBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/EnvironmentCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/DefaultAzureCredentialBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/CredentialUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/IntelliJCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/azure/identity/AadCredentialBuilderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/ChainedTokenCredentialBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/MsalToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/util/LoggingUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/VisualStudioCacheAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/HttpPipelineAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/AuthorizationCodeCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/IntelliJCacheAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/CredentialBuilderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/SharedTokenCacheCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/MsalAuthenticationAccount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/AzurePowerShellCredentialBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/ClientCertificateCredentialBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-jar/module-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/ServiceFabricMsiCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/UsernamePasswordCredentialBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/CustomClaimRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/ClientCertificateCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/AzureCliCredentialBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/IntelliJCredentialBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/WindowsCredentialAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/util/ScopeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/DefaultAzureCredential.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/AzurePowerShellCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/SharedTokenCacheCredentialBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/ChainedTokenCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/ClientSecretCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/SynchronizedAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/AuthenticationRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/ClientSecretCredentialBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/AuthenticationRequiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/UsernamePasswordCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/VirtualMachineMsiCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/AzureCliCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/TokenCachePersistenceOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/util/IdentitySslUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/ManagedIdentityCredentialBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/VisualStudioCodeCredentialBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/ArcIdentityCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/LinuxKeyRingAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/IntelliJAuthMethodDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/VisualStudioCodeCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/DeviceCodeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/ManagedIdentityCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/PersistentTokenCacheImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/EnvironmentCredentialBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/InteractiveBrowserCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/MSIToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/IdentityClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/AzureAuthorityHosts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/ManagedIdentityServiceCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326368_1655810882.6012614/0/azure-identity-1-3-3-sources-1-

jar/com/azure/identity/implementation/util/IdentityConstants.java

 

1.147 brave-instrumentation-for-reactor-netty-

http 1.0.7 
1.147.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-Present VMware, Inc. or its affiliates, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326445_1655991856.0299373/0/reactor-netty-http-brave-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/brave/TracingChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326445_1655991856.0299373/0/reactor-netty-http-brave-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/brave/TracingHttpServerDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326445_1655991856.0299373/0/reactor-netty-http-brave-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/brave/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326445_1655991856.0299373/0/reactor-netty-http-brave-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/brave/TracingHttpClientDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326445_1655991856.0299373/0/reactor-netty-http-brave-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/brave/TracingChannelPipelineConfigurer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326445_1655991856.0299373/0/reactor-netty-http-brave-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/brave/ReactorNettyHttpTracing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326445_1655991856.0299373/0/reactor-netty-http-brave-1-0-7-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/brave/TracingChannelOutboundHandler.java

 

1.148 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-opsworks-for-

chef-automate 1.11.172 
1.148.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to
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any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.149 microsoft-azure-netty-http-client-library

1.10.1 
1.149.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/netty/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-jar/module-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/netty/implementation/Utility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/netty/NettyAsyncHttpClientProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/netty/implementation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/netty/implementation/ResponseTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/netty/implementation/NettyAsyncHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/netty/implementation/WriteTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/netty/implementation/ChallengeHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/netty/NettyAsyncHttpClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/netty/implementation/NettyAsyncHttpResponseBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/netty/implementation/NettyToAzureCoreHttpHeadersWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/netty/NettyAsyncHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/netty/implementation/ReadTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/netty/implementation/NettyAsyncHttpBufferedResponse.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/netty/implementation/HttpProxyHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

 ~ Licensed under the MIT License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326527_1655992831.756845/0/azure-core-http-netty-1-10-1-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.azure/azure-core-http-netty/pom.xml

 

1.150 spring-boot-mail-starter 2.5.0 
1.150.1 Available under license : 

Spring Boot 2.5.0

Copyright (c) 2012-2021 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.151 apache-regexp 1.3 
1.151.1 Notifications : 

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

1.151.2 Available under license : 
/*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Jakarta-Regexp", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
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* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

1.152 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-cloudwatch-

events 1.11.172 
1.152.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1
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through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,
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shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.153 txw2-runtime 2.3.4 
1.153.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Notices for Eclipse Implementation of JAXB

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Implementation of JAXB

project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb-impl

 

## Trademarks

 

Eclipse Implementation of JAXB is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-ri

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-istack-commons

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-dtd-parser

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-fi

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-stax-ex

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jax-rpc-ri

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

Apache Ant (1.10.2)
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* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

Apache Felix (1.2.0)

 

* License: Apache License, 2.0

 

args4j (2.33)

 

* License: MIT License

 

dom4j (1.6.1)

 

* License: Custom license based on Apache 1.1

 

file-management (3.0.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/shared/file-management/

* Source:

  https://svn.apache.org/viewvc/maven/shared/tags/file-management-3.0.0/

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

maven-compat (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-compat/

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-compat/3.5.2

 

maven-core (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-core/index.html

* Source: https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-core/3.5.2

 

maven-plugin-annotations (3.5)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/plugin-tools/maven-plugin-annotations/

* Source:
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  https://github.com/apache/maven-plugin-tools/tree/master/maven-plugin-annotations

 

maven-plugin-api (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-connector-basic (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-impl (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-spi (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-transport-file (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/resolver/maven-resolver-transport-file/

* Source:

  https://github.com/apache/maven-resolver/tree/master/maven-resolver-transport-file

 

maven-resolver-util (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-settings (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-settings/3.5.2

 

OSGi Service Platform Core Companion Code (6.0)

 

* License: Apache License, 2.0

 

plexus-archiver (3.5)
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* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://codehaus-plexus.github.io/plexus-archiver/

* Source: https://github.com/codehaus-plexus/plexus-archiver

 

plexus-io (3.0.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

plexus-utils (3.1.0)

 

* License: Apache- 2.0 or Apache- 1.1 or BSD or Public Domain or Indiana

  University Extreme! Lab Software License V1.1.1 (Apache 1.1 style)

 

relaxng-datatype (1.0)

 

* License: New BSD license

 

Sax (0.2)

 

* License: SAX-PD

* Project: http://www.megginson.com/downloads/SAX/

* Source: http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=29449

 

testng (6.14.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND (MIT OR GPL-1.0+)

* Project: https://testng.org/doc/index.html

* Source: https://github.com/cbeust/testng

 

wagon-http-lightweight (3.0.0)

 

* License: Pending

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/wagon/

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven.wagon/wagon-http-lightweight/3.0.0

 

xz for java (1.8)

 

* License: LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is
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permitted.

 

1.154 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-inspector-

service 1.11.172 
1.154.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
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"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding
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those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such
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other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.155 doxia-sitetools 1.0 
1.155.1 Available under license : 

 

Doxia :: Sink API

Copyright 2005-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.156 quartz-job-scheduler 2.3.2 
1.156.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy

* of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-
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jar/org/quartz/core/QuartzSchedulerThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/core/JobRunShell.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/spi/JobStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/calendar/WeeklyCalendar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/calendar/MonthlyCalendar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/utils/DirtyFlagMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/ee/servlet/QuartzInitializerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/calendar/BaseCalendar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/DirectSchedulerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/PoolingConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/ee/servlet/QuartzInitializerServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/StdSchedulerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/spi/ThreadPool.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy

* of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*  

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/OrMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/JobDetail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/SimpleScheduleBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/SimpleTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-
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jar/org/quartz/DisallowConcurrentExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/PersistJobDataAfterExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/DateBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/KeyMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/triggers/CoreTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/AndMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/CalendarIntervalTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/TimeOfDay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/JobBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/ExecuteInJTATransaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/Matcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/GroupMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/NameMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/DailyTimeIntervalScheduleBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/TriggerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/JobExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/NotMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/StringMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/CronTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/EverythingMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/CronScheduleBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/ListenerManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/CronExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/JobExecutionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/ScheduleBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/DailyTimeIntervalTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/TriggerKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/spi/MutableTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/SchedulerConfigException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/CalendarIntervalScheduleBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/triggers/CalendarIntervalTriggerImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/DailyTimeIntervalTriggerPersistenceDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/JobKey.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy

* of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*  

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/ee/jmx/jboss/JBoss4RMIRemoteMBeanScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/TablePrefixAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/AttributeRestoringConnectionInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/listeners/JobListenerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/listeners/SchedulerListenerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/StringKeyDirtyFlagMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/plugins/SchedulerPluginWithUserTransactionSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/listeners/TriggerListenerSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/SimplePropertiesTriggerPersistenceDelegateSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/utils/ClassUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/SchedulerDetailsSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/SimpleTriggerPersistenceDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/CalendarIntervalTriggerPersistenceDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/CronTriggerPersistenceDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/SimplePropertiesTriggerProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/TriggerPersistenceDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/DefaultThreadExecutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

*  Copyright Terracotta, Inc.

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/management/ManagementServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-
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jar/org/quartz/management/ManagementRESTServiceConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/collections/SerializationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/collections/TimeTrigger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy

* of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*  

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/PointbaseDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/Job.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/simpl/SimpleClassLoadHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/CUBRIDDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/xml/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/MSSQLDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/triggers/CronTriggerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/ee/jta/JTAAnnotationAwareJobRunShellFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/spi/JobFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/core/QuartzSchedulerResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/TriggerStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/weblogic/WeblogicConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/SchedulerRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/helpers/VersionPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/triggers/DailyTimeIntervalTriggerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/core/SchedulerSignalerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/ConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/StdJDBCDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/impl/StdScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/impl/JobDetailImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/spi/SchedulerSignaler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/core/RemotableQuartzScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/impl/QuartzServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/SimpleSemaphore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/SchedulerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/simpl/ZeroSizeThreadPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/utils/PropertiesParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/simpl/CascadingClassLoadHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/JobStoreCMT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/ObjectAlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/simpl/ThreadContextClassLoadHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/JobStoreSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/SchedulerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/SybaseDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/JTANonClusteredSemaphore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/TriggerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/StatefulJob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/simpl/RAMJobStore.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/HSQLDBDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/HikariCpPoolingConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/PostgreSQLDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/NoSuchDelegateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/LockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/CacheDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/oracle/OracleDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/SchedulerStateRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/TriggerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/plugins/management/ShutdownHookPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/DB2v6Delegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/JobListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/xml/XMLSchedulingDataProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/ee/jta/JTAJobRunShell.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/ee/jta/JTAJobRunShellFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/spi/TriggerFiredBundle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/StdJobRunShellFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/ee/jmx/jboss/QuartzServiceMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/utils/Key.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/WebLogicDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/plugins/history/LoggingJobHistoryPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/Scheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/simpl/PropertySettingJobFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/triggers/AbstractTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/Calendar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/JobStoreTX.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-
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jar/org/quartz/simpl/HostnameInstanceIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/StdRowLockSemaphore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/core/JobRunShellFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/plugins/history/LoggingTriggerHistoryPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/RemoteMBeanScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/InvalidConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/DriverDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/SchedulerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/spi/TimeBroker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/simpl/SimpleJobFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/DBSemaphore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/ee/jmx/jboss/QuartzService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/calendar/HolidayCalendar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/DB2v8Delegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/simpl/SimpleThreadPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/simpl/SimpleTimeBroker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/simpl/InitThreadContextClassLoadHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/simpl/LoadingLoaderClassLoadHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/JobPersistenceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/InterruptableJob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/FiredTriggerRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/ee/jta/UserTransactionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/simpl/SimpleInstanceIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/triggers/SimpleTriggerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/calendar/AnnualCalendar.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/core/QuartzScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/RemoteScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/DBConnectionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/JNDIConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/SchedulerMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/spi/SchedulerPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/StdJDBCConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/Trigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/DB2v7Delegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/spi/ClassLoadHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/UnableToInterruptJobException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/SchedulerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/JobDataMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/oracle/weblogic/WebLogicOracleDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/plugins/xml/XMLSchedulingDataProcessorPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/spi/InstanceIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/C3p0PoolingConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/JobExecutionContextImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy

* of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/collections/ToolkitDSHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/TerracottaJobStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/AbstractTerracottaJobStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/TerracottaToolkitBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/JobFacade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/TriggerFacade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/PlainTerracottaJobStore.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy

* of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/Semaphore.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy

* of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*  
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/TriggerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/commonj/WorkManagerThreadExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/FindbugsSuppressWarnings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/FiredTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/DefaultWrapperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/JobWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/collections/TimeTriggerSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/WrapperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/ClusteredJobStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/TerracottaJobStoreExtensions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

*  All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/CircularLossyQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/Counter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/sampled/SampledCounterConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/CounterConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/sampled/SampledRateCounterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/sampled/SampledRateCounterConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/CounterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/sampled/SampledCounterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/sampled/TimeStampedCounterValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/sampled/SampledRateCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/CounterManagerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/CounterManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/sampled/SampledCounter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved. Licensed under the Apache

* License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may

obtain

* a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in

* writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS

* OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/DefaultClusteredJobStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/terracotta/quartz/collections/SerializedToolkitStore.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy

* of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/listeners/BroadcastTriggerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/UpdateLockRowSemaphore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/listeners/JobChainingJobListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/listeners/BroadcastJobListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112432772_1615201079.25/0/quartz-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/org/quartz/plugins/interrupt/JobInterruptMonitorPlugin.java

 

1.157 azure-storage-blob 12.7.0 
1.157.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Microsoft

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.158 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-application-

discovery-service 1.11.172 
1.158.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,
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including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and
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  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.159 animal-sniffer-annotation 1.14 
1.159.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.160 maven-reporting-api 3.0 
1.160.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Reporting API

Copyright 2002-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.161 aether-utilities 1.7 
1.161.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2010 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/version/GenericVersionScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/transformer/JavaDependencyContextRefiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/artifact/AbstractArtifact.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/layout/MavenDefaultLayout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/version/GenericVersionRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/DefaultRepositorySystemSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/transformer/JavaEffectiveScopeCalculator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/artifact/JavaScopes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/ChecksumUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/selector/ScopeDependencySelector.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/metadata/DefaultMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/CloningDependencyVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/transformer/NearestVersionConflictResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/PreorderNodeListGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/filter/OrDependencyFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/FilterRepositorySystemSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/traverser/FatArtifactTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/DefaultDependencyNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/selector/OptionalDependencySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/repository/ConservativeAuthenticationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/transformer/ChainedDependencyGraphTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/repository/ChainedWorkspaceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/listener/AbstractTransferListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/artifact/SubArtifact.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/TreeDependencyVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/selector/AndDependencySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/DefaultRepositoryCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/transformer/NoopDependencyGraphTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/artifact/DefaultArtifactType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/filter/ScopeDependencyFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/manager/NoopDependencyManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/traverser/StaticDependencyTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/repository/DefaultAuthenticationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/FilteringDependencyVisitor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/repository/DefaultMirrorSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/listener/DefaultTransferEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/layout/RepositoryLayout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/selector/ExclusionDependencySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/filter/ExclusionsDependencyFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/DefaultSessionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/transformer/TransformationContextKeys.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/transformer/ConflictMarker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/selector/StaticDependencySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/listener/AbstractRepositoryListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/version/GenericVersionConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/artifact/DefaultArtifactTypeRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/filter/AndDependencyFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/repository/ConservativeProxySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/listener/DefaultTransferResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/listener/DefaultRepositoryEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/artifact/ArtifactProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/transformer/ConflictIdSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/artifact/DefaultArtifact.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/version/GenericVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/graph/manager/ClassicDependencyManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/repository/DefaultProxySelector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2010 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.
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*

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/filter/PatternExclusionsDependencyFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023260838_1655988378.8439317/0/aether-util-1-7-sources-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/util/filter/PatternInclusionsDependencyFilter.java

 

1.162 xpp 1.1.3.3 
1.162.1 Available under license : 

XMLPULL API IS FREE

-------------------

 

All of the XMLPULL API source code, compiled code, and documentation

contained in this distribution *except* for tests (see separate LICENSE_TESTS.txt)

are in the Public Domain.

 

XMLPULL API comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

 

Initial authors:

 

 Stefan Haustein

 Aleksander Slominski

 

2001-12-12

/*--

 

$Id: LICENSE.jaxen.txt,v 1.1 2004/06/16 15:45:08 aslom Exp $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "Jaxen" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact license@jaxen.org.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "Jaxen", nor

   may "Jaxen" appear in their name, without prior written permission

   from the Jaxen Project Management (pm@jaxen.org).

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     Jaxen Project (http://www.jaxen.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jaxen.org/

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE Jaxen AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

 

*/

XMLPULL API TESTS LICENSE

--------------------------------------

 

XMLPULL V1 API TESTS

Copyright (C) 2002 Aleksander Slominski
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XMLPULL V1 API TESTS are free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

XMLPULL V1 API TESTS are distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the

GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

(see below and at http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/lesser.html).

 

 

NOTE: XMLPULL V1 API TESTS are released under the Lesser GPL (LGPL) license,

granting you permission to use them in commercial and non-commercial applications for

free. Unlike regular GPL, LGPL does not force you to license your own software under GPL.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GNU Lesser Public License

 

Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and

change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your

freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its

users.

 

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated

software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors

who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about

whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in

any particular case, based on the explanations below.
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When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive

source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces

of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you

these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain

responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must

give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too,

receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must

provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library

after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these

terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we

offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify

the library.

 

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the

free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients

should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's

reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

 

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We

wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program

by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent

license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use

specified in this license.

 

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General

Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We

use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free

programs.

 

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the

combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original

library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits

more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

 

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect

the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free

software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These

disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
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libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special

circumstances.

 

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest

possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this,

non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to

gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public

License.

 

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a

greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission

to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the

whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

 

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it

does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom

and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay

close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that

uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter

must be combined with the library in order to run.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND

MODIFICATION

 

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may

be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this

License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be

conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and

data) to form executables.

 

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been

distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or

any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into

another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".)

 

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications

to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it

contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this

License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not

restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a

work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it).

Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses

the Library does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish

on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all

the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a

copy of this License along with the Library.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your

option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a

work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the

terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that

you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all

third parties under the terms of this License.

 

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to

be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an

argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good

faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such

function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its

purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose

that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore,

Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used

by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the

square root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be

reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then

this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you

distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections

as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of

the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other
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licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part

regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to

work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to

control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with

the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of

this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that

refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License,

version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary

GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if

you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

 

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary

GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made

from that copy.

 

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program

that is not a library.

 

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section

2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided

that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code,

which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

customarily used for software interchange.

 

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place,

then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the

requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to

copy the source along with the object code.

 

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to

work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the

Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore

falls outside the scope of this License.

 

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that

is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a

"work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section

6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the
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Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though

the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true

is not precisely defined by law.

 

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and

accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then

the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall

under Section 6.)

 

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for

the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall

under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses

the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and

distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for

debugging such modifications.

 

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it

and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of

this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to

the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

 

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable

source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the

work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the

work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete

machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source

code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a

modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the

user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not

necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified

definitions.)

 

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library

already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library

functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified

version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version

is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a

charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.
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d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a

designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified

materials from the same place.

 

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that

you have already sent this user a copy.

 

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any

data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a

special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler,

kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

component itself accompanies the executable.

 

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other

proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a

contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable

that you distribute.

 

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a

single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and

distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work

based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided

that you do these two things:

 

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on

the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be

distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

 

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is

a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying

uncombined form of the same work.

 

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as

expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense,

link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full

compliance.

 

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However,

nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative

works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore,

by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate

your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying,

distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.
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10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the

recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link

with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any

further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for

any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether

by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example,

if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those

who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy

both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular

circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole

is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property

right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of

protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by

public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide

range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence

of the rest of this License.

 

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by

patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library

under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser

General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the

present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version

number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published

by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version

number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose
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distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for

permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to

the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will

be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS

WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 *

* Copyright (C) 2000-2002 werken digital.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

*    these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

*    provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "SAXPath" must not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without prior written permission.  For
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*    written permission, please contact license@saxpath.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this software may not be called "SAXPath", nor

*    may "SAXPath" appear in their name, without prior written permission

*    from the SAXPath Project Management (pm@saxpath.org).

*

* In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

* end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

* software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

*     "This product includes software developed by the

*      SAXPath Project (http://www.saxpath.org/)."

* Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

* available at http://www.saxpath.org/

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE SAXPath AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the SAXPath Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* SAXPath Project, please see <http://www.saxpath.org/>.

* 

 

 

from http://junit.org/

 

"JUnit is a regression testing framework written by Erich Gamma and Kent Beck. It is used by the developer who

implements unit tests in Java. JUnit is Open Source Software, released under the IBM Public License and hosted on

SourceForge."

 

 

IBM Public License Version 1.0 is available at:

http://oss.software.ibm.com/developerworks/opensource/license10.html

 

 

IBM Public License Version 1.0
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THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS IBM PUBLIC LICENSE

("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES

RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of International Business Machines Corporation ("IBM"), the Original Program, and

b) in the case of each Contributor,

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are

separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

(ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means IBM and any other entity that distributes the Program.

 

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or

sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

 

"Original Program" means the original version of the software accompanying this Agreement as released by IBM,

including source code, object code and documentation, if any.

 

 

"Program" means the Original Program and Contributions.

 

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

 

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and

object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the

combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall
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not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no

assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to

grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided

that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any

other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it

in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Each Contributor must include the following in a conspicuous location in the Program:

 

 

Copyright  {date here}, International Business Machines Corporation and others. All Rights Reserved.

 

In addition, each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that

reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

 

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,
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lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by

the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a

commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any

actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a)

promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS

IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and

unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED

HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software
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(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such

Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, If Recipient

institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's

patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

 

IBM may publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the

new version. No one other than IBM has the right to modify this Agreement. Except as expressly stated in Sections

2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this

Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly

granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United

States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:
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 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana Univeristy" and "Indiana Univeristy Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana Univeristy"

name nor may "Indiana Univeristy" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.163 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-kms 1.11.172 
1.163.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such
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Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
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conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.164 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-directory-service

1.11.172 
1.164.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such
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Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
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conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.165 spring-boot-quartz-starter 2.5.0 
1.165.1 Available under license : 

Spring Boot 2.5.0

Copyright (c) 2012-2021 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.166 apache-http-client 4.5.13 
1.166.1 Available under license : 

Apache HttpComponents Client

Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

=========================================================================

 

This project includes Public Suffix List copied from

<https://publicsuffix.org/list/effective_tld_names.dat>

licensed under the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0
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Full license text: <http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/>

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and
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   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)
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   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its
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Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the
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Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such
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Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *
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*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions
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You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

1.167 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-certificate-

manager 1.11.172 
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1.167.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that
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remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.168 plexus 1.5.5 
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1.168.1 Available under license : 
 

/********************************************************************************

* CruiseControl, a Continuous Integration Toolkit

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, ThoughtWorks, Inc.

* 651 W Washington Ave. Suite 500

* Chicago, IL 60661 USA

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*     + Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*     + Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*       with the distribution.

*

*     + Neither the name of ThoughtWorks, Inc., CruiseControl, nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

*       products derived from this software without specific prior

*       written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

********************************************************************************/

Javolution - Java(TM) Solution for Real-Time and Embedded Systems

Copyright (c) 2006, Javolution (http://javolution.org)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
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     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana Univeristy" and "Indiana Univeristy Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana Univeristy"

name nor may "Indiana Univeristy" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.169 plexus-classworlds 1.1-alpha-2 
1.169.1 Available under license : 

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana University" and "Indiana University Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana University"
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name nor may "Indiana University" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

/********************************************************************************

* CruiseControl, a Continuous Integration Toolkit

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, ThoughtWorks, Inc.

* 651 W Washington Ave. Suite 500

* Chicago, IL 60661 USA

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*     + Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*     + Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*       with the distribution.

*

*     + Neither the name of ThoughtWorks, Inc., CruiseControl, nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

*       products derived from this software without specific prior

*       written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
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* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

********************************************************************************/

This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/).

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by

ThoughtWorks (http://www.thoughtworks.com).

 

This product includes software developed by

javolution (http://javolution.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by

Rome (https://rome.dev.java.net/).

Javolution - Java(TM) Solution for Real-Time and Embedded Systems

Copyright (c) 2006, Javolution (http://javolution.org)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.170 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-elastic-

transcoder 1.11.172 
1.170.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date
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such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of
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such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.171 spring-boot-test-auto-configure 2.5.0 
1.171.1 Available under license : 

Spring Boot 2.5.0

Copyright (c) 2012-2021 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.172 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-greengrass

1.11.172 
1.172.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).
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**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written
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communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for
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inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.173 msal4j-persistence-extension 1.1.0 
1.173.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1337069867_1654119395.6372902/0/msal4j-persistence-extension-1-1-0-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4jextensions/persistence/linux/KeyRingAccessException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1337069867_1654119395.6372902/0/msal4j-persistence-extension-1-1-0-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4jextensions/persistence/mac/KeyChainAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1337069867_1654119395.6372902/0/msal4j-persistence-extension-1-1-0-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4jextensions/persistence/CacheFileAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1337069867_1654119395.6372902/0/msal4j-persistence-extension-1-1-0-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4jextensions/persistence/CacheFileAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1337069867_1654119395.6372902/0/msal4j-persistence-extension-1-1-0-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4jextensions/CrossProcessCacheFileLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1337069867_1654119395.6372902/0/msal4j-persistence-extension-1-1-0-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4jextensions/persistence/ICacheAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1337069867_1654119395.6372902/0/msal4j-persistence-extension-1-1-0-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4jextensions/persistence/mac/ISecurityLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1337069867_1654119395.6372902/0/msal4j-persistence-extension-1-1-0-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4jextensions/persistence/linux/KeyRingAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1337069867_1654119395.6372902/0/msal4j-persistence-extension-1-1-0-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4jextensions/PersistenceSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1337069867_1654119395.6372902/0/msal4j-persistence-extension-1-1-0-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4jextensions/persistence/linux/ISecurityLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1337069867_1654119395.6372902/0/msal4j-persistence-extension-1-1-0-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4jextensions/PersistenceTokenCacheAccessAspect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1337069867_1654119395.6372902/0/msal4j-persistence-extension-1-1-0-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4jextensions/persistence/mac/KeyChainAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1337069867_1654119395.6372902/0/msal4j-persistence-extension-1-1-0-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4jextensions/persistence/linux/GError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1337069867_1654119395.6372902/0/msal4j-persistence-extension-1-1-0-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4jextensions/CacheFileLockAcquisitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1337069867_1654119395.6372902/0/msal4j-persistence-extension-1-1-0-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4jextensions/persistence/linux/SecretSchemaFlags.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1337069867_1654119395.6372902/0/msal4j-persistence-extension-1-1-0-sources-1-

jar/com/microsoft/aad/msal4jextensions/persistence/linux/SecretSchemaAttributeType.java

 

1.174 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-glacier

1.11.172 
1.174.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.
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- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
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names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.175 apache-commons-collections 3.2 
1.175.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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1.176 aether-spi 1.7 
1.176.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2010 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116044_1655796120.330267/0/aether-spi-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/spi/connector/ArtifactUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116044_1655796120.330267/0/aether-spi-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/spi/io/FileProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116044_1655796120.330267/0/aether-spi-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/spi/connector/MetadataDownload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116044_1655796120.330267/0/aether-spi-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/spi/log/NullLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116044_1655796120.330267/0/aether-spi-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/spi/connector/ArtifactTransfer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116044_1655796120.330267/0/aether-spi-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/spi/locator/ServiceLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116044_1655796120.330267/0/aether-spi-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/spi/connector/RepositoryConnectorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116044_1655796120.330267/0/aether-spi-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/spi/connector/MetadataTransfer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116044_1655796120.330267/0/aether-spi-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/spi/connector/MetadataUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116044_1655796120.330267/0/aether-spi-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/spi/connector/Transfer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116044_1655796120.330267/0/aether-spi-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/spi/connector/ArtifactDownload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116044_1655796120.330267/0/aether-spi-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/spi/connector/RepositoryConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116044_1655796120.330267/0/aether-spi-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/spi/log/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116044_1655796120.330267/0/aether-spi-1-7-sources-1-
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jar/org/sonatype/aether/spi/locator/Service.java

 

1.177 jcip-annotations-under-apache-license

1.0-1 
1.177.1 Available under license : 

Apache License, Version 2.0

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

 

1.178 maven-scm-subversion-provider-svn-

executable-impl 1.4 
1.178.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven SCM Subversion Provider - SVN Executable Impl.

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.179 netty-project 4.1.65.Final 
1.179.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* https://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

/**

* Utility class for {@link ByteBuf} that encodes and decodes to and from

* <a href="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base64">Base64</a> notation.

* <p>

* The encoding and decoding algorithm in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project
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*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* A decoder that splits the received {@link ByteBuf}s dynamically by the

* value of the length field in the message.  It is particularly useful when you

* decode a binary message which has an integer header field that represents the

* length of the message body or the whole message.

* <p>

* {@link LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder} has many configuration parameters so

* that it can decode any message with a length field, which is often seen in

* proprietary client-server protocols. Here are some example that will give

* you the basic idea on which option does what.

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The value of the length field in this example is <tt>12 (0x0C)</tt> which

* represents the length of "HELLO, WORLD".  By default, the decoder assumes

* that the length field represents the number of the bytes that follows the

* length field.  Therefore, it can be decoded with the simplistic parameter

* combination.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>0</b>

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>2</b>

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0 (= do not strip header)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Length | Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, strip header</h3>

*

* Because we can get the length of the content by calling

* {@link ByteBuf#readableBytes()}, you might want to strip the length
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* field by specifying <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt>.  In this example, we

* specified <tt>2</tt>, that is same with the length of the length field, to

* strip the first two bytes.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (12 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*

* In most cases, the length field represents the length of the message body

* only, as shown in the previous examples.  However, in some protocols, the

* length field represents the length of the whole message, including the

* message header.  In such a case, we specify a non-zero

* <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  Because the length value in this example message

* is always greater than the body length by <tt>2</tt>, we specify <tt>-2</tt>

* as <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> for compensation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  0

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

* initialBytesToStrip =  0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Length | Actual Content |

* | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the end of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The following message is a simple variation of the first example.  An extra

* header value is prepended to the message.  <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> is zero

* again because the decoder always takes the length of the prepended data into

* account during frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>3</b>
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* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* | Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |----->| Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |

* |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the beginning of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* This is an advanced example that shows the case where there is an extra

* header between the length field and the message body.  You have to specify a

* positive <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> so that the decoder counts the extra

* header into the frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 3

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* |  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |----->|  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |

* | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field</h3>

*

* This is a combination of all the examples above.  There are the prepended

* header before the length field and the extra header after the length field.

* The prepended header affects the <tt>lengthFieldOffset</tt> and the extra

* header affects the <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  We also specified a non-zero

* <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt> to strip the length field and the prepended

* header from the frame.  If you don't want to strip the prepended header, you

* could specify <tt>0</tt> for <tt>initialBytesToSkip</tt>.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 1 (= the length of HDR1)

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>1</b> (= the length of HDR2)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>3</b> (= the length of HDR1 + LEN)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |
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* | 0xCA | 0x000C | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*

* Let's give another twist to the previous example.  The only difference from

* the previous example is that the length field represents the length of the

* whole message instead of the message body, just like the third example.

* We have to count the length of HDR1 and Length into <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.

* Please note that we don't need to take the length of HDR2 into account

* because the length field already includes the whole header length.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  1

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-3</b> (= the length of HDR1 + LEN, negative)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b> 3</b>

*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |

* | 0xCA | 0x0010 | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

* @see LengthFieldPrepender

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32c.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlFrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DefaultHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Headers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EmptyHeaders.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/BrotliDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Brotli.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DefaultHeadersImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CharSequenceValueConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/LineEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/LineSeparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ByteBufChecksum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecOutputList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DatagramPacketEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DatagramPacketDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DateFormatter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLz.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResultProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanStageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BlockDecompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanStageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/json/JsonObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2DivSufSort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Rand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BlockCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageAggregationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzfEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLzFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BitReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2MTFAndRLE2StageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2MoveToFrontTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzfDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/json/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLzFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Encoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzmaFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/AsciiHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BitWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32LengthFieldPrepender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoderNano.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/HeadersUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoderNano.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* https://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

/**

* Enumeration of supported Base64 dialects.

* <p>

* The internal lookup tables in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Dialect.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoderOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompatibleObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Delimiters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/LimitingByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/UnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/PrematureChannelClosureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/WeakReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingEncoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DelimiterBasedFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/SoftReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToByteEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LineBasedFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ContextBoundUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/TooLongFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedMessageTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/DecompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolvers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Snappy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CachingClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassLoaderClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteInput.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EncoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CorruptedFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/FixedLengthFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoderByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldPrepender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageCodec.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibCodecFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326497_1655992889.409771/0/netty-codec-4-1-65-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4XXHash32.java

 

1.180 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-cognito-

identity 1.11.172 
1.180.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS
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**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of
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any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.181 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-marketplace-

entitlement 1.11.172 
1.181.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS
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**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of
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any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.182 javassist 3.27.0 
1.182.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '<CENTER><B><FONT size=+2>MOZILLA PUBLIC

LICENSE</FONT></B> <BR><B>Version portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a

Larger future version of this License released under Section <B>6.1</B>, and You must (''Netscape'') may publish

revised and/or new versions of the License from published under a particular version of the License, You may

always continue Covered Code under the terms of any subsequent version of the License and (b) otherwise make it

clear that Your version of the license contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and Netscape

Public admission of liability.</UL><B>13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.</B> "Multiple-Licensed".&nbsp;

"Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial <P><BR><B>EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.</B> <UL>The

contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at <P>Software distributed under the
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License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved. terms of the

GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"), or the Apache License Version 2.0 (the

"AL"), use your version of this software under the terms of the MPL, indicate'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version * 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use

this file except in compliance with * the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under * the

terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later, * or the Apache License Version 2.0. *

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'Copyright (C) 1999-2020 by Shigeru Chiba, All rights

reserved. This software is distributed under the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1, the GNU Lesser General Public

License Version 2.1 or later, or the Apache License Version 2.0.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved. * The

contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version * 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file

except in compliance with * the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under * the terms of

the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later, * or the Apache License Version 2.0. * Software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '<h3>Copyright (C) 1999-2020 by Shigeru Chiba, All rights

reserved.</h3> <br>Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved. the Mozilla Public License Version

1.1 (the "License");<br> you may not use this software except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

copy of the License at <p>Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" Copyright (C) 1999-

Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved. terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the

"LGPL"), or the Apache License Version 2.0 (the "AL"), use your version of this software under the terms of the

MPL, indicate'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

# modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public # License as published by the Free Software

Foundation; either # version 2.1 of the License, or any later version. # This library is distributed in the hope that it

will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version * 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use

this file except in compliance with * the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under * the

terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later, * or the Apache License Version 2.0. *

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, + " All Rights Reserved.");'

 

1.183 jul-to-slf4j-bridge 1.7.30 
1.183.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2004-2013 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Copyright (c) 2004-2017 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
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OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.184 asm-based-accessors-helper-used-by-

json-smart 2.4.7 
1.184.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.185 mchange-commons-java 0.2.15 
1.185.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify 1)

The GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1, as published by the Free Software Foundation 2) The

Eclipse Public License (EPL), version 1.0 This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. LGPL v2.1: http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1.html'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify 1) The GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1, as published by the Free Software

Foundation 2) The Eclipse Public License (EPL), version 1.0 This software is distributed in the hope that it will be

useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. LGPL v2.1: http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1.html'

 

1.186 apache-xml-commons 1.0.b2 
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1.186.1 Available under license : 
xml-commons/LICENSE.txt $Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.1 2002/01/31 23:42:49 curcuru Exp $

See README.txt for additional licensing information.

 

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
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* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

xml-commons/README.txt $Id: README.txt,v 1.1 2002/01/31 23:42:49 curcuru Exp $

 

 

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

 

 

Software and documentation in this repository are covered under

a number of different licenses.

 

 

Most files under xml-commons/java/external/ are covered

under their respective LICENSE.*.txt files; see the matching

README.*.txt files for descriptions.

 

Note that xml-commons/java/external/build.xml and

xml-commons/java/external/src/manifest.commons are

both covered under the Apache Software License.

 

 

All files not otherwise noted are covered under the

Apache Software License in LICENSE.txt including all

files under xml-commons/java/src

xml-commons/java/external/README.sax.txt $Id: README.sax.txt,v 1.1 2002/01/31 23:26:48 curcuru Exp $

 

 

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

 

 

All of the .java software and associated documentation about

SAX in this repository are distributed freely in the

public domain.

 

 

LICENSE.sax.txt covers all software and documentation from the

megginson.com including the following in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/src/org/xml/sax

     and all subdirectories

   xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/sax
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     and all subdirectories

 

 

The actual SAX classes in xml-commons came from:

   http://www.megginson.com/Software/index.html

	The original versions are tagged 'SAX-2_0-r2-prerelease'

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt,v 1.1

2002/01/31 23:13:42 curcuru Exp $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-19990405

 

 

W3C DOCUMENT NOTICE AND LICENSE

Copyright  1994-2001 World

Wide Web Consortium, <a href="http://www.w3.org/">World

Wide Web Consortium</a>, (<a href=

"http://www.lcs.mit.edu/">Massachusetts Institute of

Technology</a>, <a href="http://www.inria.fr/">Institut National de

Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique</a>, <a href=

"http://www.keio.ac.jp/">Keio University</a>). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

 

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright

holders under the following license. The software or Document Type

Definitions (DTDs) associated with W3C specifications are governed

by the Software Notice. By using and/or copying this document, or the

W3C document from which this statement is linked, you (the

licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will comply

with the following terms and conditions:

 

Permission to use, copy, and distribute the contents of this

document, or the W3C document from which this statement is linked,

in any medium for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby

granted, provided that you include the following on ALL

copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

A link or URL to the original W3C document.

 

The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if

it doesn't exist, a notice of the form: "Copyright  [$date-of-document] World Wide Web

Consortium, (Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en

Automatique, Keio

University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/" (Hypertext is preferred, but a

textual representation is permitted.)
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If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

 

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE

should be provided. We request that authorship

attribution be provided in any software, documents, or other items

or products that you create pursuant to the implementation of the

contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents

is granted pursuant to this license. However, if additional

requirements (documented in the Copyright

FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or

derivatives issometimes granted by the W3C to individuals

complying with those requirements.

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS

OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE

IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE

DOCUMENT OR THE PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS

THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to this document or its

contents without specific, written prior permission. Title to

copyright in this document will at all times remain with copyright

holders.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on

April 05 1999 so as to account for the treatment of DTDs, schema's and

bindings. See the older formulation for the policy prior to this date.

Please see

our Copyright FAQ for common questions

about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw.

Other questions about this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

webmaster

(last updated by reagle on 1999/04/99.)

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-software.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-software.txt,v 1.1 2002/01/31

23:13:42 curcuru Exp $
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This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-software-19980720

 

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

Copyright  1994-2001 World

Wide Web Consortium, <a href="http://www.w3.org/">World

Wide Web Consortium</a>, (<a href=

"http://www.lcs.mit.edu/">Massachusetts Institute of

Technology</a>, <a href="http://www.inria.fr/">Institut National de

Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique</a>, <a href=

"http://www.keio.ac.jp/">Keio University</a>). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

 

This W3C work (including software, documents, or other related

items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the

following license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work,

you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will

comply with the following terms and conditions:

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation, with or without modification, for any

purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that

you include the following on ALL copies of the software and

documentation or portions thereof, including modifications, that

you make:

 

The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of

the redistributed or derivative work.

 

Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or

terms and conditions. If none exist, a short notice of the

following form (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) should

be used within the body of any redistributed or derivative code:

"Copyright  [$date-of-software] World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Institut National de

Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/"

 

Notice of any changes or modifications to the W3C files,

including the date changes were made. (We recommend you provide

URIs to the location from which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE

USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD

PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.
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COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE

SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without

specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this

software and any associated documentation will at all times remain

with copyright holders.

____________________________________

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on

August 14 1998 so as to improve compatibility with GPL. This

version ensures that W3C software licensing terms are no more

restrictive than GPL and consequently W3C software may be

distributed in GPL packages. See the older formulation for the

policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from

our site, including specific terms and conditions for packages like

libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw.

Other questions about this notice can be

directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

webmaster

(last updated $Date: 2002/01/31 23:13:42 $)

xml-commons/java/external/README.dom.txt $Id: README.dom.txt,v 1.1 2002/01/31 23:13:42 curcuru Exp $

 

 

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

 

 

All of the .java software and associated documentation about

the DOM in this repository are distributed under the license

from the W3C, which is provided herein.

 

 

LICENSE.dom-software.txt covers all software from the W3C

including the following items in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/src/org/w3c

     and all subdirectories

 

LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt covers all documentation from the W3C

including the following items in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/dom

     and all subdirectories

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes in xml-commons came from:
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   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Core-20001113/java-binding.html

	The original versions are tagged 'DOM_LEVEL_2'

 

The specification of DOM Level 2's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Core-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Views-20001113/

	http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Events-20001113/

	http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Style-20001113/

	http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Traversal-Range-20001113/

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.sax.txt $Id: LICENSE.sax.txt,v 1.1 2002/01/31 23:26:48 curcuru Exp $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

 

This page is now out of date -- see the new SAX site at

http://www.saxproject.org/ for more up-to-date

releases and other information. Please change your bookmarks.

 

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

 

1.187 aws-sdk-for-java 1.11.172 
1.187.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.
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- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
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names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.188 jboss-logging 3.4.1.Final 
1.188.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.189 plexus-interpolation-api 1.14 
1.189.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

   You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of
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any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*

* The MIT License

*

* Copyright (c) 2004, The Codehaus

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

* this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

* the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

* use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

* of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

* so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

* copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*/

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.codehaus.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,
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*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Ant" and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact codehaus@codehaus.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.codehaus.org/>.

*/

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2008 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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1.190 brave-instrumentation-http-adapters

5.13.3 
1.190.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Brave

 

Copyright 2013-2020 The OpenZipkin Authors

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'InetAddresses', distributed

by Google in the Guava Library:

 

 * Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://github.com/google/guava

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'JsonUtf8Writer', distributed

by Square, Inc in the Moshi Library:

 

 * Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://github.com/square/moshi

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'WeakConcurrentMap', distributed

by Rafael Winterhalter in the weak-lock-free Library:

 

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://github.com/raphw/weak-lock-free

 

1.191 commons-vfs-core 2.0 
1.191.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons VFS Project

Copyright 2002-2020 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.192 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-rekognition

1.11.172 
1.192.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or
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indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.
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4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.
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9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.193 error_prone_annotations 2.0.18 
1.193.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/MustBeClosed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RestrictedApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompatibleWith.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotMock.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RequiredModifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Var.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/SuppressPackageLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompileTimeConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/ForOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LazyInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CanIgnoreReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/IncompatibleModifiers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LockMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/UnlockMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/NoAllocation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274702943_1645234288.16/0/error-prone-annotations-2-0-18-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotCall.java

 

1.194 pwdb-::-database 2.1.4 
1.194.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Jo Rabin

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326403_1655993115.6951303/0/database-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/Credentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326403_1655993115.6951303/0/database-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/base/AbstractDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326403_1655993115.6951303/0/database-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/Entry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326403_1655993115.6951303/0/database-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/Group.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326403_1655993115.6951303/0/database-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/base/AbstractEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326403_1655993115.6951303/0/database-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/Visitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326403_1655993115.6951303/0/database-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/Database.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326403_1655993115.6951303/0/database-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/Icon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326403_1655993115.6951303/0/database-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/base/AbstractGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326403_1655993115.6951303/0/database-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/security/Encryption.java

 

1.195 keepassjava2-::-all 2.1.4 
1.195.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Jo Rabin

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/model/Times.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/model/KeePassFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/SimpleIcon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/transformer/KdbxOutputTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/converter/UuidConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/transformer/KdbxInputTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/SimpleDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/xml/XmlInputStreamFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/xml/XmlOutputStreamFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/converter/Base64ByteArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/converter/KeePassBooleanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/xml/XmlEventTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/model/EntryClasses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/converter/TimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/converter/EmptyStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/SimpleEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326379_1655992263.585772/0/keepassjava2-simple-2-1-4-sources-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/simple/SimpleGroup.java

 

1.196 spring-boot-cache-starter 2.5.0 
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1.196.1 Available under license : 
Spring Boot 2.5.0

Copyright (c) 2012-2021 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.197 keepassjava2-::-jaxb 2.1.4 
1.197.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Jo Rabin

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326533_1655992336.2049787/0/keepassjava2-jaxb-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/jaxb/util/DateAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326533_1655992336.2049787/0/keepassjava2-jaxb-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/jaxb/JaxbEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326533_1655992336.2049787/0/keepassjava2-jaxb-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/jaxb/JaxbSerializableDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326533_1655992336.2049787/0/keepassjava2-jaxb-2-1-4-sources-1-
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jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/jaxb/JaxbGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326533_1655992336.2049787/0/keepassjava2-jaxb-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/jaxb/JaxbDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326533_1655992336.2049787/0/keepassjava2-jaxb-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/jaxb/base/AbstractJaxbParentedBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326533_1655992336.2049787/0/keepassjava2-jaxb-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdbx/jaxb/JaxbIcon.java

 

1.198 slf4j-api-module 1.7.30 
1.198.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2004-2013 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the
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"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Copyright (c) 2004-2017 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.199 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-ec2 1.11.172 
1.199.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
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You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.200 jta 1.3.3 
1.200.1 Available under license : 

[subs="normal"]

....

Specification: {doctitle}

 

Version: {revnumber}

 

Status: {revremark}

 

Release: {revdate}

....

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Eclipse Foundation.

 

=== Eclipse Foundation Specification License

 

By using and/or copying this document, or the Eclipse Foundation

document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following

terms and conditions:

 

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or

the Eclipse Foundation document from which this statement is linked, in
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any medium for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby

granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

* link or URL to the original Eclipse Foundation document.

* All existing copyright notices, or if one does not exist, a notice

 (hypertext is preferred, but a textual representation is permitted)

 of the form: "Copyright (c) [$date-of-document]

 Eclipse Foundation, Inc. <<url to this license>>"

 

Inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE must be provided. We

request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,

documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the

implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion

thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of Eclipse Foundation

documents is granted pursuant to this license, except anyone may

prepare and distribute derivative works and portions of this document

in software that implements the specification, in supporting materials

accompanying such software, and in documentation of such software,

PROVIDED that all such works include the notice below. HOWEVER, the

publication of derivative works of this document for use as a technical

specification is expressly prohibited.

 

The notice is:

 

"Copyright (c) 2018 Eclipse Foundation. This software or

document includes material copied from or derived from [title and URI

of the Eclipse Foundation specification document]."

 

==== Disclaimers

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED &quot;AS IS,&quot; AND THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND THE ECLIPSE FOUNDATION MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR

WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE

SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS

WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR

OTHER RIGHTS.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND THE ECLIPSE FOUNDATION WILL NOT BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT

OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of the copyright holders or the Eclipse
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Foundation may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

this document or its contents without specific, written prior

permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all times

remain with copyright holders.

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified
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   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the
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     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial
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     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.
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   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses
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   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor
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   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program
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   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.
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       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed
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       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.
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   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
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       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION
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   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

# Notices for Jakarta Transactions

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Jakarta Transactions project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jta

 

## Trademarks

 

Jakarta Transactions is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:
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* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jta-api

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

None

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.201 junit-jupiter-junit-jupiter-params 5.7.2 
1.201.1 Available under license : 

import java.io.File

import java.net.URI

 

data class License(val name: String, val url: URI, val headerFile: File)

Apache License

==============

 

_Version 2.0, January 2004_

_&lt;<https://www.apache.org/licenses/>&gt;_

 

### Terms and Conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution

 

#### 1. Definitions

 

License shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

Licensor shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

Legal Entity shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, control means **(i)** the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or **(ii)** ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or **(iii)** beneficial ownership of such entity.
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You (or Your) shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

Source form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

Object form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

Work shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

Contribution shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

submitted means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as Not a Contribution.

 

Contributor shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

#### 2. Grant of Copyright License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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#### 3. Grant of Patent License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

#### 4. Redistribution

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

* **(a)** You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

* **(b)** You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

* **(c)** You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

* **(d)** If the Work includes a NOTICE text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.
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#### 5. Submission of Contributions

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

#### 6. Trademarks

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

#### 7. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an AS IS BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

#### 8. Limitation of Liability

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

#### 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

==============================

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE (AGREEMENT). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

### 1. Definitions

 

Contribution means:

* **a)** in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content Distributed under this Agreement, and

* **b)** in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

	* **i)** changes to the Program, and

	* **ii)** additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are Distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution originates from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

are not Modified Works.

 

Contributor means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

Licensed Patents mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale

of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

Program means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

Recipient means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement or any Secondary License (as applicable),

including Contributors.

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Program and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a

whole, an original work of authorship.

 

Modified Works shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that results from an addition to, deletion from,

or modification of the contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file in Source Code form

that contains any contents of the Program. Modified Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or

subclass the Program or Modified Works thereof.

 

Distribute means the acts of **a)** distributing or **b)** making available in any manner that enables the transfer

of a copy.

 

Source Code means the form of a Program preferred for making modifications, including but not limited to software

source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

Secondary License means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license,
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including any exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial Contributor.

 

### 2. Grant of Rights

 

**a)** Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly

perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

**b)** Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall apply to

the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor,

such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

**c)** Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein,

no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute

the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

**d)** Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any,

to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

**e)** Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no Contributor makes additional grants to any

Recipient (other than those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's receipt of the Program under

the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

### 3. Requirements

 

**3.1** If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

* **a)** the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in accordance with section 3.2, and the

Contributor must accompany the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program is available under

this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange; and

 

* **b)** the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license different than this Agreement, provided that

such license:

	* **i)** effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied,

including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of

merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

	* **ii)** effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect,

special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

	* **iii)** does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

	* **iv)** requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any party to be under a license that satisfies the
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requirements of this section 3.

 

**3.2** When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

* **a)** it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the Program **(i)** is combined with other material

in a separate file or files made available under a Secondary License, and **(ii)** the initial Contributor attached to

the Source Code the notice described in Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

* **b)** a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

**3.3** Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent, trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of

warranty, or limitations of liability (notices) contained within the Program from any copy of the Program which they

Distribute, provided that Contributors may add their own appropriate notices.

 

### 4. Commercial Distribution

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor (Commercial Contributor) hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

(Indemnified Contributor) against any losses, damages and costs (collectively Losses) arising from claims, lawsuits

and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts

or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or

alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: **a)** promptly

notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and **b)** allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

### 5. No Warranty

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights

under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable

laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.
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### 6. Disclaimer of Liability

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

### 7. General

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes

such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement

Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to Distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new version.

 

Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual

property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All

rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is

intended to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient. No third-party beneficiary rights are

created under this Agreement.

 

#### Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

> This Source Code may also be made available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for

such availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s), version(s), and
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exceptions or additional permissions here}.

 

Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A is not sufficient to license the Source Code

under Secondary Licenses.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location

(such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Apache License

==============

 

_Version 2.0, January 2004_

_&lt;<https://www.apache.org/licenses/>&gt;_

 

### Terms and Conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution

 

#### 1. Definitions

 

License shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

Licensor shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

Legal Entity shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, control means **(i)** the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or **(ii)** ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or **(iii)** beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

You (or Your) shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

Source form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

Object form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

Work shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that
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is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

Contribution shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

submitted means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as Not a Contribution.

 

Contributor shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

#### 2. Grant of Copyright License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

#### 3. Grant of Patent License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

#### 4. Redistribution
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You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

* **(a)** You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

* **(b)** You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

* **(c)** You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

* **(d)** If the Work includes a NOTICE text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

#### 5. Submission of Contributions

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

#### 6. Trademarks

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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#### 7. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an AS IS BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

#### 8. Limitation of Liability

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

#### 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

_END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS_

 

### APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets `[]` replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same printed page as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

Open Source Licenses

====================

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE-<subcomponent>.md

files.

[[contributors]]

== Contributors

 

Browse the {junit5-repo}/graphs/contributors[current list of contributors] directly on GitHub.

 

1.202 maven-plugin-registry-model 2.0.10 
1.202.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Maven Plugin Registry Model

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Maven Plugin Registry Model

Copyright 2001-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'Codehaus' (http://www.codehaus.org/)

 - Default Plexus Container

 - Plexus Common Utilities (http://plexus.codehaus.org/plexus-utils)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'The Codehaus' (http://codehaus.org/)

 - classworlds (http://classworlds.codehaus.org/)

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.203 microsoft-azure-java-core-library 1.18.0 
1.203.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

/**

* Indicates functionality that is in preview and as such is subject to change in non-backwards compatible ways in

* future releases, including removal, regardless of any compatibility expectations set by the containing library

* version.

*

*  Examples:

*

*  {@literal @}Beta

*  {@literal @}Beta(since="v1.0.0")

*  {@literal @}Beta(since="v1.2.0", reason="the feature is in preview")

*  {@literal @}Beta("introducing Foo which eventually replaces Bar")

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/annotation/Beta.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/UserAgentUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/Generated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/ServiceClientProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/HttpRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/ServiceClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/RequestConditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-
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jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/RequestIdPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/AuthorizationChallengeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/ObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/exception/ServiceResponseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/FlatteningSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/exception/UnexpectedLengthException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/HttpPipelinePosition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/paging/ContinuablePagedFluxCore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/UnixTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/Patch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/UrlToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/HostPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/credential/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/UserAgentPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/JsonPatchOperationKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/MemberNameConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/JsonSerializerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/HttpLoggingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/HttpPolicyProviders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/polling/PollResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/UnexpectedResponseExceptionTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/UrlBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/UrlTokenizerState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/paging/ContinuablePagedByItemIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-
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jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/HttpPipelinePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/ClientOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/polling/implementation/PollContextRequiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/ContentType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/paging/ContinuablePage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/ReturnValueWireType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/EncodedParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/HttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/AddHeadersFromContextPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/HttpClientOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/ProtocolPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/UnixTimeDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/Host.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/credential/AzureNamedKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/SwaggerInterfaceParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/PagedResponseBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/AccessibleByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/FixedDelay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/GeoBoundingBox.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/UrlTokenType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/paging/PageRetriever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/logging/LogLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/SerializerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-
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jar/com/azure/core/annotation/JsonFlatten.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/RetriableDownloadFlux.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/ExpandableStringEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/MissingRequiredAnnotationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/StreamResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/TypeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/BufferedFluxByteBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/GeoLinearRing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/ServiceVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/FlatteningDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-jar/module-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/HeaderCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/AdditionalPropertiesDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/http/BufferedHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/DateTimeDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/credential/AccessToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/Delete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/credential/AzureKeyCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/Fluent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/GeoLineString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/credential/TokenRequestContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/credential/SimpleTokenCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/JsonPatchDocumentSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/HttpClientProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/GeoCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/paging/ContinuablePagedFlux.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/MatchConditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/JacksonAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/tracing/Tracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/GeoObjectType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/polling/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/DateTimeRfc1123Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/UserAgentProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/Get.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/serializer/MalformedValueException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/serializer/ItemPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/polling/PollerFlux.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/FluxUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/GeoPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/AddHeadersPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/GeoObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/AdditionalPropertiesSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/ByteBufferCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/GeoArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/ServiceMethod.java
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jar/com/azure/core/annotation/HeaderParam.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/BeforeRetryPolicyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/MemberNameConverterProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/CloudEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/tracing/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/cryptography/AsyncKeyEncryptionKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/NoopConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/HttpPipelineBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/HttpHeadersSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/ServiceInterface.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/ResponseConstructorsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/HttpLogDetailLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/exception/InvalidReturnTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/exception/AzureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/RestProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/RetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/SwaggerMethodParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/exception/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/Header.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/TimeoutPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/PagedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/JsonPatchOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/logging/DefaultLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/DateTimeSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/credential/AzureSasCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/polling/AsyncPollResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/paging/ContinuablePagedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/Headers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/GeoJsonDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/AzureKeyCredentialPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/credential/AzureNamedKeyCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/logging/ClientLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/UnexpectedResponseExceptionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/AddDatePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/ReturnType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/exception/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/AzureSasCredentialPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/AsyncCloseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/exception/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/HttpPipelineCallContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/FormParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/DurationSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/Page.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/polling/LongRunningOperationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/HttpLogOptions.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/HostParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/HttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/cryptography/AsyncKeyEncryptionKeyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/GeoPosition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/ResponseBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/PagedResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/exception/HttpRequestException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/exception/ResourceModifiedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/Substitution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/GeoLineStringCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/GeoPolygon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/PagedFluxBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/CoreUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/CloudEventDataFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/polling/PollingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/HttpPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/GeoObjectHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/Base64Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/CollectionFormat.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/JsonPatchOperationSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/SerializerEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/polling/SyncPoller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/exception/ResourceExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/Base64Url.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/BodyParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/Head.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/CookiePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/HttpHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/polling/DefaultSyncPoller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/serializer/DefaultJsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/UnixTimeSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/cryptography/KeyEncryptionKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/BinaryData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/TypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/ExpectedResponses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/serializer/HttpResponseHeaderDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/PortPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/paging/ContinuablePagedByIteratorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/JsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/JsonSerializerProviders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/tracing/ProcessKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/serializer/HttpResponseBodyDecoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/cryptography/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/MemberNameConverterProviders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/paging/ContinuationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/paging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/paging/ContinuablePagedByPageIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/Option.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/exception/ClientAuthenticationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/GeoPointCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/ResumeOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/Base64UrlSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/exception/HttpResponseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/PagedIterableBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/GeoPolygonCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/annotation/SkipParentValidation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/models/JsonPatchDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/PathParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/BearerTokenAuthenticationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/QueryParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/credential/BasicAuthenticationCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/DateTimeRfc1123.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/HttpPolicyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/HttpPipelineNextPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/cryptography/KeyEncryptionKeyResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/ByteArraySerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/Post.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/Put.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/PagedFlux.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/RetryStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/serializer/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/AfterRetryPolicyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/ProxyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/http/HttpClientProviders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/exception/DecodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/serializer/HttpResponseDecodeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/exception/TooManyRedirectsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/serializer/GeoJsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/tracing/TracerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/AccessTokenCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/IterableStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/http/UnexpectedExceptionInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/util/UrlTokenizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/annotation/ServiceClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/credential/TokenCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/http/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/rest/SimpleResponse.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/policy/ExponentialBackoff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/http/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/serializer/HttpResponseDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 FasterXML.com

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may

* not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain

* a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the license for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the license.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/OptionBeanPropertyWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/OptionSerializerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/OptionModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/OptionTypeModifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/OptionPropertiesModifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-

jar/com/azure/core/implementation/OptionSerializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

 ~ Licensed under the MIT License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326545_1655992775.6049128/0/azure-core-1-18-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.azure/azure-core/pom.xml
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1.204 apache-log4j 2.17.1 
1.204.1 Available under license : 

Apache Log4j Core

Copyright 1999-2012 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

ResolverUtil.java

Copyright 2005-2006 Tim Fennell

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.205 aether-api 1.7 
1.205.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2010 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/collection/DependencyCollectionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/graph/Dependency.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/repository/Proxy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2010 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,

* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/version/InvalidVersionSpecificationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/version/VersionScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/resolution/ArtifactRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/installation/InstallResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/collection/CollectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/resolution/VersionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/transfer/TransferResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/version/VersionConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/RepositorySystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/installation/InstallationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/ConfigurationProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/repository/RepositoryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/deployment/DeploymentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/repository/WorkspaceRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/graph/DependencyFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/collection/DependencyTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/repository/ArtifactRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/collection/CollectResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/repository/RemoteRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/transfer/TransferEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/resolution/VersionRangeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/resolution/VersionResolutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/transfer/TransferCancelledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/graph/DependencyNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/repository/LocalRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/version/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/SessionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/collection/DependencyGraphTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/repository/LocalRepositoryManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/RepositoryListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/resolution/MetadataRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/graph/DependencyVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/collection/DependencySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/repository/Authentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/resolution/ArtifactDescriptorRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/transfer/ArtifactNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/resolution/ArtifactDescriptorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/artifact/ArtifactTypeRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/collection/DependencyGraphTransformationContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/RepositoryCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/repository/WorkspaceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/resolution/ArtifactResolutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/repository/ProxySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/resolution/VersionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/version/VersionRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/deployment/DeployRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/metadata/MergeableMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/collection/DependencyManagement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/transfer/NoRepositoryConnectorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/resolution/ArtifactDescriptorResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/artifact/ArtifactType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/graph/Exclusion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/repository/LocalArtifactRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/RepositoryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/transfer/MetadataNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/collection/UnsolvableVersionConflictException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/transfer/TransferListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/repository/AuthenticationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/metadata/Metadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/repository/MirrorSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/transfer/ArtifactTransferException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/resolution/MetadataResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/deployment/DeployResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/repository/LocalArtifactRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/resolution/VersionRangeResolutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/RepositorySystemSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/repository/LocalArtifactResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/transfer/ChecksumFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/installation/InstallRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/resolution/VersionRangeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/transfer/MetadataTransferException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/collection/DependencyManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/resolution/ArtifactResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/RepositoryEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/collection/DependencyCollectionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348116080_1655796132.3609087/0/aether-api-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/sonatype/aether/artifact/Artifact.java

 

1.206 mockito v3.9.0 
1.206.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

====

   Copyright (c) 2016 Mockito contributors

   This program is made available under the terms of the MIT License.

====

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2007 Mockito contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) ${year} Mockito contributors

This program is made available under the terms of the MIT License.

Copyright (c) 2000-2007, jMock.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of jMock nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES
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OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2001-2008 OFFIS, Tammo Freese.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE. 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2006, Ivan Sagalaev

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of highlight.js nor the names of its contributors
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     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.207 maven-plugin-api 3.0 
1.207.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Plugin API

Copyright 2001-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.208 mockito-junit-jupiter 3.9.0 
1.208.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2007 Mockito contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.209 junit-jupiter-junit-jupiter-engine 5.7.2 
1.209.1 Available under license : 

import java.io.File

import java.net.URI

 

data class License(val name: String, val url: URI, val headerFile: File)

Apache License

==============

 

_Version 2.0, January 2004_

_&lt;<https://www.apache.org/licenses/>&gt;_

 

### Terms and Conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution

 

#### 1. Definitions

 

License shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

Licensor shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

Legal Entity shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, control means **(i)** the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or **(ii)** ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or **(iii)** beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

You (or Your) shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

Source form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including
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but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

Object form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

Work shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

Contribution shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

submitted means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as Not a Contribution.

 

Contributor shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

#### 2. Grant of Copyright License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

#### 3. Grant of Patent License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have
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made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

#### 4. Redistribution

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

* **(a)** You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

* **(b)** You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

* **(c)** You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

* **(d)** If the Work includes a NOTICE text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

#### 5. Submission of Contributions

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and
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conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

#### 6. Trademarks

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

#### 7. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an AS IS BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

#### 8. Limitation of Liability

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

#### 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

Apache License

==============
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_Version 2.0, January 2004_

_&lt;<https://www.apache.org/licenses/>&gt;_

 

### Terms and Conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution

 

#### 1. Definitions

 

License shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

Licensor shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

Legal Entity shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, control means **(i)** the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or **(ii)** ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or **(iii)** beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

You (or Your) shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

Source form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

Object form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

Work shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

Contribution shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

submitted means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as Not a Contribution.

 

Contributor shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

#### 2. Grant of Copyright License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

#### 3. Grant of Patent License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

#### 4. Redistribution

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

* **(a)** You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

* **(b)** You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

* **(c)** You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and
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* **(d)** If the Work includes a NOTICE text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

#### 5. Submission of Contributions

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

#### 6. Trademarks

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

#### 7. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an AS IS BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

#### 8. Limitation of Liability
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In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

#### 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

_END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS_

 

### APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets `[]` replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same printed page as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.
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Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

==============================

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE (AGREEMENT). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

### 1. Definitions

 

Contribution means:

* **a)** in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content Distributed under this Agreement, and

* **b)** in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

	* **i)** changes to the Program, and

	* **ii)** additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are Distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution originates from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

are not Modified Works.

 

Contributor means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

Licensed Patents mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale

of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

Program means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

Recipient means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement or any Secondary License (as applicable),

including Contributors.

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Program and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a

whole, an original work of authorship.

 

Modified Works shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that results from an addition to, deletion from,

or modification of the contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file in Source Code form

that contains any contents of the Program. Modified Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or

subclass the Program or Modified Works thereof.

 

Distribute means the acts of **a)** distributing or **b)** making available in any manner that enables the transfer

of a copy.

 

Source Code means the form of a Program preferred for making modifications, including but not limited to software

source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

Secondary License means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license,

including any exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial Contributor.
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### 2. Grant of Rights

 

**a)** Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly

perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

**b)** Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall apply to

the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor,

such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

**c)** Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein,

no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute

the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

**d)** Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any,

to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

**e)** Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no Contributor makes additional grants to any

Recipient (other than those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's receipt of the Program under

the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

### 3. Requirements

 

**3.1** If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

* **a)** the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in accordance with section 3.2, and the

Contributor must accompany the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program is available under

this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange; and

 

* **b)** the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license different than this Agreement, provided that

such license:

	* **i)** effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied,

including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of

merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

	* **ii)** effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect,

special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

	* **iii)** does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

	* **iv)** requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any party to be under a license that satisfies the

requirements of this section 3.
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**3.2** When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

* **a)** it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the Program **(i)** is combined with other material

in a separate file or files made available under a Secondary License, and **(ii)** the initial Contributor attached to

the Source Code the notice described in Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

* **b)** a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

**3.3** Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent, trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of

warranty, or limitations of liability (notices) contained within the Program from any copy of the Program which they

Distribute, provided that Contributors may add their own appropriate notices.

 

### 4. Commercial Distribution

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor (Commercial Contributor) hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

(Indemnified Contributor) against any losses, damages and costs (collectively Losses) arising from claims, lawsuits

and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts

or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or

alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: **a)** promptly

notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and **b)** allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

### 5. No Warranty

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights

under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable

laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

### 6. Disclaimer of Liability
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EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

### 7. General

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes

such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement

Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to Distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new version.

 

Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual

property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All

rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is

intended to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient. No third-party beneficiary rights are

created under this Agreement.

 

#### Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

> This Source Code may also be made available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for

such availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s), version(s), and

exceptions or additional permissions here}.
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Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A is not sufficient to license the Source Code

under Secondary Licenses.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location

(such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Open Source Licenses

====================

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE-<subcomponent>.md

files.

[[contributors]]

== Contributors

 

Browse the {junit5-repo}/graphs/contributors[current list of contributors] directly on GitHub.

 

1.210 micrometer-core 1.7.0 
1.210.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2019 VMware, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/util/internal/logging/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2019 VMware, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/util/internal/logging/JdkLoggerFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/util/internal/logging/Slf4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/util/internal/logging/Slf4JLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/util/internal/logging/InternalLogLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/util/internal/logging/InternalLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/util/internal/logging/AbstractInternalLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2017 Pivotal Software, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jetty/JettyStatisticsMetrics.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2021 VMware, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/mongodb/DefaultMongoCommandTagsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/mongodb/DefaultMongoConnectionPoolTagsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/cache/CaffeineStatsCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/mongodb/MongoCommandTagsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jvm/JvmInfoMetrics.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

* Copyright 2017-2021 VMware, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/lang/NonNullApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/lang/NonNullFields.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/lang/NonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/lang/Nullable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/internal/OnlyOnceLoggingDenyMeterFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2020 VMware, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use super file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/kafka/KafkaStreamsMetrics.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2017 VMware, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/hystrix/MicrometerMetricsPublisherCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/util/StringEscapeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/util/DoubleFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/composite/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/cumulative/CumulativeFunctionTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/cumulative/CumulativeDistributionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/push/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/internal/TimedExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/dropwizard/DropwizardRate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jvm/JvmThreadMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/search/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/TimeWindowFixedBoundaryHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/cache/JCacheMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/composite/CompositeCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/simple/SimpleMeterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jvm/ClassLoaderMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/cache/CaffeineCacheMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/step/StepFunctionTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/simple/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/step/StepMeasurement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/util/MeterEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/cumulative/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/MockClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/annotation/Incubating.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/system/FileDescriptorMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/cumulative/CumulativeFunctionCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/pause/PauseDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/step/StepCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/util/TimeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/FunctionTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/noop/NoopDistributionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/search/MeterNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/noop/NoopLongTaskTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/db/PostgreSQLDatabaseMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/dropwizard/DropwizardDistributionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/logging/LogbackMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/step/StepFunctionCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/AbstractTimeWindowHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/HistogramSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/Tags.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/system/ProcessorMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/config/InvalidConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/Statistic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/util/HierarchicalNameMapper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/Gauge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/composite/AbstractCompositeMeter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/internal/TimedExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/dropwizard/DropwizardFunctionCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/config/MeterFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/internal/DefaultLongTaskTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/ImmutableTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/config/MissingRequiredConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/Clock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/composite/CompositeMeterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/cache/GuavaCacheMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/HistogramSnapshot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/config/MeterRegistryConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/util/AbstractPartition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/internal/DefaultGauge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/Measurement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/logging/Log4j2Metrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/config/MeterFilterReply.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/DistributionStatisticConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/util/IOUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jvm/ExecutorServiceMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/BaseUnits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/hystrix/MicrometerMetricsPublisher.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/aop/TimedAspect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/internal/DefaultMeter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/NoopHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/pause/ClockDriftPauseDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/dropwizard/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/pause/NoPauseDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/step/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/step/StepMeterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/composite/CompositeFunctionTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/ValueAtPercentile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/AbstractDistributionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/HistogramGauges.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/dropwizard/DropwizardConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/util/MeterPartition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/system/UptimeMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/TimeGauge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jvm/DiskSpaceMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/step/StepTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/Histogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/PercentileHistogramBuckets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/LongTaskTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/hystrix/MicrometerMetricsPublisherThreadPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/aop/CountedAspect.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/simple/SimpleConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/annotation/Counted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/composite/CompositeTimeGauge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/TimeWindowPercentileHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/annotation/TimedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/noop/NoopCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/step/StepDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/dropwizard/DropwizardCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/dropwizard/DropwizardTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/FunctionCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/MeterBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jvm/JvmMemoryMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/composite/CompositeMeter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/search/Search.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/util/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/TimeWindowMax.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/composite/CompositeLongTaskTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/noop/NoopFunctionCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/db/DatabaseTableMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/pause/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/noop/NoopMeter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/cache/EhCache2Metrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/noop/NoopTimeGauge.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/AbstractTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/noop/NoopTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/config/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/noop/NoopGauge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/DistributionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/MeterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/tomcat/TomcatMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/Counter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/cache/CacheMeterBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/composite/CompositeFunctionCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/internal/Mergeable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/noop/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/hystrix/HystrixMetricsBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/step/StepLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/search/RequiredSearch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/AbstractMeter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/step/StepDistributionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/Metrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/Meter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/dropwizard/DropwizardClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/config/NamingConvention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/dropwizard/DropwizardGauge.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/step/StepRegistryConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/okhttp3/OkHttpMetricsEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/composite/CompositeCustomMeter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/dropwizard/DropwizardMeterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/composite/CompositeTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/noop/NoopFunctionTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/annotation/Timed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/composite/CompositeGauge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/CountAtBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/simple/CountingMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jvm/JvmCompilationMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jpa/HibernateMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/cumulative/CumulativeCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/cumulative/CumulativeTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/cache/HazelcastCacheMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/composite/CompositeDistributionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/dropwizard/DropwizardFunctionTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jvm/JvmGcMetrics.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2019 VMware, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jetty/JettyConnectionMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/util/internal/logging/WarnThenDebugLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/internal/TimedCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/mongodb/MongoMetricsConnectionPoolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/internal/TimedRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jvm/JvmMemory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/Timer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jetty/OnCompletionAsyncListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jetty/InstrumentedQueuedThreadPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/mongodb/MongoMetricsCommandListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/internal/TimedScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jetty/TimedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jetty/JettyServerThreadPoolMetrics.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2020 VMware, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use super file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/kafka/KafkaClientMetrics.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2018 VMware, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/push/PushRegistryConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/ipc/http/OkHttpSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/logging/LoggingMeterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/util/JsonUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/push/PushMeterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/MultiGauge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/kafka/KafkaConsumerMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/ipc/http/HttpStatusClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/ipc/http/ReactorNettySender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/StrongReferenceGaugeFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/util/NamedThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-
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jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/logging/LoggingRegistryConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/ipc/http/HttpUrlConnectionSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/ipc/http/HttpSender.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2020 VMware, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/kafka/KafkaMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/http/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/config/MeterRegistryConfigValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/httpcomponents/DefaultUriMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/okhttp3/OkHttpConnectionPoolMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/AbstractTimerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/config/validate/DurationValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jpa/HibernateQueryMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/config/validate/Validated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jvm/JvmHeapPressureMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/db/JooqExecuteListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jetty/JettyClientMetrics.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jetty/JettyClientTags.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/db/MetricsDSLContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/httpcomponents/HttpContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/http/Outcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/http/HttpServletRequestTagsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/config/validate/PropertyValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jetty/JettySslHandshakeMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/internal/CumulativeHistogramLongTaskTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/cache/HazelcastIMapAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/config/validate/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/TimeWindowSum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/http/DefaultHttpServletRequestTagsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/jetty/JettyClientTagsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/httpcomponents/MicrometerHttpClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/step/StepValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/http/HttpRequestTags.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/mongodb/MongoConnectionPoolTagsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/step/StepTuple2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/config/validate/InvalidReason.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/distribution/FixedBoundaryVictoriaMetricsHistogram.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 VMware, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/grpc/MetricCollectingClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/grpc/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/grpc/MetricCollectingClientCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/grpc/MetricCollectingClientCallListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/grpc/MetricCollectingServerCallListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/grpc/MetricCollectingServerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/grpc/AbstractMetricCollectingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/grpc/MetricCollectingServerCall.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2020 Pivotal Software, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/commonspool2/CommonsObjectPool2Metrics.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2019 VMware, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,
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* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/util/internal/logging/JdkLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/util/internal/logging/InternalLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2019 VMware, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/util/internal/logging/LocationAwareSlf4JLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2019 VMware, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/util/internal/logging/FormattingTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/util/internal/logging/MessageFormatter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 VMware, Inc.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/httpcomponents/MicrometerHttpRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319548_1655810532.119576/0/micrometer-core-1-7-0-sources-

jar/io/micrometer/core/instrument/binder/httpcomponents/PoolingHttpClientConnectionManagerMetricsBinder.java

 

1.211 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-api-gateway

1.11.172 
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1.211.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that
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remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.212 json-path 2.5.0 
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1.212.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/mapper/factory/DefaultGsonObjectMapperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/path/json/config/JsonParserType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/internal/path/json/JSONAssertion.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/mapper/factory/GsonObjectMapperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/internal/path/json/mapping/JsonPathGsonObjectDeserializer.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/path/json/config/JsonPathConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/internal/path/json/mapping/JsonObjectDeserializer.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/path/json/exception/JsonPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/path/json/JsonPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/internal/path/json/mapping/JsonPathJackson2ObjectDeserializer.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/internal/path/json/mapping/JsonPathJackson1ObjectDeserializer.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/mapper/factory/Jackson2ObjectMapperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/internal/path/json/JsonPrettifier.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/internal/path/json/ConfigurableJsonSlurper.groovy
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* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/mapper/factory/Jackson1ObjectMapperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/mapper/factory/DefaultJackson1ObjectMapperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/mapper/factory/DefaultJackson2ObjectMapperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241104418_1639450906.6/0/json-path-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/jayway/restassured/path/json/mapping/JsonPathObjectDeserializer.java

 

1.213 jackson-dataformats-binary 2.12.3 
1.213.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Bnd-LastModified: 1618252665347

Build-Jdk-Spec: 1.8

Bundle-Description: Support for reading and writing Concise Binary Obj

ect Representation([CBOR](https://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc7049)enc

oded data using Jackson abstractions (streaming API, data binding, tr

ee model)

Bundle-DocURL: http://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-Name: Jackson dataformat: CBOR

Bundle-SymbolicName: com.fasterxml.jackson.dataformat.jackson-dataform

at-cbor

Bundle-Vendor: FasterXML

Bundle-Version: 2.12.3

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Export-Package: com.fasterxml.jackson.dataformat.cbor;uses:="com.faste

rxml.jackson.core,com.fasterxml.jackson.core.base,com.fasterxml.jacks

on.core.format,com.fasterxml.jackson.core.io,com.fasterxml.jackson.co

re.json,com.fasterxml.jackson.core.sym,com.fasterxml.jackson.core.uti

l";version="2.12.3",com.fasterxml.jackson.dataformat.cbor.databind;us

es:="com.fasterxml.jackson.core,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind,com.fa

sterxml.jackson.databind.cfg,com.fasterxml.jackson.dataformat.cbor";v

ersion="2.12.3"

Implementation-Build-Date: 2021-04-12 18:37:39+0000

Implementation-Title: Jackson dataformat: CBOR

Implementation-Vendor: FasterXML

Implementation-Vendor-Id: com.fasterxml.jackson.dataformat

Implementation-Version: 2.12.3

Import-Package: com.fasterxml.jackson.core;version="[2.12,3)",com.fast

erxml.jackson.core.base;version="[2.12,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.core

.format;version="[2.12,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.core.io;version="[2.

12,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.core.json;version="[2.12,3)",com.fasterx
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ml.jackson.core.sym;version="[2.12,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.core.uti

l;version="[2.12,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.databind;version="[2.12,3)

",com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.cfg;version="[2.12,3)",com.fasterxml

.jackson.dataformat.cbor;version="[2.12,3)"

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.7))"

Specification-Title: Jackson dataformat: CBOR

Specification-Vendor: FasterXML

Specification-Version: 2.12.3

Tool: Bnd-5.1.1.202006162103

X-Compile-Source-JDK: 1.7

X-Compile-Target-JDK: 1.7

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1300428363_1649932293.82/0/jackson-dataformat-cbor-2-12-3-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

 

1.214 maven-scm-api 1.4 
1.214.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven SCM API

Copyright 2003-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.215 aws-sdk-java 1.11.172 
1.215.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************
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THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic
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mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any
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additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.216 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-marketplace-

commerce-analytics 1.11.172 
1.216.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************
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THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic
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mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any
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additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.217 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-lex 1.11.172 
1.217.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************
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This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously
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marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.218 aalto-xml 1.0.0 
1.218.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Aalto XML processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases,
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that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

 

1.219 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-iot 1.11.172 
1.219.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
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indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a
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NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.
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1.220 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-s3 1.11.172 
1.220.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such
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third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.
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1.221 aws-sdk-for-java-core 1.12.32 
1.221.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ImmutableMapParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/JsonIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/SignerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/Builder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/SignerConfigJsonHelper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing
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* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkIOUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SystemDefaultDnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/client/ConnectionManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DelegateSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/JulLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/NoOpClientExecutionAbortTrackerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/CommonsLogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/HandlerContextKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/JsonErrorMessageParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/CommonsLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/privileged/PrivilegedMasterSecretValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/JsonErrorCodeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionAbortTrackerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ReadLimitInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/JavaVersionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/InternalLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/StackedRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/DelegatingDnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base16Lower.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/SdkHttpUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/DnsResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/JsonErrorResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/NoOpHttpRequestAbortTaskTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SDKGlobalTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/MasterSecretValidators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/UriResourcePathUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkSSLMetricsSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionAbortTrackerTaskImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ComparableUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DelegateInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/SdkConnectionKeepAliveStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestAbortTaskTrackerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionAbortTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionAbortTaskImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/exception/HttpRequestTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkMetricsSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestAbortTaskTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SdkThreadLocals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/settings/HttpClientSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/TimeoutThreadPoolBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NumberUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestAbortTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SignableRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestAbortTaskImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/JsonErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ValidationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkInternalList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/client/HttpClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/JulLogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkThreadLocalsRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/PredefinedClientConfigurations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is divalibuted

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/JsonProtocolMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

* <p/>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

* <p/>

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0
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* <p/>

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Partitions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/MetadataSupportedRegionFromEndpointProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/endpoint/DefaultRegionFromEndpointResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/endpoint/RegionFromEndpointResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/RegionFromEndpointResolverAwareSigner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*
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* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/EC2ContainerCredentialsProviderWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/CredentialsEndpointProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/InstanceMetadataServiceResourceFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/EC2ResourceFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ContainerCredentialsRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/RetryMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/CredentialsEndpointRetryParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/BaseCredentialsFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/EndpointPrefixAwareSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/TokenBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ContainerCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ConnectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/InstanceMetadataServiceCredentialsFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ContainerCredentialsFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/CredentialsEndpointRetryPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*
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* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkSSLContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016-2019. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/utils/ApacheUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/request/impl/ApacheHttpRequestFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights

* Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing
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* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/auth/SignerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/MetadataCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NullResponseMetadataCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/auth/SignerProviderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/adapters/types/TypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/auth/NoOpSignerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/auth/DefaultSignerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/adapters/types/StringToByteBufferAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/adapters/types/StringToInputStreamAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

* Copyright (c) 2016 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/StructuredJsonGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredCborFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/JsonResponseHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkCborGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkJsonProtocolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredPlainJsonFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricAdminMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ClassLoaderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/json/Jackson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/JmxInfoProviderSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/RequestClientOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricAdmin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ServiceClientHolderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/BasicSessionCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/spi/JmxInfoProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSSessionCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/spi/SdkMBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSSessionCredentials.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights

* Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is

* distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language

* governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CredentialUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Interface for providing AWS region information. Implementations are free to use any strategy for

* providing region information.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsRegionProvider.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/protocol/SdkHttpRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/InternalConfigJsonHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/HttpResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/StaxResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/SimpleMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/QueryStringSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/RepeatableInputStreamRequestEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/arn/AwsResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/RequestHandler2Adaptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/ApiMonitoringEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/AuthRetryParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/ProfileCsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/CsmConfiguration.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/PolicyReaderOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/PropertiesCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/PollingStrategyContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/RetryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/EnvironmentVariableCsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/FileStoreTlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ResponseMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/BasicProfileConfigFileLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/MonitoringEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ServiceMetricCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/PredefinedRetryPolicies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignerParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterTimedOutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWS4UnsignedPayloadSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/SdkPlainSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/DefaultCsmConfigurationProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ThroughputMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AWSServiceMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/impl/client/SdkHttpRequestRetryHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/PollingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/NoOpSigner.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricInputStreamEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ProxyAuthenticationMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ApacheHttpClientConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/RequestHandler2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterUnrecoverableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EndpointDiscoveryIdentifiersRefreshCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ServiceMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/StaxUnmarshallerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ResponseMetadataCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AbstractAWSSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/BasicAWSCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/RetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/MaxAttemptsRetryStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Policy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/CredentialsRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/AdvancedConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/HostRegexToRegionMappingJsonHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EndpointDiscoveryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ByteThroughputHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeStaxUnmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/arn/ArnConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Action.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/AbstractRequestHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/resources/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AwsClientSideMonitoringMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/VoidStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/AwsProfileEndpointDiscoveryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/DaemonThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/StaticCsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/internal/JsonDocumentFields.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/PropertiesFileCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/InternalConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterExecutionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/SystemPropertyEndpointDiscoveryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/CsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/cache/KeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ByteThroughputProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/EndpointDiscoveryConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/SystemPropertyCsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/JsonUnmarshallerContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/Wrapped.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/internal/ServiceMetricTypeGuesser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EndpointDiscoveryProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/Signer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricFilterInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/StructuredJsonMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/RequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignerTypeAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/MapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/FixedDelayStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/AbstractFileTlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonWebServiceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ServiceNameFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/DateCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/arn/Arn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/DefaultRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/ConditionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/SdkFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/RetryModeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/CompositeAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/SimpleServiceMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/HostRegexToRegionMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/AwsSdkMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/IpAddressCondition.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/RequestMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeJsonUnmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/XpathUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/NoOpWaiterHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/ApiCallAttemptMonitoringEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Principal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/SimpleThroughputMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/AmazonHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/WebIdentityTokenCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/TimestampFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/IdentityEndpointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/HttpFailureStatusAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/AuthErrorRetryStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/RequestMetricCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AWSRequestMetricsFullSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/DefaultEndpointDiscoveryProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/internal/AsynchronousAgentDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/StringCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AWSRequestMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressListenerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AnonymousAWSCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SDKGlobalConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/HandlerBeforeAttemptContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EnvironmentVariableEndpointDiscoveryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/Waiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWS3Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/AcceptorPathMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/HttpSuccessStatusAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Statement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/MaxAttemptsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/ApiCallMonitoringEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/SystemPropertyTlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/TlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/arn/ArnResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ServiceLatencyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ServiceEndpointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/VoidJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/internal/AgentMonitoringListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ClientConfiguration.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/request/impl/HttpGetWithBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonWebServiceClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/HttpClientConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/HandlerChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/HttpClientConfigJsonHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/ArnCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NamespaceRemovingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/cache/EndpointDiscoveryCacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/StandardErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ClientConnectionManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/CsmConfigurationProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressEventType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ClientConnectionRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonWebServiceResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/HandlerAfterAttemptContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/DefaultErrorResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DefaultServiceEndpointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/internal/ClientSideMonitoringRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/MonitoringListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/RuntimeHttpUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EndpointDiscoveryRefreshCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/Presigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/BooleanCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/impl/client/HttpRequestNoRetryHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/internal/JsonPolicyReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/VersionInfoUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CRC32ChecksumCalculatingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/utils/HttpContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/NoneTlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/HttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/JsonUnmarshallerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/internal/JsonPolicyWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/NumericCondition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*
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* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Md5Utils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Classes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/BinaryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/DateUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed
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* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NamedDefaultThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterExecutorServiceFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/HostnameValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/Regions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/ServiceAbbreviations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SystemPropertiesCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ClasspathPropertiesFileCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSCredentialsProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/HandlerContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DynamoDBBackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/CRC32MismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AwsHostNameUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/DefaultAWSCredentialsProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/IdleConnectionReaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/CustomBackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/EnvironmentVariableCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/EC2MetadataClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/InstanceProfileCredentialsProvider.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/SdkTLSSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/TLSProtocol.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2019. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/EnhancedJsonErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ReflectionMethodInvoker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/ClockSkewAdjuster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkRequestRetryHeaderProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is

* located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/CompositeErrorCodeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/ErrorCodeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/IonErrorCodeParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.
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* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/InternalLogApi.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/request/HttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/SimpleTypePathMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonClientMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/cred/CredentialsLegacyConfigLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/QueryParamMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/ValueToStringConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/AwsAsyncClientParams.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/SdkInterruptedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/V2CompatibleBackoffStrategyAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/cred/CredentialsDefaultLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SdkClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/AwsSyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/ExecutorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryOnExceptionsCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/ProfileKeyConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/AwsProfileNameLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/FixedDelayBackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/ProfileStaticCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/AwsDirectoryBasePathProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/DefaultValueSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryOnStatusCodeCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonErrorResponseMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/MapUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/ClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/RetryPolicyAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonErrorShapeMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/RequestConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/StaticSignerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/ExecutionContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/JsonMarshallerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SdkBaseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsRegionProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/AndRetryCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/V2CompatibleBackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/HeaderMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/ClientHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSStaticCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsEnvVarOverrideRegionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryPolicyContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/TimingInfoFullSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/AmazonWebServiceRequestAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/JsonMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonProtocolMarshallerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonWebServiceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/SdkHttpMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/AwsProfileFileLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/EndpointToRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/presign/PresignerParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/MarshallingType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/cred/CredentialsEnvVarOverrideLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsSystemPropertyRegionProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/OperationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsProfileRegionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/ClientHandlerParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/MarshallingInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/SimpleRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSRefreshableSessionCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkJsonGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonContentTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredJsonFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/ClientExecutionParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/SimpleTypeJsonMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonContentTypeResolverImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/config/SharedConfigDefaultLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/PathMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SdkClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/config/ConfigEnvVarOverrideLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/AbstractErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/StaticCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/AwsAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/AllProfiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/DefaultMarshallingType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/AwsProfileFileLocationProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/ListUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkJsonMarshallerFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/MarshallerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/AwsErrorResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/BackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/MarshallLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/MaxNumberOfRetriesCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/presign/PresignerFacade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/ProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/BasicProfile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/TimingInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/StructuredPojo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/StringInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/OrRetryCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/NullAsEmptyBodyProtocolRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/ProfileAssumeRoleCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonOperationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/AwsSyncClientParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/AwsClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/InstanceMetadataRegionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/XMLWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ClientConfigurationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/DefaultAwsRegionProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/ProtocolRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/PredefinedBackoffStrategies.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/response/AwsResponseHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/TimingInfoUnmodifiable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Interface for providing AWS credentials. Implementations are free to use any

* strategy for providing AWS credentials, such as simply providing static

* credentials that don't change, or more complicated implementations, such as

* integrating with existing key management systems.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSCredentialsProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ====================================================================

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the
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* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/BasicNameValuePair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NameValuePair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/URLEncodedUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/JodaTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/StringMapBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at
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*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Endpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/InMemoryRegionsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Region.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/PartitionsLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/SdkProxyRoutePlanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredIonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/PartitionRegionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Partition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionMetadataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/InMemoryRegionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AbstractRegionMetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/LegacyRegionXmlMetadataBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/CRC32ChecksumResponseInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/PartitionMetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionMetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/CredentialScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/LegacyRegionXmlLoadUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeCborUnmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkIonGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/SdkInternalApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/SdkTestInternalApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/NotThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/SdkProtectedApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/ThreadSafe.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*
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* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/IdempotentUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/ApacheHttpClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/IRequestHandler2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/InternalLogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/ApacheConnectionManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DateTimeJsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/SdkHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/ConnectionManagerAwareHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CapacityManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/FakeIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/ShouldClearSslSessionPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredJsonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/CanHandleNullCredentials.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*
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* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWS4Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/HttpClientWrappingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ServiceAwareSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AbortedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkFilterInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/EncodingSchemeEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/IOUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base64Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ListWithAutoConstructFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkDigestInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/RegionAwareSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/MetricAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/MBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/SdkRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionMetadataParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkBufferedInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/Region.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AbstractBase32Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base32Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ResetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base16Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CodecUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkFilterOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/EC2MetadataUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/EncodingScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/MetricsInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/SdkMBeanRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*   http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignerAsRequestSigner.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ImmutableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/RequestSigner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ReleasableInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ResettableInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/auth/internal/SignerConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/Profile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/FIFOCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DelegateSSLSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/SyncProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkSSLSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/ProfilesConfigFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ProcessCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/securitytoken/STSProfileCredentialsServiceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/LengthCheckInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/ProfileProcessCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/DeliveryMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/AbstractProfilesConfigFileScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/UnreliableTestConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/ProfileCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/internal/SignerKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressEventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/ProfilesConfigFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/request/ProgressSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/securitytoken/STSProfileCredentialsServiceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/SDKProgressPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/internal/AWS4SignerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/securitytoken/RoleInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/RequestProgressInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/UnreliableFilterInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ResponseProgressInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/internal/AWS4SignerRequestParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/securitytoken/ProfileCredentialsService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/Releasable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/request/Progress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/BoundedLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/BasicProfileConfigLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/PolicyUtils.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/AsyncHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is

* located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/IonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/IonParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeIonUnmarshallers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/VoidUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SigningAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeUnmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/HttpMethodName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/LegacyErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/XmlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignatureVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326361_1655991791.4978268/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSCredentials.java

 

1.222 aspectj-weaver 1.9.6 
1.222.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html
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*

* Contributors:

*   Alexandre Vasseur         initial implementation

*   Adrian Colyer                refactoring for traversal and grouping by kind

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/PatternNodeVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004 IBM Corporation

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*    Andy Clement IBM     initial implementation 30-May-2004

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/WeaveMessage.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/MemberImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/Advice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/TypePatternQuestions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/ConcreteCflowPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/NewConstructorTypeMunger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ConcreteTypeMunger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/PerFromSuper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/NewFieldTypeMunger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ast/Instanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/ITokenSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/SignaturePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ast/Var.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/OrTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/IClassWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/SourceContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/OrPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/ThrowsPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/ArgsPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/TypePatternList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/BasicTokenSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/PerSingleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/DeclarePrecedence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ast/FieldGet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/Checker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ast/Not.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ast/ITestVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/PrivilegedAccessMunger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/WildTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/ExceptionRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/Bindings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/NameBindingPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/NamePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/IScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/WithinPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ast/Call.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/ThisOrTargetPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ast/Test.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/NotPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/Lint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelFieldRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/ReferencePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/CflowPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/DeclareErrorOrWarning.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/DeclareSoft.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ast/Or.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/ParserException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ShadowMunger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ISourceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/NameMangler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/NotTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/weaver/CrosscuttingMembers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/MemberKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/BCException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/IHasSourceLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelCflowAccessVar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ast/Literal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/BasicToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/StaticJoinPointFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ast/FieldGetCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/FormalBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ast/CallExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/IHasPosition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/ExactTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/ExposedState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/SimpleScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ast/ASTNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/HandlerPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ResolvedPointcutDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ast/IExprVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/WithincodePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/NewParentTypeMunger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ast/And.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/Declare.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/Position.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/ShadowRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/LazyMethodGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/IToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/AndTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/AndPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/PerCflow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/IntMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelCflowStackFieldAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/KindedPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/Utility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/PerClause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/PerObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelVar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/Pointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/model/AsmRelationshipProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/AjcMemberMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/AjAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/PatternNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ast/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/ModifiersPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/weaver/NewMethodTypeMunger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/UnwovenClassFile.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

*     Alexandre Vasseur    @AspectJ ITDs

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ResolvedTypeMunger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelTypeMunger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005-2010 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/TypeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/TypeVariable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002-2019 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html
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* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/WeaverStateInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002, 2010 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/NoTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/EllipsisTypePattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2012 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*   John Kew (vmware)         	initial implementation

*   Lyor Goldstein (vmware)	add support for weaved class being re-defined

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/AbstractCacheBacking.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/AbstractFileCacheBacking.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/DefaultFileCacheBacking.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/CacheBacking.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/WeavedClassCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/CachedClassReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/AbstractIndexedFileCacheBacking.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/GeneratedCachedClassHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2008 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*   Andy Clement

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/util/IStructureModel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002-2006 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

*     AndyClement extracted as self contained type from Lint type (4-Aug-06)

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/LintMessage.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement, IBM       initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ExposeTypeMunger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002,2005 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

*     Andy Clement  start of generics upgrade...

*     Adrian Colyer - overhaul

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/UnresolvedType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/Shadow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/AdviceKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelClassWeaver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

* initial implementation              Andy Clement

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/control/CodeGenerationHint.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002-2009 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/CrosscuttingMembersSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

*               2005,2020 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available
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* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/World.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 Xerox Corporation,

*               2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

*               2018 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     Xerox/PARC     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/util/LangUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2003 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Mik Kersten     initial implementation

*     Andy Clement    Extensions for better IDE representation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/internal/AspectJElementHierarchy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) 2005-2010 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

* Andy Clement (IBM, SpringSource)

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/VersionedDataInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     Xerox/PARC     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/util/TypeSafeEnum.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

*     Alexandre Vasseur    perClause support for @AJ aspects

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelWorld.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 IBM, Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/PerTypeWithinTargetTypeMunger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*   Ron Bodkin		Initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ltw/LTWWorld.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2003 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Xerox/PARC     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/IProgressListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2012 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*   John Kew (vmware)         initial implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/CacheStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/CacheFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/DefaultCacheKeyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/CacheKeyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/DefaultCacheFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002, 2017 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

* Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/ClassPathManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2008 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors

* Andy Clement - extracted from AnnotationTypePattern

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/AnyAnnotationTypePattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Linton Ye https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=193065

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/CustomMungerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

* initial implementation              Alexandre Vasseur

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/Pointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/AtAjAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/Before.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/Aspect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelPerClauseAspectAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/After.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/AfterThrowing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/ProceedingJoinPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/Around.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/DeclarePrecedence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/AfterReturning.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2011 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*   Abraham Nevado - Lucierna	initial implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/loadtime/definition/LightXMLParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 Xerox Corporation,

*               2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC),

*               2006 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at
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* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Xerox/PARC     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/InitializerSignature.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*   Adrian Colyer			Initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/InterTypeMethodDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/DeclarePrecedenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/annotation/ajcDeclareSoft.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/InterTypeFieldDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/Pointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/JoinPointMatchImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/InterTypeConstructorDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/DeclareError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/StringToType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/ContextBasedMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/TypeVariablePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/ReflectionShadow.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/SignaturePatternImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/annotation/ajcDeclareAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/InterTypeDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/AjTypeSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/internal/tools/PointcutDesignatorHandlerBasedPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/annotation/ajcDeclarePrecedence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/TypeVariableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/StandardShadowMatchImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/JoinPointSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/PointcutBasedPerClause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/DeclareErrorOrWarning.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/annotation/ajcDeclareParents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/DeclareErrorOrWarningImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/context/PinpointingMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/JoinPointMatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/ReflectionBasedReferenceTypeDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/TypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/DeclareSoft.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/StandardShadow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/DeclareSoftImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/PerClause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/HasMemberTypePatternFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/PointcutBasedPerClauseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/AjTypeImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/InterTypeConstructorDeclarationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/InterTypeMethodDeclarationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/Java14GenericSignatureInformationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/NoSuchPointcutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/ScopeWithTypeVariables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/HasThisTypePatternTriedToSneakInSomeGenericOrParameterizedTypePatternMatc

hingStuffAnywhereVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/TypePatternImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/TypePatternBasedPerClause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/DeclareParents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/JoinPointSignatureIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/DeclarePrecedence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/NoSuchAdviceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/Advice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/InterTypeDeclarationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/Java15GenericSignatureInformationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/MissingResolvedTypeWithKnownSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/TypePatternBasedPerClauseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/DeclareWarning.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/PointcutImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/DeclareAnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelGenericSignatureToTypeXConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/PointcutDesignatorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/annotation/ajcITD.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/PointcutParameterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/AjType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/DeclareAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/DeclareParentsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/context/ContextToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/InterTypeFieldDeclarationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/ReflectionVar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/Java15ReflectionBasedReferenceTypeDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/GenericSignatureInformationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/internal/tools/MatchingContextBasedTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/PointcutParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/annotation/ajcPrivileged.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/context/ContextFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/AdviceKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/PointcutExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/PointcutExpressionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/ReflectionBasedReferenceTypeDelegateFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/PerClauseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/DefaultMatchingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/PerClauseKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/TypeVariablePatternList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/UnsupportedPointcutPrimitiveException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/AbstractPatternNodeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/MatchingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/ShadowMatchImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/reflect/AdviceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/ShadowMatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/SignaturePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/internal/lang/annotation/ajcDeclareEoW.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006 IBM Corporation and others.

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     Matthew Webster - initial implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/TraceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/Jdk14Trace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/loadtime/JRockitAgent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/Jdk14TraceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/Traceable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/AbstractTrace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/DefaultTraceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/IMessageContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/CommonsTraceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/DefaultTrace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/ISupportsMessageContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/Trace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/CommonsTrace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/Constants.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     PARC                 initial implementation

*     Alexandre Vasseur    rearchitected for #75442 finer grained matching

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/PerObjectInterfaceTypeMunger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2012 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*   Abraham Nevado (lucierna) initial implementation

********************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/SimpleCacheFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/SimpleCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2003 IBM Corporation and others.

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html
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*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ICrossReferenceHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004 IBM Corporation

*

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*    Andy Clement     initial implementation

*    Heavily based on LocalVariableTable

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/LocalVariableTypeTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2008 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/GeneratedReferenceTypeDelegate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2010 SpringSource, Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available
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* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/NewMemberClassTypeMunger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*   Alexandre Vasseur         initial implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/DeclareAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/PerThisOrTargetPointcutVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/loadtime/DefaultMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/loadtime/ConcreteAspectCodeGen.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2017 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/loadtime/ClassLoaderWeavingAdaptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ********************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) 1998-2001 Xerox Corporation,

*               2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     Xerox/PARC     initial implementation

* *******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/Version.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005-2008 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/util/GenericSignatureParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" and

*    "Apache BCEL" must not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without prior written permission. For

*    written permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    "Apache BCEL", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without

*    prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

* Extended by Adrian Colyer, June 2005 to support unpacking of Signature

* attribute

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/Signature.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004, 2013 IBM, VMware
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* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement -     initial implementation {date}

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/RuntimeInvisAnnos.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/RuntimeAnnos.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/RuntimeInvisParamAnnos.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/ElementValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002-2010 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC                 initial implementation

*     Andy Clement  6Jul05 generics - signature attribute

*     Abraham Nevado

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/LazyClassGen.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2014 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* ******************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/RequiredTypes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2008 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/TemporaryTypeMunger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/StandardAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/IUnwovenClassFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/AbstractAnnotationAJ.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004 IBM Corporation

*

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*    Andy Clement     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/internal/cflowstack/ThreadStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/EnclosingMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/AnnotationDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/internal/cflowstack/ThreadStackFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/internal/cflowstack/ThreadStackFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/internal/CFlowCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/internal/cflowstack/ThreadStackFactoryImpl11.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/internal/cflowstack/ThreadCounter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2010 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement

*     Nieraj Singh

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/TypeCategoryTypePattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     Alexandre Vasseur     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/MethodDelegateTypeMunger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 Xerox Corporation,

*               2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC),

*               2004 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Xerox/PARC     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/SoftException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004 IBM Corporation

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     Matthew Webster, Adrian Colyer, John Kew + Lyor Goldstein (caching)

*     Martin Lippert     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/WeavingAdaptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2010 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

* Andy Clement (SpringSource)

* ******************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ConstantPoolWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/CompressingDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelConstantPoolReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelConstantPoolWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004 IBM Corporation.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/OrAnnotationTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/AnnotationPatternList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/BindingPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/AnnotationPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/WildAnnotationTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/internal/tools/StandardPointcutExpressionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/ExactAnnotationTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/ArgsAnnotationPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/AnnotationTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/WithinCodeAnnotationPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/PointcutPrimitive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/StandardPointcutExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/TypePatternMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/AnnotatedElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/PointcutRewriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/ThisOrTargetAnnotationPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/AndAnnotationTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/internal/tools/PointcutExpressionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/WithinAnnotationPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/internal/tools/TypePatternMatcherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/NotAnnotationTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/PointcutEvaluationExpenseComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/PointcutExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/BindingAnnotationTypePattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 Xerox Corporation,

*               2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/util/GenericSignature.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 Xerox Corporation,

*               2002-2018 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC), Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at
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* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*      Xerox/PARC    initial implementation

*    Alex Vasseur    new factory methods for variants of JP

*  Abraham Nevado    new factory methods for collapsed SJPs

*    Andy Clement    new factory methods that rely on LDC <class>

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/reflect/Factory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2010 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*   Andy Clement, SpringSource

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/TypeDelegateResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006 IBM

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*    Andy Clement - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/PoliceExtensionUse.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) 2004 IBM Corporation and others.

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*      (Andy Clement)

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelCflowCounterFieldAdder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2009 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ResolvableTypeList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005-2012 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/TypeVariableReferenceType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) 2018 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/RuntimeVersion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2010 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

* Andy Clement, SpringSource

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/MemberUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2008 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*	 Andy Clement

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/asm/AsmDetector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) 2005, 2017 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/Java15AnnotationFinder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004, 2017 Contributors

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/PointcutParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004 IBM

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*    Andy Clement - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/Constants.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2012 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.
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* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*   John Kew (vmware)          initial implementation

*   Lyor Goldstein (vmware)	add support for weaved class being re-defined

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/CachedClassEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002, 2010 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

*     Nieraj Singh

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/BindingTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/TypePattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002,2010

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

*     Adrian Colyer, IBM

*     Andy Clement, IBM, SpringSource

* ******************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/PatternParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2010 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

* Andy Clement (SpringSource)

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ConstantPoolReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 IBM

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement   initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/TypeAnnotationAccessVar.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006 Contributors. All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors: IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation
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* 				 Helen Hawkins   - initial version

*******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/internal/HandleProviderDelimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/model/AsmRelationshipUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/internal/CharOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/internal/NameConvertor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/internal/JDTLikeHandleProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2003,2010 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Mik Kersten     initial implementation

*     Andy Clement

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/IHierarchy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/internal/RelationshipMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/HierarchyWalker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/ArgNameFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/ReflectionWorld.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2008, 2018 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*	 Andy Clement

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/asm/StackMapAdder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

* initial implementation              Alexandre Vasseur

* generic signature update            Adrian Colyer

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/Aspects.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004 IBM Corporation

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html
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* 

* Contributors:

*     Matthew Webster, Adrian Colyer,

*     Martin Lippert     initial implementation

*     Andy Clement

*     Abraham Nevado

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/loadtime/WeavingURLClassLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005-2008 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/AnnotationAccessVar.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*   Adrian Colyer									initial implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/AdviceName.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).
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* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

*     Alexandre Vasseur    support for @AJ aspects

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelShadow.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2010 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/BoundedReferenceType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*   Adrian Colyer			Initial implementation

*   Nieraj Singh

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/HasMemberTypePattern.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

*               2005 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

*     AMC      extracted as interface

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ResolvedMember.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002-2010 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelWeaver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2012 VMware, Inc. custard

*

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

* Lyor Goldstein

* ******************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/FlatFileCacheBacking.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002-2010 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ResolvedMemberImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013 VMware

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement -     initial implementation {date}

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/RuntimeInvisTypeAnnos.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/RuntimeVisTypeAnnos.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/RuntimeTypeAnnos.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2009 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*
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* Contributors:

*     initial implementation   Andy Clement

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/DeclareParentsMixin.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004,2010 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Matthew Webster, IBM

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/Dump.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2011 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*   Andy Clement			Initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/HasMemberTypePatternForPerThisMatching.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005-2010 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0
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* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/UnresolvedTypeVariableReferenceType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

*     Andy Clement - June 2005 - separated out from ResolvedType

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ReferenceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/AbstractReferenceTypeDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ReferenceTypeDelegate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

*   Andy Clement   pushed down into bcel module

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/LocalVariableTag.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

* initial implementation              Andy Clement

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/FakeAnnotation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005,2018 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/loadtime/ClassPreProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/loadtime/ClassPreProcessorAgentAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement                 initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/IfFinder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004 IBM Corporation

*

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*    Andy Clement     initial implementation

* 					   Copied from bits of original CFlowStack

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/internal/cflowstack/ThreadCounterImpl11.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/internal/cflowstack/ThreadStackImpl11.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2010 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement - SpringSource

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/OrSignaturePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/AndSignaturePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/AbstractSignaturePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/NotSignaturePattern.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*   Alexandre Vasseur         initial implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelAccessForInlineMunger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/loadtime/Aj.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/loadtime/definition/Definition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/loadtime/Agent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/loadtime/Options.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Xerox/PARC     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/util/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004 IBM Corporation

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available
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* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Matthew Webster, Adrian Colyer,

*     Martin Lippert     initial implementation

*     Andy Clement

*     Roy Varghese - Bug 473555

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/ExtensibleURLClassLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006 IBM Corporation and others.

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement - initial implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/UnlockSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/reflect/LockSignatureImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/LockSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/reflect/UnlockSignatureImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2003 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Mik Kersten     initial implementation
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*    Andy Clement     incremental support and switch on/off state

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/AsmManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2011 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*   Abraham Nevado - Lucierna	initial implementation

*   	Just a slight variation of current DocumentParser.java from Alexandre Vasseur.

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/loadtime/definition/SimpleAOPParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Wes Isberg       initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/internal/lang/PlaceHolder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors. All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at
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* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*       Helen Hawkins - Initial implementation

*******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/AnnotationTargetKind.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Wes Isberg       initial implementation

*   Andy Clement       fleshed out to match SuppressWarnings

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/SuppressAjWarnings.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001, 2017 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,
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*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" and

*    "Apache BCEL" must not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without prior written permission. For

*    written permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    "Apache BCEL", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without

*    prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/util/ClassPath.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2016-17 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" and

*    "Apache BCEL" must not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without prior written permission. For

*    written permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    "Apache BCEL", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without

*    prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/Module.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004, 2013 IBM Corporation

*

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*    Andy Clement     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/AnnotationGen.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

*     RonBodkin/AndyClement optimizations for memory consumption/speed

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelObjectType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2008 Contributors

*

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 
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* Contributors:

*   Andy Clement - refactored out of MemberImpl

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/SignatureUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     PARC                 initial implementation

*     Alexandre Vasseur    if() implementation for @AJ style

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/IfPointcut.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2003 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Mik Kersten     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/IProgramElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/IRelationshipMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/IElementHandleProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/IHierarchyListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/IRelationship.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 IBM

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/AnnotationOnTypeMunger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/PerTypeWithin.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Jim Hugunin     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/FastMatchInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004 IBM

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 
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* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement -     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/NameValuePair.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 Xerox Corporation,

*               2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Xerox/PARC     initial implementation

*    Alex Vasseur    wired up for @AJ proceeding

*    Andy Clement 23-06-06 added extras for @AJ

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/internal/AroundClosure.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC         initial implementation

*   Andy Clement   pushed down into bcel module

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/LineNumberTag.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) 2003,2010 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Mik Kersten     initial implementation

*     Andy Clement    Extensions for better IDE representation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/internal/Relationship.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*   David Knibb         initial implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/loadtime/IWeavingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/loadtime/DefaultWeavingContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" and

*    "Apache BCEL" must not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without prior written permission. For

*    written permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    "Apache BCEL", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without

*    prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantFloat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/Deprecated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/InstructionShort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/ConstantsInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/InstructionConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/Repository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/ReturnaddressType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/StackMapType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/LOOKUPSWITCH.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/SwitchBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantCP.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ClassParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/ClassGenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/InstructionCP.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/BranchHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/FieldGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/Unknown.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/LocalVariableGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/InvokeDynamic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/util/Repository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/JavaClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/CodeExceptionGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/util/ClassLoaderRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/InstructionHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantInterfaceMethodref.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/ArrayType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/Field.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/InstVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/StackMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/ObjectType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/InstructionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/Code.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/InvokeInstruction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/LineNumberGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/StackMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/util/ClassLoaderReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/InnerClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/BootstrapMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/SourceFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/NestHost.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/ClassGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantMethodref.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/InstructionSelect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/TABLESWITCH.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/Instruction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/util/ThreadLocalAwareRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/FieldOrMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/Utility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/NestMembers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/InnerClasses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/InstructionByte.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/Synthetic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/MULTIANEWARRAY.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantUtf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/FieldOrMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/INVOKEINTERFACE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/FieldInstruction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ExceptionTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/TargetLostException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/CodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/BasicType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantDynamic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/LocalVariableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantInvokeDynamic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/InstructionBranch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantMethodType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/IINC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/ExceptionConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ClassFormatException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/LineNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/SimpleConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantFieldref.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/util/NonCachingClassLoaderRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/LocalVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/ReferenceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantNameAndType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/LineNumberTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantMethodHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/InstructionLV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/InstructionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/MethodGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/util/ByteSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/util/DefaultClassLoaderReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/Modifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/util/SyntheticRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/FieldGenOrMethodGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/RET.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/generic/InstructionTargeter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2009 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

* initial implementation              Andy Clement

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/DeclareMixin.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002-2010

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/Member.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at
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* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*   Adrian Colyer          Initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/InternalUseOnlyPointcutParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/DeferredResolvedPointcutDefinition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2017 Contributors.

*

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/AnnotationFinder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2003,2010 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Mik Kersten     initial implementation

*     Andy Clement, IBM, SpringSource    Extensions for better IDE representation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/internal/ProgramElement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) 2006 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

* variant of Aspects in the aspectj5rt project - this one isn't Java5   - Andy Clement

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/Aspects14.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004 IBM Corporation and others.

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ast/HasAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/StandardPointcutParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/UnwovenClassFileWithThirdPartyManagedBytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/IClassFileProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/IWeaveRequestor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2017 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 
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* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/ReflectionBasedResolvedMemberImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004 IBM

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement -     initial implementation {date}

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/ArrayElementValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/AnnotationElementValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/RuntimeParamAnnos.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/ClassElementValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/RuntimeVisAnnos.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/EnumElementValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/RuntimeVisParamAnnos.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/SimpleElementValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2008 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement     initial implementation
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* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/BindingAnnotationFieldTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ArrayReferenceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelWeakClassLoaderReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/BcelWeavingSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/WildcardedUnresolvedType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/WeakClassLoaderReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/ExactAnnotationFieldTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/IWeavingSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/AnnotationAccessFieldVar.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2019 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/WildChildFinder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*    Ron Bodkin     initial implementation
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* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/IReflectionWorld.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/util/SoftHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2009 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/PersistenceSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement IBM     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/AnnotationAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/EnumAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ArrayAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ClassAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/AnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/asm/IModelFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/SimpleAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/IVerificationRequired.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/AnnotationNameValuePair.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2011 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement - SpringSource/vmware

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/bcel/AspectInstanceVar.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2003 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Isberg        initial implementation
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* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/util/UtilClassLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005-2012 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*   Adrian Colyer			Initial implementation

*   Andy Clement			various fixes

*   Trask Stanalker		#373195

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/context/CompilationAndWeavingContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002, 2010 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC) and others.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/AnyWithAnnotationTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/AnyTypePattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* All rights reserved.
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* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     PARC     initial implementation

*     Alexandre Vasseur    @AspectJ ITDs

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/ResolvedType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006 Contributors. All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors: IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

* 				 Helen Hawkins   - iniital version

*******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/IEclipseSourceContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*   Alexandre Vasseur         initial implementation

*   Abraham Nevado - Lucierna simple caching strategy

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/loadtime/definition/DocumentParser.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 IBM Corporation

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Adrian Colyer     initial implementation

*      Andy Clement     got it working

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/DeclareAnnotation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/JavaLangTypeToResolvedTypeConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2010 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Andy Clement     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-
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jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/DeclareTypeErrorOrWarning.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*   Adrian Colyer			Initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/reflect/ReflectionFastMatchInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/ILifecycleAware.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013 VMware

*

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*    Andy Clement     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/MethodParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/annotation/TypeAnnotationGen.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" and

*    "Apache BCEL" must not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without prior written permission. For

*    written permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    "Apache BCEL", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without

*    prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ModulePackages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ModuleMainClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/apache/bcel/classfile/ConstantPackage.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

*               2004 IBM Corporation.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/FuzzyBoolean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004 IBM Corporation

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Matthew Webster, Adrian Colyer,

*     Martin Lippert     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/GeneratedClassHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/WeavingClassLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) 2004-2019 Contributors

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/WeaverMessages.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 Xerox Corporation,

*               2002 Palo Alto Research Center, Incorporated (PARC).

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*     Xerox/PARC     initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/SourceLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/CFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/IMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/internal/Conversions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/FieldSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/NoAspectBoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/MessageUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/IMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/internal/PerObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/reflect/StringMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/AdviceSignature.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/ReflectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/MemberSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/MessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/IMessageHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/ConstructorSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/reflect/MemberSignatureImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/reflect/SignatureImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/reflect/SourceLocationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/CatchClauseSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/MethodSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/internal/CFlowPlusState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/reflect/JoinPointImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/AbortException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/util/PartialOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/reflect/FieldSignatureImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/ICommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/MessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/SourceLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/reflect/CodeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/reflect/AdviceSignatureImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/ISourceLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/internal/CFlowStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/reflect/CodeSignatureImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/Signature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/JoinPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/util/FuzzyBoolean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/reflect/ConstructorSignatureImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/reflect/MethodSignatureImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/util/FileUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/reflect/InitializerSignatureImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/bridge/CountingMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/runtime/reflect/CatchClauseSignatureImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

* initial implementation              Adrian Colyer

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/lang/annotation/DeclareParents.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*   Andy Clement			Initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/TypeVariableDeclaringElement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006-2008 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/AnnotationAJ.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/BindingScope.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2002-2019 Contributors

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/patterns/DeclareParents.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2008 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* ******************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/Utils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2012 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Contributors:

*   Lyor Goldstein (vmware)	add support for weaved class being re-defined

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/AsynchronousFileCacheBacking.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319572_1655810521.0648062/0/aspectjweaver-1-9-6-sources-2-

jar/org/aspectj/weaver/tools/cache/ZippedFileCacheBacking.java

 

1.223 asm 9.1 
1.223.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/RecordComponentWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ModuleVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ModuleWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/CurrentFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ConstantDynamic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypeReference.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/RecordComponentVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150153141_1627681655.27/0/asm-9-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

 

1.224 spring-framework 5.3.7 
1.224.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConfigurableConversionService.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ResizableByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConditionalGenericConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializationDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/DeserializingConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/SynthesizedAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCurrencyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/SystemEnvironmentPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/DefaultSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AliasFor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/MethodMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/AlternativeJdkIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCharsetConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/JdkIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/FallbackObjectToStringConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/metrics/jfr/FlightRecorderStartupStep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AbstractClassTestingTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/SpringNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConditionalConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxStreamHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/SpringCglibInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/PropertiesToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ExceptionTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCollectionConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxEventXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/AbstractEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/StandardEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/Decoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/SerializableTypeWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/SpringAsmInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ReactiveAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/DefaultParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePatternResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ConcurrentReferenceHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/log/LogDelegateFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/LinkedCaseInsensitiveMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ClassUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NativeDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/SpringProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/SmartClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/PatternMatchUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/PropertyPlaceholderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/TypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ClassPathResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ReflectionUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MetadataReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractXMLEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/ConfigurableEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConversionServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/DataBufferFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/BooleanComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NamedThreadLocal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ByteArrayResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleMetadataReaderFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ParameterizedTypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/CompoundComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/Comparators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/Environment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/DelegatingCompletableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/DomContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/AutoPopulatingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourceRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/CachingMetadataReaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractXMLStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/VfsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleNamespaceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/lang/UsesJava7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/DomUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/lang/UsesJava8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/ListBasedXMLEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ResourceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ByteBufferConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ConcurrencyThrottleSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToLocaleConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NamedInheritableThreadLocal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/MethodIntrospector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/AbstractFileResolvingResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/VfsResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/NettyDataBufferFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/AsyncListenableTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/FixedBackOff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/InvertibleComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/lang/UsesSunHttpServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/CompositeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/InputStreamResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XMLEventStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/CompletableToListenableFutureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ExceptionDepthComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/function/SupplierUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/DescriptiveResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/OverridingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/LocalizedResourceHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XMLEventStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/ComparableComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/AsyncTaskExecutor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/InstanceFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/CommandLinePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxEventHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedCheckedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertySourcesPropertyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/ReadOnlySystemAttributesMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/ExecutorServiceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/NullSafeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/function/SingletonSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/UpdateMessageDigestInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ToStringCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertySources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/SuccessCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/JOptCommandLinePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/SettableListenableFuture.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/CompositePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/DecoratingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/NumberUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/CodecException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/EncodingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/FileSystemResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/TypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/MissingRequiredPropertiesException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/DefaultConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/EncodedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConvertingPropertyEditorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ResourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/AbstractConditionalEnumConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/VfsPatternUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToOptionalConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/DefaultToStringStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/DefaultPropertySourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StreamConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/lang/NonNullApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/Order.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/FutureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConverterNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/WritableResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/DefaultDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/IdToEntityConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/KotlinReflectionParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ResolvableTypeProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/MethodClassKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractStaxHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/InputStreamSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/GenericConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/DecodingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/EnvironmentCapable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ToStringStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AspectJTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedExceptionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/StringValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/StandardReflectionParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/ClassMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/InvalidMimeTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/BackOffExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/FailureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/TypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AssignableTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CharacterToNumberFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskExecutor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ZoneIdToTimeZoneConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/SpringObjenesis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/EnumToIntegerConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/EnumToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/BackOff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToTimeZoneConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ProtocolResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/lang/UsesSunMisc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/ConfigurablePropertyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ConfigurableObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/CommandLineArgs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ZonedDateTimeToCalendarConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConverterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToPropertiesConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

#

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

 

org.springframework.core.ReactiveAdapterRegistry$SpringCoreBlockHoundIntegration
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-jar/META-

INF/services/reactor.blockhound.integration.BlockHoundIntegration

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/NumberToCharacterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ClassRelativeResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/ConcurrentExecutorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializationFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/InfrastructureProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/SyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/StylerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskRejectedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleSaxErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MetadataReaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleTransformErrorListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/FileUrlResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/GenericConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/DefaultPropertiesPersister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/MonoToListenableFutureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertySource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/GenericTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/SimpleCommandLinePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/metrics/jfr/FlightRecorderApplicationStartup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MergedAnnotationCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/NettyByteBufEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/SpringFactoriesLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ConcurrentLruCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ObjectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/DefaultResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToBooleanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/KotlinDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/ProfilesParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/PrioritizedParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializingConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/AttributeAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/AttributeAccessorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/StopWatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxStreamXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourceArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ReactiveTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/DigestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToNumberConverterFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationsScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePropertiesPersister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MergedAnnotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/SimpleAliasRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MergedAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/IdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/AntPathMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/PooledDataBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/log/LogAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/LimitedDataBufferList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertiesLoaderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCharacterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertySourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/ResourceRegionEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/SimpleIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PathMatchingResourcePatternResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationTypeMappings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/TypeMappedAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/FileSystemUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/CustomizableThreadCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/SystemPropertyUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/ExponentialBackOff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/UrlResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/MutablePropertySources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/metrics/DefaultApplicationStartup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/InstanceComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/EnumerablePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/metrics/jfr/FlightRecorderStartupEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ResolvableType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/StringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/SocketUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/FastByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MergedAnnotationsCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/SimpleCommandLineArgsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/SynthesizedMergedAnnotationInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/LinkedMultiValueMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/DataBufferUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToUUIDConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/MultiValueMapAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/NumberToNumberConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/OrderComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/MapPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/FileCopyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AnnotationMetadataReadingVisitor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/TypeMappedAnnotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/ValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/AliasRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/NettyByteBufDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/MimeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/Property.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationTypeMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/SimpleAsyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/Conventions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/MethodParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/MimeTypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/metrics/StartupStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/OrderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/AbstractSingleValueEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XmlValidationModeDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/metrics/ApplicationStartup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/MapToMapConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/StreamUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/AbstractResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/unit/DataSize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/Deserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/PropertiesPersister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleAnnotationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/DefaultDataBuffer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/SortedProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/TaskExecutorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConvertingComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/AbstractPropertyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/ResourceDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/DefaultDataBufferFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToEnumConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/Assert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/CommonsLogWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MethodMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardAnnotationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureCallbackRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/Hints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/Profiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertiesLoaderSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/ByteBufferDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/ClassMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/PathResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/DataBufferWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ReactiveAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AttributeMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/AbstractEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/SerializationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AbstractMergedAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/RouteMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/LocalVariableTableParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/AbstractDataBufferDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/TransformerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/Base64Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleMethodMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/ByteArrayEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AnnotationAttributesReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractStaxXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleAnnotationMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/NettyDataBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/SynthesizingMethodParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/IntrospectionFailureLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/codec/DataBufferEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/DefaultValueStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/Ordered.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/DataBufferLimitException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/ByteBufferEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/log/LogFormatUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/PriorityOrdered.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/MultiValueMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AbstractTypeHierarchyTraversingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AnnotationTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/unit/DataUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/AnnotationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/ByteArrayDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleMetadataReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MergedAnnotationPredicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/ResourceEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/RepeatableContainers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConversionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/DataBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardMethodMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/lang/NonNullFields.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/CollectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/DecoratingProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationAwareOrderComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/AbstractDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AnnotationReadingVisitorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/RecursiveAnnotationArrayVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/FileSystemResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/MethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/CharSequenceEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/log/CompositeLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/RecursiveAnnotationAttributesVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/ClassLoaderAwareGeneratorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/DataBufferDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotatedElementUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePatternUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/SimpleRouteMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationsProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/lang/NonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/IntegerToEnumConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertyResolverExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MergedAnnotationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertiesPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/log/LogMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/PackagesAnnotationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/SpringVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MergedAnnotationSelectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/AnnotatedTypeMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MergedAnnotationReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardClassMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AbstractRecursiveAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/BridgeMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/lang/Nullable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/PathMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MissingMergedAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleMethodMetadata.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ValueStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ContextResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/RegexPatternTypeFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/MethodTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ModuleWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ConstantDynamic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/RecordComponentVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ModuleVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/RecordComponentWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/TypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/CurrentFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/TypePath.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/AbstractClassGenerator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/AsmApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/MethodProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/ReflectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/KeyFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348115977_1655796134.5143588/0/spring-core-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/Enhancer.java

 

1.225 byte-buddy byte-buddy-1.10.22 
1.225.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache Maven includes a number of components and libraries with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of those components are

subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.
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AOP alliance (http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net) aopalliance:aopalliance:jar:1.0

   License: Public Domain

 

JSR-250 Common Annotations for the JavaTM Platform

(http://jcp.org/aboutJava/communityprocess/final/jsr250/index.html) javax.annotation:jsr250-api:jar:1.0

   License: COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

https://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html (lib/jsr250-api.license)

 

CDI APIs (http://www.seamframework.org/Weld/cdi-api) javax.enterprise:cdi-api:jar:1.0

   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 (lib/cdi-api.license)

 

Maven Aether Provider (http://maven.apache.org/ref/3.2.5/maven-aether-provider) org.apache.maven:maven-aether-

provider:jar:3.2.5

   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt (lib/maven-aether-

provider.license)

 

Maven Artifact (http://maven.apache.org/ref/3.2.5/maven-artifact) org.apache.maven:maven-artifact:jar:3.2.5

   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt (lib/maven-

artifact.license)

 

Maven Compat (http://maven.apache.org/ref/3.2.5/maven-compat) org.apache.maven:maven-compat:jar:3.2.5

   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt (lib/maven-

compat.license)

 

Maven Core (http://maven.apache.org/ref/3.2.5/maven-core) org.apache.maven:maven-core:jar:3.2.5

   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt (lib/maven-core.license)

 

Maven Embedder (http://maven.apache.org/ref/3.2.5/maven-embedder) org.apache.maven:maven-

embedder:jar:3.2.5

   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt (lib/maven-

embedder.license)

 

Maven Model (http://maven.apache.org/ref/3.2.5/maven-model) org.apache.maven:maven-model:jar:3.2.5

   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt (lib/maven-

model.license)

 

Maven Model Builder (http://maven.apache.org/ref/3.2.5/maven-model-builder) org.apache.maven:maven-model-

builder:jar:3.2.5

   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt (lib/maven-model-

builder.license)

 

Maven Plugin API (http://maven.apache.org/ref/3.2.5/maven-plugin-api) org.apache.maven:maven-plugin-

api:jar:3.2.5

   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt (lib/maven-plugin-

api.license)
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Maven Repository Metadata Model (http://maven.apache.org/ref/3.2.5/maven-repository-metadata)

org.apache.maven:maven-repository-metadata:jar:3.2.5

   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt (lib/maven-repository-

metadata.license)

 

Maven Settings (http://maven.apache.org/ref/3.2.5/maven-settings) org.apache.maven:maven-settings:jar:3.2.5

   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt (lib/maven-

settings.license)

 

Maven Settings Builder (http://maven.apache.org/ref/3.2.5/maven-settings-builder) org.apache.maven:maven-

settings-builder:jar:3.2.5

   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt (lib/maven-settings-

builder.license)

 

Apache Maven Wagon :: Providers :: File Provider (http://maven.apache.org/wagon/wagon-providers/wagon-file)

org.apache.maven.wagon:wagon-file:jar:2.8

   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt (lib/wagon-file.license)

 

Apache Maven Wagon :: Providers :: HTTP Provider (http://maven.apache.org/wagon/wagon-providers/wagon-http)

org.apache.maven.wagon:wagon-http:jar:2.8

   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt (lib/wagon-http.license)

 

Apache Maven Wagon :: Providers :: HTTP Shared Library (http://maven.apache.org/wagon/wagon-

providers/wagon-http-shared) org.apache.maven.wagon:wagon-http-shared:jar:2.8

   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt (lib/wagon-http-

shared.license)

 

Apache Maven Wagon :: API (http://maven.apache.org/wagon/wagon-provider-api)

org.apache.maven.wagon:wagon-provider-api:jar:2.8

   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt (lib/wagon-provider-

api.license)

 

Aether API (http://www.eclipse.org/aether/aether-api/) org.eclipse.aether:aether-api:jar:1.0.0.v20140518

   License: Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0  http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html (lib/aether-api.license)

 

Aether Connector Basic (http://www.eclipse.org/aether/aether-connector-basic/) org.eclipse.aether:aether-connector-

basic:jar:1.0.0.v20140518

   License: Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0  http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html (lib/aether-connector-

basic.license)

 

Aether Implementation (http://www.eclipse.org/aether/aether-impl/) org.eclipse.aether:aether-

impl:jar:1.0.0.v20140518

   License: Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0  http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html (lib/aether-impl.license)

 

Aether SPI (http://www.eclipse.org/aether/aether-spi/) org.eclipse.aether:aether-spi:jar:1.0.0.v20140518

   License: Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0  http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html (lib/aether-spi.license)
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Aether Transport Wagon (http://www.eclipse.org/aether/aether-transport-wagon/) org.eclipse.aether:aether-

transport-wagon:jar:1.0.0.v20140518

   License: Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0  http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html (lib/aether-transport-

wagon.license)

 

Aether Utilities (http://www.eclipse.org/aether/aether-util/) org.eclipse.aether:aether-util:jar:1.0.0.v20140518

   License: Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0  http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html (lib/aether-util.license)

 

org.eclipse.sisu.inject (http://www.eclipse.org/sisu/org.eclipse.sisu.inject/)

org.eclipse.sisu:org.eclipse.sisu.inject:eclipse-plugin:0.3.0.M1

   License: Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0  http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

(lib/org.eclipse.sisu.inject.license)

 

org.eclipse.sisu.plexus (http://www.eclipse.org/sisu/org.eclipse.sisu.plexus/)

org.eclipse.sisu:org.eclipse.sisu.plexus:eclipse-plugin:0.3.0.M1

   License: Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0  http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

(lib/org.eclipse.sisu.plexus.license)

 

jsoup (http://jsoup.org/) org.jsoup:jsoup:jar:1.7.2

   License: The MIT License  http://jsoup.com/license (lib/jsoup.license)

 

SLF4J API Module (http://www.slf4j.org) org.slf4j:slf4j-api:jar:1.7.5

   License: MIT License  http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php (lib/slf4j-api.license)

 

SLF4J Simple Binding (http://www.slf4j.org) org.slf4j:slf4j-simple:jar:1.7.5

   License: MIT License  http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php (lib/slf4j-simple.license)

 

Plexus Cipher: encryption/decryption Component (http://spice.sonatype.org/plexus-cipher)

org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-cipher:jar:1.7

   License: Apache Public License 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 (lib/plexus-cipher.license)

 

Plexus Security Dispatcher Component (http://spice.sonatype.org/plexus-sec-dispatcher)

org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-sec-dispatcher:jar:1.3

   License: Apache Public License 2.0  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 (lib/plexus-sec-

dispatcher.license)

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Apache Ivy

Copyright 2007-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of Ivy were originally developed by

Jayasoft SARL (http://www.jayasoft.fr/)

and are licensed to the Apache Software Foundation under the

"Software Grant License Agreement"

 

SSH and SFTP support is provided by the JCraft JSch package,

which is open source software, available under

the terms of a BSD style license. 

The original software and related information is available

at http://www.jcraft.com/jsch/. 

Apache Ant

Copyright 1999-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The <sync> task is based on code Copyright (c) 2002, Landmark

Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to the Apache Software

Foundation.

 

Maven Aether Provider

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Maven Repository Metadata Model

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">

 

<head>

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1" />

<title>Eclipse Public License - Version 1.0</title>

<style type="text/css">

 body {

   size: 8.5in 11.0in;

   margin: 0.25in 0.5in 0.25in 0.5in;

   tab-interval: 0.5in;

   }

 p {  	

   margin-left: auto;

   margin-top:  0.5em;

   margin-bottom: 0.5em;

   }

 p.list {

 	margin-left: 0.5in;

   margin-top:  0.05em;

   margin-bottom: 0.05em;

   }

 </style>

 

</head>

 

<body lang="EN-US">

 

<h2>Eclipse Public License - v 1.0</h2>

 

<p>THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

PUBLIC LICENSE (&quot;AGREEMENT&quot;). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR

DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS

AGREEMENT.</p>

 

<p><b>1. DEFINITIONS</b></p>

 

<p>&quot;Contribution&quot; means:</p>
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<p class="list">a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial

code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and</p>

<p class="list">b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:</p>

<p class="list">i) changes to the Program, and</p>

<p class="list">ii) additions to the Program;</p>

<p class="list">where such changes and/or additions to the Program

originate from and are distributed by that particular Contributor. A

Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the

Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such

Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the

Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii)

are not derivative works of the Program.</p>

 

<p>&quot;Contributor&quot; means any person or entity that distributes

the Program.</p>

 

<p>&quot;Licensed Patents&quot; mean patent claims licensable by a

Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its

Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.</p>

 

<p>&quot;Program&quot; means the Contributions distributed in accordance

with this Agreement.</p>

 

<p>&quot;Recipient&quot; means anyone who receives the Program under

this Agreement, including all Contributors.</p>

 

<p><b>2. GRANT OF RIGHTS</b></p>

 

<p class="list">a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each

Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works

of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in

source code and object code form.</p>

 

<p class="list">b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each

Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell,

offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such

Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent

license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor,

such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered

by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

licensed hereunder.</p>
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<p class="list">c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor

grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances

are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each

Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by

any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights

or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses

granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to

secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For

example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient

to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire

that license before distributing the Program.</p>

 

<p class="list">d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it

has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.</p>

 

<p><b>3. REQUIREMENTS</b></p>

 

<p>A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code

form under its own license agreement, provided that:</p>

 

<p class="list">a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this

Agreement; and</p>

 

<p class="list">b) its license agreement:</p>

 

<p class="list">i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors

all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties

or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;</p>

 

<p class="list">ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors

all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;</p>

 

<p class="list">iii) states that any provisions which differ from this

Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other

party; and</p>

 

<p class="list">iv) states that source code for the Program is available

from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a

reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

exchange.</p>

 

<p>When the Program is made available in source code form:</p>
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<p class="list">a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and</p>

 

<p class="list">b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each

copy of the Program.</p>

 

<p>Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

within the Program.</p>

 

<p>Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its

Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent

Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.</p>

 

<p><b>4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION</b></p>

 

<p>Commercial distributors of software may accept certain

responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the

like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of

the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial

product offering should do so in a manner which does not create

potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor

includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

(&quot;Commercial Contributor&quot;) hereby agrees to defend and

indemnify every other Contributor (&quot;Indemnified Contributor&quot;)

against any losses, damages and costs (collectively &quot;Losses&quot;)

arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third

party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the

acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its

distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The

obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In

order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify

the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the

Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial

Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own

expense.</p>

 

<p>For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

defend claims against the other Contributors related to those

performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other

Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor

must pay those damages.</p>
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<p><b>5. NO WARRANTY</b></p>

 

<p>EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS

PROVIDED ON AN &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY

OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely

responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to

the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws,

damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or

interruption of operations.</p>

 

<p><b>6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY</b></p>

 

<p>EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT

NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING

WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR

DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED

HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.</p>

 

<p><b>7. GENERAL</b></p>

 

<p>If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action

by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum

extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.</p>

 

<p>If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other

software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such

Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the

date such litigation is filed.</p>

 

<p>All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time

after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights

under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However,

Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by

Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.</p>
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<p>Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this

Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is

copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The

Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including

revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse

Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may

assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a

suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be

given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version

of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as

expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no

rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under

this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or

otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this

Agreement are reserved.</p>

 

<p>This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and

the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party

to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more

than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its

rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.</p>

 

</body>

 

</html>

Apache Commons CLI

Copyright 2001-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Apache Maven Wagon :: Providers :: File Provider

Copyright 2003-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Maven Compat

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

=========================================================================

==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

==  in this case for the Gradle distribution.                          ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

It includes the following other software:

 

Groovy (http://groovy.codehaus.org)

SLF4J (http://www.slf4j.org)

Junit (http://www.junit.org)

JCIFS (http://jcifs.samba.org)

 

For licenses see the LICENSE file.
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If any software distributed with Gradle does not have an Apache 2 License, its license is explicitly listed in the

LICENSE file.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License for JCraft JSch package

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2002,2003,2004,2005,2006,2007 Atsuhiko Yamanaka, JCraft,Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License for jQuery

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2007 John Resig, http://jquery.com/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Maven Model

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

=========================================================================

==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

==  in this case for the Groovy Language distribution.                 ==

=========================================================================

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

It includes the following other software:

 

Antlr 2 (http://www.antlr2.org/)

ASM (http://asm.ow2.org/)

GPars (http://www.gpars.org/)

Hamcrest (https://github.com/hamcrest/JavaHamcrest)

JCommander (http://jcommander.org/)

Openbeans (https://code.google.com/p/openbeans/)

QDox (https://github.com/paul-hammant/qdox)
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TestNG (http://testng.org/)

XMLPull (http://www.xmlpull.org/)

XStream (https://x-stream.github.io/)

 

For the following files in the groovy-jsr223 component:

      src/main/org/codehaus/groovy/jsr223/GroovyCompiledScript.java

      src/main/org/codehaus/groovy/jsr223/GroovyScriptEngineFactory.java

      src/main/org/codehaus/groovy/jsr223/GroovyScriptEngineImpl.java

 

Use the JSR223 License listed in the LICENSE file.

 

For licenses see the LICENSE file.

 

If any software distributed with Apache Groovy does not have an Apache 2

License, its license is explicitly listed in the LICENSE file.

Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

  statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

  copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

  above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

  following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

  materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this Software without prior written

  permission of MetaStuff, Ltd.  For written permission,

  please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "DOM4J"

  nor may "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. DOM4J is a registered

  trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd.

 

5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project -

  http://www.dom4j.org

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
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INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis      ==

  ==  distribution.                                                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache XML Commons XML APIs

  Copyright 1999-2009 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

 

Maven Settings

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis      ==

  ==  distribution.                                                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache XML Commons XML APIs
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  Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN">

<html lang="en">

 <head>

   <title>Apache License, Version 2.0</title>

 

   <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html;charset=UTF-8">

   <meta property="og:image" content="http://www.apache.org/images/asf_logo.gif" />

 

   <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="screen" href="/css/style.css">

   <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="screen" href="/css/code.css">

 

   <script type="text/javascript" src="/js/jquery.js"></script>

   <script type="text/javascript" src="/js/apache_boot.js"></script>

 

  

 

  

   <!-- Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more contributor license agreements.  See

the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF

licenses this file to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the &quot;License&quot;); you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at .

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 . Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

permissions and limitations under the License. -->

 </head>

 

 <body>

   <div id="page" class="container_16">

     <div id="header" class="grid_8">

       <img src="/images/feather-small.gif" alt="The Apache Software Foundation">

       <h1>The Apache Software Foundation</h1>

       <h2>Apache License, Version 2.0</h2>

     </div>

     <div id="nav" class="grid_8">

       <ul>

         <!-- <li><a href="/" title="Welcome!">Home</a></li> -->

         <li><a href="/foundation/" title="The Foundation">Foundation</a></li>

         <li><a href="http://projects.apache.org" title="The Projects">Projects</a></li>
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         <li><a href="http://people.apache.org" title="The People">People</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/getinvolved.html" title="Get Involved">Get Involved</a></li>

         <li><a href="/dyn/closer.cgi" title="Download">Download</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/sponsorship.html" title="Support Apache">Support Apache</a></li>

       </ul>

       <p><a href="/">Home</a>&nbsp;&raquo&nbsp;<a href="/licenses/">Licenses</a></p>

       <form name="search" id="search" action="http://www.google.com/search" method="get">

         <input value="apache.org" name="sitesearch" type="hidden"/>

         <input type="text" name="q" id="query">

         <input type="submit" id="submit" value="Search">

       </form>

     </div>

     <div class="clear"></div>

     <div id="content" class="grid_16"><div class="section-content"><p>Apache License<br></br>Version 2.0,

January 2004<br></br>

<a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/">http://www.apache.org/licenses/</a> </p>

<p>TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION</p>

<p><strong><a name="definitions">1. Definitions</a></strong>.</p>

<p>"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.</p>

<p>"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the

copyright owner that is granting the License.</p>

<p>"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other

entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with

that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the

power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty

percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

ownership of such entity.</p>

<p>"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.</p>

<p>"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

including but not limited to software source code, documentation source,

and configuration files.</p>

<p>"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation

or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled

object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.</p>

<p>"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form,

made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that

is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the

Appendix below).</p>

<p>"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form,

that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial

revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as

a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License,

Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or

merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative

Works thereof.</p>
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<p>"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original

version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or

Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for

inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal

Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the

purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic,

verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its

representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that

are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing

and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a

Contribution."</p>

<p>"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on

behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.</p>

<p><strong><a name="copyright">2. Grant of Copyright License</a></strong>. Subject to the

terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You

a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly

display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.</p>

<p><strong><a name="patent">3. Grant of Patent License</a></strong>. Subject to the terms

and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a

perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use,

offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by

combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such

Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against

any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging

that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes

direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the

date such litigation is filed.</p>

<p><strong><a name="redistribution">4. Redistribution</a></strong>. You may reproduce and

distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium,

with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that

You meet the following conditions:</p>

<ol style="list-style: lower-latin;">

<li>You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a

copy of this License; and</li>

 

<li>You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating

that You changed the files; and</li>

 

<li>You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You
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distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from

the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and</li>

 

<li>If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution,

then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy

of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in

at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation,

if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated

by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally

appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only

and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices

within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to

the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution

notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

<br/>

<br/>

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may

provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use,

reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such

Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and

distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in

this License.

</li>

 

</ol>

 

<p><strong><a name="contributions">5. Submission of Contributions</a></strong>. Unless You

explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the

terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor

regarding such Contributions.</p>

<p><strong><a name="trademarks">6. Trademarks</a></strong>. This License does not grant

permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use

in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the

NOTICE file.</p>

<p><strong><a name="no-warranty">7. Disclaimer of Warranty</a></strong>. Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and

each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including,

without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You

are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or
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redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise

of permissions under this License.</p>

<p><strong><a name="no-liability">8. Limitation of Liability</a></strong>. In no event and

under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and

grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result

of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including

but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer

failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses),

even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such

damages.</p>

<p><strong><a name="additional">9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability</a></strong>.

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose

to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License.

However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor,

and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor

harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such

Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional

liability.</p>

<p>END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</p>

<h1 id="apply">APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work</h1>

<p>To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included

on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

identification within third-party archives.</p>

<div class="codehilite"><pre>Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the &quot;License&quot;);

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

</pre></div></div></div>

     <div class="clear"></div>

   </div>
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   <div id="footer" class="container_16">

     <div class="links grid_16">

     <div class="grid_3">

       <h4>Projects</h4>

       <ul>

<li><a href="http://httpd.apache.org/" title="Apache Web Server (httpd)">HTTP Server</a></li>

<li><a href="http://abdera.apache.org/" title="Atom Publishing Protocol Implementation">Abdera</a></li>

<li><a href="http://accumulo.apache.org/" title="Sorted, distributed key/value store">Accumulo</a></li>

<li><a href="http://ace.apache.org/" title="Centralized life cycle management and deployment of OSGi based and

related modular software artifacts for distribution.">ACE</a></li>

<li><a href="http://activemq.apache.org/" title="Distributed Messaging System">ActiveMQ</a></li>

<li><a href="http://airavata.apache.org/" title="Workflow and Computational Job Management

Middleware">Airavata</a></li>

<li><a href="http://allura.apache.org/" title="Forge software for hosting software projects">Allura</a></li>

<li><a href="http://ambari.apache.org/" title="Hadoop cluster management">Ambari</a></li>

<li><a href="http://ant.apache.org/" title="Java-based build tool">Ant</a></li>

<li><a href="http://any23.apache.org/" title="Anything to Triples">Any23</a></li>

<li><a href="http://apr.apache.org/" title="Apache Portable Runtime libraries">APR</a></li>

<li><a href="http://archiva.apache.org/" title="Build Artifact Repository Manager">Archiva</a></li>

<li><a href="http://aries.apache.org/" title="Enterprise OSGi application programming model">Aries</a></li>

<li><a href="http://avro.apache.org/" title="A Serialization System">Avro</a></li>

<li><a href="http://axis.apache.org/" title="Java SOAP Engine">Axis</a></li>

<li><a href="http://bigtop.apache.org/" title="Apache Hadoop ecosystem integration and distribution

project">Bigtop</a></li>

<li><a href="http://bloodhound.apache.org/" title="Issue tracking, wiki and repository

browser">Bloodhound</a></li>

<li><a href="http://buildr.apache.org/" title="Simple and intuitive build system for Java

applications">Buildr</a></li>

<li><a href="http://bval.apache.org/" title="Apache BVal: JSR-303 Bean Validation Implementation and

Extensions">BVal</a></li>

<li><a href="http://camel.apache.org/" title="Spring based Integration Framework which implements the Enterprise

Integration Patterns">Camel</a></li>

<li><a href="http://cassandra.apache.org/" title="Highly scalable second-generation distributed

database">Cassandra</a></li>

<li><a href="http://cayenne.apache.org/" title="User-friendly Java ORM with Tools">Cayenne</a></li>

<li><a href="http://chemistry.apache.org/" title="CMIS (Content Managment Interoperability Services) Clients and

Servers">Chemistry</a></li>

<li><a href="http://chukwa.apache.org/" title="Open source data collection system for monitoring large distributed

systems.">Chukwa</a></li>

<li><a href="http://clerezza.apache.org/" title="Semantically linked data for OSGi">Clerezza</a></li>

<li><a href="http://cloudstack.apache.org/" title="Infrastructure as a Service solution">CloudStack</a></li>

<li><a href="http://cocoon.apache.org/" title="Web development framework: separation of concerns, component-

based">Cocoon</a></li>

<li><a href="http://commons.apache.org/" title="Reusable Java components">Commons</a></li>

<li><a href="http://continuum.apache.org/" title="Continuous Integration and Build Server">Continuum</a></li>

<li><a href="http://cordova.apache.org/" title="Platform for building native mobile applications using HTML, CSS

and JavaScript">Cordova</a></li>

<li><a href="http://couchdb.apache.org/" title="RESTful document database">CouchDB</a></li>
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<li><a href="http://creadur.apache.org/" title="Comprehension and auditing of software

distributions">Creadur</a></li>

<li><a href="http://crunch.apache.org/" title="Simple and Efficient MapReduce Pipelines">Crunch</a></li>

<li><a href="http://ctakes.apache.org/" title="Natural language processing (NLP) tool for information extraction

from electronic medical record clinical free-text">cTAKES</a></li>

<li><a href="http://curator.apache.org/" title="Java libraries that make using Apache ZooKeeper

easier">Curator</a></li>

<li><a href="http://cxf.apache.org/" title="Service Framework">CXF</a></li>

<li><a href="http://db.apache.org/" title="Database access">DB</a></li>

<li><a href="http://deltacloud.apache.org/" title="RESTful cloud management interface">Deltacloud</a></li>

<li><a href="http://deltaspike.apache.org/" title="Portable CDI extensions that provide useful features for Java

application developers">DeltaSpike</a></li>

<li><a href="http://directmemory.apache.org/" title="An off-heap cache for the Java Virtual

Machine">DirectMemory</a></li>

<li><a href="http://directory.apache.org/" title="Apache Directory Server">Directory</a></li>

<li><a href="http://empire-db.apache.org/" title="Relational Data Persistence">Empire-db</a></li>

<li><a href="http://etch.apache.org/" title="Cross-platform, language- and transport-independent RPC-like

messaging framework">Etch</a></li>

<li><a href="http://felix.apache.org/" title="OSGi Framework and components.">Felix</a></li>

<li><a href="http://flex.apache.org/" title="Application framework for expressive web applications that deploy to all

major browsers, desktops and devices.">Flex</a></li>

<li><a href="http://flume.apache.org/" title="A reliable service for efficiently collecting, aggregating, and moving

large amounts of log data">Flume</a></li>

<li><a href="http://forrest.apache.org/" title="Aggregated multi-channel documentation, separation of

concerns">Forrest</a></li>

<li><a href="http://geronimo.apache.org/" title="Java2, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) container">Geronimo</a></li>

<li><a href="http://giraph.apache.org/" title="Iterative graph processing system built for high

scalability">Giraph</a></li>

<li><a href="http://gora.apache.org/" title="ORM framework for column stores such as Apache HBase and Apache

Cassandra with a specific focus on Hadoop">Gora</a></li>

<li><a href="http://gump.apache.org/" title="Continuous integration of open source projects">Gump</a></li>

<li><a href="http://hadoop.apache.org/" title="Distributed computing platform">Hadoop</a></li>

<li><a href="http://hama.apache.org/" title="a Bulk Synchronous Parallel computing framework on top of

Hadoop">Hama</a></li>

<li><a href="http://hbase.apache.org/" title="Hadoop Database">HBase</a></li>

<li><a href="http://helix.apache.org/" title="A cluster management framework for partitioned and replicated

distributed resources">Helix</a></li>

<li><a href="http://hive.apache.org/" title="Data warehouse infrastructure using the Hadoop

Database">Hive</a></li>

<li><a href="http://hc.apache.org/" title="Java toolset of low level HTTP components">HttpComponents</a></li>

<li><a href="http://isis.apache.org/" title="Framework for rapidly developing domain-driven apps in

Java">Isis</a></li>

<li><a href="http://jackrabbit.apache.org/" title="Content Repository for Java">Jackrabbit</a></li>

<li><a href="http://james.apache.org/" title="Java Apache Mail Enterprise Server">James</a></li>

<li><a href="http://jclouds.apache.org/" title="Java cloud APIs and abstractions">jclouds</a></li>

<li><a href="http://jena.apache.org/" title="Java framework for building Semantic Web

applications">Jena</a></li>

<li><a href="http://jmeter.apache.org/" title="Java performance and functional testing">JMeter</a></li>
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<li><a href="http://jspwiki.apache.org/" title="Leading open source WikiWiki engine, feature-rich and built around

standard J2EE components (Java, servlets, JSP). ">JSPWiki</a></li>

<li><a href="http://juddi.apache.org/" title="Java implementation of the Universal Description, Discovery, and

Integration specification">jUDDI</a></li>

<li><a href="http://kafka.apache.org/" title="Distributed publish-subscribe messaging system">Kafka</a></li>

<li><a href="http://karaf.apache.org/" title="Server-side OSGi distribution">Karaf</a></li>

<li><a href="http://knox.apache.org/" title="Simplify and normalize the deployment and implementation of secure

Hadoop clusters">Knox</a></li>

<li><a href="http://lenya.apache.org/" title="Content Management System">Lenya</a></li>

<li><a href="http://libcloud.apache.org/" title="Unified interface to the cloud">Libcloud</a></li>

<li><a href="http://logging.apache.org/" title="Cross-language logging services">Logging</a></li>

<li><a href="http://lucene.apache.org/" title="Search engine library">Lucene</a></li>

<li><a href="http://lucenenet.apache.org/" title="Search engine library targeted at .NET runtime

users.">Lucene.Net</a></li>

<li><a href="http://lucy.apache.org/" title="Search engine library for dynamic languages">Lucy</a></li>

<li><a href="http://mahout.apache.org/" title="Scalable machine learning library">Mahout</a></li>

<li><a href="http://manifoldcf.apache.org/" title="Framework for connecting source content repositories to target

repositories or indexes.">ManifoldCF</a></li>

<li><a href="http://marmotta.apache.org/" title="An Open Platform for Linked Data">Marmotta</a></li>

<li><a href="http://maven.apache.org/" title="Java project management and comprehension tools">Maven</a></li>

<li><a href="http://mesos.apache.org/" title="a cluster manager that provides efficient resource isolation and sharing

across distributed applications">Mesos</a></li>

<li><a href="http://mina.apache.org/" title="Multipurpose Infrastructure for Network Application">MINA</a></li>

<li><a href="http://mrunit.apache.org/" title="Java library that helps developers unit test Apache Hadoop map

reduce jobs">MRUnit</a></li>

<li><a href="http://myfaces.apache.org/" title="JavaServer(tm) Faces implementation and

components">MyFaces</a></li>

<li><a href="http://nutch.apache.org/" title="Open Source Web Search Software">Nutch</a></li>

<li><a href="http://ode.apache.org/" title="Orchestration Director Engine: Business Process Management (BPM),

Process Orchestration and Workflow through service composition.">ODE</a></li>

<li><a href="http://ofbiz.apache.org/" title="Open for Business: enterprise automation software">OFBiz</a></li>

<li><a href="http://olingo.apache.org/" title="OASIS OData protocol libraries">Olingo</a></li>

<li><a href="http://oltu.apache.org/" title="OAuth protocol implementation in Java">Oltu</a></li>

<li><a href="http://onami.apache.org/" title="Development and maintenance of a set of Google Guice

extensions">Onami</a></li>

<li><a href="http://oodt.apache.org/" title="Object Oriented Data Technology (middleware

metadata)">OODT</a></li>

<li><a href="http://oozie.apache.org/" title="A workflow scheduler system to manage Apache Hadoop

jobs.">Oozie</a></li>

<li><a href="http://climate.apache.org/" title="Climate model evaluation">Open Climate Workbench</a></li>

<li><a href="http://openjpa.apache.org/" title="OpenJPA: Object Relational Mapping for Java">OpenJPA</a></li>

<li><a href="http://openmeetings.apache.org/" title="OpenMeetings: Web-Conferencing and real-time

collaboration">OpenMeetings</a></li>

<li><a href="http://opennlp.apache.org/" title="Machine learning based toolkit for the processing of natural

language text">OpenNLP</a></li>

<li><a href="http://openoffice.apache.org/" title="An open-source, office-document productivity

suite">OpenOffice</a></li>

<li><a href="http://openwebbeans.apache.org/" title="OpenWebBeans: JSR-299 Context and Dependency Injection
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for Java EE Platform Implementation">OpenWebBeans</a></li>

<li><a href="http://pdfbox.apache.org/" title="Java library for working with PDF documents">PDFBox</a></li>

<li><a href="http://perl.apache.org/" title="Dynamic websites using Perl">Perl</a></li>

<li><a href="http://pig.apache.org/" title="Platform for analyzing large data sets">Pig</a></li>

<li><a href="http://pivot.apache.org/" title="Rich Internet applications in Java">Pivot</a></li>

<li><a href="http://poi.apache.org/" title="Java API for OLE 2 Compound and OOXML Documents">POI</a></li>

<li><a href="http://portals.apache.org/" title="Portal technology">Portals</a></li>

<li><a href="http://qpid.apache.org/" title="Multiple language implementation of the latest Advanced Message

Queuing Protocol (AMQP)">Qpid</a></li>

<li><a href="http://rave.apache.org/" title="Web and social mashup engine">Rave</a></li>

<li><a href="http://river.apache.org/" title="Jini service oriented architecture">River</a></li>

<li><a href="http://roller.apache.org/" title="Java blog server">Roller</a></li>

<li><a href="http://santuario.apache.org/" title="XML Security in Java and C++">Santuario</a></li>

<li><a href="http://servicemix.apache.org/" title="Enterprise Service Bus">ServiceMix</a></li>

<li><a href="http://shindig.apache.org/" title="Opensocial Reference Implementation">Shindig</a></li>

<li><a href="http://shiro.apache.org/" title="Powerful and easy-to-use application security

framework">Shiro</a></li>

<li><a href="http://sis.apache.org/" title="Spatial Information System">SIS</a></li>

<li><a href="http://sling.apache.org/" title="Web Framework for JCR Content Repositories">Sling</a></li>

<li><a href="http://spamassassin.apache.org/" title="Mail filter to identify spam">SpamAssassin</a></li>

<li><a href="http://spark.apache.org/" title="Fast and general engine for large-scale data

processing">Spark</a></li>

<li><a href="http://sqoop.apache.org/" title="Bulk Data Transfer for Hadoop and Structured

Datastores">Sqoop</a></li>

<li><a href="http://stanbol.apache.org/" title="Reusable components for semantic content

management">Stanbol</a></li>

<li><a href="http://steve.apache.org/" title="Apache's Python based single transferable vote software

system">STeVe</a></li>

<li><a href="http://storm.apache.org/" title="Distributed, real-time computation system">Storm</a></li>

<li><a href="http://struts.apache.org/" title="Model 2 framework for building Java web

applications">Struts</a></li>

<li><a href="http://subversion.apache.org/" title="Version Control">Subversion</a></li>

<li><a href="http://synapse.apache.org/" title="Enterprise Service Bus and Mediation

Framework">Synapse</a></li>

<li><a href="http://syncope.apache.org/" title="Managing digital identities in enterprise

environments">Syncope</a></li>

<li><a href="http://tajo.apache.org/" title="Big data warehouse system on Hadoop">Tajo</a></li>

<li><a href="http://tapestry.apache.org/" title="Component-based Java Web Application

Framework">Tapestry</a></li>

<li><a href="http://tcl.apache.org/" title="Dynamic websites using TCL">Tcl</a></li>

<li><a href="http://tez.apache.org/" title="High-performance and scalable distributed data processing

framework">Tez</a></li>

<li><a href="http://thrift.apache.org/" title="Framework for scalable cross-language services

development">Thrift</a></li>

<li><a href="http://tika.apache.org" title="Content Analysis and Detection Toolkit">Tika</a></li>

<li><a href="http://tiles.apache.org/" title="A templating framework for web application user

interfaces">Tiles</a></li>

<li><a href="http://tomcat.apache.org/" title="A Java Servlet and JSP Container">Tomcat</a></li>
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<li><a href="http://tomee.apache.org/" title="Java EE Web Profile built on Tomcat">TomEE</a></li>

<li><a href="http://trafficserver.apache.org/" title="A fast, scalable and extensible HTTP/1.1 compliant caching

proxy server">Traffic Server</a></li>

<li><a href="http://turbine.apache.org/" title="A Java Servlet Web Application Framework and associated

component library">Turbine</a></li>

<li><a href="http://tuscany.apache.org/" title="An SCA based Service Composition Framework">Tuscany</a></li>

<li><a href="http://uima.apache.org/" title="Framework and annotators for unstructured information

analysis">UIMA</a></li>

<li><a href="http://vcl.apache.org/" title="Virtual Computing Lab">VCL</a></li>

<li><a href="http://velocity.apache.org/" title="A Java Templating Engine">Velocity</a></li>

<li><a href="http://vxquery.apache.org/" title="A parallel XQuery processor">VXQuery</a></li>

<li><a href="http://ws.apache.org/" title="Projects related to Web Services">Web Services</a></li>

<li><a href="http://whirr.apache.org/" title="Libraries for running Cloud Services">Whirr</a></li>

<li><a href="http://wicket.apache.org/" title="Component-based Java Web Application

Framework.">Wicket</a></li>

<li><a href="http://wink.apache.org/" title="RESTful Web services Framework">Wink</a></li>

<li><a href="http://wookie.apache.org/" title="Widgets for Applications">Wookie</a></li>

<li><a href="http://xalan.apache.org/" title="XSLT processors in Java and C++">Xalan</a></li>

<li><a href="http://xerces.apache.org/" title="XML parsers in Java, C++ and Perl">Xerces</a></li>

<li><a href="http://xmlbeans.apache.org/" title="XML-Java binding tool">XMLBeans</a></li>

<li><a href="http://xmlgraphics.apache.org/" title="Conversion from XML to graphical output">XML

Graphics</a></li>

<li><a href="http://zookeeper.apache.org/" title="Centralized service for maintaining configuration

information">ZooKeeper</a></li>

</ul>

     </div>

     <div class="grid_3">

       <h4>Foundation</h4>

       <ul>

         <li><a href="/foundation/faq.html">FAQ</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/glossary.html">Glossary</a></li>

         <li><a href="/licenses/" title="Overview of the Apache Licenese">Licenses</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/marks/" title="Apache marks policies and listing">Trademarks</a></li> 

         <li><a href="/foundation/news.html" title="Official news feed of Foundation announcements">News</a></li>

 

         <li><a href="/press/" title="Press, Media, and Analyst contact">Press Inquiries</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/records/" title="Formal corporate records and board meeting minutes">Public

Records</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/mailinglists.html" title="Mailing lists and Apache">Mailing Lists</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/sponsorship.html" title="Sponsor the Foundation">Sponsorship</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/contributing.html" title="Donate to the Foundation">Donations</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/buy_stuff.html" title="Buy Apache branded merchandise">Buy Stuff</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/thanks.html" title="Thank you to our Sponsors">Thanks</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/contact.html" title="Contact Us">Contact</a></li>

       </ul>

     </div>

     <div class="grid_3 suffix_1">

       <h4>Foundation Projects</h4>
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       <ul>

         <li><a href="http://attic.apache.org/" title="Inactive projects repository">Attic</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/conferences.html" title="Meetings of developers and users">Conferences</a></li>

         <li><a href="http://community.apache.org/" title="Helping newcomers to the ASF">Community

Development</a></li>

         <li><a href="http://incubator.apache.org/" title="Shepherd for new projects">Incubator</a></li>

         <li><a href="/dev/" title="ASF Infrastructure: Operations and howto documents for PMCs and

contributors">Infrastructure</a></li>

         <li><a href="http://labs.apache.org/" title="The Innovation Laboratories of the Apache Software

Foundation">Labs</a></li>

         <li><a href="/legal/" title="Legal Affairs">Legal Affairs</a></li>

         <li><a href="/press/" title="Public Relations">Public Relations</a></li>

         <li><a href="/security/" title="Security">Security</a></li>

         <li><a href="/travel/" title="Travel Assistance">Travel Assistance</a></li>

       </ul>

     </div>

    

     <div class="grid_3">

       <h4>Community</h4>

       <ul>

         <li><a href="http://people.apache.org/" title="Apache committer homepages">People</a></li>

         <li><a href="/memorials/" title="In memoriam of past committers">Memorials</a></li>

         <li><a href="http://feathercast.apache.org/" title="Apache Podcasts">Feathercast</a></li>

         <li><a href="http://blogs.apache.org/" title="Apache Project Blogs">Project Blogs</a></li>

         <li><a href="http://planet.apache.org/committers/" title="Apache Committers' Blogs">PlanetApache</a></li>

 

       </ul>

     </div>

     <div class="grid_3">

       <h4>How It Works</h4>

       <ul>

         <li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html">Introduction</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#meritocracy">Meritocracy</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#structure">Structure</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#roles">Roles</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#management">Collaboration</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#incubator">Incubator</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#other">Other entities</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/glossary.html">Glossary</a></li>

         <li><a href="/foundation/voting.html">Voting</a></li>

       </ul>

     </div>

   </div>

   <div class="clear"></div>

  

   </div>

   <div id="copyright" class="container_16">

     <p>Copyright &#169; 2012 The Apache Software Foundation, Licensed under the <a
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href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0">Apache License, Version 2.0</a>.<br/>Apache and the

Apache feather logo are trademarks of The Apache Software Foundation.</p>

   </div>

 </body>

</html>

 

Maven Artifact

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

/********************************************************************************

* CruiseControl, a Continuous Integration Toolkit

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, ThoughtWorks, Inc.

* 651 W Washington Ave. Suite 500

* Chicago, IL 60661 USA

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*     + Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*     + Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*       with the distribution.

*

*     + Neither the name of ThoughtWorks, Inc., CruiseControl, nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

*       products derived from this software without specific prior

*       written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

********************************************************************************/
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Apache Maven Wagon :: Providers :: File Provider

Copyright 2003-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

Apache Maven Wagon :: API

Copyright 2003-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana Univeristy" and "Indiana Univeristy Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana Univeristy"

name nor may "Indiana Univeristy" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Maven Core

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This product bundles ASM ${version.asm}, which is available under a "3-clause BSD"

license. For details, see licenses/ASM. For more information visit ${asm.url}.

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2009 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

Maven Settings Builder

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache XBean :: Reflect

Copyright 2005-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

   

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT
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THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification

under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

Apache Ant

Copyright 1999-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

The <sync> task is based on code Copyright (c) 2002, Landmark
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Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to the Apache Software

Foundation.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Maven Model Builder

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

NORMALIZE.CSS LICENSE

 

The following file is used with documentation:
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   org/codehaus/groovy/tools/groovydoc/gstringTemplates/topLevel/stylesheet.css

 

Copyright (c) Nicolas Gallagher and Jonathan Neal

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

NORMALIZE.CSS LICENSE

 

The following file is used with documentation:

 

   org/codehaus/groovy/tools/stylesheet.css

 

Copyright (c) Nicolas Gallagher and Jonathan Neal

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies
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of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

JSR223 License

 

The following classes within this product:

 

   org.codehaus.groovy.jsr223.GroovyCompiledScript

   org.codehaus.groovy.jsr223.GroovyScriptEngineFactory

   org.codehaus.groovy.jsr223.GroovyScriptEngineImpl

 

were derived from reference implementation files developed by Sun in

collaboration with the Groovy community. The reference implementation

has a BSD-style license. Details can be found in: licenses/jsr223-license.txt

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

                                Apache License
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                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

ANTLR 2 License

 

Antlr2 is released in the public domain.

See licenses/antlr2-license.txt for details.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

ASM 4 License

 

ASM 4 uses a 3-clause BSD license. For details, see licenses/asm-license.txt.

JUnit

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

        documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

     i) changes to the Program, and

 

     ii) additions to the Program;

 

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are

not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.
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"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any

other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by

any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims

any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on

infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to

exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights

needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to

allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to

acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license

set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

     a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

     b) its license agreement:
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     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title

and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability

and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

     ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

     iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

     iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on

or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the

Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor
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to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise

of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and

costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of

data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any

entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or

hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights
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granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to

serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version

of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of

the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated

in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial

in any resulting litigation.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

==============================

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE (AGREEMENT). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

### 1. Definitions

 

Contribution means:

* **a)** in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content Distributed under this Agreement, and

* **b)** in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

	* **i)** changes to the Program, and

	* **ii)** additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are Distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution originates from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

are not Modified Works.

 

Contributor means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

Licensed Patents mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale

of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

Program means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

Recipient means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement or any Secondary License (as applicable),

including Contributors.
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Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Program and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a

whole, an original work of authorship.

 

Modified Works shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that results from an addition to, deletion from,

or modification of the contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file in Source Code form

that contains any contents of the Program. Modified Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or

subclass the Program or Modified Works thereof.

 

Distribute means the acts of **a)** distributing or **b)** making available in any manner that enables the transfer

of a copy.

 

Source Code means the form of a Program preferred for making modifications, including but not limited to software

source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

Secondary License means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license,

including any exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial Contributor.

 

### 2. Grant of Rights

 

**a)** Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly

perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

**b)** Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall apply to

the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor,

such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

**c)** Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein,

no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute

the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

**d)** Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any,

to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

**e)** Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no Contributor makes additional grants to any

Recipient (other than those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's receipt of the Program under

the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

### 3. Requirements
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**3.1** If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

* **a)** the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in accordance with section 3.2, and the

Contributor must accompany the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program is available under

this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange; and

 

* **b)** the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license different than this Agreement, provided that

such license:

	* **i)** effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied,

including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of

merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

	* **ii)** effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect,

special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

	* **iii)** does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

	* **iv)** requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any party to be under a license that satisfies the

requirements of this section 3.

 

**3.2** When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

* **a)** it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the Program **(i)** is combined with other material

in a separate file or files made available under a Secondary License, and **(ii)** the initial Contributor attached to

the Source Code the notice described in Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

* **b)** a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

**3.3** Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent, trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of

warranty, or limitations of liability (notices) contained within the Program from any copy of the Program which they

Distribute, provided that Contributors may add their own appropriate notices.

 

### 4. Commercial Distribution

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor (Commercial Contributor) hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

(Indemnified Contributor) against any losses, damages and costs (collectively Losses) arising from claims, lawsuits

and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts

or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or

alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: **a)** promptly

notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and **b)** allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That
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Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

### 5. No Warranty

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights

under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable

laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

### 6. Disclaimer of Liability

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

### 7. General

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes

such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the
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Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement

Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to Distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new version.

 

Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual

property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All

rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is

intended to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient. No third-party beneficiary rights are

created under this Agreement.

 

#### Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

> This Source Code may also be made available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for

such availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s), version(s), and

exceptions or additional permissions here}.

 

Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A is not sufficient to license the Source Code

under Secondary Licenses.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location

(such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

The majority of Rhino is licensed under the MPL 2.0:

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code
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   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU
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   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:
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(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source
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Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by
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You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.
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************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that
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jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------
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 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

Apache Maven Wagon :: Providers :: HTTP Shared Library

Copyright 2003-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2017 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

Apache Geronimo

Copyright 2003-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

=========================================================================

==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

==  in this case for the Gradle distribution.                          ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

It includes the following other software:

 

Groovy (http://groovy-lang.org)

SLF4J (http://www.slf4j.org)
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JUnit (http://www.junit.org)

JCIFS (http://jcifs.samba.org)

 

For licenses, see the LICENSE file.

 

If any software distributed with Gradle does not have an Apache 2 License, its license is explicitly listed in the

LICENSE file.

 

Maven Artifact

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Maven Wagon :: API

Copyright 2003-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML+RDFa 1.0//EN"

 "http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/DTD/xhtml-rdfa-1.dtd">

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en" version="XHTML+RDFa 1.0" dir="ltr">

 

<head profile="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml/vocab">

 <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />

<link rel="shortcut icon" href="http://opensource.org/files/garland_favicon.png" type="image/png" />

<link rel="shortlink" href="/node/66" />

<link rel="canonical" href="/licenses/MIT" />
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<meta name="Generator" content="Drupal 7 (http://drupal.org)" />

 <title>The MIT License (MIT) | Open Source Initiative</title>

 <link type="text/css" rel="stylesheet" href="http://opensource.org/files/css/css_xE-rWrJf-

fncB6ztZfd2huxqgxu4WO-qwma6Xer30m4.css" media="all" />

<link type="text/css" rel="stylesheet" href="http://opensource.org/files/css/css_2ATB4XKGEvmoUk_p62PwI-

o2aW47EqqS0nD2dmPZoV4.css" media="all" />

<link type="text/css" rel="stylesheet" href="http://opensource.org/files/css/css_2wI77kyP-

rJKVpFW5M3KFcj7Cb99lZalmubKIwWwsmU.css" media="all" />

<link type="text/css" rel="stylesheet"

href="http://opensource.org/files/css/css_k3snrbsthqot7V7ccRZHS9OkCZkwBv4adtNieIVlbEU.css" media="print"

/>

 

<!--[if lt IE 7]>

<link type="text/css" rel="stylesheet" href="http://opensource.org/themes/garland/fix-ie.css?nfb7pm" media="all"

/>

<![endif]-->

 <script type="text/javascript"

src="http://opensource.org/files/js/js_xAPl0qIk9eowy_iS9tNkCWXLUVoat94SQT48UBCFkyQ.js"></script>

<script type="text/javascript">

<!--//--><![CDATA[//><!--

jQuery.extend(Drupal.settings,

{"basePath":"\/","pathPrefix":"","ajaxPageState":{"theme":"garland","theme_token":"meUjjBBfr6QFJv5kp0oKi152

l673C3xJMLGIQzbH9g0","js":{"misc\/jquery.js":1,"misc\/jquery.once.js":1,"misc\/drupal.js":1},"css":{"modules\/s

ystem\/system.base.css":1,"modules\/system\/system.menus.css":1,"modules\/system\/system.messages.css":1,"mod

ules\/system\/system.theme.css":1,"modules\/aggregator\/aggregator.css":1,"modules\/comment\/comment.css":1,"m

odules\/field\/theme\/field.css":1,"sites\/all\/modules\/mollom\/mollom.css":1,"modules\/node\/node.css":1,"modules

\/search\/search.css":1,"modules\/user\/user.css":1,"themes\/garland\/style.css":1,"themes\/garland\/print.css":1,"the

mes\/garland\/fix-ie.css":1}}});

//--><!]]>

</script>

</head>

<body class="html not-front not-logged-in one-sidebar sidebar-first page-node page-node- page-node-66 node-type-

page fluid-width" >

 <div id="skip-link">

   <a href="#main-content" class="element-invisible element-focusable">Skip to main content</a>

 </div>

    

 <div id="wrapper">

   <div id="container" class="clearfix">

 

     <div id="header">

       <div id="logo-floater">

                             <div id="branding"><strong><a href="/">

                         <img src="http://opensource.org/files/garland_logo.png" alt="Open Source Initiative " title="Open

Source Initiative " id="logo" />

                       <span>Open Source Initiative</span>            </a></strong></div>

                         </div>
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                     </div> <!-- /#header -->

 

             <div id="sidebar-first" class="sidebar">

           <div class="region region-sidebar-first">

   <div id="block-search-form" class="block block-search clearfix">

 

   <h2 class="title">Search this site:</h2>

 

 <div class="content">

   <form action="/licenses/mit-license.php" method="post" id="search-block-form" accept-charset="UTF-

8"><div><div class="container-inline">

   <div class="form-item form-type-textfield form-item-search-block-form">

 <label class="element-invisible" for="edit-search-block-form--2">Search </label>

<input title="Enter the terms you wish to search for." type="text" id="edit-search-block-form--2"

name="search_block_form" value="" size="15" maxlength="128" class="form-text" />

</div>

<div class="form-actions form-wrapper" id="edit-actions"><input type="submit" id="edit-submit" name="op"

value="Search" class="form-submit" /></div><input type="hidden" name="form_build_id" value="form-

MyBqFtDVdzOmaSnCHKIG9yhm0ofMr7fNMG5Vy76N_uk" />

<input type="hidden" name="form_id" value="search_block_form" />

</div>

</div></form>  </div>

</div>

<div id="block-system-navigation" class="block block-system block-menu clearfix">

 

   <h2 class="title">Navigation</h2>

 

 <div class="content">

   <ul class="menu"><li class="first collapsed"><a href="/about" title="About the Open Source Initiative">About

the OSI</a></li>

<li class="collapsed"><a href="/osd" title="The actual OSD defining what constitutes an Open Source licence">The

Open Source Definition</a></li>

<li class="collapsed"><a href="/licenses">Open Source Licenses</a></li>

<li class="leaf"><a href="/working_groups">Working Groups</a></li>

<li class="leaf"><a href="/faq" title="Frequently Asked Questions about open source and about the

OSI.">FAQ</a></li>

<li class="collapsed"><a href="/trademark" title="Information about trademark and logo usage">Trademark and

Logo Usage</a></li>

<li class="collapsed"><a href="/osr-intro" title="Open Standards Requirement for Software">Open

Standards</a></li>

<li class="leaf"><a href="/osi-open-source-education" title="OSI&#039;s Open Source Education Initiative and

Activities">Open Source Education</a></li>

<li class="collapsed"><a href="/lists" title="The virtual committees where the OSI&#039;s work gets

done">Mailing lists</a></li>

<li class="collapsed"><a href="/help" title="Resources for questions and further exploration">Getting

Help</a></li>

<li class="collapsed"><a href="http://opensource.org/donate" title="">Donate to the OSI</a></li>

<li class="leaf"><a href="/members">OSI Individual Membership</a></li>
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<li class="leaf"><a href="/store">OSI Store</a></li>

<li class="collapsed"><a href="/affiliates" title="Home page for OSI&#039;s membership scheme for non-profits

and not-for-profits">OSI Affiliate Membership</a></li>

<li class="leaf"><a href="/contact" title="">Contact OSI</a></li>

<li class="leaf"><a href="/ToS" title="Rules for posting content on this site">Terms of Service</a></li>

<li class="last leaf"><a href="/support">OSI Corporate Support</a></li>

</ul>  </div>

</div>

 </div>

       </div>

    

     <div id="center"><div id="squeeze"><div class="right-corner"><div class="left-corner">

         <h2 class="element-invisible">You are here</h2><div class="breadcrumb"><a href="/">Home</a></div>

            <a id="main-content"></a>

         <div id="tabs-wrapper" class="clearfix">                                <h1 class="with-tabs">The MIT License

(MIT)</h1>

                             </div>                                                  <div class="clearfix">

             <div class="region region-content">

   <div id="block-system-main" class="block block-system clearfix">

 

  

 <div class="content">

   <div id="node-66" class="node node-page">

 

 

    

 

 <div class="content clearfix">

       <img style="float: right; margin: 1em;" width="100" height="137" alt="[OSI Approved License]"

src="/trademarks/opensource/OSI-Appro

ved-License-100x137.png"/>

       <div class="field field-name-body field-type-text-with-summary field-label-hidden"><div class="field-

items"><div class="field-item even"><p>The MIT License (MIT)</p>

<p>Copyright (c) &lt;year&gt; &lt;copyright holders&gt;</p>

<p>Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy<br />

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal<br />

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights<br />

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell<br />

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is<br />

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:</p>

<p>The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in<br />

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.</p>

<p>THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR<br />

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,<br />

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE<br />

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER<br />

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,<br />

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN<br />
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THE SOFTWARE.</p>

</div></div></div>  </div>

 

 <div class="clearfix">

         <div class="links"></div>

  

     </div>

 

</div>

 </div>

</div>

 </div>

         </div>

                     <div class="region region-footer">

   <div id="block-block-11" class="block block-block clearfix">

 

  

 <div class="content">

   <p style="text-align:center">Help shape the future of the Open Source Initiative...<br /><a

href="http://osi.xwiki.com">visit and participate in the OSI wiki</a>.

</p>

 

<div>

<a href="https://twitter.com/OpenSourceOrg" class="twitter-follow-button" data-show-count="false" data-

lang="en">Follow @OpenSourceOrg</a>

<script>

<!--//--><![CDATA[// ><!--

!function(d,s,id){var

js,fjs=d.getElementsByTagName(s)[0];if(!d.getElementById(id)){js=d.createElement(s);js.id=id;js.src="//platform.t

witter.com/widgets.js";fjs.parentNode.insertBefore(js,fjs);}}(document,"script","twitter-wjs");

//--><!]]>

</script></div>

 

<p>

<!-- Creative Commons License --><a rel="license" href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/"><img

alt="Creative Commons License" style="border-width: 0" src="http://i.creativecommons.org/l/by/4.0/88x31.png"

/></a><br />Opensource.org site content is licensed under a <a rel="license"

href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/">Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International

License</a>.<!-- /Creative Commons License -->

 

<!-- <rdf:RDF xmlns="http://web.resource.org/cc/" xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#">

	<Work rdf:about="">

		<license rdf:resource="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/" />

	</Work>

	<License rdf:about="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/"><permits

rdf:resource="http://web.resource.org/cc/Reproduction"/><permits

rdf:resource="http://web.resource.org/cc/Distribution"/><requires
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rdf:resource="http://web.resource.org/cc/Notice"/><requires

rdf:resource="http://web.resource.org/cc/Attribution"/><permits

rdf:resource="http://web.resource.org/cc/DerivativeWorks"/></License></rdf:RDF>

-->

 

| <a href="../ToS">Terms of Service</a>

 

</p>

 </div>

</div>

<div id="block-block-7" class="block block-block clearfix">

 

  

 <div class="content">

   <script src="http://www.google-analytics.com/urchin.js" type="text/javascript">

<!--//--><![CDATA[// ><!--

 

 

//--><!]]>

</script><script type="text/javascript">

<!--//--><![CDATA[// ><!--

 

_uacct = "UA-3916956-1";

urchinTracker();

 

//--><!]]>

</script>  </div>

</div>

 </div>

     </div></div></div></div> <!-- /.left-corner, /.right-corner, /#squeeze, /#center -->

 

    

   </div> <!-- /#container -->

 </div> <!-- /#wrapper -->

 </body>

</html>

Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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 - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Apache XBean

Copyright 2005-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Maven Settings Builder

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Maven Wagon :: Providers :: HTTP Provider

Copyright 2003-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana University" and "Indiana University Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana University"

name nor may "Indiana University" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN">

<html>

<head>

 <meta http-equiv="content-type"

content="text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1">

 <title>CDDL ver. 1.0</title>

 <meta name="author" content="Cliff Allen">

</head>

<body>

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. <br>

<br>

Definitions.

<br>

<br>

1.1. <span style="font-style: italic;">Contributor</span> means each
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individual or entity that creates or

contributes to the creation of Modifications.

<br>

<br>

1.2. <span style="font-style: italic;">Contributor Version</span>

means the combination of the Original

Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

<br>

<br>

1.3. <span style="font-style: italic;">Covered Software</span> means

(a) the Original Software, or (b)

Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

portions thereof.

<br>

<br>

1.4. <span style="font-style: italic;">Executable</span> means the

Covered Software in any form other than

Source Code.

<br>

<br>

1.5. <span style="font-style: italic;">Initial Developer</span> means

the individual or entity that first makes

Original Software available under this License.

<br>

<br>

1.6. <span style="font-style: italic;">Larger Work</span> means a work

which combines Covered Software or

portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

<br>

<br>

1.7. <span style="font-style: italic;">License</span> means this

document.

<br>

<br>

1.8. <span style="font-style: italic;">Licensable</span> means having

the right to grant, to the maximum extent

possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

<br>

<br>

1.9. <span style="font-style: italic;">Modifications</span> means the

Source Code and Executable form of any of

the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or

previous Modifications;
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B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

the terms of this License.

<br>

<br>

1.10. <span style="font-style: italic;">Original Software</span> means

the Source Code and Executable form of

computer software code that is originally released under this License.

<br>

<br>

1.11. <span style="font-style: italic;">Patent Claims</span> means any

patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

<br>

<br>

1.12. <span style="font-style: italic;">Source Code</span> means (a)

the common form of computer software code

in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation

included in or with such code.

<br>

<br>

1.13. <span style="font-style: italic;">You (or Your)</span> means an

individual or a legal entity exercising

rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled

by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

definition, control means (a)&nbsp;the power, direct or indirect, to

cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

otherwise, or (b)&nbsp;ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of

the

outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

<br>

<br>

2. License Grants.<br>

<br>

&nbsp;2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

<br>

<br>

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions

thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger
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Work; and

<br>

<br>

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer

for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

portions thereof);<br>

<br>

&nbsp;(c) The licenses granted in Sections&nbsp;2.1(a) and (b) are

effective on

the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

License;<br>

<br>

&nbsp;(d) Notwithstanding Section&nbsp;2.1(b) above, no patent license

is granted:

(1)&nbsp;for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

(2)&nbsp;for

infringements caused by: (i)&nbsp;the modification of the Original

Software,

or (ii)&nbsp;the combination of the Original Software with other

software or

devices.

<br>

<br>

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

<br>

<br>

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor

(or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other

Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

<br>

<br>

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

otherwise dispose of: (1)&nbsp;Modifications made by that Contributor

(or

portions thereof); and (2)&nbsp;the combination of Modifications made

by

that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such
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combination).

<br>

<br>

(c) The licenses granted in Sections&nbsp;2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

effective on

the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

Modifications available to a third party.<br>

<br>

(d) Notwithstanding Section&nbsp;2.2(b) above, no patent license is

granted:

(1)&nbsp;for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

Version; (2)&nbsp;for infringements caused by: (i)&nbsp;third party

modifications

of Contributor Version, or (ii)&nbsp;the combination of Modifications

made

by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)&nbsp;under Patent Claims

infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by

that Contributor.

<br>

<br>

3. Distribution Obligations.

<br>

<br>

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and

that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this

License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the

Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise

make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software

in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in

Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange.

<br>

<br>

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe

Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have

sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

<br>

<br>

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving
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attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

<br>

<br>

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer,

and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you

may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that

any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer.<br>

<br>

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided

that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the

license for the Executable form

does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients rights in the Source

Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute

the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You

must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this

License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer

or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

<br>

<br>

3.6. Larger Works.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other

code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the

Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

<br>

<br>

4. Versions of the License.

<br>

<br>

4.1. New Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as

provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the
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right to modify this License.

<br>

<br>

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the

Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the

Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of

the License published by the license steward.

<br>

<br>

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license

for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version

of this License if You: (a)&nbsp;rename the license and remove any

references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the

license differs from this License); and (b)&nbsp;otherwise make it

clear

that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

<br>

<br>

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF

DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED

SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN

ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR)

ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE.

NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER

THIS DISCLAIMER.

<br>

<br>

6. TERMINATION.

<br>

<br>

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions

which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of
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this License shall survive.

<br>

<br>

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is

referred to as Participant) alleging that the Participant Software

(meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial

Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and

all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant,

the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

and all Contributors under

Sections&nbsp;2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from

Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration

of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You

withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against

such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

with Participant.

<br>

<br>

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections&nbsp;6.1 or 6.2 above,

all

end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted

to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

<br>

<br>

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED

SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY

PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST

PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF

SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR

PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT

ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

<br>

<br>

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in
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48&nbsp;C.F.R.&nbsp;2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of commercial

computer software

(as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. &nbsp;252.227-7014(a)(1)) and

commercial computer software documentation as such terms are used in

48&nbsp;C.F.R.&nbsp;12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R.

12.212 and 48

C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government

End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth

herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that

addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

<br>

<br>

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the

law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to

the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue

specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the

losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation,

court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application

of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International

Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which

provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the

drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other

countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any

Covered Software. <br>

<br>

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out

of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work

with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

<br>

<br>

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the

laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions).
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Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the

jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of

California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue

lying in Santa Clara County, California.

</body>

</html>

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java contains

test data from http://aspell.sourceforge.net/test/batch0.tab.

 

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org). Verbatim copying

and distribution of this entire article is permitted in any medium,

provided this notice is preserved.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Apache Commons Collections

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Maven Aether Provider

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Compress

Copyright 2002-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

The files in the package org.apache.commons.compress.archivers.sevenz

were derived from the LZMA SDK, version 9.20 (C/ and CPP/7zip/),

which has been placed in the public domain:

 

"LZMA SDK is placed in the public domain." (http://www.7-zip.org/sdk.html)

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

 

===============================================================================

 

The content of package org.apache.commons.codec.language.bm has been translated

from the original php source code available at http://stevemorse.org/phoneticinfo.htm

with permission from the original authors.

Original source copyright:
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Copyright (c) 2008 Alexander Beider & Stephen P. Morse.

 

Apache Maven Distribution

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Maven Wagon :: Providers :: HTTP Shared Library 4

Copyright 2003-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt 226215

2005-06-03 22:49:13Z mrglavas $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

 

 

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

 

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under

the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that

you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions:

 

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose

and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the

following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

 1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.

 2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it

    doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual

    representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright  [$date-of-document]

    World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

    European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio

    University). All Rights Reserved.

    http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"

 3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

 

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be

provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,

documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the

implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.
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No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted

pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in

the Copyright FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or

derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with

those requirements.

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE

FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE

PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all

times remain with copyright holders.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on

style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is

now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older

formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for

common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating

or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed

to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005) $

 

Maven Repository Metadata Model

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Maven Embedder

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Maven Settings

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana Univeristy" and "Indiana Univeristy Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana Univeristy"

name nor may "Indiana Univeristy" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS
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BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (http://www.joda.org/).

Open Source Licenses

====================

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE-<subcomponent>.md

files.

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-software.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-software.txt 226215 2005-06-03

22:49:13Z mrglavas $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-software-20021231

 

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date
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    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

   

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification

under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005) $

ANTLR 2 License

 

We reserve no legal rights to the ANTLR--it is fully in the public domain. An individual or company may do

whatever they wish with source code distributed with ANTLR or the code generated by ANTLR, including the

incorporation of ANTLR, or its output, into commerical software.

 

We encourage users to develop software with ANTLR. However, we do ask that credit is given to us for

developing ANTLR. By "credit", we mean that if you use ANTLR or incorporate any source code into one of your

programs (commercial product, research project, or otherwise) that you acknowledge this fact somewhere in

the documentation, research report, etc... If you like ANTLR and have developed a nice tool with the output,

please mention that you developed it using ANTLR. In addition, we ask that the headers remain intact in our

source code. As long as these guidelines are kept, we expect to continue enhancing this system and expect to

make other tools available as they are completed.
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In countries where the Public Domain status of the work may not be valid, the author grants a copyright

licence to the general public to deal in the work without restriction and permission to sublicence derivates

under the terms of any (OSI approved) Open Source licence.

 

The Python parser generator code under antlr/actions/python/ is covered by the 3-clause BSD licence (this

part is included in the binary JAR files); the run-time part under lib/python/ is covered by the GNU GPL,

version 3 or later (this part is not included in the binary JAR files). See [1] for the full details.

 

https://bugs.debian.org/cgi-bin/bugreport.cgi?bug=750643#80%22

Apache Groovy is an effort undergoing incubation at The Apache Software

Foundation (ASF) sponsored by the Apache Incubator PMC. Incubation is required

of all newly accepted projects until a further review indicates that the

infrastructure, communications, and decision making process have stabilized

in a manner consistent with other successful ASF projects. While incubation

status is not necessarily a reflection of the completeness or stability of

the code, it does indicate that the project has yet to be fully endorsed by

the ASF.

This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/).

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by

ThoughtWorks (http://www.thoughtworks.com).

 

This product includes software developed by

javolution (http://javolution.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by

Rome (https://rome.dev.java.net/).

Javolution - Java(TM) Solution for Real-Time and Embedded Systems

Copyright (c) 2006, Javolution (http://javolution.org)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
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ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

version 1.0

 

 

Maven Model Builder

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution. ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xerces Java

  Copyright 1999-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

      software copyright (c) 1999.

Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache Ivy (TM)

Copyright 2007-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of Ivy were originally developed by
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Jayasoft SARL (http://www.jayasoft.fr/)

and are licensed to the Apache Software Foundation under the

"Software Grant License Agreement"

 

SSH and SFTP support is provided by the JCraft JSch package,

which is open source software, available under

the terms of a BSD style license. 

The original software and related information is available

at http://www.jcraft.com/jsch/. 

xml-commons/java/external/README.dom.txt $Id: README.dom.txt 477038 2006-11-20 04:40:36Z mrglavas $

 

 

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

 

 

All of the .java software and associated documentation about

the DOM in this repository are distributed under the license

from the W3C, which is provided herein.

 

 

LICENSE.dom-software.txt covers all software from the W3C

including the following items in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/src/org/w3c

     and all subdirectories

    

(Note: SAC (The Simple API for CSS) has been published under an older

version of the W3C license. The original license file is LICENSE.sac.html.)

 

LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt covers all documentation from the W3C

including the following items in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/dom

     and all subdirectories

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes in xml-commons came from:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.html

  

The specification of DOM Level 3's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-LS-20040407/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/NOTE-DOM-Level-3-XPath-20040226/

 

The specification of DOM Level 2's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Events-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Style-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Traversal-Range-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Views-20001113/
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The specification of DOM Level 1's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/1998/REC-DOM-Level-1-19981001/level-one-html.html

 

Links to all available W3C DOM Java Bindings can be found at:

   http://www.w3.org/DOM/DOMTR

 

The actual classes of The Simple API for CSS (SAC) came from:

   http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/SAC/

   http://www.w3.org/2002/06/sacjava-1.3.zip

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes for SMIL came from:

   http://dev.w3.org/cvsweb/java/classes/org/w3c/dom/smil/

   (both ElementTimeControl.java and TimeEvent.java were taken at revision 1.1)

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes for SVG 1.1 came from:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/java.html

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

https://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body
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    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

   

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification

under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com
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2000-05-05

 

Maven Compat

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Sisu Guice - Core Library

Copyright 2006-2014 Google, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

ASM License

 

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Notices for Eclipse Implementation of JAXB

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Implementation of JAXB
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project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb-impl

 

## Trademarks

 

Eclipse Implementation of JAXB is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-ri

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-istack-commons

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-dtd-parser

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-fi

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-stax-ex

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jax-rpc-ri

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

Apache Felix (1.2.0)

 

* License: Apache License, 2.0
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args4j (2.33)

 

* License: MIT License

 

dom4j (1.6.1)

 

* License: Custom license based on Apache 1.1

 

file-management (3.0.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/shared/file-management/

* Source:

  https://svn.apache.org/viewvc/maven/shared/tags/file-management-3.0.0/

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

maven-compat (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-compat/

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-compat/3.5.2

 

maven-core (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-core/index.html

* Source: https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-core/3.5.2

 

maven-plugin-annotations (3.5)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/plugin-tools/maven-plugin-annotations/

* Source:

  https://github.com/apache/maven-plugin-tools/tree/master/maven-plugin-annotations

 

maven-plugin-api (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0
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maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-connector-basic (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-impl (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-spi (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-transport-file (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/resolver/maven-resolver-transport-file/

* Source:

  https://github.com/apache/maven-resolver/tree/master/maven-resolver-transport-file

 

maven-resolver-util (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-settings (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-settings/3.5.2

 

OSGi Service Platform Core Companion Code (6.0)

 

* License: Apache License, 2.0

 

plexus-archiver (3.5)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://codehaus-plexus.github.io/plexus-archiver/

* Source: https://github.com/codehaus-plexus/plexus-archiver

 

plexus-io (3.0.0)
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* License: Apache-2.0

 

plexus-utils (3.1.0)

 

* License: Apache- 2.0 or Apache- 1.1 or BSD or Public Domain or Indiana

  University Extreme! Lab Software License V1.1.1 (Apache 1.1 style)

 

relaxng-datatype (1.0)

 

* License: New BSD license

 

Sax (0.2)

 

* License: SAX-PD

* Project: http://www.megginson.com/downloads/SAX/

* Source: http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=29449

 

testng (6.14.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND (MIT OR GPL-1.0+)

* Project: https://testng.org/doc/index.html

* Source: https://github.com/cbeust/testng

 

wagon-http-lightweight (3.0.0)

 

* License: Pending

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/wagon/

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven.wagon/wagon-http-lightweight/3.0.0

 

xz for java (1.8)

 

* License: LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

ANTLR 2 License

 

We reserve no legal rights to the ANTLR--it is fully in the public domain. An individual or company may do

whatever they wish with source code distributed with ANTLR or the code generated by ANTLR, including the

incorporation of ANTLR, or its output, into commerical software.

 

We encourage users to develop software with ANTLR. However, we do ask that credit is given to us for

developing ANTLR. By "credit", we mean that if you use ANTLR or incorporate any source code into one of your

programs (commercial product, research project, or otherwise) that you acknowledge this fact somewhere in

the documentation, research report, etc... If you like ANTLR and have developed a nice tool with the output,

please mention that you developed it using ANTLR. In addition, we ask that the headers remain intact in our

source code. As long as these guidelines are kept, we expect to continue enhancing this system and expect to

make other tools available as they are completed.

 

In countries where the Public Domain status of the work may not be valid, the author grants a copyright

licence to the general public to deal in the work without restriction and permission to sublicence derivates

under the terms of any (OSI approved) Open Source licence.

 

The Python parser generator code under antlr/actions/python/ is covered by the 3-clause BSD licence (this

part is included in the binary JAR files); the run-time part under lib/python/ is covered by the GNU GPL,

version 3 or later (this part is not included in the binary JAR files). See [1] for the full details.

 

https://bugs.debian.org/cgi-bin/bugreport.cgi?bug=750643#80%22

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

ASM 4 License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Hamcrest License

 

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2015 www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
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ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

JLine License

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2012, the original author or authors.

All rights reserved.

 

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

JSR223 License

 

Copyright 2006 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are

permitted provided that the following conditions are met: Redistributions of source code

must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

provided with the distribution. Neither the name of the Sun Microsystems nor the names of

is contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

JUnit License

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

  THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

  PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF

  THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

  1. DEFINITIONS

 

  "Contribution" means:

 

  a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

  documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

 

  b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

  i) changes to the Program, and

 

  ii) additions to the Program;
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  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and

  are distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

  'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

  Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

  Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are

  separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the

  Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative

  works of the Program.

 

  "Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

  "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

  are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

  or when combined with the Program.

 

  "Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

  Agreement.

 

  "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

  including all Contributors.

 

  2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

  a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

  grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

  license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display,

  publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

  Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and

  object code form.

 

  b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

  grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

  license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

  import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if

  any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall

  apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the

  time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the

  Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed

  Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

  which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed

  hereunder.

 

  c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

  licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

  provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

  patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each

  Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by
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  any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights

  or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses

  granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to

  secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For

  example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient

  to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire

  that license before distributing the Program.

 

  d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

  copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

  license set forth in this Agreement.

 

  3. REQUIREMENTS

 

  A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form

  under its own license agreement, provided that:

 

  a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

  b) its license agreement:

 

  i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

  and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions

  of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of

  merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

  ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability

  for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

  consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

  iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

  offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

  iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

  Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

  manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

  When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

  a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

  b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the

  Program.

 

  Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

  within the Program.

 

  Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its
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  Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent

  Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

 

  4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

  Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

  with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

  license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

  the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

  offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

  liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

  the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

  ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

  other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

  damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

  and other legal actions brought by a third party against the

  Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions

  of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of

  the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this

  section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or

  alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an

  Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

  Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial

  Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor

  in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

  Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own

  expense.

 

  For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

  product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

  Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

  claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

  claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

  alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

  defend claims against the other Contributors related to those

  performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other

  Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor

  must pay those damages.

 

  5. NO WARRANTY

 

  EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS

  PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

  KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY

  WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR

  FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible

  for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the

  Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights
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  under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs

  of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss

  of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

  operations.

 

  6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

  EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR

  ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING

  WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR

  DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED

  HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

  7. GENERAL

 

  If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

  applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

  the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

  action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

  minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

  If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including

  a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program

  itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or

  hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

  rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

  litigation is filed.

 

  All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails

  to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

  Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time

  after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights

  under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

  distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However,

  Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted

  by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

  Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

  but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

  may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

  reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

  this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

  Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

  is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

  responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate
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  entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a

  distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions)

  may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under

  which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

  Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

  (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as

  expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no

  rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor

  under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or

  otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this

  Agreement are reserved.

 

  This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

  intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to

  this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than

  one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights

  to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Multiverse License

 

Copyright (c) 2011, The Multiverse Team All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list

of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution. Neither the name of the The Multiverse Team nor the names of its contributors may be used to

endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
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/*

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.5 2006/02/05 21:49:04 elharo Exp $

 

Copyright 2003-2006 The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Apache Maven Wagon :: Providers :: HTTP Provider

Copyright 2003-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-software.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-software.txt 734314 2009-01-14

03:33:27Z mrglavas $

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.zip

(COPYRIGHT.html)

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

Copyright  2004 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University).
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All Rights Reserved.

 

The DOM bindings are published under the W3C Software Copyright Notice and

License. The software license requires "Notice of any changes or modifications

to the W3C files, including the date changes were made." Consequently, modified

versions of the DOM bindings must document that they do not conform to the W3C

standard; in the case of the IDL definitions, the pragma prefix can no longer

be 'w3c.org'; in the case of the Java language binding, the package names can no

longer be in the 'org.w3c' package.

 

Note: The original version of the W3C Software Copyright Notice and License could

be found at http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=========================================================================

 

This project contains annotations in the package org.apache.http.annotation

which are derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.

See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

Full text: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/legalcode

 

License

 

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS

PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR

OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS

LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.

 

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE

BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED

HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

 

1. Definitions

 

   "Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which the Work in its

entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and independent

works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be

considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

   "Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such as a

translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art

reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or

adapted, except that a work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the

purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound recording,

the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative

Work for the purpose of this License.

   "Licensor" means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.

   "Original Author" means the individual or entity who created the Work.

   "Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.

   "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously violated the terms
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of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise

rights under this License despite a previous violation.

 

2. Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights arising from fair use,

first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright law or other applicable

laws.

 

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in

the Work as stated below:

 

   to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work as

incorporated in the Collective Works;

   to create and reproduce Derivative Works;

   to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works;

   to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

 

   For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:

       Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether

individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the public performance or

public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.

       Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually

or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any phonorecord You create

from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 115 of

the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).

   Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a sound recording,

Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society (e.g.

SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the compulsory

license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).

 

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The above

rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media

and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.

 

4. Restrictions.The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following

restrictions:

 

   You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the

terms of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with

every copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally

perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all

notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute, publicly display,

publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control access or use

of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement. The above applies to the Work as

incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be
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made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You

must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

If You create a Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from

the Derivative Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

   If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative

Works or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the

medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied,

and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute,

publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable

means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably practicable, the

Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does

not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a Derivative Work, a credit

identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author,"

or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable

manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative Work or Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will

appear where any other comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other

comparable authorship credit.

 

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer

 

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS

THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE

PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY

TO YOU.

 

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT

WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,

CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE

USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

7. Termination

 

   This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of

this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under this

License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full

compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

   Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different

license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to

withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this

License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.

 

8. Miscellaneous
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   Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the

recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

   Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a license

to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

   If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this

agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and

enforceable.

   No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or

consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

   This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There are

no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be

bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be

modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

 

Apache HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls. See http://www.jcip.net

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.sax.txt $Id: LICENSE.sax.txt 225954 2002-01-31 23:26:48Z curcuru $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

 

This page is now out of date -- see the new SAX site at

http://www.saxproject.org/ for more up-to-date

releases and other information. Please change your bookmarks.

 

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache Maven Wagon :: Providers :: File Provider

Copyright 2003-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (https://www.joda.org/).

 

Maven Plugin API

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

This copy of Jackson JSON processor annotations is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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Maven Model

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

==============================================================================

Licenses for included components:

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Eclipse Public License 1.0

https://opensource.org/licenses/EPL-1.0
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junit:junit

org.sonatype.aether:aether-api

org.sonatype.aether:aether-connector-wagon

org.sonatype.aether:aether-impl

org.sonatype.aether:aether-spi

org.sonatype.aether:aether-util

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3-Clause BSD

https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

 

com.google.code.findbugs:jsr305

 

org.hamcrest:hamcrest-core

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2015 www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

com.esotericsoftware.kryo:kryo
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com.esotericsoftware.minlog:minlog

Copyright (c) 2008-2018, Nathan Sweet All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of Esoteric Software nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

org.ow2.asm:asm

org.ow2.asm:asm-analysis

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm-tree

org.ow2.asm:asm-util

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
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LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MIT

 

com.googlecode.plist:dd-plist

dd-plist - An open source library to parse and generate property lists

Copyright (C) 2016 Daniel Dreibrodt

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

org.bouncycastle:bcpg-jdk15on

org.bouncycastle:bcprov-jdk15on

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2019 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc. (https://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
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COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

org.slf4j:jcl-over-slf4j

org.slf4j:jul-to-slf4j

org.slf4j:log4j-over-slf4j

org.slf4j:slf4j-api

Copyright (c) 2004-2017 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CDDL

https://opensource.org/licenses/CDDL-1.0

 

com.sun.xml.bind:jaxb-impl

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LGPL 2.1

https://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1.en.html

 

org.samba.jcifs:jcifs

 

org.jetbrains.intellij.deps:trove4j

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License for the GNU Trove library included by the Kotlin embeddable compiler

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The source code for GNU Trove is licensed under the Lesser GNU Public License (LGPL).

 

   Copyright (c) 2001, Eric D. Friedman All Rights Reserved. This library is free software; you can redistribute it

and/or modify it under

   the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version

2.1 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version. This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY

WARRANTY; without

   even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this program; if not, write

to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

 

Two classes (HashFunctions and PrimeFinder) included in Trove are licensed under the following terms:

 

   Copyright (c) 1999 CERN - European Organization for Nuclear Research. Permission to use, copy, modify,

distribute and sell this software

   and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and

   that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation. CERN makes no

representations about the

   suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without expressed or implied warranty.

 

The source code of modified GNU Trove library is available at

   https://github.com/JetBrains/intellij-deps-trove4j (with trove4j_changes.txt describing the changes)

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Eclipse Distribution License 1.0

https://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php

 

org.eclipse.jgit:org.eclipse.jgit

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BSD-style

 

com.jcraft:jsch

com.jcraft:jzlib

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Eclipse Public License 2.0

https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

 

org.junit.platform:junit-platform-launcher

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mozilla Public License 2.0

https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/MPL/2.0/

 

org.mozilla:rhino

 

Apache HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Maven Plugin API

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/).

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by
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ThoughtWorks (http://www.thoughtworks.com).

 

This product includes software developed by

javolution (http://javolution.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by

Rome (https://rome.dev.java.net/).

 

Apache Maven Wagon :: Providers :: HTTP Shared Library

Copyright 2003-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Javolution - Java(TM) Solution for Real-Time and Embedded Systems

Copyright (c) 2006, Javolution (http://javolution.org)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Maven Core

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Copyright ${project.inceptionYear} - ${current.year} ${copyright.holder}

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at
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   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

 <title>jsoup License</title>

 <meta name="keywords" content="license, open source, mit">

 <meta name="description" content="jsoup is licensed under the MIT open source license">

 <link type="text/css" rel="stylesheet" href="/rez/style.css"> 

 <script type="text/javascript">

     var _gaq = _gaq || [];

     _gaq.push(['_setAccount', 'UA-89734-10']);

      _gaq.push(['_setDomainName', 'jsoup.org']);

     _gaq.push(['_trackPageview']);

 

     (function() {

       var ga = document.createElement('script'); ga.type = 'text/javascript'; ga.async = true;

       ga.src = ('https:' == document.location.protocol ? 'https://ssl' : 'http://www') + '.google-analytics.com/ga.js';

       var s = document.getElementsByTagName('script')[0]; s.parentNode.insertBefore(ga, s);

     })();

   </script>

</head>

<body class="n1-">

 <div class="wrap">

  <div class="header">

   <div class="nav-sections">

    <ul>

     <li class="n1-home"><h4><a href="/">jsoup</a></h4></li>

     <li class="n1-news"><a href="/news/">News</a></li>

     <li class="n1-bugs"><a href="/bugs">Bugs</a></li>

     <li class="n1-discussion"><a href="/discussion">Discussion</a></li>

     <li class="n1-download"><a href="/download">Download</a></li>

     <li class="n1-api"><a href="/apidocs/">API Reference</a></li>

     <li class="n1-cookbook"><a href="/cookbook/">Cookbook</a></li>

     <li class="n1-try"><a href="http://try.jsoup.org/">Try jsoup</a></li>

    </ul>

   </div>

  </div>

  <div class="breadcrumb">

   <a href="/">jsoup</a>

   <span class="seperator">&raquo;</span> jsoup License

  </div>

  <div class="content">
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   <div class="col1">

    <h1>jsoup License</h1>

    <p>The jsoup code-base (include source and compiled packages) are distributed under the open source MIT

license as described below.</p>

    <h3>The MIT License</h3>

    <p>Copyright &copy; 2009 - 2014 <a href="http://jonathanhedley.com">Jonathan Hedley</a> (<a

href="mailto:jonathan@hedley.net">jonathan@hedley.net</a>)</p>

    <p>Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:</p>

    <p>The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of

the Software.</p>

    <p>THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.</p>

   </div>

   <!-- /col1 -->

   <div class="col2">

   </div>

   <!-- /col2 -->

  </div>

  <!-- /content-->

  <div class="footer">

   <b>jsoup HTML parser</b> &copy; 2009 - 2014

   <a href="http://jhy.io/" rel="author"><b>Jonathan Hedley</b></a>

  </div>

 </div>

 <!-- /wrap -->

 <script src="/rez/prettify.js"></script>

 <script>prettyPrint();</script>

</body>

</html>

 

/********************************************************************************

* CruiseControl, a Continuous Integration Toolkit

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, ThoughtWorks, Inc.

* 651 W Washington Ave. Suite 500

* Chicago, IL 60661 USA

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*
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*     + Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*     + Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*       with the distribution.

*

*     + Neither the name of ThoughtWorks, Inc., CruiseControl, nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

*       products derived from this software without specific prior

*       written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

********************************************************************************/

xml-commons/java/external/README.sax.txt $Id: README.sax.txt 225954 2002-01-31 23:26:48Z curcuru $

 

 

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

 

 

All of the .java software and associated documentation about

SAX in this repository are distributed freely in the

public domain.

 

 

LICENSE.sax.txt covers all software and documentation from the

megginson.com including the following in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/src/org/xml/sax

     and all subdirectories

   xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/sax

     and all subdirectories

 

 

The actual SAX classes in xml-commons came from:

   http://www.megginson.com/Software/index.html

	The original versions are tagged 'SAX-2_0-r2-prerelease'
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Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product bundles icons from the famfamfam.com silk icons set

http://www.famfamfam.com/lab/icons/silk/

Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution Licence v2.5

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Groovy

Copyright 2003-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes/uses ANTLR (http://www.antlr2.org/)

developed by Terence Parr 1989-2006

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution. ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xerces Java
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  Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

      software copyright (c) 1999.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License for the slf4j package

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SLF4J License

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

These terms are identical to those of the MIT License, also called the X License or the X11 License,

which is a simple, permissive non-copyleft free software license. It is deemed compatible with virtually

all types of licenses, commercial or otherwise. In particular, the Free Software Foundation has declared it

compatible with GNU GPL. It is also known to be approved by the Apache Software Foundation as compatible

with Apache Software License.

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License for the JUnit package

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

 

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.
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2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set

forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and

non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;
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ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered

by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or

through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in

any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that
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Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient

under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In

addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program

itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
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All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve

as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement

under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement

is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections

2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License for the JCIFS package

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

JCIFS License

 

         GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

              Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]
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               Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
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any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

         GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
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Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
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 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
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   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

               NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
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LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

            END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

Apache Maven Wagon :: Providers :: HTTP Provider

Copyright 2003-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Maven Wagon :: API

Copyright 2003-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.226 hikaricp HikariCP-4.0.3 
1.226.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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3. Grant of Patent License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution.

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.
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5. Submission of Contributions.

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks.

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability.

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your
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accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.227 jjwt-impl 0.11.2 
1.227.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 jsonwebtoken.io

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/MacValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/RsaProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/SignatureValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultClaims.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/RsaSignatureValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/JwtMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/Base64Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/RsaSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultJws.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/DefaultSignatureValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/Base64UrlCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/SignatureValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/SignerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultJwtParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/DefaultJwtSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/SignatureProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultJwtBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/JwtSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/MacSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-
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jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultJwt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultJwsHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/AbstractTextCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/DefaultSignerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/FixedClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/DefaultJwtSignatureValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/MacProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/TextCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/JwtSignatureValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2018 JWTK

 ~

 ~ Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 ~ you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 ~ You may obtain a copy of the License at

 ~

 ~     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 ~ WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 ~ See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 ~ limitations under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.jsonwebtoken/jjwt-impl/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 jsonwebtoken.io

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/lang/UnavailableImplementationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/lang/Services.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/ImmutableJwtParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultJwtParserBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 jsonwebtoken.io

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/compression/AbstractCompressionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/compression/DefaultCompressionCodecResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/EllipticCurveProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/compression/CompressionCodecs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/EllipticCurveSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultTextCodecFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/compression/DeflateCompressionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/EllipticCurveSignatureValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/TextCodecFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/compression/GzipCompressionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319542_1655810530.7633636/0/jjwt-impl-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/AndroidBase64Codec.java

 

1.228 jackson-module-parameter-names

2.12.3 
1.228.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.229 jackson-annotations jackson-

annotations-2.12.3 
1.229.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.230 libplexus-utils 1.5.6 
1.230.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p><i> This class is <b>public domain</b> (not copyrighted).</i></p>

Copyright &#169; 2001-2008 <a href="http://www.codehaus.org/">Codehaus</a>. All Rights Reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/TypeFormat.html
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/FastMap.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/CachedMap.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright &#169; 2001-2008 <a href="http://www.codehaus.org/">Codehaus</a>. All Rights Reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/Interpolator.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/overview-tree.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/overview-summary.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/introspection/package-use.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/shell/package-summary.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/class-use/XMLWriter.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/introspection/class-use/MethodMap.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/LineOrientedInterpolatingReader.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/pull/class-use/XmlPullParserException.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/PathTool.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/IOUtil.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/pull/package-summary.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/shell/class-use/Shell.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/CollectionUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/io/FileInputStreamFacade.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/package-use.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/package-use.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/class-use/PrettyPrintXMLWriter.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/class-use/ValueSource.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/dag/package-tree.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-
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jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/package-use.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/class-use/Arg.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/class-use/ObjectBasedValueSource.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/dag/Vertex.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/XmlStreamReaderException.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/pull/package-tree.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/StringInputStream.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/pull/class-use/MXParser.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/Base64.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/XmlReader.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/reflection/Reflector.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/io/class-use/FileInputStreamFacade.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/shell/Shell.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/shell/class-use/CommandShell.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/Commandline.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/shell/package-use.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/LineOrientedInterpolatingReader.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/class-use/XmlReaderException.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/pull/MXParser.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/Expand.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/package-tree.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/introspection/class-use/MethodMap.AmbiguousException.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/dag/package-use.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/class-use/WriterStreamConsumer.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-
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jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/StreamConsumer.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/class-use/Xpp3DomUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/package-use.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/package-summary.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/dag/package-summary.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/reflection/package-summary.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/class-use/XmlStreamReaderException.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/shell/CommandShell.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/class-use/Commandline.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/constant-values.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/io/URLInputStreamFacade.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/help-doc.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/CommandLineUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/FileUtils.FilterWrapper.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/class-use/MapBasedValueSource.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/StringUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/XmlWriterUtil.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/pull/class-use/XmlSerializer.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/shell/CmdShell.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/StreamFeeder.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/class-use/SerializerXMLWriter.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/Expand.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/package-tree.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/XmlStreamWriter.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/introspection/MethodMap.AmbiguousException.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-
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jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/class-use/StreamFeeder.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/class-use/Xpp3DomWriter.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/class-use/XmlStreamWriter.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/FileUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/reflection/class-use/ReflectorException.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/package-tree.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/io/package-summary.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/SelectorUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/pull/MXSerializer.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/FileUtils.FilterWrapper.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/Commandline.Argument.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/dag/CycleDetector.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/dag/class-use/Vertex.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/class-use/StreamPumper.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/io/class-use/URLInputStreamFacade.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/FastMap.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/Xpp3DomWriter.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/io/package-tree.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/ReflectionUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/PropertyUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/class-use/EnvarBasedValueSource.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/class-use/Xpp3DomBuilder.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/io/RawInputStreamFacade.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/ExceptionUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-
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jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/CompactXMLWriter.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/class-use/XmlReader.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/DirectoryScanner.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/StringOutputStream.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/Xpp3Dom.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/CommandLineException.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/class-use/CommandLineUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/ReflectionUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/class-use/Commandline.Marker.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/class-use/Interpolator.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/DirectoryWalker.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/pull/class-use/MXSerializer.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/class-use/PropertiesBasedValueSource.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/class-use/DefaultConsumer.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/pull/XmlSerializer.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/ExceptionUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/class-use/EnhancedStringTokenizer.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/introspection/ReflectionValueExtractor.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/introspection/package-summary.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/package-summary.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/IOUtil.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/Arg.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/MapBasedValueSource.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/reflection/ReflectorException.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-
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use/CollectionUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/introspection/MethodMap.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/deprecated-list.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/ValueSource.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/Xpp3DomUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/ReaderFactory.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/PathTool.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/StringUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/io/InputStreamFacade.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/class-use/XmlWriterUtil.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/class-use/CommandLineException.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/DirectoryWalker.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/DirectoryWalkListener.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/TypeFormat.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/Xpp3DomBuilder.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/dag/class-use/CycleDetectedException.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/CachedMap.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/io/class-use/InputStreamFacade.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/dag/class-use/TopologicalSorter.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/reflection/package-use.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/XmlStreamReader.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/ReaderFactory.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/SelectorUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/SerializerXMLWriter.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/SweeperPool.html
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/pull/class-use/XmlPullParser.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/class-use/RegexBasedInterpolator.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/pull/package-use.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/introspection/ClassMap.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/class-use/CompactXMLWriter.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/introspection/class-use/ClassMap.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/StreamPumper.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/XMLWriter.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/RegexBasedInterpolator.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/package-tree.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/FileUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/WriterFactory.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/introspection/package-tree.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/PropertiesBasedValueSource.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/WriterFactory.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/shell/package-tree.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/DirectoryWalkListener.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/InterpolationFilterReader.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/DefaultConsumer.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/dag/DAG.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/io/package-use.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/class-use/CommandLineUtils.StringStreamConsumer.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/PropertyUtils.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/pull/XmlPullParserException.html
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/Os.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/introspection/class-use/ReflectionValueExtractor.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/SweeperPool.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/reflection/class-use/Reflector.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/PrettyPrintXMLWriter.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/StringOutputStream.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/dag/class-use/CycleDetector.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/shell/class-use/BourneShell.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/pull/XmlPullParser.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/class-use/XmlStreamReader.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/io/class-use/RawInputStreamFacade.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/package-summary.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/Base64.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/EnvarBasedValueSource.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/WriterStreamConsumer.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/package-summary.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/ObjectBasedValueSource.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/shell/BourneShell.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/class-

use/StringInputStream.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/EnhancedStringTokenizer.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/dag/CycleDetectedException.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/serialized-form.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/reflection/package-tree.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/XmlReaderException.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-
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jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/dag/TopologicalSorter.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/shell/class-use/CmdShell.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/xml/class-use/Xpp3Dom.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/dag/class-use/DAG.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/DirectoryScanner.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/class-use/StreamConsumer.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/class-use/Commandline.Argument.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/InterpolationFilterReader.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/class-use/InterpolatorFilterReader.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/Commandline.Marker.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/interpolation/InterpolatorFilterReader.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/cli/CommandLineUtils.StringStreamConsumer.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

-classpath 'M:/maven/plexus/plexus-utils/target/checkout/target/classes;U:/Jeder/Maven-

2/org/codehaus/plexus/plexus-interpolation/1.0/plexus-interpolation-1.0.jar'

-encoding

'ISO-8859-1'

-protected

-sourcepath

'M:/maven/plexus/plexus-utils/target/checkout/src/main/java'

-author

-bottom

'Copyright &#169; 2001-2008 <a href="http://www.codehaus.org/">Codehaus</a>. All Rights Reserved.'

-charset

'ISO-8859-1'

-d

'M:/maven/plexus/plexus-utils/target/checkout/target/apidocs'

-doctitle

'Plexus Common Utilities 1.5.6 API'

-link

'http://java.sun.com/javase/6/docs/api'

-use

-version

-windowtitle

'Plexus Common Utilities 1.5.6 API'
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/options

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

version.

Copyright &#169; 2001-2008 <a href="http://www.codehaus.org/">Codehaus</a>. All Rights Reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/util/Os.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018311_1609888527.82/0/plexus-utils-1-5-6-javadoc-1-jar/index-all.html

 

1.231 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-lambda 1.11.172 
1.231.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:
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  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf
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and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.232 commons-logging 1.1.1 
1.232.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.   

*/

Apache Commons Logging

Copyright 2003-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.233 apache-log4j-jul-adapter 2.17.1 
1.233.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j JUL Adapter

Copyright 1999-1969 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.234 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-step-functions

1.11.172 
1.234.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
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You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.235 jakarta-persistence-api 2.2.3 
1.235.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2017, 2019 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0 which is available at * or the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2008, 2019 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0 which is available at * or the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2018, 2019 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0 which is available at or the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at <name>Eclipse

Public License v. 2.0</name> <name>Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0</name> <comments>Standard Eclipse

Distribution License</comments> Copyright &#169; 2019 Eclipse Foundation. All rights reserved.<br>'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2006, 2019 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0 which is available at or the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013, 2019 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0 which is available at * or the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2008, 2019 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0 which is available at or the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2011, 2019 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public
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License v. 2.0 which is available at * or the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2008, 2019 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0 which is available at or the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at Copyright (c)

2008, 2019 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made

available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at or the Eclipse Distribution

License v. 1.0 which is available at'

 

1.236 software-amazon-ion-ion-java 1.0.2 
1.236.1 Available under license : 

Amazon Ion Java

Copyright 2007-2016 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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1.237 oauth-2.0-sdk-with-openid-connect-

extensions 9.3.3 
1.237.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* oauth2-oidc-sdk

*

* Copyright 2012-2021, Connect2id Ltd and contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Authorisation code. Client authentication required only for

	 * confidential clients.

	 */

/**

	 * Refresh token. Client authentication required only for confidential

	 * clients.

	 */

/**

	 * Password. Client authentication required only for confidential

	 * clients.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/GrantType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* oauth2-oidc-sdk

*

* Copyright 2012-2016, Connect2id Ltd and contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use
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* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/operations/EssentialOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/SubjectType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/AuthorizationCodeGrant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/AbstractOptionallyAuthenticatedRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/PushedAuthorizationResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/client/ClientRegistrationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/AuthorizationGrant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/evidences/IdentityVerificationMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/Prompt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/as/AuthorizationServerMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/ClientSecretBasic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/language/StringListOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/device/UserCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/BackChannelLogoutRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/MultivaluedMapUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/AuthorizationResponse.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/device/DeviceAuthorizationSuccessResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/OIDCScopeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/token/AccessTokenType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/ClientAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/token/RefreshToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/http/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/id/SectorID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/SessionID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/operations/AbstractSetBasedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/validators/LogoutTokenValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ciba/CIBAGrant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/marks/TrustMarkClaimsSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/id/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/token/OIDCTokens.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/verifier/JWTAuthenticationClaimsSetVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/verifier/InvalidClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/validators/LogoutTokenClaimsVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/evidences/IDDocumentEvidence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/TokenIntrospectionResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/date/DateWithTimeZoneOffset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/ResourceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/OIDCTokenResponse.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/assertions/saml2/SAML2AssertionDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/assertions/saml2/SAML2Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/token/Tokens.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/http/HTTPMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/jose/SecretKeyDerivation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/PlainClientSecret.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/pkce/CodeVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/JWTAuthenticationClaimsSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/jose/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/tls/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/HashClaim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ResponseType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/verifier/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/language/StringListConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/ExternalClaims.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/AuthorizationSuccessResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/op/OIDCProviderEndpointMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/AuthenticationErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/StateHash.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/assertions/saml2/SAML2AssertionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/LogoutRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/Gender.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/assertions/saml2/SAML2AssertionDetailsVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/pkce/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/jarm/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/assertions/jwt/JWTAssertionDetailsVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ProtectedResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/client/ClientRegistrationResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/operations/SubsetOfOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/assertions/jwt/JWTAssertionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/device/DeviceAuthorizationGrantError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/verifier/ClientX509CertificateBindingVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/PersonClaims.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/id/Subject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/RequestObjectPOSTResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/X509CertificateConfirmation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/CommonOIDCTokenClaimsSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/JWTAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/validators/StateValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/AbstractOptionallyIdentifiedRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/VerificationProcess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/rp/OIDCClientInformationResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/client/ClientInformationResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/secevent/sdk/claims/TXN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/op/ACRRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/token/BearerTokenError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/ClaimsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/operations/OneOfOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/URLUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/language/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/client/ClientReadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/id/HashBasedPairwiseSubjectCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/id/Audience.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/language/StringConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/language/StringOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/validators/IDTokenValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/UserInfoRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ResponseMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/entities/FederationEntityMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ClientCredentialsGrant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/as/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/language/BooleanOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/op/AuthenticationRequestDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/verifier/ClientCredentialsSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/TokenResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/client/ClientDeleteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/ACR.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/client/ClientRegistrationErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/RequestObjectPOSTSuccessResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/RequestObjectPOSTErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/http/ServletUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/X509CertificateUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/claims/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/JSONObjectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/JSONUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/token/TypelessAccessToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/MapUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/TokenIntrospectionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/AccessTokenResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/client/ClientCredentialsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/language/OperationName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/validators/AbstractJWTValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/evidences/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/assertions/AssertionDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/TLSClientAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/UserInfoSuccessResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/claims/ISO3166_1Alpha2CountryCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/id/PairwiseSubjectCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/client/ClientUpdateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/as/AuthorizationServerEndpointMetadata.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ResourceOwnerPasswordCredentialsGrant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/Nonce.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/DistributedClaims.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/AbstractRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/validators/AuthorizationCodeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/evidences/QESEvidence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/op/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/PrivateKeyJWT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/config/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/as/AuthorizationServerConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/AuthenticationResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/assertions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/token/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/OIDCResponseTypeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/claims/VerifiedClaimsSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/Display.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/operations/DefaultPolicyOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/AuthorizationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/op/OIDCProviderConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/device/DeviceAuthorizationResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/AuthorizationCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/language/NumberConfiguration.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/CodeHash.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/OIDCTokenResponseParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/validators/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/IdentityTrustFramework.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ciba/CIBAResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/JWTClaimsSetUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/config/FederationEntityConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/OrderedJSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/date/SimpleDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ErrorObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/AuthenticationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/ClaimType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/operations/Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/verifier/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/claims/CountryCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/client/RegistrationError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ciba/CIBAErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/id/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/id/ClientID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/AccessTokenHash.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/token/BearerAccessToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/ClaimRequirement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/claims/Birthplace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/AggregatedClaims.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/config/FederationEntityConfigurationSuccessResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/PKITLSClientAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/language/BooleanConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/op/ResolveException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/id/State.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/rp/OIDCClientMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/operations/AddOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/id/AuthorizedParty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/config/FederationEntityConfigurationResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/id/JWTID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/rp/OIDCClientUpdateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/rp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/GeneralException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/device/DeviceAuthorizationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/Address.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/tls/TLSVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/OIDCResponseTypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/language/UntypedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/TokenRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/http/HTTPResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/token/AccessToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/ContentTypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/assertions/saml2/BadSAML2AssertionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ciba/BackChannelTokenDeliveryMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/PushedAuthorizationErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/evidences/IdentityEvidenceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/pkce/CodeChallengeMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/ClientSecretJWT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/device/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/jarm/JARMUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/AuthorizedParty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/verifier/PKIClientX509CertificateBindingVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/token/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/pkce/CodeChallenge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/factories/PolicyFormulationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/language/PolicyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/rp/OIDCClientRegistrationResponseParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/OIDCError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/AuthorizationErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/SerializeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/jarm/JARMClaimsVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/assertions/saml2/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/UserInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/JSONArrayUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/validators/IDTokenClaimsVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/jarm/JARMValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/Role.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/operations/SupersetOfOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/AuthenticationResponseParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/TokenIntrospectionErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/language/PolicyConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/http/HTTPEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/ExternalClaimsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/config/FederationEntityConfigurationErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/id/SoftwareVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/id/InvalidPairwiseSubjectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/UserInfoErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/AbstractConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/PushedAuthorizationSuccessResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/tls/TLSUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/verifier/Hint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/evidences/IDDocumentType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/language/PolicyViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/rp/ApplicationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/OAuth2Error.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/ClaimsTransport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/evidences/UtilityBillEvidence.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/SuccessResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/SelfSignedTLSClientAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/operations/ValueOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/id/Issuer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/evidences/IDDocumentDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/ClientAuthenticationMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/device/DeviceCodeGrant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/operations/DefaultOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/op/AuthenticationRequestResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/TokenErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/token/TokenEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ciba/CIBARequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/TokenIntrospectionSuccessResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/assertions/saml2/SAML2AssertionValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/LogoutTokenClaimsSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/AMR.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/client/ClientMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/ClientSecretPost.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/Secret.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/RefreshTokenGrant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/AssertionGrant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/secevent/sdk/claims/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/id/Actor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/IDTokenClaimsSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/http/HTTPRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/rp/OIDCClientRegistrationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/AbstractAuthenticatedRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/URIUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/CommonClaimsSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/entities/EntityStatementClaimsSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/auth/verifier/ClientAuthenticationVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/device/DeviceCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/id/SIVAESBasedPairwiseSubjectCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/entities/EntityID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/evidences/IdentityVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/IdentityVerification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/JWTBearerGrant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/UserInfoResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/assertions/jwt/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/device/DeviceAuthorizationErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/token/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/id/Identifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/evidences/IdentityEvidence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/date/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/assertions/jwt/JWTAssertionDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/validators/InvalidHashException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/validators/AccessTokenValidator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/op/OIDCProviderMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/SAML2BearerGrant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/AuthenticationSuccessResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/ClaimsSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/id/SoftwareID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/id/SectorIDURIValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* oauth2-oidc-sdk

*

* Copyright 2012-2016, Connect2id Ltd and contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Token revocation request. Used to revoke an issued access or refresh token.

*

* <p>Example token revocation request for a confidential client:

*

* <pre>

* POST /revoke HTTP/1.1

* Host: server.example.com

* Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

* Authorization: Basic czZCaGRSa3F0MzpnWDFmQmF0M2JW

*

* token=45ghiukldjahdnhzdauz&amp;token_type_hint=refresh_token

* </pre>

*

* <p>Example token revocation request for a public client:

*

* <pre>

* POST /revoke HTTP/1.1
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* Host: server.example.com

* Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

*

* token=45ghiukldjahdnhzdauz&amp;token_type_hint=refresh_token&amp;client_id=123456

* </pre>

*

* <p>Related specifications:

*

* <ul>

*     <li>OAuth 2.0 Token Revocation (RFC 7009), section 2.1.

* </ul>

*/

/**

	 * Creates a new token revocation request for a confidential client.

	 *

	 * @param uri        The URI of the token revocation endpoint. May be

	 *                   {@code null} if the {@link #toHTTPRequest} method

	 *                   will not be used.

	 * @param clientAuth The client authentication. Must not be

	 *                   {@code null}.

	 * @param token      The access or refresh token to revoke. Must not be

	 *                   {@code null}.

	 */

// confidential client

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/TokenRevocationRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* oauth2-oidc-sdk

*

* Copyright 2012-2016, Connect2id Ltd and contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Client information. Encapsulates the registration and metadata details of
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* an OAuth 2.0 client:

*

* <ul>

*     <li>The client identifier.

*     <li>The client metadata.

*     <li>The optional client secret for a confidential client.

*     <li>The optional registration URI and access token if dynamic client

*         registration is permitted.

* </ul>

*

* <p>Related specifications:

*

* <ul>

*     <li>OAuth 2.0 Dynamic Client Registration Protocol (RFC 7591), section

*         3.2.1.

*     <li>OAuth 2.0 Dynamic Client Registration Management Protocol (RFC

*         7592), section 3.

* </ul>

*/

// The client must by unambiguously public, else it is marked as confidential

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/client/ClientInformation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* oauth2-oidc-sdk

*

* Copyright 2012-2016, Connect2id Ltd and contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Creates a new request object POST request where the parameters are

	 * submitted as plain JSON object, and the client authenticates by

	 * means of mutual TLS. TLS also ensures the integrity and

	 * confidentiality of the request parameters. This method is not

	 * standard.
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	 *

	 * @param uri               The URI of the request object endpoint. May

	 *                          be {@code null} if the

	 *                          {@link #toHTTPRequest} method will not be

	 *                          used.

	 * @param tlsClientAuth     The mutual TLS client authentication. Must

	 *                          not be {@code null}.

	 * @param requestJSONObject The request parameters as plain JSON

	 *                          object. Must not be {@code null}.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/RequestObjectPOSTRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* oauth2-oidc-sdk

*

* Copyright 2012-2016, Connect2id Ltd and contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Creates a new authenticated pushed authorisation request for a

	 * confidential client.

	 *

	 * @param uri          The URI of the token endpoint. May be

	 *                     {@code null} if the {@link #toHTTPRequest}

	 *                     method will not be used.

	 * @param clientAuth   The client authentication. Must not be

	 *                     {@code null}.

	 * @param authzRequest The authorisation request. Must not be

	 *                     {@code null}.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/PushedAuthorizationRequest.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, version 2.0</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.nimbusds/oauth2-oidc-sdk/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* oauth2-oidc-sdk

*

* Copyright 2012-2016, Connect2id Ltd and contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* OpenID Connect client information. Encapsulates the registration and

* metadata details of an OpenID Connect client:

*

* <ul>

*     <li>The client identifier.

*     <li>The client OpenID Connect metadata.

*     <li>The optional client secret for a confidential client.

*     <li>The optional registration URI and access token if dynamic client

*         registration is permitted.

* </ul>

*

* <p>Related specifications:

*

* <ul>

*     <li>OpenID Connect Dynamic Client Registration 1.0.

*     <li>OAuth 2.0 Dynamic Client Registration Protocol (RFC 7591), section

*         3.2.1.

*     <li>OAuth 2.0 Dynamic Client Registration Management Protocol (RFC

*         7592), section 3.

* </ul>

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/rp/OIDCClientInformation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* oauth2-oidc-sdk

*

* Copyright 2012-2016, Connect2id Ltd and contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/validators/BadJWTExceptions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* oauth2-oidc-sdk

*

* Copyright 2012-2016, Connect2id Ltd and contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Confidential. Clients capable of maintaining the confidentiality of

	 * their credentials (e.g., client implemented on a secure server with

	 * restricted access to the client credentials), or capable of secure

	 * client authentication using other means.
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	 */

/**

	 * Public. Clients incapable of maintaining the confidentiality of their

	 * credentials (e.g., clients executing on the device used by the

	 * resource owner, such as an installed native application or a web

	 * browser-based application), and incapable of secure client

	 * authentication via any other means.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/client/ClientType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* oauth2-oidc-sdk

*

* Copyright 2012-2020, Connect2id Ltd and contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/entities/FederationMetadataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/EntityListingSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/entities/EntityStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/TrustChainSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/registration/ClientRegistrationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/claims/ClaimsSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/EntityMetadataValidator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/constraints/SubtreeEntityIDConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/marks/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/TrustNegotiationErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/op/EndpointName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ciba/AuthRequestID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/operations/PolicyOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/rp/statement/InvalidSoftwareStatementException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/MetadataPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/dpop/DefaultDPoPJWTFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/rp/statement/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/EntityStatementRetriever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/operations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/dpop/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/TrustChainRetriever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/rp/statement/SoftwareStatementProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/DefaultEntityStatementRetriever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/constraints/ExactMatchEntityIDConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/EntityListingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/TrustNegotiationResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/InvalidEntityMetadataException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/OIDCClaimsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/TrustChainResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/FederationAPIRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/FetchEntityStatementSuccessResponse.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/OperationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/DefaultTrustChainRetriever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/factories/RPMetadataPolicyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/entities/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/operations/DefaultPolicyOperationCombinationValidator.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/FetchEntityStatementRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/FetchEntityStatementResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/EntityListingErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/dpop/DPoPUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/entities/EntityStatementClaimsVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/registration/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/dpop/DPoPJWTFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/TrustNegotiationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/FetchEntityStatementErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/TrustNegotiationSuccessResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/operations/PolicyOperationCombinationValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/constraints/EntityIDConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ciba/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/factories/DefaultRPMetadataPolicyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/EntityListingSuccessResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/TrustChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/entities/EntityRole.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/constraints/TrustChainConstraints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-
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jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/WellKnownPathComposeStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/language/PolicyOperationApplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/constraints/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/trust/ResolveException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/factories/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/FederationAPIError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/assurance/claims/VerifiedClaimsSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/operations/ConfigurationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/api/EntityListingResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/policy/MetadataPolicyEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/openid/connect/sdk/federation/registration/ExplicitClientRegistrationRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* oauth2-oidc-sdk

*

* Copyright 2012-2021, Connect2id Ltd and contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/util/ListUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ciba/CIBATokenDelivery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ciba/CIBARequestAcknowledgement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-
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jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ciba/CIBAPushCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ciba/CIBAErrorDelivery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ciba/CIBAError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ciba/CIBAPingCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326427_1655993065.339412/0/oauth2-oidc-sdk-9-3-3-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/oauth2/sdk/ciba/CIBASignedRequestClaimsSet.java

 

1.238 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-sts 1.11.172 
1.238.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
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"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by
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reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.239 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-cognito-sync

1.11.172 
1.239.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
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"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by
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reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.240 commons-logging 1.1.3 
1.240.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Logging

Copyright 2003-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.241 reactor-netty 1.0.7 
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1.241.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.242 maven-scm-subversion-provider-

common-library 1.4 
1.242.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven SCM Subversion Provider - Common library

Copyright 2003-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.243 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-health-apis-and-

notifications 1.11.172 
1.243.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt
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Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
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You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work
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(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.244 aws-sdk-for-java-models 1.11.172 
1.244.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such
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Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
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conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.245 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-appstream

1.11.172 
1.245.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such
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Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
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conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.246 maven-project 2.0.10 
1.246.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Maven Project Builder

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Maven Project Builder

Copyright 2001-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'Apache Software Foundation' (http://www.apache.org/)

 - Maven Wagon API (http://maven.apache.org/wagon/wagon-provider-api)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'Codehaus' (http://www.codehaus.org/)

 - Default Plexus Container

 - Plexus Interpolation API

 - Plexus Common Utilities (http://plexus.codehaus.org/plexus-utils)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'The Apache Software Foundation' (http://www.apache.org/)

 - Maven Artifact (http://maven.apache.org/maven-artifact)

 - Maven Artifact Manager (http://maven.apache.org/maven-artifact-manager)
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 - Maven Model (http://maven.apache.org/maven-model)

 - Maven Plugin Registry Model (http://maven.apache.org/maven-plugin-registry)

 - Maven Profile Model (http://maven.apache.org/maven-profile)

 - Maven Repository Metadata Model (http://maven.apache.org/maven-repository-metadata)

 - Maven Local Settings Model (http://maven.apache.org/maven-settings)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'The Codehaus' (http://codehaus.org/)

 - classworlds (http://classworlds.codehaus.org/)

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.247 snake-yaml 1.28 
1.247.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Automatic-Module-Name: org.yaml.snakeyaml

Bnd-LastModified: 1613973356620

Build-Jdk: 11.0.10

Built-By: alex13

Bundle-Description: YAML 1.1 parser and emitter for Java

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-Name: SnakeYAML

Bundle-SymbolicName: org.yaml.snakeyaml

Bundle-Version: 1.28.0

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Export-Package: org.yaml.snakeyaml;version="1.28",org.yaml.snakeyaml.c

omments;version="1.28",org.yaml.snakeyaml.composer;version="1.28",org

.yaml.snakeyaml.constructor;version="1.28",org.yaml.snakeyaml.emitter

;version="1.28",org.yaml.snakeyaml.env;version="1.28",org.yaml.snakey

aml.error;version="1.28",org.yaml.snakeyaml.events;version="1.28",org

.yaml.snakeyaml.extensions.compactnotation;version="1.28",org.yaml.sn

akeyaml.introspector;version="1.28",org.yaml.snakeyaml.nodes;version=

"1.28",org.yaml.snakeyaml.parser;version="1.28",org.yaml.snakeyaml.re

ader;version="1.28",org.yaml.snakeyaml.representer;version="1.28",org

.yaml.snakeyaml.resolver;version="1.28",org.yaml.snakeyaml.scanner;ve

rsion="1.28",org.yaml.snakeyaml.serializer;version="1.28",org.yaml.sn
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akeyaml.tokens;version="1.28",org.yaml.snakeyaml.util;version="1.28"

Import-Package: org.yaml.snakeyaml;version="[1.28,2)",org.yaml.snakeya

ml.comments;version="[1.28,2)",org.yaml.snakeyaml.composer;version="[

1.28,2)",org.yaml.snakeyaml.emitter;version="[1.28,2)",org.yaml.snake

yaml.error;version="[1.28,2)",org.yaml.snakeyaml.events;version="[1.2

8,2)",org.yaml.snakeyaml.introspector;version="[1.28,2)",org.yaml.sna

keyaml.nodes;version="[1.28,2)",org.yaml.snakeyaml.parser;version="[1

.28,2)",org.yaml.snakeyaml.reader;version="[1.28,2)",org.yaml.snakeya

ml.resolver;version="[1.28,2)",org.yaml.snakeyaml.scanner;version="[1

.28,2)",org.yaml.snakeyaml.serializer;version="[1.28,2)",org.yaml.sna

keyaml.tokens;version="[1.28,2)"

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.7))"

Tool: Bnd-3.5.0.201709291849

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1140969467_1614914255.95/0/snakeyaml-1-28-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1140969467_1614914255.95/0/snakeyaml-1-28-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.yaml/snakeyaml/pom.xml

 

1.248 apache-commons-digester 1.6 
1.248.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.249 zipkin-v2 2.23.2 
1.249.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

This product contains a modified part of Gson, distributed by Google:

 

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://github.com/google/gson

 

This product contains a modified part of Guava, distributed by Google:

 

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://github.com/google/guava

 

This product contains a modified part of Okio, distributed by Square:

 

 * License: Apache License v2.0

 * Homepage: https://github.com/square/okio

 

1.250 shedlock-spring 4.0.3 
1.250.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2009-2019 the original author or authors.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319566_1655810525.392157/0/shedlock-spring-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/annotation/SchedulerLock.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* Copyright 2009-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319566_1655810525.392157/0/shedlock-spring-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/SchedulerProxyScheduledLockAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319566_1655810525.392157/0/shedlock-spring-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/LockingNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319566_1655810525.392157/0/shedlock-spring-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/RegisterDefaultTaskSchedulerPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319566_1655810525.392157/0/shedlock-spring-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/LockableTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319566_1655810525.392157/0/shedlock-spring-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/SchedulerLockConfigurationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319566_1655810525.392157/0/shedlock-spring-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/SchedulerProxyLockConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319566_1655810525.392157/0/shedlock-spring-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/AbstractSchedulerLockConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319566_1655810525.392157/0/shedlock-spring-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/SpringLockConfigurationExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319566_1655810525.392157/0/shedlock-spring-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/MethodProxyLockConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319566_1655810525.392157/0/shedlock-spring-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/annotation/EnableSchedulerLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319566_1655810525.392157/0/shedlock-spring-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/MethodProxyScheduledLockAdvisor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2009-2019 the original author or authors.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Copyright 2012-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319566_1655810525.392157/0/shedlock-spring-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/spring/aop/StringToDurationConverter.java

 

1.251 jackson-datatype-jsr310 2.12.3 
1.251.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.252 caffeine-cache 2.9.1 
1.252.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.253 asm-commons 8.0.1 
1.253.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

/**

  * Constructs a new {@link GeneratorAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this constructor</i>.

  * Instead, they must use the {@link #GeneratorAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String)}

  * version.

  *

  * @param methodVisitor the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls.

  * @param access the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

  * @param name the method's name.

  * @param descriptor the method's descriptor (see {@link Type}).

  * @throws IllegalStateException if a subclass calls this constructor.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/ModuleTargetAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnnotationRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/ModuleResolutionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RecordComponentRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SignatureRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TryCatchBlockSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/ModuleRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/MethodRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/ClassRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/ModuleHashesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/FieldRemapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

/**

  * Constructs a new {@link LocalVariablesSorter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this constructor</i>.

  * Instead, they must use the {@link #LocalVariablesSorter(int, int, String, MethodVisitor)}

  * version.

  *

  * @param access access flags of the adapted method.

  * @param descriptor the method's descriptor (see {@link Type}).

  * @param methodVisitor the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls.

  * @throws IllegalStateException if a subclass calls this constructor.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

/**

  * Constructs a new {@link SerialVersionUIDAdder}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

  * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #SerialVersionUIDAdder(int, ClassVisitor)}

  * version.

  *

  * @param classVisitor a {@link ClassVisitor} to which this visitor will delegate calls.

  * @throws IllegalStateException If a subclass calls this constructor.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1104664946_1604644137.35/0/asm-commons-8-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

 

1.254 shedlock-provider-jdbc-template 4.0.3 
1.254.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2009-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319560_1655810527.976658/0/shedlock-provider-jdbc-template-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/provider/jdbctemplate/JdbcTemplateStorageAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319560_1655810527.976658/0/shedlock-provider-jdbc-template-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/provider/jdbctemplate/JdbcTemplateLockProvider.java

 

1.255 jakarta-annotations-api 1.3.5 
1.255.1 Available under license : 

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which
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   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall
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     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness
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        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged
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   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of
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   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),
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   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis
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   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other
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   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.
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   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

[subs="normal"]

....

Specification: {doctitle}

 

Version: {revnumber}

 

ifeval::["{revremark}" != ""]

Status: {revremark}

endif::[]

ifeval::["{revremark}" == ""]

Status: Final Release

endif::[]
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Release: {revdate}

....

Copyright (c) 2019 Eclipse Foundation.

 

=== Eclipse Foundation Specification License

 

By using and/or copying this document, or the Eclipse Foundation

document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following

terms and conditions:

 

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or

the Eclipse Foundation document from which this statement is linked, in

any medium for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby

granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

* link or URL to the original Eclipse Foundation document.

* All existing copyright notices, or if one does not exist, a notice

 (hypertext is preferred, but a textual representation is permitted)

 of the form: "Copyright (c) [$date-of-document]

 Eclipse Foundation, Inc. <<url to this license>>"

 

Inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE must be provided. We

request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,

documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the

implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion

thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of Eclipse Foundation

documents is granted pursuant to this license, except anyone may

prepare and distribute derivative works and portions of this document

in software that implements the specification, in supporting materials

accompanying such software, and in documentation of such software,

PROVIDED that all such works include the notice below. HOWEVER, the

publication of derivative works of this document for use as a technical

specification is expressly prohibited.

 

The notice is:

 

"Copyright (c) 2018 Eclipse Foundation. This software or

document includes material copied from or derived from [title and URI

of the Eclipse Foundation specification document]."

 

==== Disclaimers

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED &quot;AS IS,&quot; AND THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND THE ECLIPSE FOUNDATION MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR
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WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE

SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS

WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR

OTHER RIGHTS.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND THE ECLIPSE FOUNDATION WILL NOT BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT

OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of the copyright holders or the Eclipse

Foundation may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

this document or its contents without specific, written prior

permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all times

remain with copyright holders.

# Notices for Jakarta Annotations

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Jakarta Annotations project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.ca

 

## Trademarks

 

Jakarta Annotations is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/common-annotations-api

 

## Third-party Content

 

## Cryptography
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Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.256 aws-java-sdk-for-the-aws-simple-

systems-management-(ssm)-service 1.11.172 
1.256.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
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"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by
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reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.257 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-marketplace-

metering-service 1.11.172 
1.257.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
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"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by
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reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.258 maven-local-settings-model 3.0 
1.258.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Settings

Copyright 2001-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.259 apache-commons-beanutils 1.7.0 
1.259.1 Available under license : 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.260 jakarta-mail 1.6.7 
1.260.1 Available under license : 

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified
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   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the
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     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial
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     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.
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   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses
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   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor
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   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program
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   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.
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       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed
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       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.
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   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
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       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION
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   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

# Notices for Jakarta Mail

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Jakarta Mail project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.mail

 

## Trademarks

 

Jakarta Mail is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:
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* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/mail

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

None

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.261 google-gson 2.8.6 
1.261.1 Available under license : 

Google Gson

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2008-2011 Google Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.262 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-application-auto-

scaling 1.11.172 
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1.262.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that
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remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.263 jackson-core 2.12.3 
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1.263.1 Available under license : 
# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.264 jna 5.6.0 
1.264.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Ant Tasks

Copyright 2002-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'org.jfree' to 'clover.org.jfree'. This was necessary to avoid potential name

conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover. No source code of

the original library was modified.

==================================================================================
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==========================

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
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software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
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   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
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facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our
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decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
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   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Apache Ant

Copyright 1999-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The <sync> task is based on code Copyright (c) 2002, Landmark

Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to the Apache Software

Foundation.

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*
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*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231
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This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

   

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification

under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.
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Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'com.keypoint/org.jfree' to 'clover.com.keypoint/clover.org.jfree'. This was

necessary to avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when

using Clover. No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
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any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
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Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
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 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
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   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
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LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Ant" and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the
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Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.
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 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.
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 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

Public Domain Dedication

This license is acceptable for Free Cultural Works.

 

Copyright-Only Dedication (based on United States law) or Public Domain Certification

 

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the "Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either

(a) certifies that, to the best of his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of the

country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever copyright the dedicators holds in the

work of authorship identified below (the "Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any

copyright interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is described as a "dedicator" below.
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A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this work. Certifier recognizes that his good

faith efforts may not shield him from liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and

successors. Dedicator intends this dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and

future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the Work. Dedicator understands that such

relinquishment of all rights includes the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be freely reproduced, distributed,

transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-

commercial, and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or conceived.

Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

  statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

  copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

  above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

  following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

  materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this Software without prior written

  permission of MetaStuff, Ltd.  For written permission,

  please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "DOM4J"

  nor may "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. DOM4J is a registered

  trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd.

 

5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project -

  http://www.dom4j.org

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
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SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

.

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

.

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
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appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

.

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

.

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
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library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

.

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

.

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
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rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

.

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

.

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
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AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Open Source License for the overlibmws Package

 

1. License coverage

 

Note that this license only covers the script library (javascript core and plugin modules) and not any supporting

material such as the overlibmws website or its online documentation and support files. You may not reproduce the

website or its online material without explicit written permission from the author, but can freely incorporate scripts

and procedures which are demonstrated in that material into your own HTML or XML documents.

 

2. License (Artistic)

 

   Preamble

   The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package may be copied, such that the

Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the development of the package, while giving

the users of the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the

right to make reasonable modifications.

 

   Definitions:

   "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of

files created through textual modification.

 

   "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with

the wishes of the Copyright Holder.

 

   "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.

 

   "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 

   "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of

people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing

community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

   "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling

the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

 

   You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without

restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

   You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the
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Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

   You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in

each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

       place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting

said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as

ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the

Package.

       use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

       rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also

be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

differs from the Standard Version.

       make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

   You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least

ONE of the following:

       distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files, together with instructions (in the manual page

or equivalent) on where to get the Standard Version.

       accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications.

       accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard Version executables, giving the

non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or

equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

       make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

   You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you

choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute

this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial)

software distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a product of your own.

   The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output from the programs of this Package do not

automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

   C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not be considered part of this Package.

   The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

   THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'it.unimi.dsi.fastutil' to 'clover.it.unimi.dsi.fastutil'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
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free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.
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		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
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 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.
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   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,
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or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
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FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Javolution - Java(TM) Solution for Real-Time and Embedded Systems

Copyright (c) 2006, Javolution (http://javolution.org)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*

	Copyright (c) 2000, Derek Petillo

	All rights reserved.

 

	Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

	modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

	met:

 

	Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

	notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

	documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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	Neither the name of Praxis Software nor the names of its contributors

	may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

	without specific prior written permission.

 

	THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

	IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

	TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

	PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

	OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

	SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

	LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

	DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

	THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

	(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

	OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from the 'org.apache.commons' to the 'clover.org.apache.commons'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*--

 

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.11 2004/02/06 09:32:57 jhunter Exp $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

                          MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

                               Version 1.1

 

                             ---------------

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

    Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

    the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

    Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications

    made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

    including portions thereof.
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    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic

    transfer of data.

 

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

    Code.

 

    1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified

    as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit

    A.

 

    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.8. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

    Modification is:

         A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

         containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

         B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

         previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

    hereafter acquired, including without limitation,  method, process,

    and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

    any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code

    differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another

    well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The

    Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the

    appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available
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    for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your")  means an individual or a legal entity

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is

    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,

    to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

    contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent

    (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such

    entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

    claims:

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,

         modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

         Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or

         as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or

         selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

         sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

         Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

         effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

         Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

         (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

         separate from the Original Code;  or 3) for infringements caused

         by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

         combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,

         display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

         created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an
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         unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code

         and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

         selling of  Modifications made by that Contributor either alone

         and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions

         of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have

         made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that

         Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of

         Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

         Version (or portions of such combination).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

         effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of

         the Covered Code.

 

         (d)    Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

         Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version;

         3)  for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of

         Contributor Version or ii)  the combination of Modifications made

         by that Contributor with other software  (except as part of the

         Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims

         infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by

         that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Application of License.

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

    distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

    an additional document offering the additional rights described in

    Section 3.5.

 

    3.2. Availability of Source Code.

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)
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    months after the date it initially became available, or at least six

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

    3.3. Description of Modifications.

    You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

         (a) Third Party Claims.

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

         intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

         granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,

         Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

         distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the

         party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will

         know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after

         the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,

         Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies

         Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps

         (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)

         reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered

         Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

         (b) Contributor APIs.

         If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming

         interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which

         are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

         also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 

              (c)    Representations.

         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

         Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's

         Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

         Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

         this License.

 

    3.5. Required Notices.

    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

    Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source
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    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one or more Modification(s)

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

    Exhibit A.  You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

    rights relating to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

    any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

    You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

    obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

    License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.

 

    3.7. Larger Works.

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code

    not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger

    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.
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    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

    statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description

    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

    extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

    understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

    attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

    6.1. New Versions.

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised

    and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version

    will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

    6.2. Effect of New Versions.

    Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the

    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one

    other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to

    Covered Code created under this License.

 

    6.3. Derivative Works.

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

    governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that

    the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",

    "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your

    license (except to note that your license differs from this License)

    and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license

    contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and

    Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial

    Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in

    Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of

    this License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,
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    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

    IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

    8.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

    survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their

    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

    shall survive.

 

    8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

    claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

    or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

    (a)  such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,

    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

    Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

    Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

    the 60 day notice period specified above.

 

    (b)  any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)

    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

    Participant.

 

    8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant
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    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

    license.

 

    8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

    all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

    prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

    (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

    ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

    LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in

    48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

    software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such

    terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

    C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),

    all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those

    rights set forth herein.

 

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

    unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.
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    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

    District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

    shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

    License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

    Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

    "Multiple-Licensed".  "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

    Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified

    by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

 

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

    ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License

    Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

    compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

    Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

    basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

    License for the specific language governing rights and limitations

    under the License.

 

    The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

    The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.

    Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.
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    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

    of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the

    provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

    above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

    under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use

    your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by

    deleting  the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and

    other provisions required by the [___] License.  If you do not delete

    the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file

    under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

Apache Commons BeanUtils

Copyright 2000-2016 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2014  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed
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their package names from 'org.apache.velocity' to 'clover.org.apache.velocity'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'com.google.json' to 'clover.com.google.json'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.

*

* The Original Code is 'iText, a free JAVA-PDF library'.

*

* The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Bruno Lowagie. Portions created by

* the Initial Developer are Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 by Bruno Lowagie.
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* All Rights Reserved.

* Co-Developer of the code is Paulo Soares. Portions created by the Co-Developer

* are Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002 by Paulo Soares. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Contributor(s): all the names of the contributors are added in the source code

* where applicable.

*

* Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the

* LGPL license (the "GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE"), in which case the

* provisions of LGPL are applicable instead of those above.  If you wish to

* allow use of your version of this file only under the terms of the LGPL

* License and not to allow others to use your version of this file under

* the MPL, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and

* replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the LGPL.

* If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version

* of this file under either the MPL or the GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE.

*

* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the MPL as stated above or under the terms of the GNU

* Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation;

* either version 2 of the License, or any later version.

*

* This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

* ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library general Public License for more

* details.

*

* If you didn't download this code from the following link, you should check if

* you aren't using an obsolete version:

* http://www.lowagie.com/iText/

*

* This class is generated based on a grammar file privided by SUN, and updated

* by Carsten Hammer.  SUN's license agreement can be found at this URL:

* http://java.sun.com/products/java-media/2D/samples/samples-license.html

* See also the file sun.txt in directory com.lowagie.text.pdf

*/

 

 

/*

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.1.1.1 2004/07/01 13:59:13 jvanzyl Exp $

 

Copyright 2002 (C) The Codehaus. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright
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   statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

   copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

   above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

   following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

   materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "classworlds" must not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this Software without prior written

   permission of The Codehaus.  For written permission, please

   contact bob@codehaus.org.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "classworlds"

   nor may "classworlds" appear in their names without prior written

   permission of The Codehaus. "classworlds" is a registered

   trademark of The Codehaus.

 

5. Due credit should be given to The Codehaus.

   (http://classworlds.codehaus.org/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CODEHAUS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE CODEHAUS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from the 'antlr.*' to the 'clover.antlr.*'. This was necessary to avoid potential name

conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

SOFTWARE RIGHTS
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ANTLR 1989-2006 Developed by Terence Parr

Partially supported by University of San Francisco & jGuru.com

 

We reserve no legal rights to the ANTLR--it is fully in the

public domain. An individual or company may do whatever

they wish with source code distributed with ANTLR or the

code generated by ANTLR, including the incorporation of

ANTLR, or its output, into commerical software.

 

We encourage users to develop software with ANTLR. However,

we do ask that credit is given to us for developing

ANTLR. By "credit", we mean that if you use ANTLR or

incorporate any source code into one of your programs

(commercial product, research project, or otherwise) that

you acknowledge this fact somewhere in the documentation,

research report, etc... If you like ANTLR and have

developed a nice tool with the output, please mention that

you developed it using ANTLR. In addition, we ask that the

headers remain intact in our source code. As long as these

guidelines are kept, we expect to continue enhancing this

system and expect to make other tools available as they are

completed.

 

The primary ANTLR guy:

 

Terence Parr

parrt@cs.usfca.edu

parrt@antlr.org 

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'com.google.common' to 'clover.com.google.common'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'com.lowagie' to 'clover.com.lowagie'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                         MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

                               Version 1.1

 

                             ---------------

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

    Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

    the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

    Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications

    made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

    including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic

    transfer of data.

 

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

    Code.

 

    1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified

    as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit

    A.

 

    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.8. "License" means this document.
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    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

    Modification is:

         A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

         containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

         B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

         previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

    hereafter acquired, including without limitation,  method, process,

    and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

    any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code

    differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another

    well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The

    Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the

    appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available

    for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your")  means an individual or a legal entity

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is

    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,

    to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

    contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent

    (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such

    entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,
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    non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

    claims:

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,

         modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

         Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or

         as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or

         selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

         sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

         Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

         effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

         Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

         (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

         separate from the Original Code;  or 3) for infringements caused

         by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

         combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,

         display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

         created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an

         unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code

         and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

         selling of  Modifications made by that Contributor either alone

         and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions

         of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have

         made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that

         Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of

         Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

         Version (or portions of such combination).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

         effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of

         the Covered Code.

 

         (d)    Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is
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         granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

         Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version;

         3)  for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of

         Contributor Version or ii)  the combination of Modifications made

         by that Contributor with other software  (except as part of the

         Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims

         infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by

         that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Application of License.

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

    distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

    an additional document offering the additional rights described in

    Section 3.5.

 

    3.2. Availability of Source Code.

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)

    months after the date it initially became available, or at least six

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

    3.3. Description of Modifications.

    You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters
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         (a) Third Party Claims.

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

         intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

         granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,

         Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

         distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the

         party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will

         know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after

         the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,

         Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies

         Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps

         (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)

         reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered

         Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

         (b) Contributor APIs.

         If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming

         interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which

         are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

         also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 

              (c)    Representations.

         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

         Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's

         Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

         Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

         this License.

 

    3.5. Required Notices.

    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

    Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one or more Modification(s)

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

    Exhibit A.  You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

    rights relating to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

    any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.
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    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

    You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

    obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

    License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.

 

    3.7. Larger Works.

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code

    not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger

    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

    statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description

    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

    extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

    understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

    attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.
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    6.1. New Versions.

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised

    and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version

    will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

    6.2. Effect of New Versions.

    Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the

    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one

    other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to

    Covered Code created under this License.

 

    6.3. Derivative Works.

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

    governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that

    the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",

    "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your

    license (except to note that your license differs from this License)

    and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license

    contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and

    Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial

    Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in

    Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of

    this License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

    IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

    8.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

    survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their
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    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

    shall survive.

 

    8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

    claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

    or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

    (a)  such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,

    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

    Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

    Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

    the 60 day notice period specified above.

 

    (b)  any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)

    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

    Participant.

 

    8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

    license.

 

    8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

    all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

    prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

    (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL
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    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

    ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

    LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in

    48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

    software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such

    terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

    C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),

    all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those

    rights set forth herein.

 

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

    unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.

    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

    District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

    shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

    License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,
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    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

    Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

    "Multiple-Licensed".  "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

    Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified

    by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

 

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

    ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License

    Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

    compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

    Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

    basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

    License for the specific language governing rights and limitations

    under the License.

 

    The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

    The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.

    Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

    of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the

    provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

    above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

    under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use

    your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by

    deleting  the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and

    other provisions required by the [___] License.  If you do not delete

    the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file

    under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]
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Apache Velocity

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

onoMnApeShTpQtDJbcUgJTIFONPQeUndIgfQWWNNddIwBl

mi2Kp5RjfhIJdGCSo<bOTNof2KNxm9KCi5lxEyKI9BJW3p

qOPQUXpopOopMMPqnPnXXQPNOPNRnqQNQqStwVxuQSTtVW

UrwSUSSSTVwxWSXNmrrpnmqmUUnpsvpntsmmmmmUUnpsvp

ntsmmmmmUUFmbkWJlroZbW4bsbilmjbkqUUnmmmm

/*--

 

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.11 2004/02/06 09:32:57 jhunter Exp $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
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OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

/*

 File: Core.js

 

 Description:

 

 Provides common utility functions and the Class object used internally by the library.

 

 Also provides the <TreeUtil> object for manipulating JSON tree structures

 

 Some of the Basic utility functions and the Class system are based in the MooTools Framework

<http://mootools.net>. Copyright (c) 2006-2009 Valerio Proietti, <http://mad4milk.net/>. MIT license

<http://mootools.net/license.txt>.

 

 Author:

 

 Nicolas Garcia Belmonte

 

 Copyright:

 

 Copyright 2008-2009 by Nicolas Garcia Belmonte.

 

 Homepage:

 

 <http://thejit.org>

 

 Version:

 

 1.1.2

 

 License:
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 BSD License

 

> Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

> modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

>      * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

>        notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

>      * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

>        notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

>        documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

>      * Neither the name of the organization nor the

>        names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

>        derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

>

>  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY Nicolas Garcia Belmonte ``AS IS'' AND ANY

>  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

>  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

>  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL Nicolas Garcia Belmonte BE LIABLE FOR ANY

>  DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

>  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

>  LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

>  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

>  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

>  SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'org.apache.commons' to 'clover.org.apache.commons'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

/********************************************************************************

* CruiseControl, a Continuous Integration Toolkit
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* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, ThoughtWorks, Inc.

* 651 W Washington Ave. Suite 500

* Chicago, IL 60661 USA

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*     + Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*     + Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*       with the distribution.

*

*     + Neither the name of ThoughtWorks, Inc., CruiseControl, nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

*       products derived from this software without specific prior

*       written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

********************************************************************************/

Java Native Access project (JNA) is dual-licensed under 2

alternative Open Source/Free licenses: LGPL 2.1 or later and

Apache License 2.0. (starting with JNA version 4.0.0).

 

You can freely decide which license you want to apply to

the project.

 

You may obtain a copy of the LGPL License at:

 

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing JNA, in file "LGPL2.1", under the same directory

as this file.
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You may obtain a copy of the Apache License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing JNA, in file "AL2.0", under the same directory

as this file.

 Copyright (c) 2005 - 2009 Taras Puchko

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

http://www.atlassian.com/dms/wac/Atlassian_EULA_4-2.pdf

From: http://www.json.org/license.html

==================================================================================

======================================

 

Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.
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The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana Univeristy" and "Indiana Univeristy Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana Univeristy"

name nor may "Indiana Univeristy" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.265 opentest4j-opentest4j 1.2.0 
1.265.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.266 maven-wrapper 0.5.1 
1.266.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2007-present the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/cli/CommandLineOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/cli/ParsedCommandLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/DefaultDownloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/WrapperExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/MavenWrapperMain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/cli/AbstractPropertiesCommandLineConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/BootstrapMainStarter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/cli/ParsedCommandLineOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/PathAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/Downloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/cli/CommandLineParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/SystemPropertiesHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/cli/ProjectPropertiesCommandLineConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/Installer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/cli/SystemPropertiesCommandLineConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/cli/CommandLineConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/cli/CommandLineArgumentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-

jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/WrapperConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1174284349_1623858292.91/0/maven-wrapper-0-5-1-sources-
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jar/org/apache/maven/wrapper/cli/AbstractCommandLineConverter.java

 

1.267 spongy-castle 1.54.0.0 
1.267.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* The Bouncy Castle License

*

* Copyright (c) 2000-2015 The Legion Of The Bouncy Castle Inc. (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

* <p>

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

* and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

* including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* subject to the following conditions:

* <p>

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

* <p>

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED,

* INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326557_1655993170.471375/0/core-1-54-0-0-sources-1-

jar/org/spongycastle/LICENSE.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// now keep space is free to use

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326557_1655993170.471375/0/core-1-54-0-0-sources-1-

jar/org/spongycastle/pqc/crypto/gmss/GMSSPrivateKeyParameters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

public DomainParameters(BigInteger p, BigInteger g, BigInteger q, BigInteger j,
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326557_1655993170.471375/0/core-1-54-0-0-sources-1-

jar/org/spongycastle/asn1/x9/DomainParameters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Poly1305 message authentication code, designed by D. J. Bernstein.

* <p>

* Poly1305 computes a 128-bit (16 bytes) authenticator, using a 128 bit nonce and a 256 bit key

* consisting of a 128 bit key applied to an underlying cipher, and a 128 bit key (with 106

* effective key bits) used in the authenticator.

* <p>

* The polynomial calculation in this implementation is adapted from the public domain <a

* href="https://github.com/floodyberry/poly1305-donna">poly1305-donna-unrolled</a> C implementation

* by Andrew M (@floodyberry).

* @see Poly1305KeyGenerator

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326557_1655993170.471375/0/core-1-54-0-0-sources-1-

jar/org/spongycastle/crypto/macs/Poly1305.java

 

1.268 java-annotation-indexer 2.2.3.Final 
1.268.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.269 junit-platform-junit-platform-commons

1.7.2 
1.269.1 Available under license : 

import java.io.File

import java.net.URI

 

data class License(val name: String, val url: URI, val headerFile: File)
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Apache License

==============

 

_Version 2.0, January 2004_

_&lt;<https://www.apache.org/licenses/>&gt;_

 

### Terms and Conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution

 

#### 1. Definitions

 

License shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

Licensor shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

Legal Entity shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, control means **(i)** the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or **(ii)** ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or **(iii)** beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

You (or Your) shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

Source form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

Object form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

Work shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

Contribution shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
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by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

submitted means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as Not a Contribution.

 

Contributor shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

#### 2. Grant of Copyright License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

#### 3. Grant of Patent License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

#### 4. Redistribution

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

* **(a)** You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

* **(b)** You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

* **(c)** You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,
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all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

* **(d)** If the Work includes a NOTICE text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

#### 5. Submission of Contributions

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

#### 6. Trademarks

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

#### 7. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an AS IS BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of
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permissions under this License.

 

#### 8. Limitation of Liability

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

#### 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

Apache License

==============

 

_Version 2.0, January 2004_

_&lt;<https://www.apache.org/licenses/>&gt;_

 

### Terms and Conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution

 

#### 1. Definitions

 

License shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

Licensor shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

Legal Entity shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, control means **(i)** the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or **(ii)** ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or **(iii)** beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

You (or Your) shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising
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permissions granted by this License.

 

Source form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

Object form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

Work shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

Contribution shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

submitted means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as Not a Contribution.

 

Contributor shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

#### 2. Grant of Copyright License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

#### 3. Grant of Patent License
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Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

#### 4. Redistribution

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

* **(a)** You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

* **(b)** You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

* **(c)** You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

* **(d)** If the Work includes a NOTICE text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

#### 5. Submission of Contributions
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Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

#### 6. Trademarks

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

#### 7. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an AS IS BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

#### 8. Limitation of Liability

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

#### 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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_END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS_

 

### APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets `[]` replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same printed page as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

==============================

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE (AGREEMENT). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

### 1. Definitions

 

Contribution means:

* **a)** in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content Distributed under this Agreement, and

* **b)** in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

	* **i)** changes to the Program, and

	* **ii)** additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are Distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution originates from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

are not Modified Works.

 

Contributor means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

Licensed Patents mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale
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of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

Program means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

Recipient means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement or any Secondary License (as applicable),

including Contributors.

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Program and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a

whole, an original work of authorship.

 

Modified Works shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that results from an addition to, deletion from,

or modification of the contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file in Source Code form

that contains any contents of the Program. Modified Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or

subclass the Program or Modified Works thereof.

 

Distribute means the acts of **a)** distributing or **b)** making available in any manner that enables the transfer

of a copy.

 

Source Code means the form of a Program preferred for making modifications, including but not limited to software

source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

Secondary License means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license,

including any exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial Contributor.

 

### 2. Grant of Rights

 

**a)** Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly

perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

**b)** Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall apply to

the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor,

such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

**c)** Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein,

no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute

the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

**d)** Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any,
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to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

**e)** Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no Contributor makes additional grants to any

Recipient (other than those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's receipt of the Program under

the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

### 3. Requirements

 

**3.1** If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

* **a)** the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in accordance with section 3.2, and the

Contributor must accompany the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program is available under

this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange; and

 

* **b)** the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license different than this Agreement, provided that

such license:

	* **i)** effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied,

including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of

merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

	* **ii)** effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect,

special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

	* **iii)** does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

	* **iv)** requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any party to be under a license that satisfies the

requirements of this section 3.

 

**3.2** When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

* **a)** it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the Program **(i)** is combined with other material

in a separate file or files made available under a Secondary License, and **(ii)** the initial Contributor attached to

the Source Code the notice described in Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

* **b)** a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

**3.3** Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent, trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of

warranty, or limitations of liability (notices) contained within the Program from any copy of the Program which they

Distribute, provided that Contributors may add their own appropriate notices.

 

### 4. Commercial Distribution

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor (Commercial Contributor) hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

(Indemnified Contributor) against any losses, damages and costs (collectively Losses) arising from claims, lawsuits

and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts

or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial
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product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or

alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: **a)** promptly

notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and **b)** allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

### 5. No Warranty

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights

under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable

laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

### 6. Disclaimer of Liability

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

### 7. General

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes

such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of
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such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement

Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to Distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new version.

 

Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual

property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All

rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is

intended to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient. No third-party beneficiary rights are

created under this Agreement.

 

#### Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

> This Source Code may also be made available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for

such availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s), version(s), and

exceptions or additional permissions here}.

 

Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A is not sufficient to license the Source Code

under Secondary Licenses.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location

(such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Open Source Licenses

====================

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE-<subcomponent>.md

files.

[[contributors]]

== Contributors

 

Browse the {junit5-repo}/graphs/contributors[current list of contributors] directly on GitHub.
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1.270 jackson-xc 2.12.3 
1.270.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor `jackson-module-jaxb-annotations` module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.271 apache-commons-lang 3.12.0 
1.271.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.272 keepassjava2-::-kdb 2.1.4 
1.272.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Jo Rabin

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326535_1655992347.9732127/0/keepassjava2-kdb-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdb/KdbSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326535_1655992347.9732127/0/keepassjava2-kdb-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdb/KdbGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326535_1655992347.9732127/0/keepassjava2-kdb-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdb/KdbIcon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326535_1655992347.9732127/0/keepassjava2-kdb-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdb/KdbHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326535_1655992347.9732127/0/keepassjava2-kdb-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdb/KdbCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326535_1655992347.9732127/0/keepassjava2-kdb-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdb/KdbDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326535_1655992347.9732127/0/keepassjava2-kdb-2-1-4-sources-1-

jar/org/linguafranca/pwdb/kdb/KdbEntry.java

 

1.273 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-workdocs

1.11.172 
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1.273.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that
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remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.274 hibernate-commons-annotations

5.1.2.Final 
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1.274.1 Available under license : 
                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
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and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
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   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
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library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
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of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.275 slf4j-binding 2.17.1 
1.275.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j SLF4J Binding

Copyright 1999-1969 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.276 default-plexus-container 1.0-alpha-9 
1.276.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1997-2003 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the

*    Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software

*    itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments

*    normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Jakarta", "Avalon", and "Apache Software Foundation"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
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* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation. For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/PlexusConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/logging/LogEnabled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/PlexusConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/context/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/context/ContextException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/MapOrientedComponentConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/discovery/PlexusXmlComponentDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/DuplicateChildContainerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/MapOrientedComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/composition/MapOrientedComponentComposer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The MIT License

*

* Copyright (c) 2004, The Codehaus

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

* this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

* the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

* use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

* of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

* so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

* copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/CharConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/ArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/processor/ConfigurationResourceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/composition/DefaultComponentComposerManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/lifecycle/DefaultLifecycleHandlerManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/AbstractConfigurationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/ByteConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/CollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/ConfigurationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/processor/ConfigurationProcessingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/xml/XmlPlexusConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/context/DefaultContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/expression/DefaultExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/UrlConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/lookup/ConverterLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/DefaultPlexusContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/processor/AbstractConfigurationResourceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/PlexusConfigurationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/ObjectWithFieldsConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/PlexusContainerHost.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/composition/FieldComponentComposer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/processor/ConfigurationResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/processor/ConfigurationProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/composition/DefaultCompositionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/StringBufferConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/AbstractComponentConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/PropertiesConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/lifecycle/PassiveLifecycleHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/DefaultComponentRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/lookup/DefaultConverterLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/ShortConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/discovery/DefaultComponentDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/BasicComponentConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/lifecycle/BasicLifecycleHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/composition/SetterComponentComposer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/factory/DefaultComponentFactoryManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/DoubleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/DateConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/PlexusTestCase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/manager/DefaultComponentManagerManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/IntConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/manager/PerLookupComponentManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/processor/FileConfigurationResourceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/composition/NoOpComponentComposer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/processor/DirectoryConfigurationResourceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/configuration/PlexusConfigurationMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/AbstractBasicConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/FloatConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/StringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/manager/ClassicSingletonComponentManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/repository/io/PlexusTools.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/FileConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/expression/ExpressionEvaluationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/ComponentConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/manager/KeepAliveSingletonComponentManager.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/composite/MapConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/BooleanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/expression/ExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/discovery/DefaultComponentDiscovererManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/embed/Embedder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/SimplePlexusContainerManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/basic/LongConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The MIT License

*

* Copyright (c) 2004-5, The Codehaus

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

* this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

* the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

* use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

* of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

* so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

* copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/ConfigurationListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (c) 2005 Your Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/personality/plexus/lifecycle/phase/StoppingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018152_1611256329.48/0/plexus-container-default-1-0-alpha-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/component/configurator/converters/ComponentValueSetter.java

 

1.277 shedlock-core 4.0.3 
1.277.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2009-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/DefaultLockingTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/support/LockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/LockConfigurationExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/LockConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/AbstractSimpleLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/LockableRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/LockingTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/SchedulerLock.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/SimpleLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/support/LockRecordRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/LockManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/support/StorageBasedLockProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/DefaultLockManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/LockProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/support/AbstractStorageAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/support/StorageAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/support/Utils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2009-2019 the original author or authors.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319518_1655810533.5158794/0/shedlock-core-4-0-3-sources-

jar/net/javacrumbs/shedlock/core/LockAssert.java

 

1.278 jmes-path-query-library 1.12.32 
1.278.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.amazonaws/jmespath-java/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpLessThanOrEqualTo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathIdentity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/InvalidTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpEquals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpNotEquals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathContainsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathValueProjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathSubExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathFlatten.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathAndExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathNotExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/NumericComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathEvaluationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathProjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/CamelCaseUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathLengthFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpGreaterThanOrEqualTo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathMultiSelectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/Comparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpLessThan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/ObjectMapperSingleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326452_1655992070.5060682/0/jmespath-java-1-12-32-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpGreaterThan.java

 

1.279 project-lombok 1.18.20 
1.279.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2009-2021 The Project Lombok Authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

Licenses for included components:

 

org.ow2.asm:asm

org.ow2.asm:asm-analysis

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm-tree

org.ow2.asm:asm-util

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

rzwitserloot/com.zwitserloot.cmdreader

 

Copyright  2010 Reinier Zwitserloot.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

rzwitserloot/lombok.patcher

 

Copyright (C) 2009-2021 The Project Lombok Authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

1.280 objenesis 3.2 
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1.280.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.281 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-elasticsearch-

service 1.11.172 
1.281.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of
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fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any
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medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may
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choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.282 microsoft-azure-client-library-for-

keyvault-keys 4.3.1 
1.282.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

// Licensed under the MIT License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Aes128Kw.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/models/SignResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/CreateRsaKeyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/KeyClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/LocalKeyWrapAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/KeyEncryptionKeyClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/CreateOctKeyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/LocalSignatureAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/CryptoUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Algorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/KeyEncryptionKeyClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Aes256Cbc.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/SecretRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Es256.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Aes192CbcHmacSha384.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/KeyOperationParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/KeyImportRequestParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/CryptographyServiceClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/KeyBackup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/SymmetricEncryptionAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/models/KeyWrapAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/RsaEncryption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/SecretRequestParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/KeyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/CryptographyAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Triplet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/implementation/DeletedKeyPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/AlgorithmResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/RsaOaep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/KeyRequestParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/models/DecryptResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/ByteExtensions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/implementation/ScopeTokenCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/KeyService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/CreateEcKeyOptions.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Aes128Cbc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/SignatureEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Ecdsa.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Aes192Cbc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/CryptographyClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/DeletedKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Aes128CbcPad.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/KeyServiceVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/models/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/models/WrapResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/KeyAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/KeyCurveName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/SignatureHashResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/KeyWrapUnwrapRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/HashAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/KeyVaultKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/RsaKeyCryptographyClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/AesKw.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Aes192CbcPad.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/LocalKeyCryptographyClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Es512.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/AesCbcPad.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/models/DecryptParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/KeyVerifyResponse.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Rsa15.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/models/EncryptParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/models/UnwrapResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/KeyClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/EcKeyCryptographyClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/SecretProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Es256k.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/KeyEncryptionAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/LocalEncryptionAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/models/SignatureAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/KeyVaultErrorCodeStrings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Aes256CbcHmacSha512.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/AsymmetricEncryptionAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/KeySignRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/ByteExtensions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Es384.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/JsonWebKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Aes192Kw.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/KeyVaultKeyIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/ISignatureTransform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/models/EncryptionAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Strings.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/implementation/KeyVaultCredentialPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/KeyProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/KeyOperationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/CreateKeyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/KeyExportRequestParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/CryptographyServiceVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Aes256Kw.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/CryptographyService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/KeyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/Base64UrlJsonDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/ICryptoTransform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/AesKeyCryptographyClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/KeyEncryptionKeyAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/KeyRestoreRequestParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/KeyVerifyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Aes128CbcHmacSha256.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/AesCbcHmacSha2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/IAuthenticatedCryptoTransform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/ImportKeyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/implementation/KeyPropertiesPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/Aes256CbcPad.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/models/VerifyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/AsymmetricSignatureAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/SecretKey.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/models/EncryptResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-jar/module-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/models/Base64UrlJsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/CryptographyClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/cryptography/AesCbc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326475_1655992474.133522/0/azure-security-keyvault-keys-4-3-1-sources-

jar/com/azure/security/keyvault/keys/KeyRequestAttributes.java

 

1.283 sisu-guice 2.1.7 
1.283.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/Finalizer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/name/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/spi/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/matcher/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/binder/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2007 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/Provides.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/OutOfScopeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/Classes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/Collections2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/ImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/ImmutableEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2009 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/MembersInjectorStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/Lookups.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/util/Node.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/TypeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/TypeListenerBindingProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/TypeEncounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/MembersInjectorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/DelegatingInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ConstructorInjectorStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/MembersInjectorLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ExposureBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/util/Jsr330.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/TypeListenerBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/DeferredLookups.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/CircularDependencyProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/EncounterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ProxyFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/Exceptions.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/ProviderWithExtensionVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * Regarding newSetForMap() and SetFromMap:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

  * Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/Sets.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/ConstructorBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/InjectionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/DefaultBindingTargetVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/BindingScopingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/UniqueAnnotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/MoreTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/WeakKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/ProviderInstanceBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/ProviderBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/SingleParameterInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/InstanceBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/DefaultElementVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/FailableCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/Scoping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/InjectionRequestProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/LookupProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/InjectionPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/ProviderLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ConstantBindingBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/ExposedBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/ProviderWithDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/InterceptorBindingProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/AbstractProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/inject/internal/ExposedKeyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/PrivateElements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/StaticInjectionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/util/Modules.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/LinkedKeyBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/DefaultBindingScopingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/BindingProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/BindingTargetVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/Binding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/UntargettedBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/TypeConverterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/SingleMemberInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/Initializables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/Initializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/ConvertedConstantBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/Initializable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/BytecodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/PrivateElementProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/SingleMethodInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/ProviderKeyBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/State.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/binder/AnnotatedElementBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/Exposed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/InterceptorBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/inject/PrivateBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/Elements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/InheritingState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/InjectorShell.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/InstanceBindingImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/TypeConverterBindingProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/util/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/PrivateModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ProviderMethodsModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ErrorsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/ScopeBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/BindingBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ProviderMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/ElementVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ScopeBindingProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/AbstractBindingBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/ConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/SingleFieldInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/HasDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/MessageProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/Dependency.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/FactoryProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/PrivateElementsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ExposedBindingImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/binder/ConstantBindingBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/ObjectArrays.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ConstructorBindingImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/TypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/LinkedProviderBindingImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/Join.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/Binder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/Objects.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/LinkedBindingImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/Nullable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/util/Providers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/FinalizableWeakReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/Guice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/UntargettedBindingImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Copyright (C) 2007 Google Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ProviderInstanceBindingImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP

  * JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2006 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/BoundProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ConstructorInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/Stage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/matcher/Matcher.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/Annotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/InternalFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ConstructionProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/InternalInjectorCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/AbstractModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ProviderToInternalFactoryAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/ScopeAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/InternalContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/TypeLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/name/NamedImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ConstructionProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/Scopes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/Singleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/BindingImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ConstructionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/CreationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/binder/AnnotatedBindingBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/name/Names.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/name/Named.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/ProvidedBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/binder/ScopedBindingBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/InterceptorStackCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/Injector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/StackTraceElements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/inject/ImplementedBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/ProvisionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/binder/LinkedBindingBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/binder/AnnotatedConstantBindingBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/Inject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/Provider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/Key.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/InjectorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/Errors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/Module.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/ToStringBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ConstantFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/LineNumbers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/SourceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/matcher/Matchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/BindingAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/ContextualCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/matcher/AbstractMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/InternalFactoryToProviderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/MethodAspect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/DefaultConstructionProxyFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/ExpirationTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-jar/com/google/inject/util/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/AsynchronousComputationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/CustomConcurrentHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/spi/InjectionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/MembersInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/NullOutputException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1298855487_1648838562.36/0/sisu-guice-2-1-7-sources-1-

jar/com/google/inject/internal/util/ComputationException.java

 

1.284 spring-initializr-generator-spring-

projects 0.12.0 
1.284.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2022 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenBuildWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/GroovyDslGradleBuildWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenParent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenBuildSettings.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/MavenRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/GradleSettingsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/GradleBuildSettings.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2012-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenScm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenBuild.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenProfileActivation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/GradleTaskContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/KotlinDslGradleBuildWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenProfile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/Dependency.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/kotlin/KotlinPropertyDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/io/text/BulletedSection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/BomContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/GradleBuildWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/Build.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/MavenRepositoryContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/BuildSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenProfileContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-
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jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/DependencyContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/version/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/version/VersionRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/version/VersionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/condition/OnLanguageCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/packaging/war/WarPackaging.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/GradleBuild.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/java/JavaSourceCodeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/groovy/GroovyMethodDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/java/JavaLanguageFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/ProjectDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/DependencyComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/java/JavaReturnStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenDependency.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/MutableProjectDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/StandardGradlePlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/groovy/GroovyLanguage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenResourceContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/groovy/GroovySourceCodeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/io/text/MustacheSection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenBuildSystemFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/BuildWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/kotlin/KotlinFunctionDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/GroovyDslGradleSettingsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/io/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenPluginContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/DefaultProjectAssetGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/io/SimpleIndentStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/packaging/war/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/packaging/Packaging.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/kotlin/KotlinTypeDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/groovy/GroovyCompilationUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/kotlin/KotlinCompilationUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/java/JavaMethodDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/condition/ProjectGenerationCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/ProjectGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/version/VersionProperty.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/PropertyContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/BuildItemContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/contributor/ProjectContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/version/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/kotlin/KotlinExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/packaging/PackagingFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/java/JavaExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/kotlin/KotlinFunctionInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/ProjectDescriptionDiffFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/condition/ConditionalOnBuildSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenBuildSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/groovy/GroovyExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/ProjectDescriptionCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/packaging/jar/JarPackagingFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/packaging/jar/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/groovy/GroovyReturnStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/groovy/GroovySourceCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/condition/OnRequestedDependencyCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/kotlin/KotlinLanguageFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/GradleBuildSystemFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/java/JavaStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/condition/ConditionalOnPackaging.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/SourceCodeWriter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/GradleBuildscript.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/condition/OnPackagingCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/ProjectGenerationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/kotlin/KotlinReturnStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/ProjectDescriptionDiff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/condition/ConditionalOnPlatformVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/BuildSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/condition/ConditionalOnLanguage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/kotlin/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/AbstractLanguage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/SimpleBuildItemResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/kotlin/KotlinLanguage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/Annotatable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/kotlin/KotlinSourceCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/io/IndentingWriterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/SourceCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/kotlin/KotlinSourceCodeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/BillOfMaterials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/groovy/GroovyFieldDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/KotlinDslGradleSettingsWriter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/version/VersionReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/GradleBuildSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/io/text/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/groovy/GroovyExpressionStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/java/JavaCompilationUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/io/IndentingWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/SourceStructure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/Annotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/DefaultProjectDescriptionDiffFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/ProjectAssetGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/version/InvalidVersionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/GradlePluginContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/groovy/GroovyMethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/groovy/GroovyLanguageFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/GradleConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/DependencyScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenLicense.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/condition/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/packaging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/io/template/TemplateRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/TypeDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/condition/OnPlatformVersionCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/java/JavaLanguage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/contributor/MultipleResourcesProjectContributor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/condition/OnBuildSystemCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/io/text/Section.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/contributor/SingleResourceProjectContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/groovy/GroovyTypeDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/CompilationUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/condition/ConditionalOnRequestedDependency.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/GradlePlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/kotlin/KotlinExpressionStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/Language.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/kotlin/KotlinReifiedFunctionInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/BuildItemResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenDeveloper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/kotlin/KotlinModifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/groovy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/BuildSystemFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/java/JavaFieldDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/GradleConfigurationContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/java/JavaSourceCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/java/JavaTypeDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/ProjectGenerationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/maven/MavenDistributionManagement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/kotlin/KotlinStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/LanguageFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/ProjectGenerationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/java/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/groovy/GroovyStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/io/template/MustacheTemplateRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/GradleTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/buildsystem/gradle/GradleDependency.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/packaging/jar/JarPackaging.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/packaging/war/WarPackagingFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/java/JavaMethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/ProjectDirectoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/language/java/JavaExpressionStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/io/template/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-

jar/io/spring/initializr/generator/project/contributor/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348325941_1655990981.0831969/0/initializr-generator-0-12-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.spring.initializr/initializr-generator/pom.xml

 

1.285 json-library-from-android-sdk

0.0.20131108.vaadin1 
1.285.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Android Open Source Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1089224571_1611250185.24/0/android-json-0-0-20131108-vaadin1-sources-

jar/org/json/JSONException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1089224571_1611250185.24/0/android-json-0-0-20131108-vaadin1-sources-

jar/org/json/JSONTokener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1089224571_1611250185.24/0/android-json-0-0-20131108-vaadin1-sources-

jar/org/json/JSONStringer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1089224571_1611250185.24/0/android-json-0-0-20131108-vaadin1-sources-

jar/org/json/JSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1089224571_1611250185.24/0/android-json-0-0-20131108-vaadin1-sources-

jar/org/json/JSONArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1089224571_1611250185.24/0/android-json-0-0-20131108-vaadin1-sources-

jar/org/json/JSON.java

 

1.286 stax-api 4.2.1 
1.286.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Stax2 API is licensed under the

Simplified BSD License (also known as "2-clause BSD", or "FreeBSD License")

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

with details of:

 

<COPYRIGHT HOLDER> = FasterXML.com

<YEAR> = 2010-

 

1.287 apache-xerces2-j 2.8.1 
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1.287.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001,2002,2004-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/ListDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DocumentImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSModelImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

cos-nonambig = cos-nonambig: {0} and {1} (or elements from their substitution group) violate \"Unique Particle
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Attribution\". During validation against this schema, ambiguity would be created for those two particles.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLSchemaMessages.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/AttributesProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SchemaValidatorConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/XMLGregorianCalendarImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DraconianErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StreamValidatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ErrorHandlerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMValidatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/JAXPValidatorComponent.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/SoftReferenceGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSQName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/JAXPValidationMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SAXInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/BalancedDTDGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/ElementSchemePointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XPointerParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SAXLocatorWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/ShortHandPointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/UnparsedEntityHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDecimal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ReadOnlyGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/SchemaContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/LocatorProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/DurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/TeeXMLDocumentFilterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/WeakReferenceXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/SimpleXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/DatatypeFactoryImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DatatypeMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XIncludeAwareParserConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11NSDTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLErrorReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/HTMLSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RegexParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSAllCM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XHTMLSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DocumentFragmentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11DTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XML11Char.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDocumentFragmentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11NSDocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLChar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001 World Wide Web Consortium,

* (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de

* Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All

* Rights Reserved. This program is distributed under the W3C's Software

* Intellectual Property License. This program is distributed in the

* hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

* the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE.

* See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more details.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DocumentAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASObjectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMASBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMASWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/CharacterDataEditAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASAttributeDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ElementEditAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMImplementationAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASContentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASNamedObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DocumentEditAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/NodeEditAS.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASEntityDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASNotationDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASElementDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMASException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004, 2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAttributeGroupDecl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSElementDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAttributeGroupTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAttributeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAttributeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSWildcardDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDNotationTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDGroupTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDWildcardTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAbstractParticleTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSNotationDecl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999,2000,2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLCollectionImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001,2002,2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/FieldActivator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999,2000,2004-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDocumentImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999-2002,2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAttributeUseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredElementNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/OutputFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/SerializerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DocumentTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/TreeWalkerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/DFAContentModel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/TextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/CMBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/SchemaDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/IdentityConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/NonValidatingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSEmptyCM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DTDConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMEntityResolverWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaParsingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/BasicParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ErrorHandlerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAbstractIDConstraintTraverser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999,2000,2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFormControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLDoElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLSetvarElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLStrongElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLHeadElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBrElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLImgElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOneventElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTimerElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTemplateElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLWmlElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLSelectElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLAccessElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLAElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPrevElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLCardElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLGoElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLMetaElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLUElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLEmElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-jar/org/apache/wml/WMLElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTableElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-
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jar/org/apache/wml/WMLNoopElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOptionElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTrElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPostfieldElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLAnchorElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOptgroupElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/NameNodeListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLRefreshElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBigElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLInputElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLDOMImplementation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTdElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLFieldsetElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLSmallElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-jar/org/apache/wml/WMLIElement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/DOMSerializerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/RangeImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * used to check the 3 constraints against each complex type

    * (should be each model group):

    * Unique Particle Attribution, Particle Derivation (Restriction),

    * Element Declrations Consistent.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSConstraints.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001,2002,2004,2005 The Apache Software Foundation.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DecimalDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NodeListCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/ElementImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001, 2002,2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/NamedNodeMapImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/KeyRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDocumentScanner.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/InvalidDatatypeValueException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ASModelImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMOutputImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/StringDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/AttrImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/UnionDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMInputImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDUniqueOrKeyTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMErrorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDContentModelFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/BooleanDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/IDDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMStringListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDocumentSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11DTDDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMImplementationSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDKeyrefTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSDeclarationPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/NamespaceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/XPathException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDValidatorFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDocumentFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/XSFacets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XIntPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XNIException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/DTDDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/EntityState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDocumentFragmentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/EntityResolverWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDContentModelSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/UniqueOrKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AnySimpleDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DVFactoryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/ValidationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/IDREFDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSGrammarBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/NodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XInt.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ParserConfigurationSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SymbolHash.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLPullParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMXSImplementationSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/InvalidDatatypeFacetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultXMLDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/EntityDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/IntegratedParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DTDDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLGrammarPreparser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ValidationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/TypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMLocatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/RevalidationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DatatypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/AbstractXMLDocumentParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/XSSimpleType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/ConfigurableValidationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/Latin1Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/JAXPNamespaceContextWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2004-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLSchemaDescription.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSModelGroupImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2002,2004-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSParticleDecl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999-2002,2004,2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DayDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DateDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/TimeDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearMonthDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/MonthDayDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DurationDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/MonthDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DateTimeDV.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999-2002,2004-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XMLSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/BaseMarkupSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ParentNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDProcessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NamedNodeMapImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/EncodingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMNormalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XML11Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/DTDGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CoreDocumentImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001,2002,2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/Base64BinaryDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ValidatedInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/HexBinaryDV.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999-2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/AttrNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSGroupDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/AttrImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDTDScannerImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/util/URI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/ParserForXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDocumentInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLGrammarParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11DocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11DTDScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLVersionDetector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2002,2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/ASCIIReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/UCSReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001, 2002, 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMErrorHandlerWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SAXParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/NSItemListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/IntegerDV.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XSGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLSymbols.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLDTDDescription.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLResourceIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLNamespaceBinder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSNamedMapImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSNamedMap4Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SecuritySupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2002,2004,2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/EncodingInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMAny.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/AugmentationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ChildNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/util/NamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/ElementPSVImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SchemaNamespaceSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SchemaGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SubstitutionGroupHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/QNameDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/SchemaDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AnyURIDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMConfigurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ObjectFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDComplexTypeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDSimpleTypeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XIncludeParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLDocumentParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLGrammarCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/ObjectFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003,2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001, 2002,2004,2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/Selector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/XPathMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/ValueStore.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/util/ByteListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SAXMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLEntityDescriptionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/ExternalSubsetResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/MalformedByteSequenceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSAnnotationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/PrecisionDecimalDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AnyAtomicDV.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIElementNSImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999,2000,2004,2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLIFrameElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-
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jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLAElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLInputElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDivElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLinkElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTitleElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLAnchorElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLIElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLFieldsetElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBRElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLButtonElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLUElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHtmlElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLAccessElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLEmElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableColElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLInputElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLParagraphElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFormElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLStrongElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLAnchorElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLBElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLPrevElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLIElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-
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jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTemplateElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTimerElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLCardElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTrElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFontElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDListElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLOptgroupElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFrameElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLWmlElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLMetaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLGoElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLPElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLAppletElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBodyElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLMetaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLMapElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLStyleElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOptionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableCellElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLBigElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLImageElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHRElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLOneventElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLUListElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-
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jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLParamElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLQuoteElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLabelElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOptGroupElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTableElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHeadElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLRefreshElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLImgElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLSelectElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLHeadElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHeadingElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLPreElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLSmallElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLDoElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLScriptElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLModElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableCaptionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTextAreaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLMenuElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLBrElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableSectionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLegendElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLSelectElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-
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jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLOptionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDirectoryElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTdElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLSetvarElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOListElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFrameSetElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableRowElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFieldSetElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLAreaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLObjectElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLNoopElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBaseFontElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLPostfieldElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLIsIndexElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBaseElementImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaDOM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/AbstractDOMParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/StandardParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/Field.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DoubleDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAbstractTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDElementTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/FloatDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaDOMParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/AbstractSAXParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSComplexTypeDecl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 

 Copyright 2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.
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-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSImplementation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSObjectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/LSInputList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ShortList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamespaceItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSTypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSTerm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamespaceItemList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/AttributePSVI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ItemPSVI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSImplementationImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSMultiValueFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ElementPSVI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/PSVIProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/StringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SecurityManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSLoaderImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/UTF8Reader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004,2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/ByteList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLErrorCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLCatalogResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11NonValidatingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/HTTPInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/ObjectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearMonthDurationDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSFloat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11DTDConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/EntityResolver2Wrapper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DayTimeDurationDV.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeNamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/MultipleScopeNamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XInclude11TextReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2003-2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/ShortListImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/CMNodeFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * DOM Level 3 LS CR - Experimental.

    * Create a new <code>LSParser</code>. The newly constructed parser may

    * then be configured by means of its <code>DOMConfiguration</code>

    * object, and used to parse documents by means of its <code>parse</code>

    *  method.
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    * @param mode  The <code>mode</code> argument is either

    *   <code>MODE_SYNCHRONOUS</code> or <code>MODE_ASYNCHRONOUS</code>, if

    *   <code>mode</code> is <code>MODE_SYNCHRONOUS</code> then the

    *   <code>LSParser</code> that is created will operate in synchronous

    *   mode, if it's <code>MODE_ASYNCHRONOUS</code> then the

    *   <code>LSParser</code> that is created will operate in asynchronous

    *   mode.

    * @param schemaType  An absolute URI representing the type of the schema

    *   language used during the load of a <code>Document</code> using the

    *   newly created <code>LSParser</code>. Note that no lexical checking

    *   is done on the absolute URI. In order to create a

    *   <code>LSParser</code> for any kind of schema types (i.e. the

    *   LSParser will be free to use any schema found), use the value

    *   <code>null</code>.

    * <p ><b>Note:</b>    For W3C XML Schema [<a href='http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xmlschema-1-

20010502/'>XML Schema Part 1</a>]

    *   , applications must use the value

    *   <code>"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"</code>. For XML DTD [<a

href='http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-xml-20001006'>XML 1.0</a>],

    *   applications must use the value

    *   <code>"http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml"</code>. Other Schema languages

    *   are outside the scope of the W3C and therefore should recommend an

    *   absolute URI in order to use this method.

    * @return  The newly created <code>LSParser</code> object. This

    *   <code>LSParser</code> is either synchronous or asynchronous

    *   depending on the value of the <code>mode</code> argument.

    * <p ><b>Note:</b>    By default, the newly created <code>LSParser</code>

    *    does not contain a <code>DOMErrorHandler</code>, i.e. the value of

    *   the "<a href='http://www.w3.org/TR/2003/WD-DOM-Level-3-Core-20030609/core.html#parameter-error-

handler'>

    *   error-handler</a>" configuration parameter is <code>null</code>. However, implementations

    *   may provide a default error handler at creation time. In that case,

    *   the initial value of the <code>"error-handler"</code> configuration

    *   parameter on the new created <code>LSParser</code> contains a

    *   reference to the default error handler.

    * @exception DOMException

    *    NOT_SUPPORTED_ERR: Raised if the requested mode or schema type is

    *   not supported.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CoreDOMImplementationImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMImplementationListImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999-2002,2004,2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RangeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11DTDProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/TextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/ListDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RegularExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/NMTOKENDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMStateSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMLeaf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ElementNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMLeaf.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2002,2004-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/XPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/DocumentBuilderFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SAXParserFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/AttributeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMParserImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/DocumentBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SAXParserImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeTextReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/EmptyXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMResultBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchemaValidatorComponentManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/AbstractXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMResultAugmentor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XSGrammarPoolContainer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSAttributeChecker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003-2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSElementDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeUse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSSimpleTypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSComplexTypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModelGroupDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeGroupDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNotationDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSParticle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSWildcard.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSIDCDefinition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium,

* (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de

* Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All

* Rights Reserved. This program is distributed under the W3C's Software

* Intellectual Property License. This program is distributed in the

* hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

* the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE. See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more

* details.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/w3c/dom/html/HTMLDOMImplementation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIAttrNSImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2002,2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLGrammarLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11NamespaceBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLComponentManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/util/IntStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/QName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/JAXPConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMASBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DefaultErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDTDContentModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLAttributesImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLGrammarDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/DefaultValidationErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/AttributePSVImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SynchronizedSymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/Augmentations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/Grammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDTDHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SchemaSymbols.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999-2002,2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CDATASectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DTDParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ElementDefinitionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/SimpleContentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/TextSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/MutationEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredAttrImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11NMTOKENDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NodeIteratorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/EntityReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Encodings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/BMPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/DOMSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ProcessingInstructionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/ENTITYDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/IndentPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ASDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/NOTATIONDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/LCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/Op.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CommentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMUniOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/IDREFDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ShadowedSymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/SerializerFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredAttrNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/ElementState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/util/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDocumentTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLContentSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLGrammarPoolImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredCDATASectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/EntityImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/StringDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/util/HexBin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/ValidationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredNotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/CachingParserPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLElementDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLNSDTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/HTMLdtd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11IDDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLEntityDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11IDREFDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMBinOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CharacterDataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLNSDocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLNotationDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredElementDefinitionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredEntityReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/SchemaDateTimeException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/MessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMBinOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/RangeExceptionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/EventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/DTDGrammarBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredEntityImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLStringBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/IDDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredTextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMUniOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11EntityScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/LineSeparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/Match.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/ContentModelValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredCommentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLAttributeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredProcessingInstructionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeepNodeListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLSimpleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/MixedContentModel.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/Version.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/StringListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSObjectListImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AbstractDateTimeDV.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999-2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// Unique Particle Attribution

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSDFACM.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002, 2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/BaseDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/FullDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/SimpleLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLResourceIdentifierImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSDDescription.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/XSSimpleTypeDecl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018421_1655989374.416636/0/xercesimpl-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaValidator.java
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1.288 velocity.apache.org/tools/devel 1.5 
1.288.1 Available under license : 

This project is an effort by many people. If you feel that your name

should be in here and has been omitted in error, please open an issue

with the Apache Velocity Issue tracker located at

 

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/VELOCITY

 

Aki Nieminen

Alexey Pachenko

Anil K. Vijendran

Attila Szegedi

Bob McWhirter

Christoph Reck

Claude Brisson

Daniel Rall

Dave Bryson

David Kinnvall

Eelco Hillenius

Fedor Karpelevitch

Gal Shachor

Geir Magnusson Jr.

Henning P. Schmiedehausen

Jason van Zyl

Jeff Bowden

Jon S. Stevens

Jose Alberto Fernandez

Kasper Nielsen

Kent Johnson

Kyle F. Downey

Leon Messerschmidt

Llewellyn Falco

Matt Raible

Matthijs Lambooy

Nathan Bubna

Paulo Gaspar

Peter Romianowski

Robert Burrell Donkin

Sam Ruby

Sean Legassick

Serge Knystautas

Stephane Bailliez

Stephen Habermann

Sylwester Lachiewicz

Will Glass-Husain
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   This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache Velocity

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*--

 

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.11 2004/02/06 09:32:57 jhunter Exp $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.   

*/

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
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*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.289 netty-transport-native-unix-common

4.1.65.Final 
1.289.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_unix.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_unix.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/IovArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Unix.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,
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 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-unix-common/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/SegmentedDatagramPacket.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DatagramSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Socket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_unix_socket.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_unix_filedescriptor.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_unix_errors.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/FileDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_unix_socket.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketReadMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_unix_errors.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_unix_filedescriptor.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Errors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/NativeInetAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/ServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketAddress.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_unix_buffer.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_unix_buffer.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/PreferredDirectByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Buffer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_unix_jni.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannelUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*
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* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/LimitsStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_unix_limits.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_unix_util.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_unix_util.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Limits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/PeerCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/SocketWritableByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/ErrorsStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348326380_1655810859.56108/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-65-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_unix_limits.c

 

1.290 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-pinpoint

1.11.172 
1.290.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************
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This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously
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marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.291 spring-boot-log4j2-starter 2.5.0 
1.291.1 Available under license : 

Spring Boot 2.5.0

Copyright (c) 2012-2021 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.292 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-cost-and-usage-

report 1.11.172 
1.292.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,
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trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.293 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-batch 1.11.172 
1.293.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,
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including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and
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  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.294 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-codepipeline

1.11.172 
1.294.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,
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including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and
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  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.295 doxia-sitetools 1.1.2 
1.295.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

# "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

#  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# software distributed under the License is distributed on an

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/resources/site-renderer_de.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/resources/site-renderer_pl.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/resources/site-renderer_pt_BR.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/resources/site-renderer_it.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/resources/site-renderer.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/resources/site-renderer_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/resources/site-renderer_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/resources/site-renderer_nl.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/resources/site-renderer_zh_CN.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/log4j.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/resources/site-renderer_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/site-plugin.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/resources/site-renderer_en.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

-----
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-----
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~~ Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

~~ or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

~~ distributed with this work for additional information

~~ regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

~~ to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

~~ "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

~~ with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

~~

~~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

~~

~~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

~~ software distributed under the License is distributed on an

~~ "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

~~ KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

~~ specific language governing permissions and limitations

~~ under the License.

 

~~ NOTE: For help with the syntax of this file, see:

~~ http://maven.apache.org/doxia/references/apt-format.html

 

Overview Of The Doxia Framework

 

The following figure represents the main components of the Doxia Framework.

 

[images/architecture.png] Doxia Framework

 

<<Note>>: Just like Maven, Doxia uses {{{http://plexus.codehaus.org/}Plexus}} extensively.

 

*Sink API

 

The <Sink> interface is a generic markup language interface. It contains several methods that

encapsulate common text syntax. A start tag is denoted by <xxxx()> method

and a end of tag by <xxxx_()> method.

 

For instance, you could do things like:

 

-----

sink.paragraph();

sink.text( "my text" );

sink.paragraph_();

-----

 

similar to this HTML markup:
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-----

<p>my text</p>

-----

 

To find out more about the Sink API, you could read the Javadoc

{{{http://maven.apache.org/doxia/doxia-sink-api/apidocs/org/apache/maven/doxia/sink/Sink.html}here}}.

 

*Doxia Core

 

The <Core> is the API to parse a source and populate it in a <Sink> object. The <Parser> interface

contains only one method:

 

-----

void parse( Reader source, Sink sink )

   throws ParseException;

-----

 

The <ParseException> class has the responsibility to catch all parsing exceptions. It provides an

helper method, <getLineNumber()>, which helps to find where an error occurred.

 

The <AbstractParser> class is an abstract implementation of the <Parser>. It provides a macro mechanism

to give dynamic functionalities for the parsing. For more information on macros, read the

{{{./macros/index.html}Doxia Macro Guide}}.

 

Finally, the <SiteModule> interface is the last part of the puzzle. It provides main definitions of a

given Doxia module and it is used by the <doxia-site-renderer> site tools.

 

*Doxia Modules

 

A Doxia module is an implementation of a given markup language like APT or Xdoc. Each module should

implement these interfaces:

 

 * <Parser> interface, more specifically the <AbstractParser> class

 

 * <SiteModule> interface

 

 []

 

Several modules provide also a <Sink> implementation to handle a specific markup language.

 

For more information on modules, read the {{{./modules/index.html}Doxia Module Guide}}.

 

*Doxia Site Tools

 

The <Site Tools> are a collection of tools to renderer an output. The main tool used by Maven,

specifically the {{{http://maven.apache.org/plugins/maven-site-plugin/}Maven Site Plugin}}, is the

<doxia-site-renderer> which renders in HTML any documents wrote with supported markup syntax. It used
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{{{http://velocity.apache.org/}Velocity templates}} to customize the renderer and the

<site-decoration-model> tool to decorate the renderer. This component describes the layout of the site

defined in the <site.xml> file.

 

The <doxia-doc-renderer> tool is used to renderer any document in another document.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/test/resources/site/apt/overview.apt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/site/decoration/inheritance/PathUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/NestedItemsVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/pdf/itext/ITextPdfRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/HeadVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/FaqVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/AbstractDocumentRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/site/decoration/inheritance/PathDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/itext/DefaultPdfRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-
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1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/Renderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/DocumentRendererContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/DoxiaDocumentRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/sink/SiteRendererSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-

model/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/site/decoration/inheritance/DefaultDecorationModelInheritanceAssem

bler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/AttributesVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/test/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/site/decoration/inheritance/PathUtilsTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/MultipleBlockVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/itext/PdfRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/DefaultSiteRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/DocumentRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/itext/AbstractITextRender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/MiscVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/test/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/site/decoration/inheritance/Doxia91Test.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/DocumentRendererException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/itext/RtfRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/RendererException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/DocumentRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-

model/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/site/decoration/inheritance/DecorationModelInheritanceAssembler.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/JavascriptVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/EntitiesVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/DefaultSiteRendererTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-
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1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/ModuleReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/DocRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/AbstractVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/pdf/PdfRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/SiteRenderingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/pdf/AbstractPdfRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/pdf/fo/FoPdfRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/main/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/itext/DefaultRtfRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/AptVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/test/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/DocumentRendererTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-

model/src/test/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/site/decoration/inheritance/DecorationModelInheritenceAssemblerTest.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-

model/src/test/java/org/apache/maven/doxia/site/decoration/inheritance/PathDescriptorTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

-----

Plexus Component Descriptor Creator

-----

Trygve Laugstøl

-----

25th May 2005

-----

 

~~ Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

~~ or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

~~ distributed with this work for additional information

~~ regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

~~ to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

~~ "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

~~ with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

~~

~~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

~~

~~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

~~ software distributed under the License is distributed on an
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~~ "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

~~ KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

~~ specific language governing permissions and limitations

~~ under the License.

 

~~ NOTE: For help with the syntax of this file, see:

~~ http://maven.apache.org/doxia/references/apt-format.html

 

Plexus Component Descriptor Creator

 

<<NOTE: This document and the CDC itself is currently a work in progres.>>

 

The Component Descriptor Creator (or CDC for short) is a tool that will create

the <<<components.xml>>> file from your Java code. It uses a set of JavaDoc

tags to gather the information it needs to create the component descriptor.

 

* Component Tags

 

*-------------------------------*--------------*---------------------------------------------*

| <<Tag>>                       | <<Required>> | <<Description>>                             |

*-------------------------------*---*--------------------------------------------------------*

| @plexus.component             | y | Marker tag to mark a class as a Plexus component.      |

*-------------------------------*---*--------------------------------------------------------*

| @plexus.role                  | y | The role of the component.                             |

*-------------------------------*---*--------------------------------------------------------*

| @plexus.version               | n | The component version.                                 |

*-------------------------------*---*--------------------------------------------------------*

| @plexus.lifecycle-handler     | n | The lifecycle handler of the component.                |

*-------------------------------*---*--------------------------------------------------------*

| @plexus.instatiation-strategy | n | The instantiation strategy of the component.           |

*-------------------------------*---*--------------------------------------------------------*

 

+---+

/**

* @plexus.component

* @plexus.lifecycle-handler plexus-configurable

*/

public class DefaultActionManager

   extends AbstractLogEnabled

   implements ActionManager, Serviceable

{

+---+

~~ [example-class-tags] Example Class Tags

 

* Requirement Tags

 

These tags are used on fields to state requirements.
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*-------------------------------*----------------*-------------------------------------------*

| <<Tag>>                       | <<Required>> | <<Description>>                             |

*-------------------------------*-----*------------------------------------------------------*

| @plexus.requirement           | y   | Marker tag to mark this field as requirement         |

*-------------------------------*-----*------------------------------------------------------*

| @plexus.role                  | y/n | Only required if the field is a List or Map          |

*-------------------------------*-----*------------------------------------------------------*

| @plexus.role-hint             | n   | |

*-------------------------------*-----*------------------------------------------------------*

 

+---+

/**

* @plexus.requirement

*/

private ActionManager actionManager;

+---+

~~ [example-requirement-tags] Example Requirement Tags

 

* Configuration Tags

 

Note that the default value tag won't be required in the future when these

tags will be used to generate a separate configuration declaration section.

 

*-------------------------------*--------------*---------------------------------------------*

| <<Tag>>                       | <<Required>> | <<Description>>                             |

*-------------------------------*---*--------------------------------------------------------*

| @plexus.configuration         | y | Marker tag to mark this field as configureable         |

*-------------------------------*---*--------------------------------------------------------*

| @plexus.default-value         | y | Sets the default value for the configuration field     |

*-------------------------------*---*--------------------------------------------------------*

 

+---+

/**

* @plexus.requirement

* @plexus.role-hint velocity

*/

private Renderer renderer;

+---+

~~ [example-requirement-tags] Example Requirement Tags

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/site/apt/cdc.apt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more
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* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/test/resources/site/xdoc/references/xdoc-format.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/test/resources/site/xdoc/references/fml-format.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

 or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

 distributed with this work for additional information

 regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

 to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

 "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

 software distributed under the License is distributed on an

 "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

 KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

 specific language governing permissions and limitations

 under the License.

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/src/assembly/source-release.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/site/docbook/sdocbook_full.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-
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1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/site/xdoc/head.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/site/xdoc/attributes.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/site/xdoc/entityTest.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/site/xdoc/multipleblock.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/site/docbook/docbook.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/site/xdoc/misc.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/site/xdoc/javascript.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/site/xdoc/macro.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

-----

Using Schema Decoration 1.0

-----

Vincent Siveton

------

2009-01-28

------

 

~~ Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

~~ or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

~~ distributed with this work for additional information

~~ regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

~~ to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

~~ "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

~~ with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

~~

~~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

~~

~~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

~~ software distributed under the License is distributed on an

~~ "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

~~ KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

~~ specific language governing permissions and limitations

~~ under the License.

 

~~ NOTE: For help with the syntax of this file, see:

~~ http://maven.apache.org/doxia/references/apt-format.html

 

Using Schema Decoration 1.0

 

 The Decoration XSD is located {{{http://maven.apache.org/xsd/decoration-1.0.0.xsd}here}}.
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 Your favorite IDE probably supports XSD schema's for site.xml files. You need to specify the following:

 

+-----+

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/DECORATION/1.0.0"

 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

 xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/DECORATION/1.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/xsd/decoration-

1.0.0.xsd">

...

</project>

+-----+

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/site/apt/using-decoration-xsd.apt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<div class="xright">Copyright &#169;#copyright()All Rights Reserved.#publishDate( "bottom"

$decoration.publishDate $decoration.version )</div>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/resources/org/apache/maven/doxia/siterenderer/resources/default-site.vm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

distributed with this work for additional information

regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

"License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software distributed under the License is distributed on an

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/test/resources/relative-urls-resolved.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-
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1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/test/resources/subsite-relative-urls-multiple-resolved.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/test/resources/subsite-relative-urls-resolved.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/test/resources/relative-urls.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/test/resources/parent.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/test/resources/fully-populated-merged.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/main/resources/META-INF/plexus/components.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/test/resources/empty.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/main/resources/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/pdf/itext/TOC.xslt

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/test/resources/subsite-urls.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/main/mdo/decoration.mdo

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/test/resources/subsite-urls-file.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/site/fml/faq.fml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/test/resources/merged.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/site/xdoc/nestedItems.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/test/resources/external-urls.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/site/site.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/test/resources/child.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/test/resources/fully-populated-child.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

-----

External Resources

-----
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Vincent Siveton

------

July 2007

------

 

~~ Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

~~ or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

~~ distributed with this work for additional information

~~ regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

~~ to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

~~ "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

~~ with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

~~

~~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

~~

~~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

~~ software distributed under the License is distributed on an

~~ "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

~~ KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

~~ specific language governing permissions and limitations

~~ under the License.

 

~~ NOTE: For help with the syntax of this file, see:

~~ http://maven.apache.org/doxia/references/apt-format.html

 

External Resources

 

*Articles

 

*-----------+--------------+--------------+

|| Title    || Publisher  || Author

*-----------+--------------+--------------+

| {{{http://software.newsforge.com/article.pl?sid=04/04/16/1428219}Quick and dirty typesetting with APT}} |

newsforge.com  | Scott Nesbitt

*-----------+--------------+--------------+

| {{{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lightweight_markup_language}Lightweight markup language}} | wikipedia.org  |

?

*-----------+--------------+--------------+

| {{{http://project.knowledgeforge.net/kforge/trac/wiki/TextProcessing}Simple (Ascii-Based) Text Formats}} |

project.knowledgeforge.net  | ?

*-----------+--------------+--------------+

 

*Tools

 

*-----------+--------------+

|| Name    || Author

*-----------+--------------+

| {{{http://apteditor.sourceforge.net/}APT Editor (Eclipse plugin)}} | Mathieu Avoine
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*-----------+--------------+

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/test/resources/site/apt/resources.apt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

-----

Anchors / Links in APT

-----

Lukas Theussl

-----

May 2008

-----

 

~~ Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

~~ or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

~~ distributed with this work for additional information

~~ regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

~~ to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

~~ "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

~~ with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

~~

~~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

~~

~~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

~~ software distributed under the License is distributed on an

~~ "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

~~ KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

~~ specific language governing permissions and limitations

~~ under the License.

 

~~ NOTE: For help with the syntax of this file, see:

~~ http://maven.apache.org/doxia/references/apt-format.html

 

Links

 

 {Anchor}

 {cdc.html}

 Link to {{Anchor}}.

 Link to anchor {{{Anchor}showing alternate text}}.

 {Anchor with space} and {{{Anchor_with_space}link to it}}.

 Link to {{http://maven.apache.org/}}.

 Link to {{{http://maven.apache.org/}Maven home page}}.

 Link to {{{./cdc.html}other document}} and within {{{cdc.html}same document}}.

 Link to {{{/index.html}root document}}.

 

Section formatting: <italic> <<bold>> <<<mono>>>
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* SubSection formatting: <italic> <<bold>> <<<mono>>>

 

 <italic> <<bold>> <<<mono>>>

 

TOC Macro

 

%{toc}

 

Echo Macro

 

%{echo|param1=value1|param2=value2}

 

Snippet Macro

 

%{snippet|id=macrotest|file=src/test/resources/site/site.xml}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/site/apt/apt.apt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

-----

Project goodies that are available in the project

-----

Maven Monkey

-----

 

-----

 

~~ Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

~~ or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

~~ distributed with this work for additional information

~~ regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

~~ to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

~~ "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

~~ with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

~~

~~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

~~

~~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

~~ software distributed under the License is distributed on an

~~ "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

~~ KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

~~ specific language governing permissions and limitations

~~ under the License.

 

~~ NOTE: For help with the syntax of this file, see:
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~~ http://maven.apache.org/doxia/references/apt-format.html

 

Things you can do with Velocity

 

* project = ${project.name} ${project.version}

* $currentFileName

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/test/resources/site/apt/interpolation.apt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

distributed with this work for additional information

regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

"License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software distributed under the License is distributed on an

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/test/resources/site/fml/faq.fml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/main/javadoc/org/apache/maven/doxia/docrenderer/itext/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/src/site/xdoc/index.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

-----

Doxia

-----

Jason van Zyl

Vincent Siveton

------

July 2007

------

 

~~ Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

~~ or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

~~ distributed with this work for additional information

~~ regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

~~ to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

~~ "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

~~ with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

~~

~~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

~~

~~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

~~ software distributed under the License is distributed on an

~~ "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

~~ KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

~~ specific language governing permissions and limitations

~~ under the License.

 

~~ NOTE: For help with the syntax of this file, see:

~~ http://maven.apache.org/doxia/references/apt-format.html

 

Maven Doxia

 

Doxia is a content generation framework which aims to provide its users with powerful

techniques for generating static and dynamic content: Doxia can be used in web-based

publishing context to generate static sites, in addition to being incorporated into
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dynamic content generation systems like blogs, wikis and content management systems.

 

Doxia supports markup languages with simple syntaxes. Lightweight markup languages

are used by people who might be expected to read the document source as well as the rendered output.

 

Doxia is used extensively by Maven and it powers the entire documentation system of Maven.

It gives Maven the ability to take any document that Doxia supports and output it any format.

 

* Brief History

 

Based on the {{{http://www.xmlmind.com/aptconvert.html}Aptconvert}} project developed by

{{{http://www.xmlmind.com/}Xmlmind}} company, Doxia was initially hosted by Codehaus, to become

a sub-project of Maven early in 2006.

 

* Main Features

 

 * Developed in Java

 

 * Support of several markup formats: APT (Almost Plain Text), Confluence, DocBook,

   FML (FAQ Markup Language), LaTeX, RTF, TWiki, XDoc (popular in Apache land), XHTML

 

~~ iText should be replaced by FOP

 

 * Easy to learn the syntax of the supported markup formats

 

 * Macro support

 

 * No need to have a corporate infrastructure (like wiki) to host your documentation

 

 * Extensible framework

 

 []

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/test/resources/site/apt/index.apt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-site-renderer/src/site/site.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-decoration-model/src/site/site.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/test/resources/site/pdf.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/src/site/site.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/site/site.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1017018240_1655989628.5360425/0/doxia-sitetools-1-1-2-orig-tar-gz/doxia-sitetools-

1.1.2/doxia-doc-renderer/src/test/resources/site/site.xml

 

1.296 nimbus-jose-jwt 9.8.1 
1.296.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* nimbus-jose-jwt

*

* Copyright 2012-2016, Connect2id Ltd and contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/opts/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/LegacyConcatKDF.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/gen/OctetSequenceKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/ECDSAProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/gen/ECKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/RSACryptoProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/BaseJWSProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/gen/RSAKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/IntegerOverflowException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/gen/JWKGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/PasswordLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/CurveBasedJWK.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/AESEncrypter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/DirectCryptoProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/PBKDF2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/source/DefaultJWKSetCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/AESCBC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/BoundedInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/produce/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/AESGCM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/utils/ConstantTimeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/DefaultJOSEObjectTypeVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/Container.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-
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jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/PasswordBasedCryptoProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/PEMEncodedKeyParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/AESKW.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/ECDSA.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/DeflateHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/IOUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/gen/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/PRFParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/CipherHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/JWKException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/AAD.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/JSONStringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/CriticalHeaderParamsDeferral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/AuthenticatedCipherText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/utils/ECChecks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/utils/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/AlgorithmParametersHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/RSASSA.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/HMAC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/opts/AllowWeakRSAKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/ConcatKDF.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/CompositeKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/EdDSAProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-
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jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/RSA_OAEP_256.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/ActionRequiredForJWSCompletionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/opts/UserAuthenticationRequired.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/CompletableJWSObjectSigning.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/KeyUseAndOpsConsistency.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/opts/OptionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/source/JWKSetCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/RSA_OAEP.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JWSSignerOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/ContentCryptoProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/proc/JWTClaimsSetAwareJWSKeySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/LegacyAESGCM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/RSAKeyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/OctetKeyPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/KeyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/produce/JWSSignerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/AlgorithmSupportMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/ECDH.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/MACProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/source/JWKSetWithTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/BaseJWEProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/JWKSecurityContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/Curve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/RSA1_5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-
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jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/AESGCMKW.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/RSASSAProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/AESCryptoProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* nimbus-jose-jwt

*

* Copyright 2012-2020, Connect2id Ltd.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/factories/DefaultJWSSignerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* nimbus-jose-jwt

*

* Copyright 2012-2019, Connect2id Ltd and contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-
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jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/source/JWKSecurityContextJWKSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/JOSEObjectTypeVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/impl/ECDHCryptoProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* nimbus-jose-jwt

*

* Copyright 2012-2021, Connect2id Ltd.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/bc/BouncyCastleFIPSProviderSingleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/bc/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* nimbus-jose-jwt

*

* Copyright 2012-2016, Connect2id Ltd.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JWSAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JWEAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/KeyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/PlainHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/KeyLengthException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/BadJWSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/MACSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/source/ImmutableSecret.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/X25519Encrypter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/ECDSASigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/DeflateUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/proc/DefaultJWTClaimsVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/ArrayUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/ECParameterTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/source/ImmutableJWKSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/ECDHDecrypter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/CompressionAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/RSASSASigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/source/JWKSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/proc/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/PlainJWT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-
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jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/JWKMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JOSEProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jca/JCAContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/proc/JWTClaimsSetVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/X509CertChainUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/JWTClaimsSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/Requirement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/source/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/StandardCharset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/factories/DefaultJWEDecrypterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/RemoteKeySourceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/proc/ConfigurableJWTProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JWSVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/ByteUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/Base64URL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/util/DateUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/X509CertUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/JWEKeySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/Algorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/EncryptedJWT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jca/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/Payload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/JSONObjectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-
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jar/com/nimbusds/jose/CommonSEHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/KeyTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JOSEObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jca/JCAAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/AbstractRestrictedResourceRetriever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/ThumbprintUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/KeyUse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/SecretJWK.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jca/JCASupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JWSProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/KeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/JWT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/DirectDecrypter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/SimpleSecurityContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/AbstractJWKSelectorWithSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/KeySourceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/RestrictedResourceRetriever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/AsymmetricJWK.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/factories/DefaultJWSVerifierFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JOSEException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/JOSEMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/KeyOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JWSSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/JWK.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/JWEDecrypterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/JWTClaimsSetTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/RSAEncrypter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/JWSVerifierFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/bc/BouncyCastleProviderSingleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JWECryptoParts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/RSADecrypter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/JOSEProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JWEEncrypter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JWEProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/IntegerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JWEDecrypter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/KeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/BadJWEException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JWEObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/PasswordBasedDecrypter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/proc/BadJWTException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/PlainObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/RSASSAVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JWSHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/BadJOSEException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/ConfigurableJOSEProcessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/AESDecrypter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/factories/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/JWSKeySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/PasswordBasedEncrypter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/JSONArrayUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/PayloadTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/SignedJWT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jca/JWEJCAContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JOSEObjectType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/MACVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-jar/com/nimbusds/jose/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/source/RemoteJWKSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JWSObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/JWTParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/proc/JWTProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/BigIntegerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/ECKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/proc/ClockSkewAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/CriticalHeaderParamsAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/JWEHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/JWKSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/EncryptionMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/util/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/SecurityContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/proc/JWTClaimsVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/DateUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/Header.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/OctetSequenceKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/DirectEncrypter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/ResourceRetriever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/RSAKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/DefaultResourceRetriever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/proc/JWTProcessorConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/ECDSAVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/AlgorithmFamily.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* nimbus-jose-jwt

*

* Copyright 2012-2019, Connect2id Ltd.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/JWKMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/JWSAlgorithmFamilyJWSKeySelector.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/DefaultJOSEProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/JWEDecryptionKeySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/ECDHEncrypter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/JOSEProcessorConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jwt/proc/DefaultJWTProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/proc/JWSVerificationKeySelector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* nimbus-jose-jwt

*

* Copyright 2012-2018, Connect2id Ltd.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/util/Base64Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/Ed25519Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/X25519Decrypter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/JWKSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/crypto/Ed25519Verifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* nimbus-jose-jwt

*

* Copyright 2012-2018, Connect2id Ltd and contributors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/jwk/gen/OctetKeyPairGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* nimbus-jose-jwt

*

* Copyright 2012-2021, Connect2id Ltd and contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

* License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

* under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1241118549_1639450946.81/0/nimbus-jose-jwt-9-8-1-sources-

jar/com/nimbusds/jose/mint/package-info.java

 

1.297 apache-tomcat-embed 9.0.46 
1.297.1 Available under license : 

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

may be obtained from:

http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/jsc/xml/ns/javaee/index.html

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd
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- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

       to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,

       prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

       Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

       or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

       containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

       Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes

       Original Software available under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

       thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent
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       possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

       acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

       following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

          or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

          previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

          the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of

        computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

        acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

        claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

        which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included

        in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

        rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

        legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled

        by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

        definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

        the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

        otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

        outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

     third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

     grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

           portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of
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           a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

           Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

           offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

           (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

           date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

           License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for

           infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

           Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

           other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

   party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

   world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such

           Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

           with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

           Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

           combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

           otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

           portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on

           the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

           Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

           modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of
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           Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

           as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

           Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

     Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

     Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

     You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code

     form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.

     You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

     as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

     reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

     exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

     by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

     Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient

     rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

     You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

     any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

     Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

     attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

     Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

     or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

     charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

     one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

     Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

     Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

     support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

     You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

     for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

     a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

     terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,

     which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are
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     in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

     Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights

     in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

     distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different

     license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

     from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer

     or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

     every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

     such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

     not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

     as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

     of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

     revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

     version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

     in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to

     modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

     Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

     which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

     Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from

     being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version

     of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

     available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

     originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

     to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

     the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

     license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for

     Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this

     License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

     name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

     this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

     terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.
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  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

  WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

  MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

  AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

  DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

  SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

  ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

          automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

          cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

          Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

          termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

          judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

          Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

          is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant

          Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

          Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

          Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

          any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

          Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

          the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

          of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

          prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

          notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

          claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

          Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

          with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

          user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

          distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

          granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

  OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

  ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT
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  LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

  COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

  LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

  DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

  EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

  EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

  C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as

  that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

  computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

  through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

  Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

  clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this

  License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

  extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

  jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

  License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

  jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

  Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The

  application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

  International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

  which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

  responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

  regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other

  countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered

  Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its
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  utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial

  Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

  basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

  admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

  LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

  of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

  the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

  California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

1.298 maven-artifact-manager 2.0.2 
1.298.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/repository/metadata/GroupRepositoryMetadata.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/deployer/DefaultArtifactDeployer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/resolver/DebugResolutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/repository/metadata/RepositoryMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/transform/LatestArtifactTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/repository/metadata/ArtifactRepositoryMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/installer/DefaultArtifactInstaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/repository/metadata/SnapshotArtifactRepositoryMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/manager/DefaultWagonManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/manager/WagonManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/repository/DefaultArtifactRepositoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/transform/ReleaseArtifactTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/resolver/WarningResolutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/repository/metadata/AbstractRepositoryMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/manager/ChecksumFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/resolver/DefaultArtifactResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/transform/SnapshotTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/repository/metadata/DefaultRepositoryMetadataManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/transform/AbstractVersionTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/repository/DefaultArtifactRepository.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/repository/metadata/RepositoryMetadataManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1162437033_1620842126.06/0/maven-artifact-manager-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/maven/artifact/transform/DefaultArtifactTransformationManager.java

 

1.299 json-smart 2.4.7 
1.299.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*    Copyright 2011-2014 JSON-SMART authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/DefaultMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*    Copyright 2011 JSON-SMART authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-jar/net/minidev/json/JSONStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/JSONParserByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/JSONStreamAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/JsonReaderI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-jar/net/minidev/json/JStylerObj.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/JSONParserStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/JSONParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/JSONAwareEx.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/JSONParserString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/JSONStreamAwareEx.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-jar/net/minidev/json/JSONUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/CompessorMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/JSONValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/JSONParserMemory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/DefaultMapperCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-jar/net/minidev/json/JSONNavi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/BeansMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/CollectionMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/ArraysMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/JSONArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/FakeMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/JSONParserBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/JSONAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/JsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-
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jar/net/minidev/json/JSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/JSONParserInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/DefaultMapperOrdered.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/JSONParserReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1183889917_1627493840.74/0/json-smart-2-4-7-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/net.minidev/json-smart/pom.xml

 

1.300 jjwt-api 0.11.2 
1.300.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 jsonwebtoken.io

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/InvalidClaimException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/CompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/CompressionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/CompressionCodecResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/MissingClaimException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/IncorrectClaimException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 jsonwebtoken.io

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/JwtParserBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/Maps.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2018 JWTK

 ~

 ~ Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 ~ you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 ~ You may obtain a copy of the License at

 ~

 ~     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 ~ WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 ~ See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 ~ limitations under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.jsonwebtoken/jjwt-api/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 jsonwebtoken.io

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/ClaimsMutator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/Decoders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/JwtBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/Clock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/SigningKeyResolverAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/CodecException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/Claims.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/RuntimeEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/SerialException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/ClaimJwtException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/security/InvalidKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/Deserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-
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jar/io/jsonwebtoken/SignatureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/UnknownClassException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/Base64Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/DeserializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/IOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/Classes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/security/SignatureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/CompressionCodecs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/Base64UrlDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/DecodingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/Encoders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/JwtHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/RequiredTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/JwtException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/MalformedJwtException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/Base64Support.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/Arrays.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/JwsHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/security/SecurityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/InstantiationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/DateFormats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/security/WeakKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/Jwt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/PrematureJwtException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/SerializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/UnsupportedJwtException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/Base64UrlEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/Base64Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/security/KeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/EncodingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/SigningKeyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/JwtHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/Collections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/ExceptionPropagatingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/Jwts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/Jws.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/ExceptionPropagatingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/security/Keys.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/SignatureAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/Assert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/ExpiredJwtException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/JwtParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/io/Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1348319530_1655810535.0177245/0/jjwt-api-0-11-2-sources-1-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/Header.java

 

1.301 findbugs-jsr305 1.3.9 
1.301.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz

* Released under the Creative Commons Attribution License

*   (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)
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* Official home: http://www.jcip.net

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010092589_1591857556.34/0/jsr305-1-3-9-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010092589_1591857556.34/0/jsr305-1-3-9-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/NotThreadSafe.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010092589_1591857556.34/0/jsr305-1-3-9-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/Immutable.java

 

1.302 aws-java-sdk-for-amazon-sqs 1.11.172 
1.302.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
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"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:
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  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,
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and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.303 guava 19.0 
1.303.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.
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"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.304 aws-java-sdk-for-aws-budgets 1.11.172 
1.304.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2014 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following
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conditions:

 

  1.   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or
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rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed with the

accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software. Such

other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.
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